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ABSTRACT
Contaminant transport from riverine sediments was 
investigated via physical and mathematical models. Due to 
its remote nature, there exists a lack of understanding of 
transport mechanisms and rates at the sediment-water 
interface of rivers. This dissertation is focused on 
evaluation of potential abiotic transport processes which 
affect the movement of contaminants across this 
sediment-water interface. Only non-dispersive transport of 
passive contaminants was considered allowing the research to 
focus on the movement of the sediment pore water which 
carries the contaminants. The abiotic processes studied 
include the advection by flow of sediment pore water and the 
movement and turnover of sediment through erosion by the 
overlying river flow. Pore water flow driven by a mean 
hydraulic gradient between the river and its associated 
ground-water aquifer and driven by the local pressure 
variations associated with the uneven surface of the river 
sediment was considered. Mathematical models of the 
transport mechanisms considered are presented and used to 
compare the importance of each. The preliminary results 
indicate the potential importance of a heretofore largely 
unexamined mechanism, advective transport by the local 
pressure variations over the uneven bed sediment.
The mathematical models developed for the flow and 
transport processes in the bottom sediments can be applied to 
a variety of realistic river conditions. A very general 
model of ground-water flow based on the boundary element 
method and capable of describing flow in heterogeneous media
xi v
with arbitrary boundary conditions and with point sources and 
sinks was developed in both two and three dimensions. 
Techniques were also developed to employ the structure of the 
boundary element method to trace individual streamlines or 
equipotential surfaces and to solve special classes of 
hyperbolic and parabolic problems. A mathematical model of 
river sediment movement as bed load was also developed that 
was capable of describing the dynamics and spatial variations 
of contaminants within a moving sediment bed.
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Chemical contaminants can be found everywhere: in the 
air we breathe, in the water we drink, and in the food we 
eat. The broad distribution of contaminants is due, in large 
part, to the diversity of chemicals made and used by industry 
and the vast amounts of waste produced (Dragun et a l .,
[ 1984] ) .
These contaminants move across environmental interfaces 
by natural processes involving diffusion, advection, 
reaction, etc. The sediment-water interface in streams and 
rivers is of special concern as a result of a large number of 
contamination sources and relatively small dilution rates. 
Contamination of our streams and rivers not only affects the 
aquatic life present in them, but also may affect the 
associated ground-water aquifers and thus the drinking water 
supply of nearby communities.
The transport processes at the sediment-water interface 
are not fully understood. An investigation of abiotic 
transport processes and their influence on chemical transport 
on the sediment side of the sediment-water interface of 
rivers and streams is the subject of this dissertation. The 
ultimate aim is the development of accurate, verifiable 
models of these processes which can be used in predicting the 
movement of water and contaminants within the sediment of 
streams and rivers as well as through their associated 
ground-water aquifer systems.
1
2Movement of passive chemicals through bottom sediment 
and aquifer systems is the result of the movement of water 
through these systems. Therefore, accurate prediction of the 
rate and direction of water movement will provide a basis for 
accurate estimates of the rate and direction of the 
contaminant movement.
1.1 TRANSPORT MECHANISMS IN A RIVERINE ENVIRONMENT
Figure 1,1 is a schematic showing the transport 
processes relevant to the fate of chemicals in rivers and
streams. These transport processes involve physical,
chemical, and biological processes. The following is a brief
review of these processes which affect and/or enhance
chemical transport within a riverine environment.
Biotic processes result in contaminant biodegradation 
and movement by bioturbation. Biodegradation is the chemical 
breakdown of contaminants by microorganisms living within the 
water column as well as the sediment bed. Bioturbation is 
the movement (e.g., plowing, feeding, burrowing, etc.) of 
organisms living within the sediment that results in 
contaminant transport between the water column and the 
sediments (Thibodeaux, [1979]). Bioturbation affects the 
upper few centimeters of the sediment bed. Within this zone, 
however, bioturbation may dominate sediment and contaminant 
movement at low river flow rates.
Abiotic processes include diffusion and advection in the 
sediment pores and erosion/deposition of the sediment 
particles. Molecular diffusion within the pore fluid of the 
bed results in the migration of chemicals through the 
sediment. This migration is retarded (hindered) by
"m u d  f l a t s " t y p e  b o t t o m  f o r m
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4adsorption/desorption processes which exist between the 
sediment and the water (Freeze and Cherry, [1979]).
Molecular diffusion is often considered the primary transport 
mechanism in stable (i.e., non-mobile) sediments.
Advective processes can also transport contaminants in 
the sediment bed and can arise from two sources, (1) as a 
result of a hydraulic gradient between a stream and its 
associated ground-water aquifer, and (2) as a result of local 
pressure gradients along the surface of the uneven sediment 
bed (V a u x , [1962] and Thibodeaux and Boyle, [1987]). A
typical river bottom is composed of triangular shaped 
roughness elements similar to sand dunes in deserts which 
result from the sediment erosion and deposition processes. 
During erosion or sediment transport, the movement of 
sediment particles and their associated voidages occurs.
This results in the release of sediment pore water and the 
suspension or exposure of contaminated sediment particles. 
Thus chemicals dissolved in the bed pore water or desorbed 
from the sediment particles are transported to the water 
column (Gschwend et a l ., [1987]).
Within the freestream water of rivers, small suspended 
particles exist. Chemicals bind more strongly to fine 
particles, those particles with high-surface-to-mass ratios 
(Delos et a l ., [1984]). If the settling velocity of these
particles is sufficiently large, they will move from the 
water column to the sediment bed by the process of deposition 
resulting in contaminant transport to the sediments.
1.2 SCOPE OF RESEARCH
Generally, the rate of chemical transport across the
sediment-water interface is limited by the relatively slow
transport of chemicals in the sediment. Therefore, this 
dissertation is concerned with the study of those transport 
processes affecting the fate of non-reactive, passive 
chemicals on the sediment side of the sediment-water 
interface of rivers. Passive chemicals are those that do not 
influence the environment through which they move, for 
example, through reaction with the porous sediment matrix or 
through initiation of buoyancy driven flows. The transport 
processes considered are divided into those which occur 
solely on the sediment side of the interface and those water 
side influences that significantly affect the transport of 
chemicals within the sediment. Due to the relatively crude 
state of knowledge of biotic processes (e.g., bioturbation, 
biodegradation) only abiotic processes are considered. They 
include:
•Sediment side processes
- molecular diffusion
- pore water flow (advection) including 
stream-aquifer interactions and flow 
induced by local pressure variations 
on the sediment bed surface
•Water side processes
- sediment movement due to water flow 
resulting in exposure of underlying 
sediment and thus release of contaminants 
from the bed.
6Due to the relatively well understood character of sediment 
side transport by diffusion, the focus will be on in-bed 
advection processes and the turnover of sediments by sediment 
m o v e m e n t .
1.3 OVERVIEW OF PRESENTATION
The results of this dissertation are separated into two 
parts. The first part (Chapters 2 through 5) deals with the 
theoretical development of the aforementioned transport 
processes and the experimental procedures used to study these 
processes. Chapter 2 contains a general literature review of 
the processes of interest including, where appropriate, their 
theoretical development. Chapter 3 details the significance 
of convective transport induced by the local geometry of the 
sediment bed within stable river sediments through 
experimentation and numerical simulation. Chapter 4 details 
the significance of convective flow induced by the 
interaction between streams, or rivers, and their associated 
ground-water aquifer system. Chapter 5 describes contaminant 
movement as a result of sediment movement and develops a 
model of the residence time distribution of passive chemicals 
in unstable river sediments. Each chapter includes an 
introduction that describes the transport process to be 
discussed, the development of a model for describing the 
influence of the transport mechanism, and the application of 
the model to real river systems.
The second part of this dissertation details a boundary 
integral equation technique, the boundary element method 
(BEM; Brebbia et a l ., [1984]), used in the numerical
simulations described in part one. A short introduction is 
included in each chapter to give the relevant background and 
object i v e .
Chapter 6 serves as an introduction to this section and 
to BEM by describing its development, advantages and 
disadvantages.
Chapter 7 details a novel method of streamline and 
equipotential tracing using BEM. This capability of BEM was 
implemented in describing the induced flow patterns within 
the sediment bed as discussed in Chapter 3.
Chapter 8 contains the development of modifications to 
the general BEM to show different capabilities of the method. 
The developments are follov?ed by example problems in both twc 
and three dimensions. The capabilities of BEM include its 
applicability to different types of aquifer systems including 
those that have continuously varying as well as piecewise 
homogeneous conductivity and those that exhibit point 
sources/sinks, or free surfaces. The capabilities presented 
in this chapter were implemented in the stream-aquifer 
interaction study discussed in Chapter 4. The program that 
was developed to implement these capabilities of the BEM is a 
v e r y  powerful modelling tool and one of the most general BEM 
program that has been reported.
Work was also done adapting the boundary element method 
to certain classes of parabolic and hyperbolic equations 
using regular perturbation theory. For completeness of the 
BEM program development, this work is included in Chapter 9.
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PART I
Transport Mechanisms of a Passive Chemical 
in River Sediments
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE SURVEY
This chapter describes the transport processes which 
affect the movement of chemicals on the sediment side of the 
sediment-water interface of rivers and streams. The 
transport processes to be discussed include the sediment side 
processes of diffusion and pore water flow, as well as the 
water influenced process of sediment movement.
2.1 BACKGROUND
Most fate models for contaminants in sediment include 
chemical exchange by molecular diffusion. Molecular 
diffusion is a result of the random movement of molecules in 
which an observable drift occurs from places of higher to 
places of lower concentration. In stable sediments (i.e., 
those that exhibit little movement of the bed particles), 
transport of chemically inert, non-sorbed chemicals is 
generally considered to be the result of diffusional 
processes (e.g., Greskovich et a l ., [1975]).
The rate of diffusion is retarded when the contaminant 
can sorb to sediment particles. "Adsorption refers to the 
accumulation of a contaminant at the surface of a soil 
particle" (Dragurx et a l . , [1984]). This process can hinder 
the movement of chemicals through the sediment pore water.
The Biot number for mass transfer between a particle and its 
surroundings is given by,
NBi = k£r o/®e (2.1)
where
11
12
= film mass transfer coefficient, cm/s,
r 0 = radius of soil particle, cm,
£ = effective diffusivity within particle, cm2 /s.
The Biot number is a dimensionless number representing the
ratio of the internal resistance to mass transfer 
(intraparticle resistance) to the external resistance 
(interparticle resistance) (Jackman and Ng, [1988]). For 
small Biot number external resistances dominate and the 
concentration driving force is largely across the fluid film 
surrounding the particle. For large Biot number the 
concentration varies within the particle and internal 
diffusion controls the sorption rate. Due to the typically 
small particle sizes encountered in sediments, the internal 
resistances are small compared to the external resistances. 
Due to the small pore sizes in the voids between particles 
[ (particle size)] and the typically low intersitial 
velocities observed in porous sediments, diffusion across the 
controlling external film can occur before advection can 
remove contaminants from the pore space. This suggests that 
chemical equilibrium between sediment particles and the local 
pore water can be assumed (Valocchi, [1985]). This 
assumption allows treatment of sediment side transport with 
sorption by a constant retardation coefficient approach 
(Freeze and Cherry, [1979]).
In recent years, investigators have noted interstitial 
fluid transport (pore water flow) by in-bed advective 
processes in addition to the diffusion mechanisms described 
above. Bencala [1984] and Bencala et a l . [1984] observed 
significant transport between the free water and the water 
wTithin a "storage zone" in the bed of a small mountain stream
13
and speculated that this was the result of turbulence 
generated by bottom irregularities and flow obstructions 
consisting of cobbles, small boulders, and vegetation that 
protrude in the flow. Flow into, out of, and through the 
coarse gravel and cobble bed was also mentioned as part of 
the advection process. Boyle [1984] and Boyle et a l . [1985]
observed similar behavior in several streams and noted the 
effect of flow in the permeable bed on biochemical reaction 
rates. Thibodeaux and Boyle [1987] determined that in-bed 
advective motions can often be attributed to the local 
pressure variations on the typically uneven surface of the 
river bottom. Pressures on the upstream facing surfaces of
the sediment bed can be 100-1000 N/m2 higher than pressures 
on the downstream facing surfaces (Vittal et a l ., [1977]).
Chemical exchange also occurs as a result of pore water 
flow induced by the interaction of streams and aquifers 
(i.e., in the presence of a mean hydraulic gradient). When 
streams and aquifers are connected hydraulically, the ground­
water and surface-water are interrelated (Konikow and 
Bredehoeft, [1974]). Water table {ground-water level) 
fluctuations of unconfined aquifers are caused by 
precipitation, evaporation, ground-water usage, etc. These 
fluctuations result in recharge and discharge of the aquifer 
with respect to the stream (Newsom and Wilson, [1988], Mishra 
and Seth, [1988]), the ground water flowing from areas of 
recharge to areas of discharge through the path of least 
resistance (Dragun et a l ., [1984]). In the case of a
confined aquifer system, where the stream flows over the 
confining layer, water seepage from the stream into the 
aquifer can occur (Cleary, [1985]).
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In-bed chemical transport is also influenced by bed 
movement that results from particle erosion. As a result of 
a shear stress on the bed due to the flow of water, sediment 
particles are set in motion. The translating particles are 
now in intimate contact with the water which allows chemical 
desorption to take place more readily (Gschwend et a l ., 
[1987]). Along with the particles, the exposed interstitial 
pore water is entrained into and mixes with the overlying 
freestream water. Therefore, any chemical dissolved in the 
pore water also mixes with the overlying freestream water by 
the processes of bed erosion and movement.
2.2 SEDIMENT SIDE TRANSPORT PROCESSES
In porous media, mass is transferred by advection and 
diffusion. In order to model the transport of chemicals 
through porous media the solution of two coupled, partial 
differential equations is required. The coupled equations 
result from a chemical mass balance and a description of the 
pore water flow.
The first equation deals with the transfer of the 
particular constituent of interest and is given by (Freeze 
and Cherry, [1979])
where
K 32 = sediment/water partition coefficient, cm /g,
Pb = bulk density of sediment, g/cm3 ,
e = porosity, c m 3/ c m 3 ,
v. = interstitial water velocity in x ^ - d i rection, cm/s,
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I'eff = effective diffusivity, c m 2/s,
= B/r
X1 = molecular diffusivity, cm2 /s,
r = tortuosity,
= dispersion in the x ^ - d i rection, cm2 /s,
«i\ i
= dispersivity in the x ^ - d i rection, cm,
= distance in the x ^ - d i rection, cm,
C = constituent concentration in water (solution),
mo l e / c m 3 .
This is the conventional mass conservation equation, written 
in a form that allows for accumulation of the constituent in 
both the pore spaces and on the sediment particles. Also, 
the spreading caused by pore-level heterogenities has been 
modelled with a macroscopic dispersion coefficient, .
In equation (2.2) it has been assumed that no chemical 
reactions occur, but that adsorption/desorption exists. It 
is further assumed that the adsorption process is fast and
reversible and that the adsorption equilibrium between the
sediment and water is related by a linear partition
coefficient ( K* ) .3 S
The interstitial water velocity in the x^- d i r e c t i o n , ,
in Equation (2.2), is given by D a r c y ’s Law as
*i = - r 1 %  (2.3)
where
= hydraulic conductivity in the x ^ - d irection, cm/s, 
h = hydraulic head, cm.
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The hydraulic head refers to the sum of the pressure head 
(P / P g ) and the elevation (z). The head distribution, 
assuming no sources or sinks of fluid (water), is given by 
(Todd, [1980])
S = storage coefficient, 
t = t i m e , s e c .
Equations (2.2)— (2.4) describe the transport of 
chemicals through porous media. These equations may be 
simplified depending on the mechanisms present.
2.2.1 Molecular Diffusion Controlling
For the case when molecular diffusion controls 
transport, is negligible, and contaminant transport can be
described (for constant effective diffusivity) by
The Einstein summation convention is employed in Equation
(2.5) which implies that the right hand side is the sum of 
three terms. R^ . is a retardation factor (Freeze and Cherry,
[1979]) which accounts for the slowed transport of sorbing
9h
3t (2.4)
where
T^ = transmissivity in x^-direction, cm /s,
(2.5)
where
1
f (2 .6 )
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chemicals. Sorbed contaminants with K*2 >>1 are strongly 
retarded as reflected by R^cci.
One important application of this model is diffusion 
into or out of the face of a porous slab. Contaminant 
transport in flat bed sediments found in lakes, estuaries or 
in the marine environment can be modelled in this manner if 
advection can be neglected (Baron, [1988]).
Molecular diffusion has been used extensively to model 
the transport of contaminants in river sediments in the 
absence of other transport mechanisms; however, other 
mechanisms may control contaminant movement. Therefore, the 
focus of this dissertation will be on defining these other 
mechanisms and determining their influence on the fate of 
chemicals in river sediments.
2.2.2 Advection Controlling
Contaminant transport in the presence of advection is 
described by Equation (2.2). The relative magnitudes of the 
diffusive and advective processes are quantified by the 
Peclet number, which is simply the ratio of the diffusive 
time scale to the advective time scale,
V  = 'd i f f  _ ^ i £ i o ft \
Npe Tadv ’  ® e f f  • ‘ ’
Here is the in-bed interstitial velocity (cm/s), £ is a
transport distance scale (cm), an ® e ff is the effective
diffusivity of a contaminant in the interstitial fluid
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(cra2 /s). If Npe >'l) advective processes dominate, while if
Np <<1, diffusive processes dominate.
The effective diffusivity of many compounds in the water
filled pore spaces is of the order of 10-s cm2/s. Therefore, 
transport over distance scales of interest in sediments (tens 
of cm) can be dominated by advection with velocities as low
as 10-s cm/s.
In general, is formally defined as a volume average
over distance scales larger than the microscale 
heterogeneities (e.g., pore-level heterogeneities). Spatial 
variations in velocity over distance scales smaller than this 
give rise to contaminant spreading that is normally modelled 
with a dispersion coefficient. Typically the dispersion 
coefficient is modelled by taking the product of a 
dispersivity, which is a measure of the characteristic length 
scale of the microscale heterogeneities, and the fluid 
velocity raised to some power (typically 1 to 1.2 ) . In a 
homogeneous sandy medium, the dispersivity is approximately
equal to the particle diameter. The ratio of the dispersive
time scale (i.e., neglecting molecular diffusion) to the 
advective time scale is given by
( £ /<* v • ) o o
N Pe = — a - = a ~ 7T (2‘9)D ( £  / v ^ £ ) a  d p
For the sandy sediments considered herin, £>>dp and
dispersion can be neglected.
When advection is the dominant transport mechanism, 
contaminant transport can be described (again using the 
Einstein summation convention) by
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dC - _n? v - — - (2 10)3t ~ f i9x^ 12.1U)
Thus advection dominated flow problems are reduced to the 
problem of identifying the interstitial fluid velocity, for
once v A is determined, the velocity of the contaminant front,
3x. ^
- / __ 1 \ - .. <) t—  (2 11); ' 1 dt 'C \  E  12.11)
can be calculated by
a ,
vc = RfVi . (2.12)
Solution of the ground-water flow equation, therefore, is all 
that is required to describe contaminant transport when 
advection is the controlling mechanism.
Two types of advection dominated flows are thought to 
exist. Thibodeaux and Boyle [1987] hypothesized that, even 
in the absence of a mean hydraulic gradient, flow would occur 
in river sediments as a result of the localized variation of 
pressure on the typically uneven river bottom. Figure 2.1 
shows the flow over a typical river bottom composed of 
triangular shaped roughness elements. As a result of the 
formation of a recirculating wake behind the dunes, pressures 
on the downstream faces and near the leading edge of the 
succeeding dune are lower than on the majority of the 
upstream faces. The pressure variation associated with this 
phenomenon has been measured by Vittal et a l ., [1977] in the
context of defining frictional effects of the stream bed.
The second type of advection dominated flow occurs when 
a mean hydraulic gradient exists and results in flow between 
the river and its associated ground-water aquifer system
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FIGURE 2.1 FLOW OVER A TYPICAL RIVER BOTTOM COMPOSED OF TRIANGULAR
Shaped roughness Elements
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(Tetra Tech, [1977]; Konikow and Bredehoeft, [1974]). Figure
2.2 demonstrates the hydraulic connectivity between a river 
and an unconfined aquifer.
In order to develop models for the contaminant transport 
in these two pore water flow situation, each system will be 
considered separately. Pore water flow by local bed surface 
pressure variations will first be examined experimentally 
then a model of the process developed. Due to the compara­
tively well-understood nature of flow driven by a hydraulic 
gradient, a model of the stream-aquifer interactions will be 
developed that can be applied to arbitrary situations.
2.3 WATER SIDE TRANSPORT PROCESSES
A study was conducted of the erosion of non-cohesive 
sediment beds in rivers and the resulting movement of 
chemicals through the sediment-water interface. Erosion is 
the scouring of sediment particles from the stream bed 
surface and the suspension of these particles within the 
overlying water column (Delos et a l ., [1984]). Movement of a
sediment bed by the process of erosion is depicted in Figure 
2.3. Non-cohesive sediment beds oppose the forces which lead 
to erosion by the submerged weight of the individual 
particles comprising the bed plus any resistive forces 
present as a result of the ensemble of particles (Raudkivi, 
[1967]). Although the same processes occur in cohesive 
sediments, net movement is much slower in such sediments and 
is neglected herein.
Several studies on sediment transport over cohesionless 
sediment beds have been conducted (e.g., Raudkivi, [1963]; 
Kobayashi and S e o , [1985]; Haque and Mahmood, [1986]). These
£RIVER
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£
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figure 2.2 hydraulic Connectivity between A River and An unconfined 
AQUIFER (SOURCE: TETRA TECH [1977])
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studies were concerned with determining the propagation rate 
of the sediment wave. The effect of this movement on 
chemical transport in the bed was not considered. In order 
to study the process of contamination of a bed by a chemical 
or the recovery process of sediment beds from chemical 
contaminantion a model which explicitly accounts for the 
history of the particles must be developed (Gschwend et a l ., 
[1987]). Therefore, a study of the movement of contaminated 
particles was conducted, and a model describing the 
contaminant concentration within the sediment pore water of a 
moving sediment bed was developed.
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ABSTRACT
Local pressure variations of the order of 100-1000 N'/m2 
can be observed between the upstream and downstream faces of 
the typically triangular shaped dune-like sediment structures 
that form at the sediment-water interface of rivers. 
Laboratory experiments were conducted examining the influence 
of this localized pressure variation on contaminant transport 
processes within the sediment. Numerical modelling of the 
in-bed flow via boundary element methods was also undertaken 
in order to predict convective transport under typical field 
conditions. The laboratory experiments and numerical 
simulation of the in-bed flow in several rivers verified that 
the pressure distribution observed on the sediment surface 
and the resulting interstitial fluid convection can control 
transport of chemically inert, non-sorbed contaminants in 
stable sediments. In-bed Peclet numbers were of the order of 
100-1000, indicating the negligible influence of diffusion 
under the conditions examined.
3 .1 INTRODUCTION
Contamination and recovery processes in natural river 
systems are often controlled by the relatively slow transport 
processes in the underlying sediment. In stable sediments 
(i.e., little movement of the bed particles), transport of 
chemically inert, non-sorbed pollutants is generally 
considered to be the result of diffusional processes in the 
absence of a mean hydraulic gradient (e.g., Greskovich et a l . 
[1975]). In recent years, however, several investigators 
have noted interstitial fluid transport by in-bed convective 
processes. Bencala [1984] and Bencala et a l . [1984] observed
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significant transport between the free water and the water 
within a "storage zone" in the bed of a small mountain stream 
and speculated that this was the result of turbulence 
generated by bottom irregularities and flow obstructions 
consisting of cobbles, small boulders, and vegetation that 
protrude in the flow. Flow into, out of, and through the 
coarse gravel and cobble bed was also mentioned as part of 
the convection process. Boyle [1984] and Boyle et al. [1985] 
observed similar behavior in several streams and noted the 
effect of flow in the permeable bed on biochemical reaction 
rates. Thibodeaux and Boyle [1987] determined that in-bed 
convective motions can often be attributed to the local 
pressure variations on the typically uneven surface of the 
river bottom. Figure 3.1 shows the flow over a typical river 
bottom composed of triangular shaped roughness elements 
(e.g., in the Mississippi River, triangular shaped sedime^nt 
"dunes" 100 m long and 10 m high have been reported by 
Thibodeaux, [1979]). As a result of the formation of a 
recirculating wake behind the dune, pressures on the 
downstream face and near the leading edge of the succeeding 
dune are lower than on the majority of the upstream face.
The pressure variations associated with this phenomenon were 
measured by Vittal et a l . [1977], whose results are depicted
in Figure 3.2. This figure depicts the pressures observed on 
the upstream face (Pu ) relative to those on the downstream
face (Pfj) as a function of distance along the upstream face,
x / L l where is the length of the upstream face of the wave,
and the aspect ratio (height-to-length, h/L) of the dune.
The pressures are recorded as a function of the pressure
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coefficient, C = — ^—  
p £ PU
^  , multiplied by the ratio of stream
depth, D, to roughness height, h, raised to the 3/8 power
freestream water velocity above the sediment. Vittal et a l . 
[1977] observed that the pressures plotted in this manner 
yielded a universal function for a given sand wave aspect 
r a t i o .
Transport of chemically inert and non-sorbed 
contaminants within river sediments is thus likely composed 
of diffusive and convective processes even in the absence of 
a mean hydraulic gradient. The relative magnitudes of these 
processes are quantified by the Peclet number,
where v is the in-bed interstitial velocity (cm/s), £ is a 
transport distance scale (cm), and E is the effective
fluid. If N p e >> 1, convective processes dominate while if
Npe << 1, diffusive processes dominate. Thibodeaux and Boyle
[1987] conducted a series of exploratory experiments using a 
sediment bed of coarse gravel mounded into dunes and observed
variations on the surface of the dunes. In these 
experiments, dye traces were used to observe the induced 
in-bed flow. Observations showed that water entered the 
upstream face of the wave, traveled in a curvilinear 
trajectory pattern, and exited through the lee-side of the
(i.e., Cp(D/h)3^ 8 ). The reference velocity, U, is the
(3.1)
diffusivity (cm2 /s) of a contaminant in the interstitial
Npe ~ O ( 1 0 6 ) for a flow induced by the local pressure
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wave consistent with the observed bed surface pressure 
variations. Because of the high permeability of such a bed
(mean particle diameter of 0.8 cm, permeability of 25(10- 5 )
c m 2 ), the in-bed flow was within 1-2 orders of magnitude of 
the free stream flow and persisted to as much as 3-5 wave 
heights into the bed.
Thibodeaux and Boyle [1987] attempted to model the 
average magnitude of the in-bed flow using D a r c y ’s law and 
readily available pressure data for simple geometric bed 
surface shapes (e.g., assuming the bed surface was in the 
form of a half cylinder). Extrapolation of their results and 
the simple model they developed to real river sediments, 
however, is uncertain in that the permeability of the gravel 
bed is not indicative of many river sediments. In addition 
the gravel bed interstitial velocities were such that 
inertial effects could not be neglected and a Darcy type 
constitutive relationship was not strictly applicable. In an 
attempt to address these concerns, a series of experiments in 
a lower permeability Mississippi River sand was conducted. 
This lower permeability sand was of a particle size (mean 
particle diameter of 0.037cm) typical of many rivers, 
including the Mississippi River (Keown et a l ., [1986]).
A detailed numerical model of the in-bed flow was also 
developed and applied to both the preliminary gravel 
experiments of Thibodeaux and Boyle [1987] and the 
experiments conducted in the lower permeability sand. The 
numerical modelling was accomplished via boundary element 
methods (B E M ; Brebbia et a l ., [1984]). The developed 
numerical model was also used to predict in-bed flows in 
typical river sediments.
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The purpose of this paper is to report the results of 
this investigation and to present conclusions on the 
significance of the in-bed flow induced by the local pressure 
variations on the uneven sediment bed surface. It should be 
noted that the work described herein examines only the 
interstitial fluid transport in a stable sediment bed in the 
absence of a mean hydraulic gradient. Bioturbation or other 
transport processes such as adsorption and surface diffusion 
are not considered. The transport processes examined are 
typical of moderate to low river flow conditions where the 
contaminant transport processes are not dominated by net 
movement of the entire sediment bed.
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In order to study the induced in-bed flow within river 
sediments a series of laboratory experiments was conducted.
A recirculating flume (Figure 3.3) with a plexiglass channel 
50 cm deep, 4 cm wide, and 350 cm long, was used for the 
experiments. Holding reservoirs were located at either end 
and the water was recirculated using a centrifugal pump. 
Retainer screens were placed at either end of the channel to 
contain the model sediment. The volumetric flovrate of the 
recirculating water was determined with a venturi meter. The 
channel flow area and depth were then used to determine an 
average superfluent water velocity. For the experiments 
described herein, the superfluent velocity was maintained at 
approximately 20 cm/s in order to insure steady state 
conditions (i.e. no sediment transport). An increase in 
velocity to 25 cm/s led to significant sediment transport, 
which is in good agreement with an estimated sediment
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threshold velocity of 22 cm/s (using the methods suggested by 
R audkivi, [1967]). Under sediment transport conditions,
sediment movement would likely dominate contaminant transport 
in the upper regions of the bed, while the induced convective 
transport that is the subject of the present work would 
likely dominate below this region. However, this situation 
was not studied.
The recirculating flume was packed with a Mississippi 
River sand (mean particle diameter, 0.037 cm) to a depth of 
20 cm. The sand was then artificially shaped into dunes 
(i.e., triangular roughness elements) as shown in Figure 3.3 
to account for the typically uneven surface of most river 
beds. The sand waves were 50.8 cm in length, L, and 5.08 cm 
in height, h, thus providing a height-to-length aspect ratio, 
h/L, of 1/10, which is typical of sediment waves observed in 
nature (Simons et a l ., [1964]). The repose of the angle was
held constant at 30 degrees.
In order to study the convective motions within the 
porous sediment, 0.23 cm diameter holes were drilled into one 
side of the plexiglass channel with a 1 cm vertical spacing 
to serve as dye injection ports. Microbore plastic tubing 
(0.23 cm outside diameter) connected the injection ports to a 
syringe pump. The syringe pump injected water dyed with Erio 
Glaucine Supra at a rate of 0.20 cc/h into the sandy 
sediment.
Flow streamlines were noted visually and mapped by 
grease pencil onto transparent overlay paper taped to the 
side of the channel. Pore water velocities were obtained by 
time-of-flight measurements.
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3.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The flow streamlines observed within the sand bed were 
of the same general shape as those determined by Thibodeaux 
and Boyle [1987] in their gravel bed; thus indicating that 
the induced flow observed by Thibodeaux and Boyle was not an 
artifact of their high permeability gravel bed. The general 
structure of the observed flow streamlines are depicted in 
Figure 3.4.
The induced velocities within the sand bed were several 
orders of magnitude smaller than the overlying freestream 
velocity as shown in Table 3.1. Despite these small 
velocities, however, the Peclet number based on the induced 
convective velocity, v (cm/s), and the wave height, h (cm),
vh
was of 0 ( 1 0 3 ) and indicated that diffusive transport within 
the sediment is negligible compared to convection. The 
diffusivity used in these calculations was a typical liquid
phase diffusivity of 1(10~5 ) cm2 /s which gives a lower bound 
to the Npe . In porous sediment, a reduced effective
diffusivity accounting for the void volume and the tortuosity 
of the medium is more appropriate, thus increasing the N p e
still further.
Before numerical simulations were invoked, experiments 
were conducted using a flat bed. In this situation, the 
slope of the free water surface (i.e., mean variation in 
hydraulic head) was the driving force for flow within the 
bed. In-bed velocity measurements under these conditions
indicated a permeability of 1.05(10- 6 ) c m 2 , in reasonable
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Table 3.1
Observed In-bed Velocities 
in Mississippi River Sand Experiments
Freestream Velocity = 15 cm/s 
refer to Figure 3.6
Trajectory Induced V e l o c i t y (c m / s ) v - vh Pe~ 3D
Observed Predicted % Error
1 2.25E-03 1 .84E-03 - 18.22 1140
2 2.01E-03 1.78E-03 - 11.44 1020
3 1.61E-03 1.61E-03 - 2.48 820
Average Absolute Error 10.7 %
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agreement with an estimated permeability of 1.6(10- 6 ) cm2 
using the Blake-Kozeny equation (Bird et a l ., [I960]).
3.4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Based on the experiments conducted by Thibodeaux and 
Boyle [1987] and the current sand bed experiments, it was 
clear that the typically uneven surface of a sediment bed 
could drive a significant flow within the underlying 
sediment. In order to extend these results to actual riverine 
systems a model \vas developed which accurately described the 
flow system. The model described here is an extension of 
that described by Savant et a l . [1985] which was used in the
preliminary analysis of the gravel bed experiments of 
Thibodeaux and Boyle.
In an attempt to model the flow system observed, a Darcy 
type constitutive relationship between pressure and fluid 
velocities in a porous media was assumed. With this 
assumption, the steady-state conservation equation [e.g.,
Bird et a l ., 1960] for an incompressible fluid in the porous 
media can be written
V2 (P-pgz ) = 0. (3.3)
D a r c y ’s Law for the interstitial velocity,v (in cm/s), is 
given by
k
v =  (XP-^S) (3.4)
EM
where k is the permeability of the medium, c m 2 , e its 
porosity and m the fluid viscosity, g / c m ’s. (P-pgz), in
dynes/cm2 , is the difference between the observed and 
hydrostatic pressures.
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The pressure was non-dimensionalized in a manner 
suggested by the work of Vittal et a l . [1977]. Vittal et a l .
observed that the dynamic pressure profiles on a triangular 
roughness element could be reduced to a universal function of 
the pressure coefficient, Cp , multiplied by the ratio of
stream depth, D (in cm), to roughness height, h (in cm),
raised to the 3/8 power (i.e., C p (D/h)3//8) for a given bed
aspect ratio (i.e., height-to-length, h/L). Therefore, 
Equation (3.3) was non-dimensionalized in the following 
m a n n e r ,
V2 0 = 0 (3.5)
where
(P-Pgz) /
0 = ---------—  (D / h ) . (3.6)
1/2 pU 2
Thus, the flow within the underlying sediment is 
governed by L a p l a c e ’s equation (Equation [3.5]). Equation
(3.4) allows for the determination of velocity profiles once 
the pressure field has been described.
3.5 NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The model, as stated by Equations (3.4) - (3.6), was 
solved using the boundary element method (Brebbia et a l .,
[1984]) in the triangular domain of the sediment bed. The 
boundary element calculation procedure employed was an 
adaptation of that described by Gipson [1982]. The domain 
was assumed two-dimensional (i.e., sediment dune of 
essentially infinite width). Using the boundary element 
method, interior values of the non-dimensionalized pressure,
0, were determined separately at only those points of
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interest. This method allowed for the calculation and 
tracing of only desired streamlines or equipotential lines 
for direct comparison to the experimental dye trajectories.
The model used in the numerical simulation consisted of 
three sediment waves in series, the middle wave being of 
interest. The addition of upstream and downstream sediment 
waves reduced the sensitivity of the model results in the 
middle wave to the particular boundary conditions employed at 
the edge of the calculation domain. The boundary of the 
river bed was discretized using a total of 238 linear basis 
function elements. The measured pressure distribution of 
Vittal et a l . [1977] was applied along the top face, while
zero pressure boundary conditions (in the absence of a mean 
hydraulic pressure gradient, i.e., in the absence of a free 
surface water slope) were applied along the upstream and 
downstream side of the modelled domain. A no-flux (zero 
pressure gradient) condition was applied along the bottom 
boundary which corresponded to the impermeable floor of the 
river bed simulator. The pressure distribution of Vittal et 
a l . [1977] applied over the permeable sediment surface was
originally measured over impermeable sand waves. Due to the
low induced interstitial fluid velocities (~10 * of the 
freestream velocities), this pressure distribution was 
assumed to be little influenced by the presence of a 
permeable bed. The bottom boundary was chosen as 21.6 cm, or 
~ 4 times the height of the sediment wave, below the wave 
crest. Preliminary calculations with a deeper sandwave 
indicated little or no surface induced flow at this depth.
Using the measured permeability and the interior 
pressure field as calculated by the numerical simulation, the
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velocity profile within the middle wave was generated using 
D a r c y ’s Law. A typical numerically simulated velocity field 
can be seen in Figure 3.5. Arrow lengths indicate magnitude 
of velocity; arrow7 direction is aligned with the flow 
streamlines at each point. Excellent qualitative agreement 
can be seen between the observed (e.g., Figure 3.4) and 
predicted flow behavior with in-flow along the upstream face 
of the sediment wave and recirculation and out-flow near the 
downstream face.
3.6 MODEL RESULTS
The numerical model was first applied to the experiments 
of Thibodeaux and Boyle [1987], Preliminary analysis of 
these experiments were first reported in Savant et al.
“ 5 2[1985]. Using an estimated bed permeability of 25(10 ) cm ,
the absolute average error between predicted and observed 
gravel bed velocities was about 17%. Due to the relatively 
high in-bed flows in the gravel bed experiments of Thibodeaux 
and Boyle [1987], however, the assumptions of the model, 
namely Darcian flow7, were not strictly valid.
A better test of the applicability of the model was the 
ability to predict the experiments using the lower 
permeability Mississippi River sand. Excellent qualitative 
agreement was observed between the predicted and observed 
in-bed flow streamlines. The flow was directed into the bed 
along the exposed front surface of the sediment dune and out 
of the bed near the protected rear surface. Several specific 
trajectories are shown in Figure 3.6. The slight deviations 
in flow path between observed and predicted trajectories were 
judged to be due to the sensitivity to uncertainties in the
<* >6 *
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pressures and local geometry very near the bed surface. It 
was difficult to prepare perfectly smooth sandwaves in the 
experimental apparatus; in effect, producing small ripples 
with their associated local pressure variations on the 
surface of the larger sandwave.
A quantitative comparison between the observed and 
predicted velocities along three of the streamlines shown in 
Figure 3.6 are presented in Table 3.1. The quantitative 
agreement between the experimentally observed velocities and 
the numerically simulated velocities is within the accuracy 
of the bed permeability and surface pressure measurements 
with an average absolute error of 10.7%.
3.7 APPLICATION TO REAL RIVERS
Based upon the good agreement between the model and 
experiments it was felt that the model could be used to 
estimate the magnitude of the induced convective flow in real 
riverine systems. Specification of the parameter values for 
sediment waves and ripples in the Egyptian Nile (H. Mitwally, 
Alexandria University, personal communication), and the 
Louisiana Red and Mississippi Rivers (Calandro, [1978]; 
Thibodeaux, [1979]) are summarized in Table 3.2. The 
sediment waves were all assumed to have an aspect ratio of 
1/10. For the Mississippi River, two roughness sizes were 
selected, the first typical of the largest of the sandwaves 
observed in the river, and the second representative of the 
smaller ripples that might reside on the larger "dunes” .
A convenient scaling velocity, the velocity observed at 
the base of the sediment wave directly beneath its peak, is 
also shown in Table 3.2. The velocities, although quite
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Table 3.2 
Example River Parameter Values
Rivers
Flow Parameters Nile Mississippi1 Mississippi2
U (cm/s) 91 150 150
D (m) 6 15 15
s 0 0 0
Bed Parameters
0.4 0.4 0.4
k (cm 2x <109 > ) 6.3 17.9 17.9
h (cm) 50 1000 10
L (m) 6 100 1
Velocity (cm/s)3 1.9(10~5 ) 1.7(10“° ) 3.0(10"*) 4.0(
NPe 97 1700 300
P a r a m e t e r s  appropriate for largest sandwave roughness 
2Parameters appropriate for a small sand ripple 
3Velocity at base of sediment wave, underneath crest 
4Vh/Be ££., V and h given above, $ e ff = l(10- s ) cm2/s
Red
40
2
0
0.4
23.8
20
2
10"s )
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small, still suggest that the dominant in-bed transport 
mechanism is convection rather than diffusion. The in-bed 
Peclet numbers, based upon the wave height, are all of the 
order of 100 or greater. It is expected, therefore, that 
under low sediment transport conditions, the local pressure 
variations associated with the uneven sediment surface 
control the in-bed transport processes in many rivers.
3.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A series of laboratory and numerical simulations were 
used to illustrate convective transport processes in river 
bottom sediment resulting from localized pressure variations 
on the sediment surface. As a result of these investigations 
a model was developed that can be used to predict in-bed 
water velocities. The use of the boundary element method to 
solve the Darcy form of the conservation equation was found 
to be an especially convenient model formulation.
The laboratory and numerical experiments indicated that 
convective flows in river bottom sediments can be 
significant. Even in the absence of a mean hydraulic 
pressure gradient, convective processes can dominate 
transport of chemically inert, non-sorbed contaminants within 
the sediment bed due to the flow1 induced by the dynamic 
pressures on the surface of the typically uneven sediment 
bed. These in-bed flows can be within two orders of 
magnitude of the freestream. velocity in porous gravel 
sediments as reported by Thibodeaux and Boyle [1987], but as 
indicated for the Mississippi River and Nile River examples, 
can be 5-7 orders of magnitude smaller than the freestream 
velocity. Estimates of the Peclet number for even the latter
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cases, however, indicate that the induced convective 
transport is much more rapid than interstitial diffusive 
transport. The in-bed Peclet numbers associated with the 
typical river systems investigated are of the order of 
100-1000. These results indicate that localized convective 
transport must be considered when evaluating such processes 
as sediment recovery from contamination and the biological 
activity of sediments.
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CHAPTER 4
CONVECTIVE TRANSPORT WITHIN STABLE RIVER SEDIMENTS 
(Stream-Aquifer Interactions)
In Savant et a l . [1987], Chapter 3, it was shown that
advection as a result of the localized pressure gradients 
associated with the surface of the typically uneven sediment 
bed can dominate transport of passive contaminants within the 
sediment bed of rivers.
Another source of advective flow within stable river 
sediments is flow driven by the head variations between a 
river and its associated ground-water aquifer (mean hydraulic 
gradient). This pressure variation induces flow between the 
aquifer and river.
In this chapter the flow and contaminant transport 
induced by stream-aquifer interactions is discussed. The 
chapter includes a discussion of ground-water flow theory and 
the development of models capable of predicting the flux of 
material between the aquifer and the river and the induced 
flow within the stable sediment bed.
4 .1 INTRODUCTION
Most ground-water aquifer systems are hydraulically 
connected to surface water bodies of some sort (e.g., lakes, 
rivers, ponds, etc.) (Miles, [1985a]). Streams and aquifers 
are interrelated when a stream is in hydraulic connection 
with its associated ground-water aquifer system (Konikow and 
Bredehoeft, [1974]). When this occurs, ground water may
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5enter the stream, or surface water may enter the aquifer 
system depending on their relative levels (i.e., mean 
hydraulic gradient) (Todd, [1980]).
When a river and an aquifer are in hydraulic contact, 
the river becomes a potential supplier or user of ground 
water (Herbert, [1970]). Figure 4.1 shows the direction of 
ground-water flow for both gaining and losing streams. 
Gaining streams are those receiving (or using) ground water 
from the aquifer. Losing streams are those recharging (or 
supplying water to) the aquifer (Todd, [1980]). Therefore, 
if either the river or the aquifer are contaminated with a 
passive chemical, the direction of flow between the two will 
determine the movement of the contaminant.
The transport of a passive contaminant between stable 
sediment beds and a hydraulically connected ground-water 
aquifer is composed of both diffusive and advective 
processes. The relative magnitudes of these processes are 
related by the Peclet number,
Npe * V -  1 4 ■ 1 1
where v is the interstitial fluid velocity (cm/s), & is a
transport distance scale (cm), and D is the effective
diffusivity (cm / s ) of a contaminant in the interstitial 
fluid. If Npe >> 1, advective processes dominate, while if
Npe << 1. d iffusive processes dominate. For the purposes of
the analysis of contaminant transport, large Npe (advection
dominated flows) will be assumed. In such flows the 
ccontaminant transport is defined by the ground-water flow.
There are many ground-water flow models available. The 
majority of these models are based on the Dupuit-Forchheimer
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Figure 4.1 water Table contours and  Ground-Water Flow directions 
In Relation to Stream Stages (Todd [1980])
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assumptions. These assumptions imply horizontal flow and are 
incapable of defining the flux between the stream and 
aquifer. Instead the flux is estimated from field 
correlations and imposed on the solution. In order to 
quantify the stream-aquifer interactions, a two-dimensional 
model was developed, based on the boundary element method 
(B E M ; Brebbia et a l ., [1984]). The model is applicable to a
general aquifer system where wells, heterogeniety, and 
non-parallel flows exist. Several realistic stream-aquifer 
systems were modelled. In these simulations the river bed 
was considered to be smooth.
A three-dimensional BEM model was also developed to 
determine the impact of the stream-aquifer interactions on 
the local pressure driven flow (Chapter 3) within the river 
bed sediment. This model was used to simulate the flow7 
within the river bottom sediments once the flux of material 
between the stream and aquifer was quantified. This model 
could also be used to describe three-dimensional aquifer 
hydraulics but only tw7o-dimensional problems were 
investigated.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 
development of these models and to present conclusions on the 
significance of the stream-aquifer interactions. It should 
be noted that the work described herein is valid for low 
hydraulic gradients such that D a r c y ’s law remains valid 
within the aquifer and the river sediment. The resulting 
contaminant transport is assumed fully defined by the 
calculated interstitial velocity and other transport 
processes such as adsorption or bioturbation are not 
c o n s i d e r e d .
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4.2 GROUND-WATER FLOW -- THEORY
The steady-state flow of ground water in fully saturated
porous media is governed by
0 i v d h > , 3 I rr 3 h > , 3 < I. 3 h > _ q i a o \
d x {Kx b x ] + 3 y ' y3y + 3 z (kz3z> “ 0 (4 -*'
where the compressibility of the porous medium and the water
is ignored. In Equation (4.2), x and y are the horizontal
coordinates, z is the vertical coordinate, is the
hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium (which can vary 
spatially) in the i-direction (cm/s), and h is "the height to 
which water would rise in a piezometer sited in the 
ground-water flow" (cm) (Herbert, [1970]). In ground-water 
aquifers the flow is small such that the kinetic energy is 
negligible; therefore, the total head, h, is represented by 
the sum of the pressure head (P/pg) and the potential head 
(z) at a point, or
h = P/pg + z . (4.3)
For regional ground-water aquifer systems, Equation
(4.2) can be simplified under certain conditions. The 
Dupuit-Forchheimer theory assumes that vertical flows are 
negligible, that total head does not change throughout the 
depth of the aquifer, and that the aquifer thickness does not 
vary sharply (Liggett and Liu, [1983]). When these 
assumptions are made, Equation (4.2) simplifies to
+ f y ' V t y 1 = 0 ( 4 -4)
where m is the height of the aquifer zone which is saturated 
with water (Miles, [1985b]). These assumptions, although 
permitting a solution to be obtained, limit the application 
of the results (Todd, [1980]).
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A more general approach to the solution of Equation
(4.2) is the explicit determination of the free ground-water 
surface. This approach assumes flow occurs both vertically 
and horizontally and represents the zero pressure 
ground-water surface or "free surface" as an impermeable 
boundary where the head is equal to the potential, z (Miles, 
[1985b]). This can be seen in Equation (4.3) by taking the 
free surface pressure equal to atmospheric pressure (zero 
gauge pressure). Often the horizontal flow is essentially in 
one direction. Taking this horizontal direction of flow as 
the x-direction, Equation (4.2) simplifies to
9 / jT- dh  , , 3 / 3 h  i _ q  / . <r i
3 x U x 3 x ) + az'K z3z' " (4.0,
The assumptions associated with free surface theory are valid 
only if the capillary fringe (associated with capillary 
suction) within the vadose, or unsaturated, zone above the 
fully saturated zone is negligible in comparison to the 
thickness of the saturated zone (Miles, [1985b]). For 
ground-water aquifer systems this is generally the case.
4.3 STREAM-AQUIFER INTERACTIONS
In order to determine the flux of material between a 
river and its associated ground-water aquifer a two- 
dimensional model was developed. The model is capable of 
describing realistic ground-water aquifer systems where 
partially penetrating wells and rivers as well as 
heterogenieties and phreatic, or free, surfaces exist. In 
this type of aquifer three-dimensional flows may exist; 
however the model developed considers the flow to be 
two-dimensional only.
In general, rivers do not fully penetrate the aquifer in 
which they are in hydraulic contact. In this situation, the 
flow near the river is extremely curved. The Dupuit- 
Forchheimer assumptions (namely, purely horizontal flow) are 
invalid near the river and therefore were not used in the 
formulation of the model. Free surface theory does not 
restrict the flow to horizontal; therefore, ground-water flow 
in aquifers with partially penetrating rivers and wells can 
be described. Because of this, the model developed for 
determining the flux of material between rivers and aquifers 
was based on free surface theory.
Actual river beds are often "puddled" by the deposition 
of silt thus decreasing their permeability (Boulton, [1942]). 
Therefore, the model was developed to handle regions with 
different material properties. This allowed for the 
interface between the stream and aquifer to have two degrees 
of freedom (i.e., neither flux nor potential needed to be 
specified) thus the actual flux between the river and aquifer 
could be determined instead of imposed as would be necessary 
if Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions were used. In the 
analysis, the stream bed was assumed to have a lower 
permeability than the aquifer.
4.3.1 Model Development
The governing equation for flow in the stream bed and 
the ground-water aquifer (Equation [4.5]) assumes flow occurs 
both vertically and transverse to the stream and that no flowr 
occurs across the upper flow line or free surface. With the 
assumption of constant permeability within each region, but 
not necessarily continuity of permeability between regions,
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Equation (4.5) reduces to
V2h = 0 ! 4 . 6 )
within each region. Here h is represented by Equation (4.3)
and V2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian operator. At the 
interface between the stream and aquifer, the head and flux 
must be equivalent or
and
^aquifer ^silt (4.7)
= (-K|5)e 4i + . (4.8)Lc>n1 aquifer “ ' lv3 n ' s i l f  n . o ,
In Equations (4.7) and (4.8) a q u i f e r  refers to the aquifer 
and s ilt refers to the silted zone within the river sediment. 
K refers to the hydraulic conductivity within each region.
The head distribution between the river and aquifer is 
determined using an iterative process. This process consists 
of assuming an initial location of the free surface, solving 
the ground-water flow equation assuming that no flow occurs 
across the free surface, then comparing the location of the 
calculated potential of the free surface with the elevation 
of the free surface. This procedure is repeated until the 
potential and elevation of the free surface are equivalent. 
Once the free surface location is determined, the flux 
between the aquifer and the sediment bed can be calculated.
The model was developed using the boundary element 
technique. The two-dimensional boundary element program 
written by Gipson [1982] was modified to handle phreatic 
surface analysis, inhomogeneities, and sources and sinks (see 
Chapter 8 for the development). The model was then applied 
to the two-zone domain of the river-aquifer system and the 
flux between the two was determined.
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4.3.2 Numerical Example
As an example application of the developed model, the 
flux between an aquifer and a gaining river was estimated.
The system analyzed is shown in Figure 4.2. For the 
numerical analysis, the river-aquifer domain was assumed 
two-dimensional (i.e., a river of infinite length with no 
significant along stream hydraulic gradients in the ground­
water aquifer) and consisted of two separate regions each 
having different physical properties. It was assumed that 
the aquifer was symmetric about the river; therefore, only 
half of the stream-aquifer system was modelled. The problem 
domain, both the aquifer and river, was discretized using 127 
nodes. The boundary of the aquifer was described with 94 
linear elements and the silted river bed with 83 linear 
elements. Fifty linear elements were used to discretize the 
stream-aquifer interface where the flux and potential were 
calculated. A finer discretization of the problem domain did 
not change the calculated results. The aquifer was 
considered to be far enough in horizontal extent such that a 
constant head was achieved. This was verified by extending 
the aquifer outward until the flux at the stream-aquifer 
interface was unchanged for successive aquifer widths. The 
head within the river was assumed constant (i.e., no 
fluctuations due to rainfall, evaporation, etc.). The 
initial head distribution within the aquifer (i.e., the 
location of the free surface) was assumed to vary linearly 
between the head specified at the aquifer boundary and the 
head within the river. The actual location of the free 
surface occurs where the pressure is atmospheric and no flux
25
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of material exists. No-flux (zero pressure gradient) 
conditions were applied along the bottom boundary of the 
aquifer corresponding to an impermeable layer existing below 
the aquifer. No-flux boundary conditions were also specified 
along the middle stream-aquifer boundary where symmetry was 
assumed. No boundary conditions were specified at the 
interface between the two regions, but the matching 
conditions given by Equations (4.7) and (4.8) were utilized.
The numerical simulation was applied to the laboratory 
scale river-aquifer system of Savant et a l . [1987]. A
comparison of the in-bed flow induced by the local pressure 
variations associated with the uneven geometry of the 
sediment bed and induced by a hydraulic gradient between the 
river and its associated ground-water aquifer was made. The 
experimental results reported by Savant et a l . [1987]
(Chapter 3) were collected in the absence of lateral 
heterogeneities and hydraulic gradients. The numerical 
results reported here indicate the effects of physical 
modelling of the river-aquifer interactions on the laboratory 
r e s u l t s .
The laboratory scale river-aquifer system was modelled 
assuming that the river had a total width of 50 cm, a bank 
width of 10 cm, and a constant head of 14 cm. The hydraulic 
conductivity of the silted river sediment = 0*1 cm/s)
was assumed to be 50% of that found in the aquifer. The 
depth of the silted layer was assumed to be 50 cm. The river 
bank was considered as part of the silting layer. The 
aquifer was considered to extend outward five times the 
r i v e r ’s width, or 250 cm, on both sides of the river.
Several different river-aquifer scenarios were considered
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with the hydraulic gradient in the aquifer ranging between
0.05°-0.20° (Fukuo and Kaihotsu, [1988]). The river modelled 
was considered to be a gaining stream. The impermeable 
surface of the aquifer was considered to be 250 cm below the 
surface of the river or 186 cm below the silted zone of the 
river sediment.
As was stated earlier, only half of the stream-aquifer 
system was modelled because of symmetry. The dimensions, 
material properties, and two-dimensional discretization of 
the modelled river-aquifer system are presented in Figure 4.2
4.3.3 Model Results
The flux of material between the stream and aquifer was 
determined for different hydraulic gradients within the 
aquifer. The vertical flows into the sediment along the 
bottom boundary of the silting layer were approximately 
uniform. The dependence of this flow on the hydraulic 
gradient in the aquifer is shown in Table 4.1. The fluxes at 
the silting layer/aquifer boundary were integrated to 
determine the total flow into the stream per unit length of 
stream (Q). The total flow and the ratio of its magnitude to 
the flow induced by local surface pressure variations 
(Chapter 3) are also included in Table 4.1. The flow due to 
the local pressure variations was also an integration of the 
fluxes over the inflow surfaces. This ratio indicates that, 
for the stream-aquifer hydraulic gradients studied, the 
in-bed advective flow varied betw’een being controlled by both 
local and stream-aquifer hydraulic gradients (case 1) and 
dominance by stream-aquifer gradients (case 4). In light of 
the importance of the advective transport driven by local
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Table 4.1
Vertical Flux into River Bottom Sediments
from Aquifer
Case Hydraulic Gradient 
degrees
Vertical Flux 
cm/s
Q
c m 3/ s ’em
% Q local
1 0 . 0 7 1 0 . 69•10- 3 0.043 124
r> 0 . 1 8 1 1 . 38 • 10-3 0.086 246
3 0. II2 1 .85-10-3 0.096 274
4 0. 172 2.44•10'3 0.152 433
1 K silt/Kaquifer = ° ‘5 K silt = ° ' 1 cm/s
2 K silt/Kaquifer = ° ’2 K silt = O ' 1 cm/s
§ x 100, Q, , from Savant et a l . [1987], Chapter 3
^local iOLdi
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pressure gradients alone both mechanisms are likely to 
dominate over diffusive transport.
4.4 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SEDIMENT WAVE
As indicated above the flux of pore water due to a mean 
hydraulic gradient can be the same order of magnitude as the 
flux due to the local pressure variations over a sediment 
dune surface. Therefore, a three-dimensional model of the 
interactions of these mechanisms was developed. In this work 
the flux of material within the sediment bed was determined 
in the three-dimensional domain of the river silting layer 
(Figure 4.3).
4.4.1 Model Development
The flows and thus the governing equation (Equation
[4.2]) within the sediment wave is three-dimensional. The 
assumption of constant permeability reduces this equation to
V2h = 0  (4.9)
£where h is represented by Equation (4.3) and V is now the 
three-dimensional Laplacian operator.
Within the sediment wave, the interstitial water is 
assumed to flow according to D a r c y ’s Law. D a r c y ’s Law states 
that flow rate is proportional to the head loss and inversely 
proportional to the length of the flow path or
v = - KVh. (4.10)
The Darcy velocity assumes that flow occurs through the 
entire cross section of material without regard to solids and 
pores. Actually, the flow is limited to the pore spaces only 
so that the interstitial velocity (i.e., the velocity in the
5cm
4 5  cm
51 cm
Figure 4.3 Three-Dimensional domain Of Uneven River Sediment
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pores of the porous media) is
v A = v/e (4.11 )
where £ is the porosity of the medium.
A three-dimensional boundary element program was written 
to solve Equation (4.9) in an arbitrary domain with regions 
of varying material properties. The flow field can be 
described even when sources and sinks exist within the 
domain. However, the capability of describing a three- 
dimensional free surface was not implemented in the program. 
Planar quadrilateral elements were used in the program which 
can only crudely represent a general three-dimensional 
s u r f a c e .
4.4.2 Numerical Simulation
For the numerical simulation of the interactions between 
the stream-aquifer flow and the localized pressure driven 
flow, the head (pressure) distribution within the river 
silting layer was solved. The pressure was specified on the 
upstream and downstream faces of the wave and the flux was 
specified on all other boundaries. It was assumed that the 
presence of an uneven surface would not significantly affect 
the flux of material between the silting layer and the 
aqui f e r .
A three-dimensional model of the river sediment was 
used. The three-dimensional model (Figure 4.3) consisted of 
a section of the river sediment composed of one roughness 
element (sediment wave). The upper surface (i.e., first five 
cm) of the modelled river sediment was assumed triangular 
with a height-to-length aspect ratio of approximately 1:10
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which is typical of most river sediments (Simons et a l ., 
[1964]). The sediment was assumed to extend nine wave 
heights or 45 cm below the base of the triangular surface.
The width of the sediment wave was equal to the width of the 
river, or 50 cm. As in the analysis of the stream-aquifer 
interactions, symmetry was assumed and only a half-width 
section of the sediment modelled.
The ascribed pressure was determined from the work of 
Vittal et a l . [1977]. In using these pressures, two
assumptions were made. First, it was assumed that the flow 
and pressure variation over the low permeability sediment bed 
could be approximated by the flow and pressure variation over 
a corresponding impermeable bed. Second, it was assumed that 
this pressure distribution was constant over the width of the 
sediment wave.
Since the silting layer dominates the resistance to the 
flow from the aquifer to the river, the fluxes calculated at 
the silting layer boundary by the previously described two- 
dimensional model were used as boundary conditions on the 
sides and bottom of the silting layer for the three- 
dimensional model.
4.4.3 Model Results
The total induced volumetric flow per unit width
(c m 3/ s /width) was calculated by integrating the outflow 
fluxes over the sediment surface. The fluxes through the 
sediment bed were determined with the numerical simulation 
for two different hydraulic gradients. The results are 
presented in Table 4.2. Also included in this table is the 
total induced volumetric flow per unit width through the
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Table 4.2
Total Flux of Material Through Sediment Wave
Hydraulic Gradient1 
degrees
Volumetric flow/unit width 
c m 3/ s •cm
m 3 _ vh
Pe " E
0 . 00 0 .035 1000
0. 06 0. 069 1970
0.17 0. 129 3 6 90
1Between river and associated ground-water aquifer
20ut flow through sediment surface
3» = 1 • (10“ 3 ) cm 2 /s
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sediment bed in the absence of a mean hydraulic gradient 
(i.e., induced by the local pressure variations associated 
with the uneven geometry of the bed) and the Peclet number 
based on the bed height and the velocity at the base of the 
wave for each case. In all cases studied, the total flow of 
material in the presence of a hydraulic gradient was greater 
than in its absence thus increasing the net leaching of 
contaminants from the bed. As the hydraulic gradient between 
the aquifer and the stream increased, however, the effect of 
the local pressure variation on the dune surface was reduced 
(Figure 4.4). The in-bed Peclet numbers, based on wave 
height, are all of the order of 1000, indicating that for 
typical hydraulic gradients Npe >>l« Therefore, advective
processes are the dominant transport mechanism within the 
sediment bed of stable river sediments when a hydraulic 
gradient exists between the stream and its associated 
ground-water aquifer.
4 . 5 A PPLICATION TO REAL R IVERS
The models developed were also applied to realistic 
river-aquifer systems. The hydraulic gradient necessary to 
induce flow between a river and its associated ground-water 
aquifer sufficient to equal the in-bed flow of the river 
sediment induced by local pressure gradients was determined. 
For the river-aquifer systems studied the aquifer was assumed 
to have a conductivity two times larger than that found in 
the river. Specification of the parameter values for 
sediment waves and ripples in the Egyptian Nile (H. Mitwally, 
Alexandria Univesrity, personal communication), and the
NO HYDRAULIC G R A D IE N T
SMALL HYDRAULIC GRADIENT
LARGE HYDRAULIC G R A D IE N T
figure 4.4 effect  op
sediment d Z K  ° RAD,ent on th e  aux OUT OP OR jnto
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Louisiana Red and Mississippi Rivers (Calandro, [1978]; 
Thibodeaux, [1979]) are summarized in Table 4.3. The 
sediment waves were all assumed to have a height-to-length 
aspect ratio of approximately 1:10. For the Mississippi 
River, two roughness sizes were selected, the first typical 
of the largest of the sandwaves observed in the river, and 
the second representative of the smaller ripples that might 
reside on the larger "dunes." Included in Table 4.3 are the 
hydraulic gradients necessary to induce a volumetric flow per 
unit width within the sediment bed equal to the volumetric 
flow per unit width induced as a result of the local pressure 
variation associated with the geometry of the dune surface. 
The Peclet number based on the wave height and the calculated 
velocity at the base of the sediment dune due to the 
stream-aquifer interactions are also included in Table 4.3.
o
The hydraulic gradients calculated range between 0.001 and
0.1°. The in-bed Peclet numbers, based upon the wave height, 
are all of the order of 100 or greater.
4.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An investigation to determine the importance of 
advective transport processes in river bottom sediments in 
the presence of a mean hydraulic gradient was conducted. As 
a result of this investigation two models were developed.
The first model is a two-dimensional BEM program capable 
of describing real ground-water aquifer systems in which 
heterogenieties, partially penetrating wells and rivers, and 
phreatic surfaces exist. This model was used to determine 
the flux between a river and its associated ground-water 
aqu i f e r .
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Table 4.3
Example River Parameter Values
Rivers
Bed Parameters Nile Mississippi1 Mississippi2 Red
e 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
k (cm2x (109 ) ) 6.3 17.9 17.9 23.8
h (cm) 50 1000 10 20
L (m ) 6 100 1 2
Hydraulic „
Gradient (deg) 0.02 0.001 0.1 0.05
N pe 4 97 1700 300 80
P a r a m e t e r s  appropriate for largest sandwave roughness
2Parameters appropriate for a small sand ripple
3Hydraulic gradient necessary to drive a flow equal to the 
flow driven by the local pressure variation on the dune 
surface
4Minimum Peclet number based on in-bed flow induced by 
the stream-aquifer interactions
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The second model is a three-dimensional BEM program 
capable of describing flow in three-dimensional domains 
having heterogenieties as well as sources and sinks. The 
three-dimensional model developed does not have the 
capability of solving free surface problems. This model was 
used to determine the flow within the bottom sediment of 
rivers in the presence of hydraulic gradients between both a 
stream and its associated aquifer and along the sediment 
surface.
The numerical simulations indicated that the flux of 
material between the river and aquifer and the induced 
advective flows within the river bottom sediments can be 
significant. The in-bed Peclet numbers associated with the 
typical river systems investigated are of the order of 
100-1000. The existence of a mean hydraulic gradient between 
a river and an aquifer for a gaining stream tend to enhance 
the flow induced within the bottom sediment thus increasing 
the recovery power of the sediment bed. These results 
emphasize that advective transport must be considered when 
evaluating the necessary remedial action to be taken in the 
recovery of river sediment.
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CHAPTER 5
CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT FROM UNSTABLE RIVER SEDIMENTS
The following analysis is concerned with the effect of 
sediment transport on the release of passive contaminants 
from noncohesive river sediments. Two types of sediment 
transport have been defined, suspended and bed load. At high 
river velocities, sediment is transported by erosion 
(washout) of the bed, that is, the movement is via the 
suspended load. At river velocities near the threshold of 
sediment movement, however, the bed particles move along the 
surface of the bed, a movement which is termed bed l'oad. 
Gschwend et a l . [1987] developed an equilibrium model of the
interchange of particles between the suspended load, bed 
load, and immobile layer of the bed. The model is incapable, 
however, of describing the spatial dynamics of the 
cont aminat i o n .
In this work a dynamic model of the movement of bed 
particles is developed that is capable of describing the 
spatial distribution of contaminants. The movement of 
sediment is assumed to occur as bed load only, that is, 
movement by suspended particle transport is neglected. The 
model developed entails the determination of (1) the velocity 
of the moving sediment layer and (2) the resulting release of 
passive contaminants into the water column from the moving 
sediment bed. The velocity of the bed load layer was 
determined using classical sediment transport theory. The 
spatial distribution of contaminants as a result of the 
movement of the bed load layer was examined in a
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recirculating flume and a simple, mechanistic model of 
chemical transport from a moving sediment bed was developed.
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In rivers, the sediment bed is composed of triangular 
shaped roughness elements (i.e., sediment waves) similar to 
sand dunes in deserts. These bedforms are asymmetric with a 
gradually increasing upstream face and a steep lee face as 
shown in Figure 5.1. A typical height-to-length aspect ratio 
of a dune is 1:10 and a typical angle of the lee face of the
sediment dune with the horizontal is 30°. In previous 
chapters, passive contaminant transport through stable river 
sediments (i.e., no movement of bed particles) as a result of 
induced in-bed flow was developed. In this chapter, the 
sediment bed is considered unstable and therefore moving and 
the effects of sediment transport on the release of passive 
contaminants is analyzed.
Conventional sediment transport models have been 
developed that address the question of how sediment transport 
affects aggradation or degradation of river beds and, thus, 
river traffic (Bagnold, [1977]). The available sediment 
transport models do not, however, account for the "prior 
history" of the sediment particles. They do not treat the 
chemical aspects of sediment transport and whether or not 
chemicals are on the particles or dissolved in the 
interstitial waters of the bed. Therefore, these models do 
not describe the flux of sorbed or dissolved chemicals from 
the sediment bed (Gschwend et a l ., [1987]).
During sediment transport, the movement of sediment 
particles and their associated voidages occurs. This results
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in the release of sediment pore water, as well as the 
exposure of contaminated sediment particles to the free 
flowing water. This facilitates the transport of any 
chemicals dissolved in the bed pore water or sorbed onto the 
sediment particles to the water column. The movement of a 
sediment bed by the process of particle erosion is depicted 
in Figure 5.2. Gschwend et a l . [1987] modelled aspects of 
this bed sediment-water interchange of contaminants; however, 
in their analysis, the concentration within the bedform was 
integrated vertically and the spatial distribution of 
contaminant lost. They also assumed that the sediment, bed 
load and suspended load layers were all in equilibrium with 
respect to particle concentration. To overcome these 
limitations, a particle relocation dynamics study was 
performed and the dynamics and spatial variations of 
contaminant transport were determined.
For the analysis, river water was assumed to flow over a 
sediment bed composed of a cohesionless granular material. 
Although some sediment movement occurs in cohesive sediments, 
the net movement is much slower in such sediments and 
therefore cohesive sediments were not studied. A noncohesive 
bed resists movement primarily through the submerged weight 
of individual sediment particles. As the fluid velocity is 
gradually increased, the forces exerted on each particle by 
the fluid increases and individual sediment grains begin to 
move with the fluid (Raudkivi, [1967]). The forces acting on 
an exposed sediment grain are depicted in Figure 5.3. In 
this figure, F£ refers to the lift force, F^ refers to the
drag, and W refers to the submerged weight of the particle. 
The angle of repose of the particle is «. The fluid forces,
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consisting of the lift and the drag, act to set the particles 
in motion. The lift results from the difference in pressure
above and below the sediment particle. The drag is actually
a combination of two forces acting tangentially on the 
particle; one, the surface drag, is a result of viscous skin 
friction and the other, the form drag, results from the 
pressure difference in front and behind the particle 
(Raudkivi, [1967]). These forces are opposed by resistive 
forces which act to keep the particle bed stable. The 
opposing forces consist of the submerged weight of the 
individual particles as well as any constraining forces
attributable to the ensemble of sediment particles.
The sediment bed remains stable when the moment of 
resistive forces about a point of contact on the sediment 
particle are greater than that of the fluid forces. When 
these moments are equal, or balanced, a condition of 
incipient motion exists. When the moment of fluid forces is 
greater than that of the resistive forces, movement of 
sediment particles occurs (Raudkivi, [1967]).
Once sediment particles are set in motion three types of 
movement can be recognized. These movement types are (1) 
rolling and sliding, (2) saltation, and (3) suspended
particle motion. At low sediment transport rates, sediment
particles move by rolling and sliding in a thin layer along 
the surface of the uneven sediment bed of rivers (Haque and 
Mahmood, [1986]). This particle movement is referred to as 
movement by bed load. The bed load layer is approximately 
two particle diameters thick (Einstein, [1950]). Bed load 
movement consists of the particles rolling, or sliding, up
the upstream face of a sediment wave to the crest then
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avalanching down the lee face of the wave. This results in a 
slow, continuous, downstream migration or translation of the 
bedform (Raudkivi, [1963]; Mercer and H a q u e , [1973]; Engelund
and Freds0e, [1982]). When the transport is such that the 
migrating sediment waves do not lose their shape, a state of 
"limiting equilibrium" is said to exist (Haque and Mahmood, 
[1986]). During the time that the bed load layer is exposed, 
contaminants adsorbed to the particles or in adjacent pore 
spaces can be removed from the bed by the free stream water. 
Therefore, prediction of the release of contaminants from a 
moving sediment bed as a function of time requires definition 
of the dynamics of particle relocation (and thus exposure of 
associated voids) and the concentration within the sediment 
bed .
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
In order to study bed particle relocation dynamics a 
series of laboratory experiments was conducted. A 
recirculating flume (Figure 5.4) with a plexiglass channel 50 
cm deep, 4 cm wide, and 350 cm long, was used for the 
experiments. Holding reservoirs were located at either end 
and the water was recirculated using a centrifugal pump. 
Plexiglass plates were placed at either end of the channel to 
contain the model sediment. A plexiglass cover was placed 
over the first 20 cm of sediment to act as a flow 
straightener for the overlying freestream flow.
The recirculating flume was packed with a Mississippi 
River sand (mean particle diameter, 0.037 cm) to a depth of 
20 cm. The sand was then artificially shaped into dunes 
(i.e., triangular roughness elements) as shown in Figure 5.4
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to account for the typically uneven surface of most river 
beds. The sand waves were 25.4 cm in length, L, and 2.54 cm 
in height, h, thus providing a height-to-length aspect ratio, 
h:L, of 1:10, which is typical of sediment waves observed in 
nature (Simons et a l ., [1964]). The sand particles of the
second dune were dyed with Oil Red O, a water insoluble dye. 
This imparted a reddish color to the particles.
Water was recirculated through the flume at a velocity 
sufficient to cause the sand particles to move as bed load. 
The particles were observed to travel up the upstream face of 
the wave to the crest then avalanche down the lee face of the 
wave. By this movement, a new layer of bed particles was 
exposed to the free stream flow and forced to move up and 
over the crest of the dune. This caused a general downstream 
migration of the sediment bed. This migration is depicted in 
Figure 5.5. This exposure and movement was observed for all 
"tagged" particles except those that were not exposed prior 
to incorporation wTithin the recirculating wake of the 
preceding dune. It is the lack of movement of wake particles 
that results in the retention of tagged particles within the 
bed as shown in the bottom figure of Figure 5.5.
5.3 MODEL DEVELOPMENT
A model of the particle relocation dynamics and the 
resulting contaminant transport in triangular shaped 
roughness elements composed of noncohesive sediment particles 
of uniform size was developed. It is assumed that the 
particles move only in the bed load layer (i.e, within a 
layer approximately two particle diameters thick), remain in 
constant contact wTith the sediment bed and the sediment waves
FLOW DIRECTION
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migrate downstream at a steady rate (i.e., in a state of 
limiting equilibrium). The prediction of the release of 
contaminants from a moving sediment bed as a function of time 
requires the velocity of the bed load layer, the migration 
time of the bedforms, and definition of the dynamics of the 
spatial distribution of particles and their associated 
contaminant concentration.
5.3.1 Velocity of Bed Load Laver
Sediment movement occurs when the effects of the fluid 
forces acting on a particle are greater than those of the
resistive forces. Referring to Figure 5.3, the velocity at
the point of incipient motion, the threshold velocity, is 
determined by equating the moment of the fluid forces acting 
about a point of contact on the particle with the moment of 
resistive forces. Assuming that only the drag force and 
submerged weight are acting on a particle, the point of 
incipient motion occurs when
Mw = MFd (5.1)
where is the moment of resistive forces and Mr is the
d
moment of fluid forces. Since the resistive force acting on 
a particle is the submerged weight of the particle, the 
moment of resistive forces about the point of contact is
Mw = [(s-l)Pw gV ]*(f)sin « (5.2)
where
relative density of the sediment,
^ s ^ ^ w ’
3
p - density of a sediment particle, g/cm , 
p.. = density of water, g/cm ,
Vv
V s volume of a sediment particle, cm ,
- - d 3 6 ’
d s diameter of particle assuming the particle 
is spherical,
« s angle of repose of the submerged particle 
= slope of lee face of sediment dune.
The fluid drag, , acting on an immobile grain is
F a  =  v X  < 5 - 3 '
where
u K s bed shear velocity, cm/s,
= / % / P . .s  \s
s surface shear stress, N/cm2 ,
A s cross-sectional area of a grain, cm ,
-  71 A 2
-  4 d .
Therefore, the moment of fluid forces is expressed as
Mp = (|d2 )-(|)cos <»■ (5.4)
where (=3.33 tan o.) is a coefficient accounting for flow
conditions, particle position, and particle shape (Raudkivi 
1 1967] ).
At the point of incipient motion, when the velocity of
the fluid reaches its critical value, Equation (5.1) yields
2
T-Sirfgd = §•? tan w (5-5)
where
s threshold bed shear velocity, cm/s.* c
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Gschwend et a l . [1987] determined the velocity of the
bed load layer, U , as a function of the bed shear velocity
U2 = 8-(u; - .7u„c ) (5.6)
where
s bed shear velocity related to the skin
friction tangential to the sediment bed, cm/s,
and
u„_ s bed shear velocity at the critical condition * c
for initiation of sediment movement, cm/s, 
given by Equation (5.5).
Equation (5.6) can be used to define the velocity of the bed
load layer. The total particle transport in the layer is the
product of the velocity and the particle concentration [S^
(volume particles/volume layer)]. The particle concentration 
within the bed load layer is (Gschwend et a l . [1987])
s * = i  • (e ® c ] ( 5 * 7 1
where S, the Shields parameter, is defined as
€' 5 Ts^TTgd • <5-8)
® , the critical Shields parameter, is evaluated at the
critical (threshold) bed shear velocity, u ^ ,  and « 1 is
evaluated with uj, , the skin friction bed shear velocity.
Engelund and Freds0e [1982] suggested a relationship for 
determining ®' from the total bed shear velocity, u,,,. This
relationship is valid for flow over dune bedforms and is 
given as
@* = 0.06 + 0.3@3/a . (5.9)
The Shields parameter also descibes the sediment 
transport regimes. When <5' > 0 . 2 ,  suspended particle
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transport becomes important and the assumption of bed load 
transport is no longer valid. Therefore, the model of 
particle relocation dynamics to be developed is applicable 
only to low sediment transport rates (@'<0.2) such that 
sediment transport occurs as bed load only.
5.3.2 Migration Time of Sediment Wave
The sediment is assumed to move as bed load only; 
therefore, the sediment particles slide up the upstream face 
of the wave to the crest then avalanche down the lee face of 
the wave. From the above, the volume flux of sediment 
particles moving with the bed load layer is U 2S K . Since the
bed load layer is two particle diameters in height (Einstein, 
[1950]), the volumetric flowrate of particles per unit width 
of dune is given by U_S„2d. The time required for one bed
load layer depth to be removed from the upstream face of the 
dune is given by
r = b/U2 *S„ (5.10)
where b is the distance a particle travels while in the bed 
load layer. Since about 30% of the upstream dune face 
t y p i c a l l y  lies within the wake of the preceding dune, b is 
about 70% of the length of the upstream face.
In the conceptual model of particle relocation peeling 
off of layers is assumed to continue until layer deposition 
in the wake zone from the preceding dune is complete. The 
model of particle movement is depicted in Figure 5.6. Only 
those particles not w’ithin the wake region of the preceding 
wave are assumed to move.
Figure 5.6
Conceptual model of particle relocation
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IMMOBLE WAKE PARTICLES
t = T
AFTER REMOVAL OF ONE BED LOAD LAYER
n 2d
IMMOBLE WAKE PARTICLES n 2 d b /(h C O S a )
t = n T
AFTER FILL-IN  OF PRECEDING DUNE WAKE ZONE
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As a result of the sequence of layer movements described 
in Figure 5.6, the bed will move downstream with some 
transfer of particles between dunes. The time for a sediment 
wave to migrate one wavelength downstream, T, is the ratio of 
the mobile dune volume to the particle volumetric flowrate
U -S -2d 2 *
where
V s volume of sediment particles/unit width in
3one bedform, cm /cm,
= -g hL( l-£ ) ,
h = height of bedform, cm,
L s length of bedform, cm,
e s porosity of sediment bed,
m 5 percent of upstream face which is traversed
by sediment particles while in the bed load layer 
observed equal to 70%.
5.3.3 Contaminant Concentration in Moving Sediment Bed
As sediment dunes migrate downstream, contaminants 
sorbed to the sediment particles or in the void volume 
surrounding the particle come into contact with the overlying
freestream water and may be removed from the bed. Therefore,
the total time a particle resides in the bed load layer 
determines the time available for desorption of contaminants 
from the sediment particles.
The simple, mechanistic model of particle relocation 
described above could be used to define which particles and 
their associated void volume are exposed in the bed load 
layer and for what length of time. Contaminants in the 
exposed void volumes can be assumed to be lost to the
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overlying water while sorbed contaminants are lost depending 
on their desorption rate. Desorption kinetics were assumed 
first order with a characteristic time, defined by
~ T/ Td
C' = c; e d (5.12)
where
C' s contaminant concentration of sediment particle 
leaving bed load layer,
C„ s contaminant concentration of sediment particle 
entering bed load layer,
r s time spent in bed load layer,
s contaminant desorption time constant.
The residence time of a particle in the bed load layer, r, is 
defined by Equation (5.10). Contaminants strongly bound to 
sediment particle ( > >  1) remain within the moving sediment
bed; while, contaminants weakly bound ( < <  1) are released
from the sediment particles as they travel through the bed 
load layer. Contaminants present in the pore water 
correspond to — > 0 in this model.
The residence time of a particle in the bed load layer, 
r, can be used to make an estimate of the characteristic 
contaminant transport time between the sediment and the 
overlying water. The height of the bed load layer (2d) 
divided by the time to remove one layer (t ) is the vertical 
rate of removal of particles and the associated contaminated 
pore water. If the concentration within the sediment pores 
is assumed spatially homogeneous, then this velocity is an 
effective mass transfer rate of contaminants to the overlying 
water and the characteristic time for recovery of the entire 
sediment bed is given by
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T bed load = 2d = 2dU2 S„*
hi _  hb (5.13)
This compares to characteristic times for recovery by 
di f fus ion
Tdiffusion “ B (5.14)
and advection
-  h
‘advection (5.15 )
The above estimates do not describe the spatial 
distribution of contaminants within the bed and assume that 
the effective mass transfer coefficient between the bed and 
the river is constant. Thus these predictions are 
essentially equivalent to the predictions of the model of 
Gschwend et al. [1987]. The model of particle relocation 
described above, however, can be used to provide a more 
accurate picture of contaminant dynamics. The sediment bed 
can be divided into cells of particles and the position and 
exposure time of each cell tracked. The model of particle 
cell movement is again that depicted in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. 
The dye experiments depicted in Figure 5.5 correspond to 
contaminant transport with
5.4 MODEL RESULTS
Application of the contaminant transport model described 
above requires verification of the particle transport 
submodel. The migration rate of the sediment dune from the 
particle transport submodel was compared to flume experiment 
data obtained by Guy et a l . [1966]. The propagation
velocity, u , reported by Guy et a l . [1966] was used to
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calculate the migration time of the dunes of length L,
M e a s u r e d  = ^  • <5 -1 6 '
A comparison of the predicted (Equation 5.11) migration times
with Guy et a l .’s measurements for 0.93 mm diameter sand 
particles is shown in Figure 5.7. Agreement is adequate and 
suggests that the submodel of bed movement can be used to 
define U in Equation (5.12) and thus estimate bed layer
movement and associated contaminant exposure times.
The model was first applied to calculate the 
characteristic times for recovery of Mississippi, Red and 
Nile river sediments by individual transport mechanisms 
(Equations [5.13]-[5.15 ] ). The same river parameters 
employed in Chapter 3 (Table 3.2) were used. A comparison of 
these times are shown in Table 5.1. In all cases, diffusive- 
transport is overshadowed by the other transport mechanisms. 
Advection induced by the local pressure variations associated 
with the bed geometry results in transport that is equivalent 
in magnitude to that by sediment transport by bed load. The 
bed load only sediment transport model is probably not valid 
in the flow regime associated with the formation of the large 
dunes in the Mississippi river where the model predicts 
unrealistically large characteristic times. In all cases, 
the characteristic times defined by Equation (5.13 )-(5.15 ) 
are underestimates of the characteristic times by bed load 
movement since it neglects the entrapment of particles by the 
wake zone. The predicted characteristic times are also for a
single value of river slope (10- s ) and the relative magnitude 
of the various mechanisms may vary as the slope is increased 
or decreased.
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Figure 5.7 Comparison between m easured and 
predicted migration time of bedforms 
(93mm sand)
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Table 5 . 1
Example River Parameter Values
Rivers
Flow Parameters Nile Mississippi1 Mississippi2 Red
D (m) 6 15 15 2
s 3
Bed Parameters
10~5 10"5 10-5 10-5
E 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
d { c m ) 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
k (cm2x (10 9 ) ) 6 . 3 17.9 17.9 23 .8
h ( c m ) 50 1000 10 20
L (m) 6 100 1 2
Velocity ( c m / s)4 1. 9(10''5 ) 1 .7(10~5 ) 3 . 0 ( 10 - 4 ) 4 . 0 ( 10 ~ 5 )
Tbed load ‘d a y s )5 2:4 3227 0.3
n
'diffusion*'rs * 8 3170 0.3 1. 3
•7
T j j. • (d a v s ) advection 30 681 0.4 6
P a r a m e t e r s  appropriate for largest sandwave roughness
2Parameters appropriate for a small sand ripple
3Slope of river surface
4interstitial velocity at base of sediment wave, underneath 
crest due only to local pressure variations on dune surface
sCharacteristic time due to sediment movement by bed load
only {suspended load neglected), rbed ioad = 2d~U' S
2
6®e = 1(10 5) Cffl2/s’ Tdiffusion =
7characteristic time based on local pressure driven flow
(stream-aquifer interactions neglected), Tadvection= -
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The complete model that incorporates the spatial 
distribution of contaminants was used to determine the 
average contaminant concentration within a moving bed as a 
function of time for different T/Tcj ratios. The results of
the simulation are presented in Figure 5.8. In this figure 
dimensionless time refers to the ratio between the actual 
time of movement and the migration time of the sediment wave. 
The curve for non-sorbed contaminants, — * 0, is very close
to the T/ Tcj = 2 curve. The results show that non-sorbed
contaminants are largely lost by the time the bed has turned 
over once by moving downstream its own length. A residual of 
slightly more than 30% of the original contaminant is removed 
much more slowly, however, due to the lack of movement of 
particles in the wake of the preceding dune.
5.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A simple model was developed to determine the effect of 
sediment movement on the release of contaminants from 
bedforms. The model was based on classical sediment 
transport concepts and experimental identification of 
particle relocation dynamics. The model is valid for low 
sediment transport rates when the sediment particles move as 
bed load only. The predicted bed transport rate was compared 
to movement of laboratory scale sediment dunes (Guy et a l . 
[1966]) with good results. The model of particle relocation 
dynamics and contaminant transport was also based on 
laboratory modelling. The results of the simulation are 
encouraging; however, experiments at field scale should be 
conducted to determine their accuracy.
Figure 5 .8
Contaminant Concentration in Moving Sediment Bed 
for different r/ta ratios
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The results of the model indicate that sediment movement 
by bed load can result in contaminant transport rates equal 
to those by in-bed advective processes. Thus local pressure 
gradients along the sediment bed surface, mean hydraulic 
gradients between a river and its associated ground-water 
aquifer, and sediment transport must all be considered in 
describing the fate and transport of river sediment 
contaminants. Models were developed of each of these 
processes that will enable quantitative estimation of the 
transport due to each mechanism.
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PART II
Numerical Simulation 
via a
Boundary Integral Equation Technique
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CHAPTER 6 
THE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
The boundary element method (B E M ; Brebbia et a l .,
[1984]) is formulated in this chapter for both two- 
dimensional and three-dimensional forms of L a p l a c e ’s 
equation. La p l a c e ’s equation is an elliptic equation that 
describes many physical situations including steady-state 
flow through a homogeneous porous medium.
For two-dimensional problems the discretization of the 
boundary into linear elements and the integration of the 
boundary integrals using linear interpolation functions for 0 
(potential) and -k(30/3n) (flux) on each element are 
d i s c u s s e d .
For three-dimensional problems the boundary is 
discretized using planar quadrilateral elements. The use of 
freedom nodes to eliminate the modelling difficulties 
associated with discontinuities in boundary conditions (e.g., 
at cornel's, etc. ) is discussed (Patterson and Shiekh,
[1984]). The integration of the boundary integrals using 
bilinear basis functions for the variation of the potential 
and the flux on each element is also presented.
The presentation of the boundary element method in this 
chapter is classical and essentially follows the development 
of Brebbia et a l . [1984]. In the chapters which follow, the
basic boundary element method is extended to more general 
problems. Chapter 7 deals with the use of BEM in tracing 
individual equipotential surfaces or streamlines. Chapter 8 
shows how the standard BEM can be modified to handle 
inhomogeneous media (e.g. variable permeability), multiple
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homogeneous regions with different material properties, free 
surfaces, potential sources and sinks, or a combination of 
any or all of these. These modifications were used in 
determining the stream-aquifer interactions discussed in 
Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 9 shows how BEM and regular 
perturbation theory can be combined and used to solve 
hyperbolic and parabolic problems that can be reduced to 
Helmholtz equation (e.g., forced oscillations). This 
extension of the classic BEM was not applied to contaminant 
transport in river sediments.
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The ideal way to describe any dynamic or distributed 
engineering system is to obtain an analytical solution to the 
governing differential equation. Analytical solutions are 
exact and can be used to obtain an answer anywhere within the 
problem domain; however, most engineering problems do not 
lend themselves to such luxuries and approximation of the 
solution is the best one can usually hope to achieve.
In order to obtain solutions to problems in the absence 
of a known analytical procedure, numerical techniques have 
been developed. Finite difference (F D ) and finite element 
methods (FEM) are widely used, well-established numerical 
techniques. These methods require solution of the governing 
equation over the entire problem domain, often giving results 
which are not needed or desired. The boundary element method 
is a relatively new method which has become established as an 
alternative to the popular FEM (Cruse, [1987]).
The boundary element method is a combination of classic 
boundary integral equation techniques and FEM shape
1functions. For certain problems, for example homogeneous 
elliptic problems, the solution can be written in terms of 
integrals on the domain boundary, reducing the dimensional it 
of the problem by one. Application of conventional finite 
element techniques to these integrals thus requires 
discretization of the boundary alone. Therefore, a 
two-dimensional problem of a square requiring N elements in 
FEM can be discretized with equivalent boundary resolution
using onl'y 4 N 1//2 elements in BEM. This boundary 
discretization results in a BEM mesh which is easier to 
develop than the analogous mesh for FEM or FD. The BEM can 
be more easily applied to varying geometry; an internal grid 
need not be generated each time as in FEM. Despite this 
advantage, run times of the FEM and BEM are often similar 
because of banding in the element equations in FEM that can 
speed their solution (Savant et al., [1987]).
Although the solution of a problem in BEM need only 
provide information on the discretized boundary, it is also 
possible to solve for the interior solution. Interior value 
can be written in terms of boundary integrals that, upon 
determination of the boundary solution, become integrals of 
known functions. Thus, the solution obtained from BEM is 
similar to an analytical solution in that interior solutions 
are obtained by a simple functional evaluation.
6.2 BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD FORMULATION (Gipson, [1987])
The development of the boundary element method for both 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional problems will now be 
presented. As indicated previously, the boundary element
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solution of L a p l a c e ’s equation in an arbitrary domain with 
constant material properties will be examined.
Lap l a c e ’s equation is stated as
V2 0 = 0 in ft (6.1)
w7ith
0 = ? on (6 .2 )
and
"kin = q = ^  on T z (6.3)
where k represents the material conductivity (or analogous-
term), ft represents the problem domain, and T and T2
represent portions of the domain boundary on which the 
potential and flux, respectively, are specified. Equation 
(6 .1 ) is solved via the method of weighted residuals for the 
unknown 0. The various residuals, deviations between the
numerical approximations (denoted by 0 ) and the specified
values (denoted by 0 ) in the domain and on the boundaries, 
are written as
£ Q = V2 0 (6.4)
£ p = 0 - 0  (6.5)
er = ■ (_kH ) s q - 5 • (6.6)
z
The weak weighted residual statement of the problem,
L  Ko ‘a da + Jp wr sr dr + lr "V2‘r2dr ' 0 <6-7>
1 2
is obtained from mininization of the residuals by forcing their 
weighted sum over their respective surfaces of applicability 
to vanish (Brebbia, et a l . [1984]).
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The "inverse" statement is obtained by applying G r e e n ’s 
lemma (integration by parts) twice to the domain integral in 
Equation (6.7). By selecting the various weighting functions 
to be related by
aw0
and
v r i = sir on r i (6*8)
W
w p = IT on rg , (6.9)
the "inverse" statement can be written as
3W,
+ Xr ' M  Ka -  * 5 5 S »d r
Jr'
• 3W,
i  ~ 0s i r )dr = 0 <6 -1 0 >'k "ft |BFr
z
where the Laplacian operator is now acting on the weighting 
function, . No restrictions have been placed on the
weighting function and so the weighting function is now 
chosen to be determined by
*2wft = - Tft) (6.11)
such that the domain integral vanishes everywhere except at
Ok
the point r ^ . The solution defined by Equation (6.11) is 
known as the G r e e n ’s function (Gipson [1987]) and is the
Ok
potential at a point r as a result of a point source in an 
unbounded medium. This definition of the weighting function 
produces the basic equation used for boundary element 
ana l y s i s :
cn;<?0 ) + J r (- S Wfi - i O  ]dr = 0. (6.12)
In the above equation 0 represents 3 on the f boundary and ?>
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on the T boundary; likewise, q represents q on the T i
boundary and q on the F 2 boundary. The value of is
determined from the C a u c h y ’s principal value integration of 
the domain integral in Equation (6.10) using the solution of 
Equation (6.11). The representation of the weighting 
function by Equation (6.11) was chosen in order that an 
explicit solution for the potential, 0 , could be obtained. 
This allows for the solution of the governing equation both 
on the problem boundary and in the problem domain.
6.2.1 Two-dimensional An a l y s is
In two-dimensional unbounded space the G r e e n ’s function 
of Equation (6.11) is given by
Substituting the definitions o f wn and dW^/dn into the basic
equation for boundary element analysis (Equation [6.12]) 
gives
(6.13)
The normal derivative of the G r e e n ’s function is
3n 2tt
(x-xfi)nx + (y-yQ )nv
2
. 1_  
2tt
(1
(6.14)
where
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f ? on r,
0 =  ~ 1
1 0  on T z or in ft,
A
f q on r
q = ] _
L q on r2
Cq is 1 if the domain of integration does not include the 
source point, r^ (i.e., if r^ defines an interior point). If
the domain of integration includes r^ (i.e., if Tq defines a
boundary point), then the Cauchy principal value of the 
singular integral in Equation (6.15) provides an additional 
contribution. That is,
1 for r0 e ft
(6.16)
1 * 2^  for rQ e r.
In the definition of c^ ,, « can also be considered the solid
angle measure of the zone around r^ outside of ft (Cheng,'.
[ 1984] ) .
Equation (6.15) thus defines the potential at a point Tq
in terms of integrals only on the boundary of the domain. 
These integrals can be evaluated by application of 
conventional finite element techniques. Figure 6.1 shows the 
discretization procedure which consists of breaking the 
boundary into distinct segments bounded by nodal points. The 
unknowns in the solution are taken as the potential or 
potential gradient at the nodal points and linear 
interpolation functions are used to describe the potential 
behavior over an element. Note for an exterior boundary, 
elements are numbered counterclockwise so the normal points 
outward; likewise, for an interior boundary, elements are
DIRECTION OF 
E L E M E N T  
NUMB
EXTERIOR
BOUNDARY
F ig u r e  6.1 D is c r e t iz a t io n  P r o c e d u r e  (a f t e r  G ip s o n  [1982])
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numbered clockwise so the normal points inward. Figure 6.2 
shows the variation of the linear interpolation functions 
over an element. The interpolation function for node 1 (node 
i) of element e is represented by N ^ l - f / L g  and for node 2
(node j) of element e by N £ =f/Le , where f is the local
coordinate and Le is the length of element e.
Representing the interpolation functions by {N}e , a 
column vector, the variation of 0 and q over each element can 
be written as
functional values of 0 and q along the element. Discretizing 
Equation (6.15) and substituting the approximations given by
Equation (6.17) for 0 and q the following expression is 
obtained
where E is the total number of boundary elements.
Writing Equation (6.18) for each node, a set of 
simultaneous equations which relate the nodal potentials and 
gradients is obtained
q
e
< 0>e {N}e <q>e {N}e (6.17)
where <0>e and <q>e are row vectors containing the values of 
0 and q respectively at the nodes, and 0e and qe are the
(6.18)
[ H ] { 0  } = t G ] { q } .
The elements of the H and G matrices are the boundary
(6.19)
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|« L .  .|
•    .
i j
N
0
Nj = l - f / L e 
Nj = £ / L e
Figure 6.2 linear Interpolation Functions (after Liggett and Liu [1983])
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integrals in Equation {6.18) and are given as
(6 .2 0 )
and
(6.21 )
where m=l,2 , and dT « df, the one-dimensional surface of
element e, and is 0 otherwise.
The diagonal terms of the G matrix may be determined 
analytically. The diagonal terms of the H matrix may be 
calculated from the fact that when a uniform potential, say 
0=1 , is applied over the entire boundary, the normal 
derivatives on the whole boundary must be zero; therefore, 
Equation (6.19) becomes
This says that the sum of the elements in any row of the H 
matrix must be zero; therefore, a diagonal term of the H 
matrix is the negative of the sum of all other terms in that 
row or
where N is the number of nodes in the discretization.
The off-diagonal terms of the G and H matrices are 
determined using a one-dimensional Gaussian Quadrature 
(Abramowitz and Stegun, [1964]). Gaussian Quadrature schemes 
evaluate an integral by summing the product of the integrand 
evaluated at certain points (Gauss points) and a weighting
element e. <5^ e is 1 when r^ is the m *'*1 nodal point of
[H]{1 } = {0 } . ( 6 . 2 2  )
N
(6.23)
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factor, or
y (x )dx n (6.24 )
where
(6.25)
and
w^ = weighting factor 
s Gauss point 
n 5 number of Gauss points
En 5 error.
Table 6.1 gives the Gaussian Quadrature parameters. The 
table gives data for up to seven Gauss points (accurate for 
integrands of order ^ 13). For the evaluation of the 
off-diagonal terms in the H and G matrices presented above, a 
four-point quadrature scheme was used.
In a well posed problem, appropriate boundary conditions 
include forced (0 specified), natural (q specified), or mixed 
(a combination of 0 and q specified) conditions. For the 
purposes of this work only forced or natural boundary 
conditions were considered and Equation (6.19) can be 
rearranged to give
[A] is a matrix containing the appropriate term of the H 
matrix or G matrix depending on the boundary value imposed 
for that node, {x} is a column vector containing all the 
unknown values of 0 and q, and {y} is a column vector
[A]{x} = {y}. (6.26)
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Table 6 .1
One-Dimensional Gaussian Quadrature Parameters
n *i w i
1 (l i n e a r ) 0 2
2 (c u b i c ) ± 1 /S3 1
3 (quint i c ) r 0 8/9 *1
t ± ^375 5/9 J
4 {s e p t i m a l ) r 1 0.86113631
0.34785485
i ± 0.33998104 0.65214515
5 f 0 0.56888888
< ± 0.53846931 0.47862867
i ± 0.90617985 0.23692689
6 r ± 0.23861919 0.46791393
■ ± 0.66120939 0.36076157i ± 0.93246951 0.17132449
7 r 0 0.41795918
+ 0.40584515 0.38183005
+ 0.74153119 0.27970539
+ 0.94910791 0.12948497
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containing the product of the known 0 and H, or q and G. 
Equation (6.26) was solved using Gaussian elimination with 
full pivoting.
Once the unkown values of 0 and q on the boundary are 
determined, interior potentials can be determined by a simple 
functional evaluation of Equation (6.18). With C q = 1, the
interior point solution can be written as
The determination of internal fluxes requires the 
differentiation of Equation (6.27). The fluxes in the x and 
y direct ions are represented by
Recognizing that in Equation (6.20) equals zero for an
interior point, the derivatives in Equations (6.28) and
(6.29) can be written in general terms as
0('rQ ) = -<H > { 0 } + <G> { q } • (6.27)
(6.28 )
and
flux-y| (6.29)
2 (u-ug )( r - r Q )-n)
Nm dr (6.30) m
and
(6.31)
6.2.2 Three-dimensional Problem
In three-dimensional unbounded space the G r e e n ’s 
function is given by
The normal derivative of the G r e e n ’s function is 
_ _i (x-x^)nx + (y-y^)nv + ( z - z Q )nz
(6.33 )
Substituting the definitions of W q and 3W^/3n into the basic
equation for boundary element analysis (Equation [6.12]) and 
realizing that the boundary integrals are now area integrals 
gives
where 0 and q are defined as in the two-dimensional analysis 
and
Again c^ is defined by the combination of a domain integral 
and the Cauchy principal value of the singular boundary 
integral when r^ is a boundary point.
At this point the boundary is discretized into "boundary 
elements." The discretized boundary in a three-dimensional 
BEM is similar to a two-dimensional FEM grid. However, the 
elements in BEM have no constraints on the discretization
0 (6.34)
1 for Tq £ 12
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process and are not required to have interelement continuity 
as in FEM (Patterson and Sheikh, [1984]). This can be seen 
in the successful use of constant elements in BEM. Element 
discontinuity was allowed in the three-dimensional BEM 
dev e l o p e d .
Each element has a defined behavior of 0 and q 
characterized by an assumed interpolation function over the 
values obtained at the nodes of the element in question. For 
this development, planar quadrilateral elements with bilinear 
basis functions were used. In addition, the quadrilateral 
elements were allowed to have discontinuities to handle 
modelling difficulties associated with geometric 
singularities (i.e., "corner, edge, etc. where the normal to 
the boundary is not defined and yet is required in defining 
the flux-like variable of a problem") and abrupt changes in 
the imposed boundary condition (Patterson and Shiekh,
[1984]). Therefore, one network of nodes was used to define 
the geometric location of the element while an imaginary 
nodal network defined the location of the freedoms or imposed 
boundary conditions. Figure 6.3 shows typical quadrilateral 
elements in local coordinates and gives the values of the 
shape functions at each node for different types of 
discontinuities. Note nodes are located in a counter­
clockwise manner for an exterior boundary so that the normal 
points outward and clockwise for an interior boundary.
As in the two-dimensional analysis, the variations of 
the potential and flux terms over an element can be written 
as the product of the shape functions with the nodal boundary
<s>
values. Discretizing Equation (6.33) and representing 0 and 
q as vector products leads to the following equation
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( a )  C o n t i n u o u s
Nm = t  0 ± £ ) ( l ± ’?)
( c )  S ing l e  E d g e  Disc,  
N| * 4 (  I + C H I  +'»?)
N4 = "j ( I 4 0  (-g-^)
3  . 4
( e )  Two Adj .  Edge  Disc .
N , = | (  l + £ ) ( l  + i?)
n 2s | ( 4 - C ) (  1+ ^ )
% = % O r O ( \ - v )
n4 = | (  I + O ( 1 - ^ 7 )
2
x
X
3
I
x
X
4 •Xk*
( b )  Fu l l y  D i s c o n t i n u o u s
Nm= i \ * e n { * v )
2 1- w ' 11 A i
I
1—X— — X—<,X
3 4
( d )  Two N o n - A d j .  Edge  Di sc .
I *V)
I
x 2 xl
1
\t ■
3 4
( f )  Three Edge Discontinuity
N, = £  ( £  + £ )  ( 1+  i))
N4* | - ( ^ + C ) ( g - ‘>?)
o Geometric Nodes 
x Freedom Nodes,
N*s not given folow from induction
Figure 6.3 Quadrilateral Elements With Bilinear Basis Functions 
(after Patterson and Sheikh [1984])
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W  ■ ^  1 {[ JIre <;>e (N,«dr]
4  [  i J J r e i ? ~ -  ; a i  < q > e * N * e d r ] }  ' 6 - 3 5 >
where E is the total number of boundary elements.
Writing Equation (6.35) for each node and realizing that
the elements of < 0>e and <q>e are located at nodal points and 
are constants a global set of simultaneous equations is 
obtained which may be written as
[H ]{0 } = [G ]{q }. (6.19)
The elements of the H and G matrices account for the surface
integrals in Equation (6.35) and are given as
 ^ JJr Km dl~ * (6'3 6 >
1 e 1 r " Si 1
and
G«e - i k  SL 1 ; , ■ dr !6-3 7 >
re lr " rft
where m=l,2,3,4. is 1 when r^ is the m ^^1 nodal point of
element e, and is 0 otherwise. In the above equations, the 
differential element is represented by
dr = |J|dfd7) (6.38!
where |J| is the Jacobian of the transformation from the real 
surface element to the local parameter plan (f ,v ) . For 
planar elements the Jacobian is constant and equal to 
one-fourth the area of the real surface element (Brebbia et 
al., [1984]).
The diagonal terms of the H matrix are calculated in the 
same manner as presented for the two-dimensional analysis.
The diagonal terms of the G matrix are evaluated using a
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technique presented by Aliabadi et al. [1985]. This method
Taylor expansions about the local coordinates of the singular 
point located at The solution obtained is
represented by a series of integrals of the form
p ,q = 0 or 1 .
The integrals represented by Equation (6.39) have closed form 
analytical solutions.
The off-diagonal terms of the G and H matrices are 
determined using a two-dimensional Gaussian Quadrature. The 
two-dimensional quadrature scheme is similar to the one­
dimensional quadrature except a double summation is used to 
evaluate the double integral. The two-dimensional Gaussian 
Quadrature scheme can be written as
requires approximating |r - r^| and N (f ,^ ) by first-order
df dv (6.39)
where
t ,
&V = 1 - V q  ,
_•» jk
R = Taylor expansion of |r - r^| ,
f (x ,y)dxdy
where
(6.41)
and
(6.42 )
In the above equations, 
w,,w, E weighting factors
J
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t iiVi - Gauss pointsA J
m s number of Gauss points for v coordinate
n s number of Gauss points for f coordinate
E = error, nm
The two-dimensional Gaussian parameters are the same as those 
presented in Table 6.1, they are simply used twice. For the 
evaluation of the off-diagonal terms in the H and G matrices 
presented above, a double four-point quadrature scheme was 
used.
In a well posed problem forced or natural boundary 
conditions are specified. Therefore, either potential, 0, or 
flux, q, but not both is known at a point a p r i o r i . For a 
well posed problem, Equation (6.19) can be rearranged to give
[A ]{x } = {y}. (6.26)
[A] is a matrix containing the appropriate term of the H 
matrix or G matrix depending on the boundary value imposed 
for that node, {x} is a column vector containing all the 
unknown values of 0 and q, and {y} is a column vector 
containing the product of the known 0 and H, or q and G. 
Equation (6.26) was solved using Gaussian elimination with 
full pivoting.
Once the unkown values of 0 and q on the boundary are 
determined, interior potentials can be determined by a simple 
functional evaluation of Equation (6.35). With c ^ = l , the
interior point solution can be written as
0 (rft) = -< H > {0} + <G> { q } . (6.43)
The determination of internal fluxes requires the 
differentiation of Equation (6.43). The fluxes in the x,y, 
and z directions are represented by
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flux-xlx=Xo = <k|fB >{<} - <k§fa >{<!>, (6.44)
flux-yly=ya = <k|ffi>(») - <ktfB >(q ). 16.46)
and
flux-2b=Zs! ' <kff£J>t0> - <k§ V {9,‘ <6-46>
Recognizing that <5q g in Equation (6.36) equals zero for an
interior point, the derivatives in Equations (6 .44 )-(6.46) 
can be written in general terms as
2i pn (n |r-r0 | - 3(u-u0 )(r-r0 )•n )
i rr — y---- a— — _— h------- « N dr (6.47)
u u p  i- „ i0 in
M  . __
3ufi " 4 tt |? .
and
IS = ff U1 ~ - N dr. (6.48)3uft J J j r  _ r n I 3 m
6.3 SUMMARY
The details of the development of the Boundary Element 
Method have been presented. The original computer code for 
the two-dimensional analysis was presented in Gipson [1982]. 
This code was modified to incorporate the features presented 
here and in the following chapters. The computer code for 
the three-dimensional analysis using planar quadrilateral 
elements was written by the author. U s e r ’s manuals were 
written to aid in the implementation of both analyses. The 
manual, a sample data file, and the program listing for the 
two-dimensional analysis are presented in Appendix A and for 
the three-dimensioanl analysis in Appendix B.
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SUMMARY
Presented is a direct method for graphics post­
processing of boundary element results in the form of 
equipotential traces and streamlines. Utilizing a stepping 
procedure based on the Newton-Raphson method of determining 
roots, and the boundary integral technique of determining 
domain field and flux values from boundary data, an algorithm 
is developed for performing such a task. The method is 
illustrated in two practical examples involving steady-state 
ideal fluid flow governed by La p l a c e ’s equation.
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The solution of many differential equations, especially 
homogeneous elliptic partial differential equations, can be 
conveniently expressed in terms of integrals along the 
boundary of the domain in which the solution is desired.
These classical integral techniques, which are derived from 
the theory of the G r e e n ’s function, form the basis for the 
numerical technique known as the boundary element method 
(Brebbia et a l ., [1984]). The boundary element method
applies the discretization procedures that have been 
developed for the finite element solution of differential 
equations to evaluate the boundary integrals that arise in 
the classical theory of G r e e n ’s functions. In this manner, a 
wide variety of physical problems complicated by difficult 
geometry or boundary conditions can be solved numerically.
Advantages of the boundary element method include a 
major reduction in dimensionality of the original problem in 
many situations (a complete reduction is possible in
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homogeneous elliptic problems) and a resulting reduction in 
the complexity of the discretization procedures and the rank 
of the algebraic system of equations that approximate the 
differential equation. When complete reduction of the 
original problem to boundary integrals is possible, the 
system of algebraic equations resulting from the 
discretization of these integrals typically requires 
simultaneous solution of only the unknown potentials and 
gradients in potential (or analogous quantities) at the 
domain boundaries. Interior potentials and gradients in 
potential can still be determined but these quantities can be 
expressed as functions of only the boundary values and not 
other values interior to the boundary. Thus the boundary 
element solution of a reducible differential equation (i.e., 
one which can be expressed entirely in terms of integrals 
over the boundary of the solution domain) can be determined 
by
1. Simultaneous solution of the discretized boundary 
integrals for potential and potential gradients on 
the domain boundary.
2. Use of the b o u n d a r y  values determined in Step 1 
to determine potentials or potential gradients at 
points of interest within the domain.
As shall be seen, Step 2, the evaluation of a potential or 
gradient within the domain can be accomplished by evaluation 
of a function containing the now known (via Step 1) values at 
the boundary. In this manner interior values determined via 
boundary element methods are analogous to interior values 
determined from an analytical representation of the solution
13 5
to the original differential equation. That is, both are 
determined by evaluation of a known function at the desired 
p o i n t .
This correspondence in form between an analytical 
solution and a numerical boundary element solution of a 
differential equation implies that only values of interest in 
the interior need be evaluated numerically. In particular, 
individual equipotential surfaces or their orthogonal 
complement, surfaces of constant values of the stream 
function, or streamlines, can be traced with a boundary 
element solution. In a finite element solution to a 
differential equation, interior values such as potentials and 
potential gradients are determined everywhere within the 
problem domain (subject to the resolution of the finite 
element mesh) and equipotential surfaces or streamlines can 
only be drawn from interpolation with these values. Clearly, 
the structure of the boundary element method poses 
significant advantages if only specific interior values are 
desired or if high resolution (i.e., higher resolution than 
might be possible with a finite element mesh) equipotential 
surfaces or streamlines are required.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a formalism for 
the convenient determination of specific interior 
equipotential surfaces or streamlines in the boundary element 
solution of a fully reducible differential equation. The 
procedures will be applied to the determination of 
equipotential surfaces and streamlines in a domain governed 
by Lap l a c e ’s equation. As indicated previously, homogeneous 
elliptic equations, such as La p l a c e ’s equation, are fully 
reducible to equations involving only boundary integrals.
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Although only L a p l a c e ’s equation will be discussed here, many 
important physical problems can be evaluated in the manner 
described herein. Steady-state diffusion in an orthotropic 
medium can be described by L a p l a c e ’s equation after a 
coordinate transformation (Brebbia and Walker, [1980]). The 
methods described herein are also directly applicable to 
equations governed by the biharmonic equation and to 
inhomogeneous elliptic equations (e.g., P o i s s o n ’s equation) 
if the inhomogeneous term is harmonic (see Chapter 9).
The application of the boundary element method as 
applied to L a p l a c e ’s equation will first be reviewed to 
stress the solution structure identified above. This 
solution structure will then be employed to develop a 
procedure for determination of individual equipotential 
surfaces or streamlines. Finally, several example 
applications of the procedures wTill be described.
7.2 BOUNDARY ELEMENT M E THOD DEVELOPMENT (Gipson, [1987])
Let us first identify the structure of the boundary 
element solution procedure as it will be applied here. As 
indicated previously, we will examine the boundary element 
solution of L a p l a c e ’s equation in an arbitrary domain, that 
is,
V2 0 a 0 in ft (7.1)
with 0 0 on r i (7.2)
and. (7.3)
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where £1 represents the problem domain, and and r£
represent portions of the domain boundary on which the 
potential and potential gradient, respectively, are 
specified. Equation (7.1) can be solved via the method of 
weighted residuals for the unknown 0 .  The various residuals, 
or deviations between the numerical approximations (denoted
by 0) and the specific values (denoted by 0 ) in the domain
and on the problem boundaries may be written as
= V2 0 (7.4)
£ p = 0 - 0' (7.5)
‘V  M H i - 5 • <7-61
Minimizing the residuals by forcing their weighted sum over 
their respective surfaces of applicability to vanish provides 
the weak weighted residual statement of the problem
J + J * V r  + J Wj,£p dT = 0 . (7.7£2 r i i r 2 z
The solution of this equation by boundary element methods 
proceeds by applying G r e e n ’s Lemma (integration by parts) 
twice to the domain integral to form the "inverse" problem.
By selecting the various weighting functions to be related by
3W P
W p = ---------- on T (7.8)
1 9n 1
and
W e = - M t on rg (7.9)
the "inverse" problem can be written as
In the boundary element method solution of L a p l a c e ’s 
equation, the weighting function is now chosen to be
V2W £ = fi(r-r£ ) (7.11)
such that the domain integral vanishes everywhere except at
the point r£ . The resulting equation for 0 can be written
^ ^  a
~ 1 p ~  ( r - r p 1 * n  l
c £ 0(r? l + — - J J q  ln|r-r£ | - ? — "2—  JdT = 0 . (7.12)
£>n i I r-r£ |
In the above equation ? represents 0 on the T boundary and 0 
on the r boundary; likewise, q represents q on the
  .j,
boundary and q on the boundary. jr - | represents the
distance between any point on the boundary and the arbitrary 
point r£ . The value of c £ is determined from the C a u c h y ’s
principal value integration of the G r e e n ’s function
singularity and is represented by
1 for r £ € Q, $ f
c £ = (7.13)
ll-a/2rr for r £ e r
.A
where « is the angular measure of the zone around r£ outside 
of Q .
At this point the boundary is discretized into "boundary 
elements." The discretized equation can then be solved for
the unknown values of ? and q. Note that the integral to be 
discretized in Equation (7.12) is evaluated only on the 
boundary of the problem domain. Therefore, the construction 
of finite elements need take place only on the boundary curve
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and the solution for any unknown potential (e.g., the first 
term on the left in Equation [7.12]) requires only boundary 
values to be specified. Thus the equation is implicit in the 
boundary value of potential but explicit in the interior 
values. The discretized equations for each node in the 
finite element mesh along the boundary must be solved 
simultaneously for the boundary values, but interior values 
can be determined by a single functional evaluation.
In addition, the governing equation for the potential 
derivatives can be formed by differentiating Equation (7.12). 
The interior derivative values can again be calculated by a 
known functional evaluation (once the boundary values of both
? and q are k n o w n ).
1 .3 A LGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
Our objective then is to determine only specific points 
interior to the problem boundaries where the solution is 
desired, namely those points that lie on streamlines or 
equipotential surfaces. The boundary element solution of the 
governing differential equation provides a relationship for 
the potentials within the problem domain. Vve need to be able 
to efficiently identify the surfaces that represent constant 
values of this potential.
The evaluation of a particular equipotential curve in the 
problem domain can be thought of as determination of the 
coordinates r and €> of a point r^ that satisfies Equation
(7.12) for a given 0. Since r^ appears within the integral
of Equation (7.12) and since there exists an infinite number 
of satisfying interior points, it is convenient to instead
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recognize that the equipotential line projects in a direction 
perpendicular (in an isotropic medium) to the direction of 
the maximum potential gradient, or streamline. In an 
orthotropic medium, a coordinate transformation can be used 
to define a coordinate system wherein the orthogonality of 
streamlines and equipotential lines can be maintained. Since 
potentials and potential gradients are calculated at the 
domain boundary as part of the boundary element method, one 
can define the local direction of the maximum potential 
gradient at the starting point, and then step an arbitrary 
distance perpendicular to that direction to define a first 
guess of the position of the equipotential curve of interest. 
This first guess is simply an extrapolation of the initial 
equipotential curve position.
For a sufficiently small stepsize, this first guess could 
be assumed to be the actual location of the equipotential 
line of interest, and through calculation of the potential 
gradients at this location, a new direction could be 
determined to extend the given equipotential line. 
Numerically, however, it is preferred to be able to correct 
the initial straight-line extrapolations so that arbitrarily 
large steps could be taken depending on the desired 
resolution of the equipotential line. Since the gradients of 
the potential can be determined at the extrapolated position 
of the equipotential curve, the (presumably) small 
corrections necessary to identify the location of the 
equipotential curve can be determined formally, for example, 
by succesive application of the Newton-Raphson technique.
Thus the equipotential trace algorithm can use arbitrarily 
large steps and is self-correcting (assuming convergence of 
Newton-Raphson method).
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Figure 7.1 shows, pictorially, the entire algorithm for 
equipotential mapping. The algorithm consists of taking a 
step, Ar, in the € direction, where ® is given by
At the new location, the value of the potential and the 
potential gradients are calculated. If the calculated 
potential is sufficiently close to the desired potential, 
then a new step, A r , is taken in the direction ® as given by 
Equation (7.14) and the procedure repeated to further extend 
the calculated equipotential line. However, if the 
calculated potential does not meet the desired tolerance, a 
new location for the equipotential curve at the first step is 
found through the use of the Newton-Raphson method. The new 
location is obtained by staying at the same distance, A r , 
from the original starting point but choosing a new angle, 
as given by
At this new location the potential and its derivatives 
are again calculated and the procedure is repeated until the 
calculated value of the potential meets the required 
tolerance. Once the correct potential is found, the 
equipotential line is extended further by using the just
(7.14 )
f (P)
i. = IN)
n + 1 n (7.15)
where
^desired (7.16)
and
f ' (P) Ar (-sin@n§! + cos@n||). (7.17)
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x - a x i s
x-ax i s
.34.
0S
|* ~ , a n  ( - o ^ / a s ) ) '  2
« .« -®n+l f*(p )
FIGURE 7.1 A PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE SEARCHING ALGORITHM USED
T o  D e t e r m in e  T h e  d ir e c t io n  O f  t h e  Co n t o u r  F r o m  A  G iv e n  p o in t
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found point as the origin for an identical step further along 
the curve, as shown in Figure 7.1.
An equivalent procedure could be used to define a 
specific surface of constant value of the stream function, or 
streamline. To define a streamline, the direction of search 
should be along' and not perpendicular to the maximum gradient 
in potential. Unfortunately, arbitrarily large steps are not 
possible because the streamline tracing algorithm is not self 
correcting using the solution to the potential problem.
Since this procedure assumes that the potential gradient is 
constant at its value at the s t k r t of the step, it is 
potentially subject to large errors as the stepsize 
increases. The procedure is equivalent to the Euler method 
for approximating differential equations. Extrapolating the 
analogy, it would be more accurate with little increase in 
computational effort to employ the equivalent of a higher 
order differential solution method such as a Runge-Kutta type 
method. Thus a convenient algorithm for tracing specific 
flow streamlines is to solve for the x and y coordinates of a 
point along a streamline by solving the differential 
equation,
using calculated values of the potential gradients in the x 
and y directions. These gradients are simply calculated 
functions of position, suggesting that Equation (7.18) is of 
the form
which is of the standard form for application of standard
3v
3x
M
3x
30
^y
(7.18)
(7.19)
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initial value problem solvers such as a Runge-Kutta method. 
The determination of the streamline curve would proceed by 
selecting a stepsize in x and determining through solution of 
Equation (7.19) an appropriate movement in y. The solution 
would continue in this fashion until the desired endpoint is 
re a c h e d .
It should be noted that the potential and stream 
functions are related through the Cauchy-Riemann conditions, 
implying that a problem equivalent to the potential problem 
could be solved for the stream function directly. This may 
be more convenient, especially for simple problems in which 
the boundary conditions on the stream function problem can be 
identified upon inspection. In such situations, the 
procedure for determination of the streamlines from the 
stream function solution is entirely equivalent to the 
determination of the equipotential lines from the potential 
function solution and is self-correcting.
Pseudo-code describing the self-correcting algorithm for 
equipotential lines (or streamlines from a stream function 
solution) described above is depicted in Figure 7.2
7.4 EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
In order to test the efficiency and accuracy of the 
algorithm, two examples of seepage flow in and around dams 
were investigated. The first which is depicted in Figure 
7.3A, involved determination of the potential field beneath a 
dam maintaining a 20' water depth on one side. In order to 
reduce seepage, a sheet pile was located beneath the dam.
Also shown in Figure 7.3A is the domain in which the 
potentials were desired, the discretization of the boundary
Begin with arbitrary x, y coordinates of domain point 
with known contour value 0, and tolerance e.
SET 0 n_-, = 0 
REPEAT
0 n = tan-1
* 0 n - 1
a n
30n-1
as
-  9 0 °
^  * *  <*0n a 0 nCalculate: xn, yn, 0n* - ^ - ’
IF ( I 0 ~ 0n I >  e ) THEN 
REPEAT
*  J tiS LPn+1 Pn f(p )
0n = 0n+1
a0n ^ 0 n
Calculate: xn, yn, 0n»“5 7 r ’ " a T
UNTIL ( ! 0 -  0n ! <  e )
ENDIF
DRAW from (x,y) to (xn,yn) 
x = xn 
Y “ Yn
UNTIL (contour intersects boundary)
figure 7.2 the Contour Sketching Algorithm In Pseudocode
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S h ee t  Pi le
Im p e r m e a b le  
S u r f a c e s  —
'xWWVWWWWWVVWVVwWVwwwwwww'V'xX^ WWWVVWWWW'vWWWWWWWWW'xVWV'vxV
<f> - 20.0 <f>* 0.0 .
( B )
L i n e s  of 
C o n s t a n t  
P o t e n t i a l  
.■&
Figure 7.3 (A) A Subsurface flow Problem Involving Seepage Of Water 
UNDER A DAM; (B) THE BOUNDARY ELEMENT MESH AND PRESSURE
H e a d  b o u n d a r y  C o n d it io n s ; (C ) T h e  Re s u l t s  O f  T h e  Co n t o u r  
Sk e t c h in g  a l g o r it h m  S h o w in g  T h e  L in e s  O f  Co n s t a n t  H e a d
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element solution (Figure 7.3B) and the specific equipotential 
surfaces determined by the methods described above (Figure 
7.3 C ) are also depicted. Note that even with the 
comparatively coarse boundary discretization that the 
equipotential surfaces can be drawn with high resolution 
despite the extreme curvature of these surfaces near the 
sheet pile.
Figure 7.4A depicts the same problem but now analyzing 
for specific streamlines. In Figure 7.4B, the boundary 
conditions on the stream function are shown. The translation 
of the potential problem to the stream function problem is 
trivial in this case in that the exterior impermeable 
boundaries map to a boundary of constant stream function 
(arbitrarily selected to be the streamline V-' = 0). The 
constant pressure boundaries of the potential problem become
lines of zero "stream flux," or ^  =0. Finally, the sheet
pile and the impermeable bottom surface of the dam map into a 
single value of the stream function (arbitrarily selected to 
be y = 1). The streamlines of the seepage flow determined 
from the resulting boundary element solution are shown in 
Figure 7.4 C .
The second example selected for investigation entailed 
the evaluation of equipotential surfaces through a composite 
body of differing permeabilites. Figure 7.5A depicts this 
problem, the objective of which is the determination of the 
seepage flow in an earthen dam with a comparatively low 
permeability central clay core. The dam separates water 20' 
deep from water 5' deep, requiring determination of the 
phreatic or free water surface as part of the solution 
procedure. Overhauser elements (Ortiz, [1986]) were used to
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- —  I m p e r m e a b l e
S u r f a c e s  —j
••—S h e e t  Pile
(A)
I
/  Flow 
S t r e a m l i n e s
(C)
F i g u r e  7.4 (A) T h e  S a m e  P r o b le m  as S h o w n  in  F i g u r e  7.3, W it h  t h e
D if f e r e n t  O b je c t iv e  O f  F in d in g  St r e a m l in e  V a l u e s ; (B) T h e
BOUNDARY ELEMENT MESH AND STREAMLINE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS; 
(C) THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE CONTOUR SKETCHING 
PROGRAM IN THE FORM OF STREAM TRAJECTORIES
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EARTH
-- -(re la tive ly  high 
f  p e r m e a b i l i t y )
CLAY CORE 
(low permeability)
15*------4.-----  15'------ + — l O ' H
( A )
( B )
( C)
figure 7.5 (A) A Free boundary problem involving An Earth Dam With 
a  Clay Core; (B) the initial boundary element Mesh with 
The Elements On The upper Surface placed As Shown As an  
Initial Guess at The location Of the Fluid Surface; (C) The 
Final Configuration Of the model Along With the equi-head 
Contours Sketched In
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discretize the problem boundary using the mesh shown in 
Figure 7.5B. Several equipotential lines determined by the 
above methods are shown in Figure 7.5C. Note the slope 
discontinuities in the determined equipotential surfaces due 
to the presence of the different permeability materials. 
Although no exact solution is available for this problem, the 
results obtained agree with the known entrance and emergence 
conditions and with empirical correlations (Harr, [1962]).
7.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The boundary element method has the capability of 
limiting the solution in the interior of a problem domain to 
only those points of specific interest. As a result, the 
numerical procedure can be used to identify specific 
equipotential surfaces or surfaces of constant values of the 
stream function for elliptic partial differential equations.
A formal procedure that is self-correcting and efficient was 
described and applied to practical example problem. Unlike 
finite element and other procedures, the resolution of the 
resultant equipotential or streamline is not limited by the 
resolution of the discretization mesh. The described 
procedures are efficient in that the solution over the entire 
domain is not required to trace a specific equipotential 
surface or streamline, and the method quickly converges to 
the desired surface through the use of the Newton-Raphson 
method to update initial guesses of the s u r f a c e ’s location. 
The method was found to be sufficiently robust and efficient 
to allow incorporation into a interactive graphical 
calculation and display system that allows visual tracing of 
the specified equipotential or streamline surfaces.
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CHAPTER 8
THE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD AND ITS APPLICATION 
TO DESCRIBING GENERAL GROUND-WATER FLOW
The boundary element method (B E M ; Brebbia et a l . ,
[1984]) developed in Chapters 6,7 and 9 is inapplicable to a 
variety of problems important in the description of 
ground-water flow. In this chapter, the development of a BEM 
program capable of describing ground-water flow in unconfined 
aquifers (phreatic, or free, surface aquifers) having 
piecewise homogeneous material properties (zoned media with 
constant conductivity in each zone) as well as piecewise 
varying material properties (zoned media with varying 
conductivity in each zone) is presented. The BEM model 
developed is also capable of describing regional ground-water 
flow when wells (i.e., pumping wells and recharge wells) 
exist within the aquifer. The developed model was used to 
determine the stream-aquifer interactions presented in 
Chapter 4.
The development of the boundary element method will 
focus on the solution of steady diffusion problems (Laplace’s 
equation in homogeneous and inhomogeneous media). Examples 
will be presented which show the applicability of this 
technique to the description of ground-water flow as well as 
heat flow. The governing equations to be solved include:
(1) the homogeneous steady-state diffusion equation 
in an arbitrary domain with piecewise constant 
material properties (zoned media)
(2) the homogeneous steady-state diffusion equation 
in an arbitrary domain with continuously varying 
material properties (variable conductivity)
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(3) the homogeneous steady-state diffusion equation 
in an arbitrary domain with a free surface 
(phreatic surface)
and
(4) the steady-state diffusion equation in which the 
forcing function is proportional to the d i r a c  d e l t a  
function (sources and sinks).
For each situation, the modifications to BEM are discussed 
and example problems in both two and three dimensions 
p r e sented.
8.1 ZONED MEDIA
Consider a problem domain defined over a region which is 
only piecewise homogeneous as shown in Figure 8.1. The 
governing equation for this type of problem is
V2 0 = 0 (8.1)
in each region. Therefore, the boundary element analysis 
requires the separate discretization of each region. At the 
interface between the different matei'ials, the elements 
describing each region share common nodal points. At these 
nodes compatibility and equilibrium conditions exist which 
mathematically can be stated as
0-J1 ’ = 0-J2 } (8.2)
and
q { 1J = ~q{2) (8.3)
where I represents the interface and 1 and 2 represent the 
regions. The compatibility and equilibrium conditions 
require that the potential at the interface between two 
regions is equal in each region and that the flux of material 
out of region 1 must equal the flux into region 2. The
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( in terface)
F i g u r e  8.1 D o m a in  D iv id e d  i n t o  T w o  S u b r e g io n s  ( a f t e r  B r e b b ia  e t  a l .  [1984])
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negative sign in Equation (8.3) is representative of the 
direction of the outward normal on the interface for each 
reg i o n .
The numerical procedures discussed in Chapter 6 are 
applicable for each region separately. A system of equations 
for each region is obtained. These systems of equations are
Applying the compatibility and equilibrium conditions 
presented in Equations (8.2) and (8.3) and representing the 
interfacial potential and flux by 0j and q^ , respectively,
Equations (8.4) and (8.5) can be combined to form (Brebbia et 
al., [1984])
In the boundary element method for zoned media, there is 
one equation and one unknown for each exterior nodal point; 
for an interfacial nodal point there are two unkowns as well 
as the equilibrium and compatibility conditions given by 
Equations (8.2) and (8.3). Therefore, the entire system of
(8.4 )
and
(8.5 )
(8 .6 )
equations (Equation [8.6]) consists of 2 N g 1}+22 M (1)
equations and unknowns. N ^ 1} is the number of nodal points
on the exterior boundary of region i and M * 1 ’ is the number
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of nodal points on the i-th interface. The system of 
equations was solved using Gaussian elimination with full 
p i v o t i n g .
8.2 ZONED MEDIA EXAMPLES
In engineering practice, the steady flow of energy 
through a composite material (e.g., heat flow through several 
walls in series) is often encountered. Therefore, the flow 
of energy through a material having piecewise homogeneity was 
analyzed in both two and three dimensions to check the 
capability of BEM to solving problems in zoned media.
The problem studied was the one-dimensional flow of 
energy through two regions. The first region (-.5<x<0) had a
thermal conductivity of 1 cal/cm*°C and the second region
(0<x<.5) had a thermal conductivity of 2 cal/cm* C. The
potential at x = -.5 was held constant at 0 C. The potential
at x = .5 was held constant at 100 C.
The two-dimensional BEM consisted of defining each 
region (region 1: -,5£x£0, -.5<y<.5; region 2: 0SxS.5, 
-,5£yS.5) with 20 linear elements, or 40 elements total. The 
three-dimensional BEM consisted of defining each region 
(region 1: -.5<x^0, -,5Sy^.5, -,5Sz^.5; region 2: 0^x<.5, 
-.5£y<.5, -.5<z^.5) with six bilinear quadrilateral elements 
or 12 elements total.
The results of the analytical solution and both BEM 
analyses are presented in Figure 8.2. Excellent agreement is 
obtained in the two-dimensional analysis. The three- 
dimensional results are also good well away from the 
boundary. Near the boundary, the coarse discretization in
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the three-dimensional solution reduces the accuracy of the 
results. Generally, boundary element methods should not be 
used to determine interior values closer to the boundary than 
the distance between nodal points.
8.3 VARIABLE CONDUCTIVITY
The steady-state diffusion equation in an arbitrary 
domain with varying material properties is
V-(kVfK) = 0  (8.7)
where k is the diffusivity or conductivity (or analogous 
term) and 0 is the driving potential. If k is constant, 
Equation (8.7) reduces to L a p l a c e ’s equation whose solution 
was presented in Chapter 6. For this analysis, it is assumed 
that the hydraulic conductivity varies continuously as a 
function of position and that this variation is known a 
p r i o r i  .
Following the same procedures as given in Chapter 6, the 
"inverse” statement for this type of problem is
where the linear operator is now acting on the weighting 
function, . The weighting function can be chosen to 
satisfy
V-(kVwJj) = 6 (r - r Q ) (8.9)
and obtained using the technique presented in Cheng [1984]. 
Using the variable transformation u = k 1/,,2WQ, Equation (8.9)
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can be written
If k is taken such that
k " l/2V-(kVWo ) = V2u - W“v2kl/2
'ft
V 2 k 1/z =0
ft
the weighting function becomes
vft
'ft
>/ k( r ) k( )
where
wft s weighting function obtained in the solution of
L a p l a c e s ’s equation with constant conductivity
k = the condu ctivity evaluated at a certain point
r 5 arbitrary field point (x,y,z)
f^t = source po int (xB ,yQ ,zQ ).
(8 .1 0 )
(8 .11)
(8 . 12
Thus for a quite general variation in the conductivity,
namely k 1 ^ “ being' given by any functional form that is a 
solution of L a p l a c e ’s equation, the boundary element solution 
reduces to a procedure analagous to that for constant 
conductivity.
With Equation (8.12) defining W7^ , Equation (8.8) becomes
-  wB ;
c ft ^ l r * J r
/  k( r ) k( rfi )
- 0 k(r)^-(
*ft
3n r :) df.
(8 .13)
J k(r)k(rft)
<v A
In the above equation 0 represents ? on the T boundary and 0
<s> /s
on the rg boundary; likewise, q represents q on the ^
boundary and q on the F £ boundary. The value of c^ is again
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determined from the domain integral and C a u c h y ’s principal
is constant the above equation reduces to Equation (6.12).
Continuing in the same manner as presented in Chapter 6 
with the discretization of the boundary and writing Equation
(8.13) for each nodal point, the problem can be cast in the 
form of a matrix equation, or
The elements of the H and G matrices account for the 
surface integrals in Equation (8.13). All the terms of the H 
and G matrices, except the diagonal terms of the G matrix, 
are determined using the methods presented in Chapter 6. In 
the three-dimensional analysis, the diagonal terms of the G 
matrix no longer have a closed form solution and are 
determined using a 16 point Gaussian Quadrature. In the 
t-wo-riimensional analysis, the diagonal terms of the G matrix 
can no longer be determined analytically; however, since the 
G term is logarithmic, these integrals are calculated using 
logarithmically singular Gaussian Quadrature. This type of 
quadrature scheme is especially designed to handle a 
logarithmically weighted kernel and is stated as
where
w^ = weighting factor
£ ^  = Gauss point
N = number of Gauss points 
E^ j = error.
The parameters of the one-dimensional Gaussian Quadrature for
value integration of the singular boundary in t e r a l . If k(r)
[ H ] { 0 } = [ G ] { q } . (8.14 )
(8.15)
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integrands with a logarithmic singularity are given in Table
8.1 (Stroud and Secrest, [1966]).
Once the terms of the H and G matrices are determined, 
Equation (8.14) can be rearranged with the unkowns on one 
side and the knowns on the other. This system of equations 
was solved using Gaussian elimination with full pivoting.
In summary, the boundary element method can be used to 
determine the solution to the steady-state diffusion equation 
with varying material properties as long as the requirements 
of Equation (8.11) are met. This is quite general and 
examples of acceptable forms for arbitrary coefficients a-h 
i nclude:
k = (a + bx + cxy + dy )2 in 2-D
k = (a + bx + cxy + dy + eyz + fz + gxz + hxyz)2 in 3-D.
These forms were implemented in the BEM code.
8.4 VARIABLE CONDUCTIVITY EXAMPLES
The modifications of the b o u n d a r y  element method for 
problems having regions of variable conductivity were tested, 
in two dimensions, using the example presented in Cheng
[1984]. In this example, seepage flow in a square box
(0£x£l, 0<y<l ) was investigated. Along y=0 and y = l
impermeable surfaces (q = 0 ) were specified. The potential, H, 
was prescribed to be 1000 along x=l and zero along x=0. The 
conductivity was described as
k = (-0.684x + 1.073x-y -0.553y + l)2 . (8.16)
The region was modeled using 44 linear elements. A 
comparison of the results of this analysis with those
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Table 8.1
One-Dimensional Gaussian Quadrature Parameters 
for Integrands with a Logarithmic Singularity
N *i w i k n
2
3
'0.11200820 
.0 . 60227690
'0 . 06389079 
0.36899706 
.0.76688030
718539311
28146068J
•0.513404551 
■0.39128004 } 
■0.09461540J
0-00285
0.00017
’0 . 04144848 
0 . 24527491 
0. 55616545 
.0.84898239
.02913447 
.17397721 
.41170252 
.67731417 
.89477136
.02163400 
.12958339 
.31402044 
.53865721 
.75691533 
.92266885
.01671935 
.10018567 
.24629424 
.43346349 
.63235098 
.81111862 
.94084816
■0.38346406 
■0.38687531 
•0.19043512 
■0.03922548,
■0.29789347 
■0.34977622 
-0.23448829 
■0.09893045 
■0.01891155,
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
■0
•0
■0
■0
-0
, 23876366 
, 30828657 
, 24531742 
, 14200875 
,05545462 
,01016895
,19616938
,27030264
,23968187
16577577
08894322
03319430
00593278,
0.00001
< 0.00001
< 0.00001
< 0.00001
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obtained by Cheng [1984] is shown in Figure 8.3. The 
agreement between the two methods is excellent.
Having proved the capability of BEM to solve problems 
having variable conductivity, BEM was applied to a problem 
having piecewise c o n t i n u o u s  conductivity in both two and 
three dimensions. The problem analyzed is the heat transfer 
problem described previously in section 8.2 except that the 
conductivities are now represented by
k ± = (1 + x)2 (8.17)
and
k2 = (1 + 2 x )2 . (8.18)
The results of the analyses in both two and three dimensions
are presented in Figure 8.4. The agreement is excellent for 
the two-dimensional analysis. For the three-dimensional 
analysis agreement is good but near the boundary errors are 
again evident due to the coarseness of the discretization.
8.5 PHREATIC SURFACE
The phreatic surface in an aquifer is the free surface 
water level that would be observed in a non-pumping well 
located in the aquifer. No water flow occurs normal to this 
free surface and the free surface is at atmospheric pressure. 
Therefore, in ground-water aquifer systems the free surface 
is located along the line in which the potential (total head) 
is equal to the elevation (Equation [4.3]). In ground-water 
seepage problems, the phreatic surface refers to the 
uppermost streamline in the flow domain (Harr, [1962]). This 
surface separates the saturated zone from the vadose, or 
unsaturated, zone (Todd, [1980]).
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The determination of the location of the phreatic- 
surface is an important objective in ground-water 
investigations. The governing equation for ground-water flow 
is given as
7-(kV0) = 0  (8.19)
where
k 3 hydraulic conductivity 
0 s potential (total head).
The solution of Equation (8.19) by BEM has been discussed 
p re v i o u s l y .
At the phreatic surface the potential is equivalent to 
the head or elevation at that point. Therefore, in order to 
find the position of the phreatic surface an iterative 
procedure is invoked. This procedure begins by assuming an 
initial location of the free surface having a no flux (zero 
flux) b o u nd ar y condition imposed. Equation (8.19) is then 
solved for the potential. This calculated pressure head is 
then compared to the assumed elevation of the free surface.
If the difference between the two is not below an acceptable 
tolerance the free surface is repositioned at the calculated 
head and the procedure repeated until convergence is attained 
(B r e b b i a , [19 78]).
The analysis of phreatic surfaces by the boundary 
element method is applicable in both two and three 
dimensions. However, in this work only the two-dimensional 
phreatic surface analysis is presented. The three- 
dimensional program assumes planar quadrilateral elements 
which do not allow the calculation of an arbitrary 
three-dimensional free surface.
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8.6 PHREATIC SURFACE EXAMPLES
The flow of groundwater through an unconfined aquifer 
resting on an impermeable surface was studied in order that 
the modifications made to BEM for the solution of problems 
having free surfaces could be verified. Three different BEM 
analyses w’ere performed. The first two analyses assumed the 
aquifer was homogeneous. The third analysis assumed the 
aquifer was only piecewise homogeneous.
In the analyses, the aquifer was considered to be 
bounded on one side by a constant head lake (head = 20') and 
on the other side by a fully penetrating constant head river 
(head = 5'). In this type of situation, the groundwater 
would flow’ from the lake to the river; a seepage face at the 
river w7ould likely be present (Harr, [ 1962]).
In the first analysis, the aquifer was discretized into
60 linear elements and the initial free surface located using
the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions as given in Chapter 4.
The existence of a seepage face was not included in this 
analysis. The results of the simulation are presented in 
Figure 8.5. The final free surface location tends to suggest 
the existence of a seepage face at the river boundary; 
therefore, a second analysis accounting for a seepage face at 
the river for determining the initial location of the free 
surface was performed. The results of this analysis are 
presented in Figure 8.6. The results of both of these 
analyses are reasonable and agree with the known entrance and 
exit conditions (Harr, [1962]).
In the third analysis, the aquifer was divided into two
regions with equal conductivities. The results of this BEM
simulation agree with those conducted previously, as shown in
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Figure 8.7, suggesting that BEM is applicable to solving free 
surface problems in piecewise homogeneous media.
In order to verify that the boundary element method is 
capable of analyzing free surface problems in composite media 
as suggested above, the flow through an earthen dam with a 
clay core was analyzed. The problem examined is shown in 
Figure 8.8. The problem was discretized using a total of 122 
linear elements. The results of the analysis (Figure 8.9) 
agree with those presented in Chapter 7 using Overhauser 
elments (Ortiz [1986]). The lines represent equipotentials 
or lines of constant piezomentric head.
8.7 SOURCES AND SINKS
In ground-water flow problems, the existence of recharge 
or pumping wells are idealized as a point source or sink, 
respectively. In this type of situation, the injection or 
discharge of groundwater occurs at a point and the ground­
water flow equation (Equation [8.19]) must be modified. The 
modified groundwater flow equation is
Nw
v*(kV0) = - 2 Q ■ <5 ( x-x • ) y-y ■ ) <5 ( z-z , ) (8.20)
j  = I  J J J J
where
N , - number of sources and sinks w
Qj 5 volumetric flowrate (+ source, - sink) of the
j-th source or sink, assumed independent of time
and
(X',y.,z-) £ location of the j-th source or sink.
J J J
The d i r a c  d e l t a  function, 6 (p ), is given as
f 1 p=0
a <p> = { 0 p*0. I8 -21)
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In this discussion, the media is assumed to be homogeneous 
for which Equation (8.20) reduces to
N
W s,    _
j * J Jv2 0 = - S <5(X-X • )<5(y-v . )6(Z - Z  • ) . (8.22i = l kJ
Equations (8.20) and (8.22) are forms of P o i s s o n ’s 
equation where the forcing function is proportional to the 
d i r a c  d e l t a function.
In the boundary element analysis of this problem, the
method of superposition as discussed in Liggett and Liu
[1983] was used. In the use of superposition, the potential,
0, is assumed to be composed of two parts, or
0 = 0. + 0^ (8.23)h p
where 0^ is the homogeneous solution and 0p is the particular 
solution. In a two-dimensional analysis,
Nw Q ,
"p = jl, e" |r - rj l < s -24>
and, in a three-dimensional analysis,
Nw - Q , 1
*p = z Tit r — =-7 • , 8 -251F j = l ’ ^ Ir - rj I
The solution procedure consists of solving for 0^ and 
then adding 0 for the complete solution, 0. In so doing,
hr
the boundary conditions must be modified. For the T 
boundary where potential is specified,
0 = ? , (8.26)
the revised condition for the solution of 0^ is
0h = 9 - 0p . (8.27)
Likewise, for the V boundary where flux is specified
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(8.28)
the boundary condition becomes
(8.29 )
where
qP
J
(8.30)
and
r - r j ) • n
in 3-D. (8.31)
The boundary element method as presented in Chapter 6 is 
used to obtain the homogeneous solution, 0^, once obtained
the complete solution is determined from Equation (8.23).
8.8 SOURCES AND SINKS - EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
The boundary element method is capable of solving 
Poisson's equation when the forcing function is proportional 
to the d i r a c  d e l t a  function as shown in the following 
e x a m p l e s .
The first example is tw’o-dimensional and consists of the 
flow of heat in a square (6X6) with a heat source located at 
(1,2). The source has an intensity of 4^ and the boundaries 
of the square are held at zero potential. The problem was 
solved using both image well theory (Todd, [1980]) and the 
boundary element method. The results of the two methods, 
presented in Figure 8.10, are in excellent agreement.
The second example consists of the flow of heat in a 
cube with a heat source at the c u b e ’s center. The dimensions
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of the cube are 60cm X 60cm X 60cm, the source intensity is 
400” Watts, and the c u b e ’s boundaries are held at z e r o 
potential. The results of the BEM using 54 quadrilateral 
elements are shown in Figure 8.11(A-D). The agreement, 
between the BEM analysis and the analytical solution {Jakob, 
[1949]) is excellent.
The third example was performed to check the BEM 
analysis when a flux boundary condition is imposed and more 
than one source and/or sink exists. The problem studied was 
the one-dimensional flow of heat through a square with a heat 
source and a heat sink. The intensities of the source and 
sink were assumed to be at the same magnitude, 4tt. The 
source and sink were located at equal distances, but in 
opposite directions, from the s q u a r e ’s center. The problem 
was solved using image well theory and the boundary element 
method. 162 wells were used in the image well theory 
analysis while 148 elements were used in the boundary element 
analysis. The results of the analyses are depicted in Figure 
8.12. The agreement between the two is good but it should be 
recognized that image well theory is only approximate and 
sensitive to the number of wells that are used.
8.9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Modifications were made to the standard boundary element 
method. These modifications allowed BEM to solve problems 
having zoned media, variable permeability, phreatic surfaces, 
and sources and/or sinks. Each modification to BEM was 
tested in both two and three dimensions, except the free 
surface modification which was tested in a two-dimensional 
domain only, and shown to give accurate solutions to these
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types of problems. The method was applied to the stream- 
aquifer interaction problem discussed in Chapter 4.
In summary, the modifications made resulted in an 
extremely robust boundary element method model which can be 
applied to a wide range of problems with relative ease and 
suc c e s s .
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ABSTRACT
The boundary element method ( B E M ) has been applied to 
the solution of partial differential equations of the form
V2 0 = L0 + fe*1 (9.1 )
g 2
where L is the time derivative operator 3/3t or 3 /3t , f is
an arbitrary non-zero function of the spatial coordinates, 
and v is a small magnitude complex quantity. This equation 
is quite useful in a variety of physical problems, including 
forced vibrations of membranes, acoustic waves, and damped 
membrane response. Reported herein is a special mathematical 
treatment in which the solution to Equation (9.1) is obtained 
by combining perturbation theory with the boundary integral 
equation technique. A particularly elegant formulation 
develops in which the solution to Equation (9.1) may be 
rewritten as the solution of a set of coupled Poisson 
equations. Each equation may be handled by boundary elements 
using established methods for solving the Poisson equation. 
The time depeiidence of the formulation is handled exactly and 
explicitly. The new technique is of extreme interest in the 
theory of time-dependent phenomena in that it couples the 
best features of boundary elements with the well-established 
mathematics of perturbation theory. The paper concludes with 
examples of the use of the technique to several engineering 
problems and a discussion of the m e t h o d ’s viabilitiy for 
other types of problems.
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9.1 INTRODUCTION
One of the intrinsic beauties of the boundary element 
method (BEM) is in the way that it very naturally couples 
with other more classical mathematical and numerical 
techniques. In this paper v*e describe one such hybrid 
formulation in w7hich the boundary element method is combined 
with regular perturbation theory to solve an important class 
of parabolic and hyperbolic partial differential equations.
We consider the class of physical problems governed by 
partial differential equations of the form
V2 0 = L0 + fe vt (9.1)
where 0 is a function of both spatial and temporal variables; 
L represents the differential operators in time, 6/dt or
32 /3t2 , f is an arbitrary nonzero function of the spatial 
coordinates, and * represents a s m a l l magnitude complex 
constant. Equation (9.1) arises quite naturally in the 
description of a wide variety of physical phenomena. Two 
representative applications which wrill be of interest in this 
paper are heat conduction in a system with slowly diffusing 
internal heat generation, a parabolic problem, and the small 
amplitude forced oscillatiions of a taut membrane, a 
hyperbolic problem.
An application of this theory to the membrane problem 
has been presented before by two of the authors (Gipson and 
Reible, [1986]). The present work is a more general 
representation of the theory with respect to a large class of 
physical problems and expands upon the realm of applications 
presented previously.
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9.2 THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
We consider for simplicity a general two-dimensional 
region ft(x,y) bounded by a surface T, although the theory may 
be easily generalized to any number of dimensions. Over the 
region Q, Equation (9.1) governs some physical phenomenon
0(x,y,t) subject to the prescribed boundary conditions 0 = ?
on T and q = 3 0/9n = q on T2 . It is understood that the
total boundary T = r , and that the problem is.well-posed
so that the two types of boundaries are exclusive of each 
other at all locations.
The fact that *' is a constant of small magnitude 
suggests the perturbation analysis. We start by assuming the 
function 0 can be separated into a product of temporal and 
spatial parts in the following way:
0(x,v,t) = u (x ,y ) e * ^  . (9.2)
Use of Equation (9.2) defines a particular solution of
Equation (9.1). Substitution of Equation (9.2) into Equation
(9.1) yields the following governing equation for the spatial 
funct ion u (x ,y ) :
V 2u = e u + f(x,y) (9.3)
where e is the eigenvalue of the operator L acting on e K^.
For the physical applications to be presented in this 
paper, Equation (9.3) yields an ordinary nonhomogeneous 
Helmholtz equation. Regardless of the magnitude of v, 
Equation (9.3) should be solvable with boundary elements by 
using a Helmholtz fundamental solution and standard BEM 
procedures (Brebbia and Walker, [1980]). The Helmholtz 
fundamental solution, however, involves the presence of
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complex valued Hankel functions which are cumbersome to 
develop n u m e r i c a l l y  and implement. In the technique to be 
outlined, the Helmholtz formulation is replaced by a series 
of Poisson equation solutions suitable for the case when £ is 
small. P o i s s o n ’s equation solvers utilizing BEM are 
considerably easier to implement since the fundamental 
solution is based upon the familiar logarithmic potential for 
a point source.
For £ sufficiently small, we may utilize regular 
perturbation theory (Nayfeh, [1973]) and expand u(x,y) into a 
power series in £:
u = u 0 + £ u i + £ 2u 2 + - * ‘. (9.4)
Substitution of Equation (9.4) into Equation (9.3) gives 
V 2 (u + £ U + £2U„ + •••) = £ (U + £ U + £2U-U 1 2 u 1 2 / Q c \
+ • • • ) +  f (x ,y ).
Collecting the coefficients of like powers of £, and 
recognizing that for linear independence, each coefficient 
must vanish independently, an infinite set of P o i s s o n ’s 
equations arises:
0
1 (9.6)
V “u o = f
v*Ul = u
72u 2 = u
• •
• •
• •
• •
V 2un = u
each be
n-1
utilizing the result of the previous calculation. The 
results may be superposed according to the form of Equation 
(9.4) to give the solution to the problem. This is, of
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course, not in the spirit of perturbation theory. The idea 
is to obtain a good approximation by taking just a few terms 
in the expansion (Equation [9.4]). The approximation becomes 
better as e becomes smaller.
In applying the boundary conditions on T, the actual 
boundary conditions on the problem are applied only on the
first of Equations (9.6). That is, u = u on 1"^  and 3u/3n =
qe- *^ on T2 when solving ^2u 0 = f in Q. For the higher order 
"correction" solutions in Equations (9.6), the condition u n = 
0 is- “spec if ied uniformly on the entirety of T.
9.3 BEM ANALYSIS OF P O I S S O N ’S EQUATION
The modern theory of integral equations applied to the 
Poisson equation in the vernacular of boundary elements is 
well-established and documented in the literature (Gipson,
[1985]). Denoting a field point by P and a source point by 
Q, the governing boundary integral relationship for the 
Poisson equation, say the first of Equations (9.6), is
c p u { P )  + Sr d r < Q )
= | §^(Q)u*(P,Q) d H Q )  (9.7)
+ f f (Q )u * (P ,Q ) dO(Q)
J Q
where cp is a constant that depends on wrhether or not the
point P lies on the surface. The function u*(P,Q) is chosen 
to be the fundamental solution for the Laplacian operator or, 
equivalently, the G r e e n ’s function for L a p l a c e ’s equation in 
unbounded space. Explicitly this term is
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u *(P ,Q ) = - {1/2-) £ n r (P ,Q } (9.8)
where r(P,Q) denotes the distance between points P and Q. It 
should be noted that Equation (9.8) is considerably simpler 
functionally than the Hankel function which occurs as the 
fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation. Details of 
how7 to implement the general Poisson equation with boundary 
elements is described fully in the text by Gipson [1987],
A brief discussion of the means of handling the domain 
integral in Equation (9.7) is in order at this point. This 
term is ususally handled with the obvious expedient of 
discretizing the domain into internal integration cells in 
much the same way as is done in finite elements. The major 
difference is that in BEM there are no unknowns associated 
with the cells. However, this method may be criticized on 
the basis of user friendliness; it is just as troublesome as 
making a finite element mesh. For some forms of f(x,y), 
those that are themselves solutions of L a p l a c e ’s equation, 
the domain integral may be transformed into an equivalent 
surface integral (Banerjee and Butterfield, [1981]). This 
method is very economical and covers a wide variety of common 
forms of f(x,y), notably the cases of f = constant and f' = 
linear function. The last forms of f(x,y) that are commonly 
found are concentrated source terms, representable by Dirac 
delta functions. In this form of nonhomogeneous term, the 
domain integral reduces to the simple evaluation of the 
integrand at the location of the Dirac delta. This 
representation is convenient for idealizing point loads or 
concentrated heat sources.
For a general nonhomogeneous function, however, the 
method used for domain integral evaluation is that proposed
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by Gipson [1985] and Gipson and Camp [1985]. This method, 
based upon Monte Carlo quadrature, is applicable to any type 
of body force term and eliminates the need for any explicit 
domain discretization whatsoever. Therefore, the series of 
Poisson equations (Equation [9.6]) is as easy to model as any 
homogeneous elliptic equation. This is an important 
consideration since the practical utility of this method is 
of utmost importance to the practitioner.
9.4 A L GO R ITHM FORMULATION (Gipson and Reible, [1986])
The theory and the algorithm are synonymous when cast in 
boundary element form. Ke begin by solving the first of 
Equations (9.6) by boundary elements. Suppressing the 
function variables, Equation (9.7) states that
V  + Jruotifdr = Jr5ii° u ‘dr + /a fu'dn • ,9’9 >
Once the solution u Q is known, we may treat the second
of Equations (9.7) the same way. This gives
' P “ . + J > . ! s " d r  = J r I S ‘ u 'd r  + J V ' » u ’dB • ( 9 -1 0 >
At first, solving Equation (9.10) seems impractical since the 
domain integral requires that Equation (9.9) be evaluated at 
many internal points. However, there exists an elegant 
boundary integral method for performing this task. If we
postulate the existence of a potential v* such that V2v* = 
u*, we may write
19
= l a (uo72'l - ' T v*u o> a a
+ f v 'v 2u dB .1 0
Using G r e e n ’s second identity on the first domain integral 
and the fact that V2u Q = f in the second, Equation (9.11) 
reduces to
J ou 0u- aa . - v;SS«> dr
♦ I fv; aa. ,9-121
This is a very useful result since the original domain 
integral has been cast into a more easily handled surface 
integral plus a domain integral of our original loading 
function. Note that the u *s and (9 u0/ 3 n ) ’s on the boundary
are known at this step. The new potential v is calculated 
quite easily as the particular solution of
i  h  (r r - {9 -13)
Straightforward integration gives
v " = g ^ ( l - t n r ) .  (9.14)
With this value of v* substituted into Equation (9.12) and
the resulting expression for the domain integral substituted 
into Equation (9.10), we obtain
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CP + J ru ifn*dr = dF
- / r ' -  U 0|S*) dr (9-15
+ f fv* dQ 
J Q 1
which may be solved fo u at any desired location.
To obtain the next perturbation function, we must solve 
the third of Equations (9.6). The integral equation is
CpU* - /ru2 ^n"dr = Jru 'fS2 dr + dQ. (9.16)
Analogous to Equation (9.12), we obtain a transformed domain 
integral in the form
J ^ u *  dQ = - vjfji) dr
P * ho (9,17>
We now repeat the procedure by defining a new potential 
v “ in such a way that V2v* = v*. The domain integral on the 
right-hand side of Equation (9.17) becomes
f v*u d£! = f (u - v *tt^ o ) dTi o Jri Oon 2 on
“ 1 (9.13)
+ f fv* dQ. 
d Q 2
Substituting Equations (9.17) and (9.18), Equation (9.16) 
takes the form
19
P 3u*jn P * 3 u  jp 
C „ u „  + j u „ * ^  dr = j ^ u  3^2 drp 2 T J r 23n
>
* (9.19)
! r {
- (
;
“ .I s *  -  “ .I s *  >] dr
fv* d Q .
q 2
Just as with the first correction term, the Poisson term in 
the second correction may be cast in terms of a single domain 
integral involving the nonhomogeneous function plus two 
ea s i l y  calculable surface integrals.
It is clear that this procedure may be repeated 
indefinitely. Vfe may continue to create new surface 
integrals and relate the new correction term back to the 
original nonhomongeneous function. The kth correction term 
(k - 1 ) is the solution of
V
(9.21)
>u k + J > k  t r f d r  = J > * t i ? k d r  - b k ( 9 ’20
where bj. has the form
bk = f k21(-l)i + k ru • ——■Ji—-i - v* . Igildrk Jri=0 L 1 3n k_1 3n J
- (-1 )k - 1/Q fv* dQ.
The kth potential v£ (k £ 1) is the solution of
« * $ £ >  •  v ; . i  l 9 - 2 2 >
where v* = u * . It may be proved by induction that the kth
solution to Equation (9.22) is
y. 2 k k .
v k = 2k + 1 2 ( 2 ^ : - ^ n r ) .  (9.23)
2 (k ! ) m = l
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With these definitions, it is quite easy to modify a 
program designed to solve the Poisson equation so that it 
iterates to find as many correction terms as desired in the 
expansion (Equation [9.4]), The complete solution to the 
problem due to the forcing function is
where N is the number of correction terms desired. It is 
interesting to note that no discretization or approximation 
in the temporal dimension has been necessary anywhere in the 
analysis. Equation (9.24) suffices to find a particular 
solution due to the nonhomogeneous function alone. It may be 
added to a solution of the homogeneous problem to obtain the 
general solution for the problem. We now demonstrate this 
theory with some physical examples.
9.5 HEAT DIFFUSION WITH TIME DECAYING HEAT GENERATION
We consider a circular region of radius a with slowly 
decaying internal heat generation. The governing equation 
for this type of phenomena is
a parabolic partial differential equation. In Equation 
(9.25), k is the thermal conductivity, p is the mass density, 
c is the specific heat, and Q(x,y) is the intensity of 
internal heat generation. Equation (9.25) yields a form of 
Equation (9.3) if we normalize the problem so that pc/k = 1, 
f= -Q/k, and e = -*pc/k. Such a problem could describe 
long-term radioactive waste storage. Interestingly, when 
posed in the form of Equation (9.3), the problem becomes 
mathematically and tactically identical to the membrane
n =0
(9.24 )
kV2 0 = p c - Q(x,y)e-Alt (9.25)
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deflection problem presented by Gipson and Reible [1986]. 
Details of the solution procedure by BEM-perturbation in the 
nomenclature of a taut membrane may be found in that paper.
However, a table of the perturbation corrections 
demonstrating the qualitative features of the solution is 
recreated here. Table 9.1 shows the successive correction 
terms as functions of the nondimensionalized radius r/a.
Three cases are indicated in the table: (a) f(x,y) =
constant; (b) f(x,y) = constant for r/a ^ 0.5, and f(x,y) = 0 
fo.r r/a > 0.5; and (c) f(x,y) = cos ttt/2a. The boundary 
element model consisted of 24 linear elements. Figure 9.1 
illustrates the convergence to the exact solution at the 
center of the region for f(x,y) = constant = - Q 0/k. It
should be noted that the convergence quality is maintained 
well past the theoretical limitation of * S 1 .
9.6 RECTANGULAR MEMBRANE WITH CONCENTRATED 
A N D DISTRIBUTED LOADINGS
The forced vibrations of a taut membrane of mass density 
p carrying a tension T are governed by
2
TV2 0 = _ Q( )ei«t (9.26)
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where 0 is the deflection, and Q is the magnitude of the 
forcing load (Timoshenko and Young, [1955]). All loads on 
the membrane oscillate with frequency o. Separation of 
variables in Equation (9.26) gives the desired form of
Equation (9.3) if we take £ = -c.2p/1, k = io, and f = -Q/T.
A test of the applicability of the method is presented 
by solving the problem of the forced vibrations of a 
rectangular membrane (dimensions a x b) due to uniform and
Table 9.1 Explicit Values of the Functions in the Perturbation Series as Calculated by BEM
r/a
Load Case Solution 0.00
inoo 0.10 ” 0.25 0.50 0.75 0.90 1 .0
(a) un 0.2461 0.2459 0.2430 0.2330 0.1861 0.1082 0.0470 0
Uniform Unit 
Loading Over U1 (x
102) 0.4831 0.4822 0.4771 0.4443 0.3334 0.1721 0.0670 0
Entire Cir­
cular Region u2 (x
103) 0.8239 0.8210 0.8122 0.7512 0.5526 0.2771 0.1048 0
(b) u0 0.1474 0.1649 0.1451 0.1323 0.0860 0.0353 0.0127 0
Unit Loading 
for r/a <0.5 U1 (x
102) 0.2371 0.2362 0.2334 0.2142 0.1540 0.0750 0.0281 0
(c)
Unit Ampli­
tude Cosine 
Loading Over 
Entire Region
u0
U1 (x
102)
0.1780
0.3161
0.1776
0.3157
0.1759 
0.3124
0.1631
0.2887
0.1210
0.2134
0.0611
0.1075
0.0243
0.0414
0
0
2 0 1
0.40 -
0.30 ~
0.20
0.10
o
«
A
9
A
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Figure 9.1 A Comparison Of Temperatures At the Center Of the Cylinder 
DUE To A UNIFORM HEAT GENERATION. THE PERTURBATION SOLUTION 
BY BEM IS ALMOST IDENTICAL TO THAT GIVEN BY ANALYTICAL 
PERTURBATION THEORY. THE PERTURBATION SOLUTIONS ARE ACTUALLY
Of Good Quality Past The Theoretical Limitation Of kpc/k < i.
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concentrated loads. A uniform load was applied to the entire
membrane surface and a concentrated load was applied at the
m e m b r a n e ’s center. In both cases the loading function was 
applied with frequency, u , and the solution was found for the 
case of zero deflection at the edges of the membrane. The 
analytical solution for the in-phase forced oscillations for 
arbitrary « and a uniform load, Q 0 , on the membrane is
16 Q 0 s i n ( ^ )  s i n ( D f )  ittt
u ( x , y , t ) - — -^--- 2 S  g g---------- 2 e (9*27)
T m n
odd b «
where v = J T /p. The analytical solution for arbitrary w and
a concentrated load, Q 6 ( x^ - a/2 ) <5 ( y~ b/2 ) , is
m+n _ _ nrv
- 4 Q * - (-1 ) 2 s i n ( ^ )  s i n l ^ ' l  ■ >Jt
u ( x , y , t ) = - 2-'-- 2 2 ------2 ----- 2----------2 e • (9.28)
n T a b  m n [mf. , n _ ( w / v )
“dd L 2 l2 ~ n 2
inn
For the numerical solution, the quantity «/v was assumed 
small so that methods described herein could be applied. For 
any arbitrary value of w, the perturbation series could be 
extended by iterative calculation using the boundary element 
method and deflections determined at any location of 
interest. The domain integral associated with the Poisson 
term for the distributed loading was obtained using Monte 
Carlo integration as described earlier. However, for 
concentrated loadings the domain integral may be integrated 
explicitly. For comparison the analytical perturbations were 
also calculated. Table 9.2 contains a summary of calculated 
and derived deflections of the membrane for the zeroth- 
through fourth-order perturbation terms for both distributed
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Table 9.2
Coefficients of Perturbation Terms 
(Derived and Calculated)
Distributed Load________   Concentrated Load
Order Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical
0 0 . 736713e-01 0.729811e-01 0.121640e+00 0 - 121656e+00
1 0.406235e-02 0.404349e-02 0.713922e-02 0.714127e-02
2 0.209719e-03 0.208940e-03 0.367133e-03 0.367306e-03
3 0 . 106672e-04 0.106315e-04 0.186273e-04 0.186398e-04
4 --- --- 0.943817e-06 0.944665e-06
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and concentrated oscillatory loadings. Note the excellent 
agreement between numerical approximations and analytical 
v a l u e s .
The ultimate test of the validity of the procedure, 
however, is the degree of agreement between the numerical 
results and the analytical solution for arbitrary «/v. This 
comparison is shown in Figure 9.2 for the distributed load 
and in Figure 9.3 for the concentrated load applied to a unit 
square membrane. In Figure 9.2, the deflections due to the 
distributed loading are calculated for the center of the 
membrane. The deflections for the concentrated loading are 
calculated at the point x = 1/2 and y = 3/4, as shown in 
Figure 9.3. In both figures, the analytical solution is 
adequately described by the zeroth-order perturbation term 
for very low values of ~/v. As this parameter increases, 
however, more and more terms in the numerical perturbation 
procedure are required to achieve the same degree of 
accuracy. As indicated previously, higher-order perturbation 
terms may be calculated without determining a new set of 
random points for the evaluation of the Poisson term by the 
Monte Carlo method. Also avoided is the explicit use of the 
lower-order numerical solutions that might exhibit some error 
and tend to propagate with each perturbation term.
9.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Boundary integral theory has been coupled with regular 
perturbation theory to effectively solve an important class 
of hyperbolic and parabolic partial differential equations 
with particular forcing functions. An extremely elegant 
application of G r e e n ’s integral transformation technique has
u
T
/Q
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N ondimensional f r e q u e n c y Fo r  T he C o n c e n t r a t e d Loading
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been demonstrated to relate each successive perturbation 
correction to the original domain inhomogeneity. The new 
technique converts and inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation to an 
infinite sequence of Poisson equations. Accurate solutions 
may be obtained by taking a finite number of terms in the 
same manner as is applicable in analytical perturbation 
t h e o r y .
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APPENDIX A 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD 
U s e r ’s Manual and Computer Listing
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The original code for the two-dimensional b o u n d a r y  
element method program used in this research can be found in 
Gipson, [1982]. The code was written to determine the 
solution of the Poisson and Laplace equations for planar and 
axisymmetric geometries. The capability of handling 
orthotropic media was included in that version. The code was 
modified to handle the following analyses:
• Perturbation
• Equipotential or streamline tracing
• Variable conductivity
• Zoned media (subregions)
• Sources and/or sinks
• Phreatic surfaces.
The modified code (BEM2D) is included in this appendix.
In order to aid the user in implementation, the
necessary f o r m a t t e d  data of the revised bo u n d a r y  element
program are given below.
INPUT DATA
I . Heading card (A 72 )
columns 1-72 Descriptive information supplied by the
user for output identification (TITLE)
11 . Control card (1015 )
columns 5 Problem type (I T Y P E )
= 0 for planar analysis
= 1 for phreatic surface analysis
10 Conductivity type (K T Y P E )
= 0 for constant conductivity 
= 1 for variable conductivity 
11-15 Total number of nodal points (N T O T ; 300
m a x i m u m )
16-20 Total number of different zones (N U M M A T ; 
20 maximum)
21
III .
25 Plot code (IPLOT )
= 0 when no plots are desired 
= 1 when plots are desired 
30 Perturbation code {I P E R T )
= 0 regular analysis 
= 1 perturbation analysis 
31-35 Number of perturbation steps (N P E R T )
40 Trace code (ITRAC)
= 0 when no traces are desired 
= 1 when traces are desired 
4 5 Trace type code (K T R A C )
= 0 for an equipotential trace where 
potential is specified 
= 1 for a streamline trace from 
specified point on boundary 
= 2 for an equipotential trace from a 
specified internal point 
50 Domain code (ISAND)
= 0 sandwave domain (3 waves - each 
WDIM wide)
= 1 arbitrary domain
Note: When ISAND=0, a second card is needed to specify 
the width of one wave.
- Second card (F10.0)
columns 1-10 Width of one wave (WDIM)
Boundary
columns
discretization - nodal point data (2I5,3F10.0) 
Node number (NODE(I))1 - 5 
10
1 1 - 2 0
21-30
31-40
Boundary condition code (KODE(I))
= -1 interfacial node (neither flux 
potential specified) 
flux specified at node 
potential specified at node 
free surface node (flux must 
be specified as zero) 
x-coordinate of node (X(I)) 
y-coordinate of node (Y (I ))
Boundary condition at node (FIXBND(I))
for
nor
for
for
for
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Nodal point data are inputted in numerical sequence starting 
with one. For any nodal point information omitted, new data 
will be generated. The location of the nodal points will be 
generated in a straight line between the last two nodal 
points specified. The generated nodal points will receive 
the boundary codition code and boundary condition value 
equal to the last nodal point information read. A maximum 
of 200 nodal points are allowed.
For each region the following set of cards must be supplied:
IV. Material property cards (2-3 cards per zone)
- first card (3I5,3F10.0)
columns 1- 5 Number of elements defining zone
(N U M E L (M A T ))
6-10 Number of internal points specified in 
zone (N U M I N T {M A T ); 100 maximum)
11-15 Number of point sources and/or sinks in 
zone (N U M W L (M A T ))
16-25 Conductivity in direction of u-axis 
{U C O N D ( M A T ))
26-35 Conductivity in direction of v-axis 
(VCOND(MAT))
36-45 Angle in degrees that the u-axis is CCW 
with respect to x-axis (ANGLE(MAT))
Note: if conductivity is variable set ucond=vcond=1.0
and angle=0.0
- second card (215)
columns 4- 5 Number of traces in zone (NTRAC(MAT);
20 maximum)
6-10 Number of random points for Monte Carlo
integration of Poisson term (10000 max)
- third card (4F10.0) variable conductivity case only
columns 1-10 1st coefficient in conductivity
function (C O N D C (M A T ,1))
11-20 2nd coefficient in conductivity 
function (C O N D C (M A T ,2))
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21-30 3rd coefficient in conductivity 
function (C O N D C (M A T ,3))
31-40 4th coefficient in conductivity 
function (C O N D C (M A T ,4))
Note: the conductivity function is given by 
k(x,y) = (C l •x + C 2•x •y + C3*y + C4)**2
V . Internal coordinates cards (2F 10.0)
- one card for each coordinate pair where the user 
wishes the potential and flux terms calculated
columns 1-10 x-coordinate (XCENT(I))
11-20 y-coordinate (YCENT(I))
Note: if no internal points are specified for this
region (N U M I N T (M A T )=0) omit these cards.
V I . Tracing information
- for equipotential trace where potential is specified 
(K T R A C = 0 )
columns 1-10 Potential (T R A P O T (M ,N ))
- for streamline trace (KTRAC=1) specify starting 
point
columns 1-10 x-coordinate (XTRAC(M,N))
11-20 y-coordinate (YTRAC(M,N))
- for equipotential trace where starting point is 
specified (K T R A C = 2 )
columns 1-10 x-coordinate (XTRAC(M,N))
11-20 y-coordinate (YTRAC(M,N))
Note: if no traces are to be conducted in this region 
(ITRAC(M A T )=0) omit these cards
II. Source/Sink information (3FI0.0)
columns 1-10 Strength of source/sink (QWL(J,I);
+ source, - sink; 10 maximum)
11-20 x-coordinate of source/sink location 
(X W L (J ,I ))
21-30 y-coordinate of source/sink location 
{Y W L ( J , I ))
Note: if no sources or sinks are specified in this
region (N U M W L (MAT ) =0 ) omit these cards.
V I I I . Element cards (415)
- elements are numbered in ascending order counter­
clockwise around region if boundary is an exterior 
boundary (clockwise if boundary is an interior 
b o u n d a r y )
columns 3- 5 Element number (IEL; 300 maximum)
6-10 Node 1 defining element (Nl)
11-15 Node 2 defining element (N 2 )
16-20 Interface code (IKOD)
= 0 normally
= 1 if element is on an interfacial 
boundary which has occurred 
previously in another region
Omitted element cards are generated; Nl and N2 are generated 
Nl and N2 are generated in evenly spaced increments 
consistent with the first and last cards in the generation 
sequence. The interfacial code is set equal to that 
indicated on the last card in the generation sequence.
NOTE: (a) Refer to Gipson [1982] for additional information
concerning the Poisson function and orthotropic 
m e d i a .
(b) The input and output device numbers for the
computer used in this research were specified as 
variables at the beginning of the program. If the 
input device number ^  5 change I N D E V ; likewise, if 
the output device number 9* 6 change IOUTDV. If 
IOUTDV = 8 , change I O U T 2 , the output device number 
used in the plot routine, to an appropriate number
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SAMPLE DATA FILE 
2-D problem
2IS
C ZONE PROBLEM - K1 = (1 _r X ) ? K? =:
0 1 35 2 0 0 0 0i
j. -0.5 0.4999 0.0
<*)
c
Ti -0.5 0.375 0.0
3 1 -0.5 0.25 0.0
4 1 -0.5 0.125 c.o
5 1J. -0.5 C.0001 0.0
6 0 -0.4999 0.0 0.0
7 0 -.375 0.0 0.0
8 0 -.25 0.0 0.0
g 0 -.125 0.0 o.c
10 0 -0.0001 0.0 0.0
11 -1 0.0 0.0001
12 -1 0.0 0.125
13 -1 0.0 0.25
14 0.0 0.375
15 -1 0.0 0.4999
16 r.K. -0.0001 0.5 0.0
17 0 -.125 0.5 0.0
18 0 -.25 0.5 0.0
19 0 -.375 0.5 0.0
20 c -C.4999 0.5 0.0
21 0 0.0001 0.0 0.0
22 0 0.125 0.0 0.0
23 0 0.25 0.0 0.0
24 c 0.375 0.0 0.0
25 r\u 0.4999 0.0 0.0
26 1 0.5 0.0001 100.0
27 i 0.5 0.125 100.0
28 i 0.5 0.25 100.0
29 i 0.5 0.375 100.0
30 i 0.5 0.4999 100.0
31 0 0.4995 0.5 0.0
32 0 0.375 0.5 0.0
33 0 0.25 0.5 0.0
34 0 0.125 0.5 0.0
35 0 0.0001 0.5 0.0
20 9 0 1 0 1.0
0 0.0 0 0
1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
-0.45 0.25
-0.40 0.25
-0.35 0.25
-0.30
-0.25
0.25
0.25
-0.20 0.25
-0.15 0.25
-0.10 0.25
-0.05 0.25
1 + 2X) *^2
0 'o 0
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1 /u 0
IS 19 20 0
20 20 1 0
20 9 0
0 0.0
2.0 C.O
0.45 C . 25
0.40 0.25
0.35 0.25
0.30 0.25
0.25 0.25
0.20 0.25
0.15 0.25
0.10 0.25
0.05 0.25
21 15 14 }
24 12 11 i
25 1 1 j. 1 0
25 21 22 0
39 34 35 0
40 35 15 0
PROGRAM  LISTING
o 
o 
o 
o 
n 
o 
c™>
 
o 
o 
n 
o 
n 
r->
 
c~>
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
n
r _______C ---
r  — =
C = P R O G R A M =
C = =
c = PURPOSE -—  TO DETERMINE THE SOLUTION OF THE POISSON AND =
c =
r _
DIFFUSION EQUATIONS FOR PLANAR GEOMETRIES =
I -
c = METHOD O c ANALYSIS —  THE BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION =
r _  L — TECHNIQUE COUPLED WITH A =
c =
r —
MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION SCHEME =
I -
c = ORIGIN — - LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, BY G.S. GIPSON,
c = M AY,1982 =
c = =
r —  u — REVISION —  LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, BY S.A. SAVANT, =
r —  
— JULY, 1986 - PERTURBATION ANALYSIS =
r- _L - FEBRUARY, 1987 - TRACING PACKAGE =
_c. — NOVEMBER, 1987 - VARIABLE CONDUCTIVITY =
C = SUMMER,1988 - ZONES, SOURCE/SINK, FREE SURFAC p=
c = 
c -- =
=
PROGRAM BEM2D 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.0-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGE R M ( I - N )
PARAMETER (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION GKERN(NMX.NMX),HKERN(NMX,NMX),X(NMX),Y (N M X ) ,SD(NMX),
S FIXBND(NMX) ,XCENT(100),YCENT(10 0 ) ,SOLV(NMX),SOLUT(100),
S B ( NMX),KODE(NMX).DPOTX(100 ) ,DPOTY(1 0 0 ) .DPOT(IOO),
S POTENT(NMX),FLUX(NMX).LOCG(NMX),LOCH(NMX)
DIMENSION NUMELC20).NUMINT(20). NUMNP(20),NODPT(20.NMX),NUMWL(20) 
DIMENSION UC0ND(20),VCOND(20),UC0S(2 0 ) ,VCOS(20),NUMRAN(20) 
DIMENSION LM(NMX)
DIMENSION XWL(20,10),YWL(20.10).QWL(20,10)
COMMON/IO/INDEV.IOUTDV,I PLO T .IPERT.ITRAC.I0UT2 
COMMON/CNTRL/KTYPE,ITYPE,NUMEL,N UMINT,N U M M A T ,N T O T ,N U M N P ,
S NODPT.NUMWL
COMMON/MTRL/UCOND.V C O N D ,U C O S ,V C O S ,NUMRAN 
COMMON/NDIMM/NDIMG.NDIMH 
COMMON/LOCAT/LOCG,LOCH 
COMMON/LMENT/LM 
COMMON/WELL/XWL,Y W L .QWL 
COMMON/PERT/NCPERT.NPERT
C0MM0N/TERMS/DUTERM(5,NMX),DUZERO(NMX).UZERO(NMX),UTERM(5,NMX)
COMMON/PURR/NTOTPT
COMMON/TRAC/NTRAC(20),KTRAC,NTRY
COMMON/I SAND/'I SAND
C0MM0N/TRAC2/TRAP0T(20,20),XTRAC(20,20).YTRAC(20,20)
COMMON/TITLE/TITLE
COMMON/NNTRAC/NNTRAC
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
C0MM0N/I02/K0DE
COMMON/WAVE/WDIM
o
r
-
)
o
o
o
o
o
 
<”
> 
o 
o 
o 
o 
c~>
 
o 
o 
c")
 
o 
o 
o 
r-
) 
n 
o 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
C O M M D N / T I M E / I T E R A "  
C H A R A C T E R * 7 2  T I T L E
D E F I N I T I O N  OF  I/O D E V I C E  N U M B E R S  A N D  L I MI TS O N  P R O B L E M  
SIZE
N T O T P T  = M A X I M U M  N U M B E R  O F  P E R T U R B A T I O N S  
INDEV = INPUT D E V I C E  N U M B E R  
IOUT DV = O U T P U T  D E V I C E  N U M B E R  
IOUT2 = O U T P U T  D E V I C E  N U M B E R  FOR T R A C E  P A C K A G E  
I C H E C K  = C H E C K S  C O N S I S T E N C Y  O F  I N PU RT A N D  D E S I R E D  
C O M P U T A T I O N  
NMX = M A X I M U M  N U M B E R  O F  N O D A L  P O IN TS
( C O U N T I N G  I N T E R F A C E  N O D E S  T W I C E ) - P A R A M E T E R  STMT.
N T O T P T = 5
IN DE V=5
IO U T DV- 6
IO U T 2 = 8
I C H E C K = 0
IT ER AT= 1
= INPUT OF  P R O G R A M  D A T A  =
C A L L  I N P U T ( X C E N T , Y C E N T , X , Y , F I X B N D . K O D E )
= C H E C K  IN PU T D A T A  FOR C O N S I S T E N C Y
C A L L  C H E C K ( I C H E C K )
I F ( I C H E C K . N E . 0 ) G O  TO 4
= F O R M A T I O N  O F  S Y S T E M  E Q U A T I O N S
I F ( I P E R T .E Q . 0 ) G O  T O  2 
1 W R I T E ( I O U T D V , *)
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , * ) ' P E R T U R B A T I O N  STEP N U M B E R  1 ,NCPERT
o 
o 
o 
o 
r->
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
rr>
 
c~>
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
r~>
 
o 
o 
o
WRITE(IOUTDV,*)
2 CALL F0RM3H(X,Y.GKERN.HKERN.FIXBND.K0DE,S0LV.B,SD)
= SOLVE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
IS IN G = 0
8 C A L L  S O L V E ( G K E R N . S O L V , N D I M G ,  IOUTDV, ISING')
I F ( I S I N G . E Q . l ) S T O p
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c
c A R R A N G E  H O M O G E N E O U S  S O L U T I O N  IN TO F I N A L  FORM C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
CA L L  A R R A N S ( F I X B N D .S O L V ,L O C G ,R O D E ,P O T E N T ,FLUX)
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c
C O U T P U T  O F  C O M P U T A T I O N S  FOR H O M O G E N E O U S  S O L U T I O N  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
IHOMO = 0
DO 88 8 ICT = l . N U M M A T
I F ( N U M W L ( I C T ) .N E . 0 ) I H OM O=l 
8 8 8  C O N T I N U E
I F ( I H O M O .E Q .1.O R .I T Y P E .E Q .1 )THEN
C A L L  O U T P U T ( X ,Y .F L U X ,P O T E N T ,X C E N T ,Y C E N T ,S O L U T ,D P O T X ,D P O T Y ,D P O T ,1) 
E N D I F
PLOT BOUNDARY MESH 
AND
ANY INTERNAL POINTS
IF(I P L O T .E Q .1.A N D .I T E R A T .E Q .1)THEN 
IF(ISAND.EQ.O)THEN
CALL SANP L T ( X ,Y ,X C E N T ,Y C E N T ,K O D E ,N N T R A C ,W D I M ,I )
ELSE
CALL PLOT(X .Y ,X C E N T ,Y C E N T ,K O D E ,N N T R A C ,I )
ENDIF
ENDIF
:CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
c c c
C C I T E R A T I O N  ST EP IF FR EE S U R F A C E  P R O B L E M  C
C C C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c
I F ( I T Y P E .E Q .1)TH EN
CA L L  F R E E ( P O T E N T , F L U X . K O D E . Y . F I X B N D . N C O R . E R R )
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , * ) ' A T  I T E R A T I O N  .H E R A T . ' SUM ERR = ' . ERR 
I T ER AT = I T E R A T  + 1 
I F ( I P L O T . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
C A LL P L O T ( X ,Y ,X C E N T ,Y C E N T ,K O D E ,N N T R A C ,1)
ENDIF
I F ( N C O R . N E . O . A N D . I T E R A T . L E . 9 ) G O  TO  2 
EN D I F
C
I F ( I T Y P E . E Q . i .A N D . N C O R . E Q . i ) T H E N  
W R I T E C I O U T D V . * )
W R I T E ( I O U T D V . * ) ' C O N V E R G E N C E  W A S  NOT AT TA I N E D '
GO TO 999 
EN DI F
nL
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
C C C
C C C O M P U T A T I O N  OF I N T E R N A L  P O T E N T I A L S  A N D  P O T E N T I A L  D E R I V A T I V E S  C
C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
C
I F ( I T R A C . E Q . O ) T H E N
CA L L  T E R N A L ( P O T E N T ,F L U X ,K O D E ,X C E N T ,Y C E N T ,S O L U T ,D P O T X ,D P O T Y , 
$ D P O T . X . Y . B )
C
C A L L  F I N A L ( P O T E N T , F L U X , X , Y )
C
C A L L  O U T P U T ( X ,Y ,F L U X ,P O T E N T ,X C E N T . Y C E N T ,S O L U T . D P O T X ,D P O T Y ,
S D P O T . 2 )
ELSE
C A L L  F I N A L ( P O T E N T , F L U X , X . Y )
C
C A L L  O U T P U T ( X . Y , F L U X .P O T E N T ,X C E N T ,Y C E N T ,S O L U T ,D P O T X ,D P O T Y ,
$ D P 0 T , 2 )
C A L L  S T A R T R ( X ,Y ,K O D E ,P O T E N T ,F L U X , W D I M )
C
EN D I F
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c =
C = PLOT B O U N D A R Y  M E S H
C = A N D
C = A N Y  I N T E R N A L  T R A C I N G
C =
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
I F ( I P L O T . E Q . l . A N D . I T R A C . N E . O ) T H E N
IF(ISAND.EQ.O)THEN
CALL SANPLT(X ,Y ,XCENT,Y C E N T ,K O D E ,NNTRAC.WDIM,2) 
ELSE
CALL PLGT(X,Y,XCENT,YCENT,KODE,NNTRAC,2)
ENDIF
ENDIFr
L -    -----— ----------------------   —-----
C = R E A S S I G N  V A L U E S  FOR P E R T U R B A T I O N  =
C =
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c
IF( I P E R T .E Q .1.A N D .N C P E R T .L E .N P E R T ) T H E N
CA L L  A S S I G N ( F L U X ,K O D E ,P O T E N T ,S O L V ,FI XBND)
GO TO 1 
E N D I Fr
"3 C O N T I N U E
C
4 C O N T I N U E
C
99S STOP 
END
r
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
r
S U B R O U T I N E  I N P U T ( X C E N T , Y C E N T , X ,Y,F I X B N D , K O D E )
/■*O
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C —
C = S U B R O U T I N E  I N P U T
C =
c =
C = THIS S U B R O U T I N E  RE A D S  T H E  I N P U T  D A T A  A N D  I N I T I A L I Z E S  T H E  
C = P L O T T I N G  DE VICES.
c =
C = C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - 
C =
C = X C E N T . Y C E N T  - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  I N T E R N A L  
C = P O I N T S  W H E R E  T H E  U S E R  D E S I R E S  T H E  F U N C T I O N
C = TO BE C A L C U L A T E D
C =
C = X ,Y - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  P O I N T S 
C =
C = F I XB ND - V E C T O R  O F  FI XE D B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  IN O N E - T O - O N E  
C = C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  W I T H  T H E  X,Y( 300 M A X I M U M  )
C =
C = KODE - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  C O D E S  IN A 
C = O N E - T O - O N E  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  W I T H  F I X B N D
r -
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
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I M P L I C I T  R E AL MS ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L ICI T I N T E G E R * 4  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1 ) , Y ( I ) ,F I X B N D ( 1 ) , X C E N T ( 1 ) , Y C E N T ( 1 ) , K O D E ( 1)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 2 0 ) , N U M I N T ( 2 0 ) ,N U M N P ( 2 0 ) , N O D P T ( 2 0 , N M X ) , N U M W L ( 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  U C 0 N D ( 2 0 ) .V C O N D ( 2 0 ) , U C O S ( 2 0 ) , V C 0 S ( 2 0 ) ,N U M R A N ( 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  LM(NMX)
D I M E N S I O N  X W L ( 2 0 . 1 0 ) . Y W L ( 2 0 , 1 0 ) .Q WL (20,10)
C O M M O N / I O / I N D E V .I O U T D V . I P L O T ,I P E R T .I T R A C ,I0UT2 
C O M M O N / C N T R L / K T Y P E .I T Y P E .N U M E L . N U M I N T ,N U M M A T ,N T O T ,N U M N P ,
S N O D P T . N U M W L
C O M M O N / M T R L / U C O N D .V C O N D .U C O S ,V C O S ,N U M R A N 
C O M M O N / N D I M M / N D I M G , N D I M H  
COMMON/'LMENT/LM 
C O M M O N / W E L L / X W L ,Y W L ,Q W L  
C O M M O N / P E R T / N C P E R T .N D ERT
C O M M O N / T E R M S  /D U T E R M ( 5 . N M X ) . D U Z E R O ( N M X ) , U Z E R O ( N M X ) , U T E R M ( 5 , N M X )
C O M M O N / P U R R / N T O T P T
C O M M O N / T R A C / N T R A C ( 2 0 ) , K T R A C ,NTRY
C O M M O N / I S A N D / I S A N D
C O M M O N / T R A C 2 / T R A P O T ( 2 0 . 2 0 ) , X T R A C ( 2 0 .2 0) ,Y T R A C ( 2 0 .20)
C O M M O N / T I T L E / T I T L E
C O M M O N / V A R Y / C O N D C ( 20,4)
C O M M O N / W A V E / W D I M  
C H A R A C T E R * 7 2  T I T L E  
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( N U M M A T . N R E G )
= TITLE AND CONTROL CARDS
= TITLE(A72) - HEADING CARD CONTAINING USER'S 
DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION
= CONTROL CARD(1015) - CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS
ITYPE = 0 FOR PLANAR ANALYSIS
= 1 FOR FREE SURFACE ANALYSIS
KTYPE = 0 FOR CONSTANT CONDUCTIVITY 
= 1 FOR VARIABLE CONDUCTIVITY
NTOT = TOTAL NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS( 300 MAXIMUM )
NUMMAT = TOTAL NUMBER DIFFERENT MATERIALS( 20 MAXIMUM ), =
THE SAME AS THE NUMBER OF REGIONS
IPLOT = 0 MEANS NO PLOTS WILL BE PRODUCED 
= 1 INVOKES THE PLOTTING PACKAGE
IPERT = 0 MEANS NO PERTURBATIONS CALCULATED 
= I INVOKES THE PERTUBATION PACKAGE
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o
c
^
o
o
r
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n
n
o
n NP E R T  = N U M B E R  OF  P E R T U R B A T I O N  ST EP S
ITRAC = 0 M E A N S  NO T R A C I N G  DO NE
= i IN V O K E S  THE T R A C I N G  P A C K A G E
KTRAC = 0 M E A N S  E Q U I P O T E N T I A L  T R A C E
=  1 M E A N S  S T R E A M L I N E  T R A C E
= 2 M E A N S  E Q U I P O T E N T I A L  T R A C E  FR OM A S T A R T I N G  PT.
ISAND = 0 M E A N S  S A N D W A V E  D O M A I N  (3 W A V E S  - W D I M  WIDE)
= 1 M E A N S  A R B I T R A R Y  D O M A I N
N C P E R T = 0
R E A D ( I N D E V , 1 00 0)T I T L E
R E A D ( I N D E V , 1 1 0 0 ) I T Y P E . K T Y P E , N T O T . N U M M A T . I P L O T . I P E R T , N P E R T ,
S I T R A C . K T R A C , I S A N D
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 2 0 0 0 ) T I T L E , I T Y P E . K T Y P E . N T O T , N U M M A T , I P L O T , I P E R T ,  
S N P E R T , I T R A C , K T R A C , I S A N D
I F ( I S A N D . E Q .0.A N D . I P L O T . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
R E A D ( I N D E V . 1 1 1 9 ) W D I M  
ELSE
W D I M  = 0 . 0  
EN D I F
I F ( I T Y P E . E Q . 0 ) W R I T E ( I O U T D V . 2110)
I F ( I T Y P E . E Q . 1 ) W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 2120)
I F ( K T Y P E . E Q . 0 ) W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 2130)
I F ( K T Y P E .E Q .1) W R I T E ( I O U T D V .2140)
= IN PU T O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O O R D I N A T E S ( E X T R E M E  P O I N T S  OF 
= B O U N D A R Y  E L E M E N T S )  A N D  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S ( 2 I 5 . 3 F 1 0 . 0 )  = 
= O M I T T E D  N O D E S  A R E  G E N E R A T E D  IN A  S T R A I G H T  LINE
= - N U M B E R I N G  OF  N O D E S  P R O C E E D S
IN A S C E N D I N G  O R D E R
NO D E ( I )  = NO D E  N U M B E R
KO DE(I) = B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  CO DE
=- 1 IF I N T E R F A C E  N O D E  ( N E I T H E R  FLUX NO R 
P O T E N T I A L  S P E C I F I E D )
= 0 IF FLUX IS S P E C I F I E D  A T  N O D E  
= i IF P O T E N T I A L  IS S P E C I F I E D  A T  N O DE 
= 2 IF FR EE S U R F A C E  N O D E
X(I) = G L O B A L  X - C O O R D I N A T E  O F  NO DE
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y ( i ) = g l o b a l  y - c o o r d i n a t e  o f  n o d e
FI X B N D ( I )  = B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  AT  NO D E
= G E N E R A T E D  B O U N D A R Y  &  I N I T I A L  C O N D I T I O N S  A R E  SET
= E Q U Q L  TO INFO ON LAST C A RD IN S E Q U E N C E
N D I M  = 0 
I E R R O R = 0
W R I T E ( I O U T D V .533)
L=1
60 R E A D ( I N D E V , 5 4 0 ) N .K O D E ( N ) , X ( N ) , Y ( N ) , F I X B N D ( N )  
D I F F = D F L O A T ( N + l - L )
I F ( N - L ) S O .110.90 
80 W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,  76 0) N 
I E RR 0R= 1
G O  T O  60
90 D X = ( X ( N ) - X ( L - 1 ) ) / D I F F
D Y = ( Y ( N ) - Y ( L - 1 ) ) / D I F F
100 K O D E ( L ) = K O D E ( N )
X ( L ) = X ( l - 1 )+ DX 
Y ( L ) = Y ( L - 1 ) + D Y  
FIXB NDC L ) = F I X B N D ( N )
110 W R I T E ( I O U T D V . 6 1 0 ) L . K O D E ( L ) . X ( L ) . Y ( L ) . F I X B N D ( L )  
I F ( K O D E ( L ) . E Q . - 1 ) N D I M  = N D I M  + 1 
L=L+1
I F ( N - L ) 1 2 0 , 1 1 0 . 1 0 0  
120 I F ( N T 0 T + 1 . G T . L ) G 0  T O  60 
N D I M G  = N T O T  + N D IM 
N D I M H  = N T OT - N D IM
= M A T E R I A L  P R O P E R T Y  C A R D S  - T W O  CA R D S  FOR E A CH M A T E R I A L
( 20 M A T E R I A L S  M A X I M U M  )
= - FI RS T C A R D ( 3 1 5 , 3 F 1 0 .0)
N U M E L ( M A T )  = N U M B E R  O F  E L E M E N T S  S U R R O U N D I N G  T H E  M A T E R I A L
N U M I N T ( M A T )  = N U M B E R  OF  I N T E R N A L  P O I N T S  B E L O N G I N G  
E X C L U S I V E L Y  T O  T H E  R E G I O N
N U M W L ( M A T )  = N U M B E R  OF  W E L L S  B E L O N G I N G  E X C L U S I V E L Y  TO  T H E  = 
R E G I O N
U C O N D ( M A T )  = T H E R M A L  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  IN D I R E C T I O N  O F  U - A X I S
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V C O N D ( M A T )  = T H E R M A L  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  IN D I R E C T I O N  OF V-AXIS
A N G L E  = A N G L E  IN D E G R E E S  C C W  O F  U - A X I S  W I T H  R E S P E C T  TO 
G L O B A L  X - A X I S
- S E C O N D  C A R D ( 215)
N T R A C ( M A T )  = N U M B E R  O F  T R A C E S  IN R E G I O N  (20 M A X I M U M )
N U M R A N ( M A T )  = N U M B E R  O F  R A N D O M  P O I N T S  FOR P O I S S O N  A N A L Y S I S  =
- T H I R D  C A R D ( 4 F 1 0 .0)
IF ( K T Y P E  = 0) T H E N  YO U DO N O T  N E E D  T H I S  C A RD
IF ( K T Y P E  = I) T H EN
= K ( X , Y) = ( C O N D C ( M A T ,  1)*X + C O N D C ( M A T , 2 ) * X * Y  + C O N D C ( M A T , 3 ) * Y  
+ C O N D C ( M A T , 4 ) ) * * 2
C O N D C ( M A T , l )  = 1ST C O E F F I C I E N T  IN C O N D U C T I V I T Y  F U N C T I O N
C O N D C ( M A T , 2 )  = 2N D C O E F F I C I E N T  IN C O N D U C T I V I T Y  F U NC TIO N
C O N D C ( M A T ,3) = 3RD C O E F F I C I E N T  IN C O N D U C T I V I T Y  F U N C T I O N
C O N D C ( M A T , 4) = 4TH C O E F F I C I E N T  IN C O N D U C T I V I T Y  F U N C T I O N
W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,2150)
DO 432 M = l , N U M M A T
R E A D ( I N D E V , 1 2 0 0 ) N U M E L ( M ) , N U M I N T ( M ) , N U M W L ( M ) , U C O N D ( M ) , V C O N D ( M ) , 
S A N G L E , N T R A C ( M ) . N U M R A N ( M )
WRIT E( I O U T D V . 2 2 0 0 ) M . N U M E L ( M ) , N U M I N T ( M ) , N U M W L ( M ) , U C O N D ( M ) ,
$ V C O N D ( M ) . A N G L E , N T R A C ( M ) , N U M R A N ( M )
U C O S ( M ) = D C O S ( A N G L E * 0 . 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9 3 )
V C O S ( M ) = D C O S ( ( A N G L E + 9 O . 0 ) * O . 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9 3 )
I F ( K T Y P E . E Q . 1 ) T H E N
R E A D ( I N D E V .1 4 0 0 ) ( C O N D C ( M ,I ). 1=1,4)
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 2 4 0 0 ) ( C O N D C ( M , I ), 1=1,4)
EN D I F
W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,*)
I F ( M . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
IS TA RT= 1  
I S T O P = N U M I N T ( 1)
NS T A R T = 1  
N S T O P = N U M E L ( 1)
ELSE
ISTA RT = I S T A R T  + N U M I N T ( M - l )
ISTOP = ISTOP + N U M I N T ( M )
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N S T A R T  = N S T A R T  + N U M E L ( M - l )  
N S T O P  = NS T O P  + N U M E L(M ) 
E N D I F
= IN PU T O F  I N T E R N A L  C O O R D I N A T E S  W H E R E  F U N C T I O N  IS TO BE = 
= C A L C U L A T E D  (100 MAX) OR I N T E R N A L  T R A C E  D A T A  (20 MAX) = 
= (2FI G.0 )
I F ( I T R A C . E Q . O ) T H E N
I F ( N U M I N T ( M ) . N E . O ) T H E N  
W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,2 2 5 0 ) M  
DO 20 I = I S T A R T , I S T O P
R E A D ( I N D E V , 1 3 0 0 ) X C E N T ( I ) ,Y C E N T ( I )
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 2 3 0 0 ) X C E N T ( I ) ,YCENT(I)
20 C O N T I N U E  
E N D I F
ELSE
I F ( K T R A C . E Q . 0 ) T H E N  
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 8 2 5 0 ) M  
DO 21 N = 1 , N T R A C ( M )
R E A D ( I N D E V . 7 3 0 0 ) T R A P O T ( M , N )
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 8 3 0 0 ) T R A P 0 T ( M , N )
21 C O N T I N U E
E L S E I F ( K T R A C .E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
W R I T E ( I O U T D V . 8 3 5 0 )M 
DO 22 N = 1 . N T R A C ( M )
R E A D ( I N D E V , 7 4 0 0 ) X T R A C ( M , N ) , Y T R A C ( M , N )
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 8 4 0 0 ) X T R A C ( M , N ) ,Y T R A C ( M , N )
22 C O N T I N U E
E L S E I F ( K T R A C .E Q . 2 ) T H E N  
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 8 4 5 0 ) M  
DO 23 N = 1 , N T R A C ( M )
R E A D ( I N D E V , 7 4 0 0 ) X T R A C ( M . N ) ,Y T R A C ( M , N )
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 8 4 0 0 ) X T R A C ( M , N ) ,Y T R A C ( M , N )
23 C O N T I N U E  
E N D I F
EN D I F
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
C
C INPUT OF  L O C A T I O N  A N D  S T R E N G T H  O F  W E L L  IN EACH R E GI ON 
C (10 M A X I M U M  / REGI ON) ; + SOURCE, - SINK
C O N E  C O O R D I N A T E  SET PER C A R D  ( 3 F1 0.0 )
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I F ( N U M W L ( M ) . N E . O ) T H E N  
J S T A R T  = 1 
J S T O P  = N U M W L ( M )
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W R I 7 E ( I O U T D V . 6555)
DO 220 J = J S T A R T .JS T O P  
R E A D ( I N D E V . 5 5 5 5 ) O W L ( M . J ) . X W L ( M . J )  .YWL(M.J) 
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 6 6 5 5 ) Q W L ( M , J ) , X W L ( M , j ) , Y W L ( M , J )
220 C O N T I N U E
EN DI F
= INPUT O F  E L E M E N T  C A R D S ( 415)
= - E L E M E N T S  AR E N U M B E R E D  IN A S C E N D I N G  O R D E R  C O U N T E R C L O C K W I S E
A R O U N D  I N T E R I O R  O F  R E G I O N ( C L O C K W I S E  FOR A N  E X T E R I O R  REGION) =
IEL = E L E M E N T  N U M B E R  (300 M A X I M U M )
N1 .N 2 = N O D E  N U M B E R S  B O R D E R I N G  T H E  EL EMENT;
N2 IS L O C A T E D  IN C O U N T E R C L O C K W I S E  P O S I T I O N  
WI T H  R E S P E C T  T O  N l ( O R  C L O C K W I S E  FOR AN E X T E R I O R  
RE GI ON)
IKOD = I N T E R F A C E  CODE
= I IF T H E  E L E M E N T  IS ON AN I N T E R F A C E  T H A T  HAS 
O C C U R R E D  IN A  P R E V I O U S L Y  I N P U T  R E GI ON 
= 0 O T H E R W I S E
O M I T T E D  E L E M E N T  CA R D S  A R E  G E N E R A T E D ;  Nl A N D  N2 A R E  G E N E R A T E D  = 
IN E V E N L Y  S P A C E D  I N C R E M E N T S  C O N S I S T E N T  W I T H  T H E  FIRST 
A N D  LAST CA RD S IN TH E G E N E R A T I O N  S E Q U E N C E
NPT = 1
W R I T E ( I O U T D V . 2 4 5 0 ) M  
L= N S T A R T
r
160 R E A D ( I N D E V , 1 4 5 0 ) I E L , N 1 . N 2 . I K O D  
N D I F = I E L + 1 - L  
I F ( I E L - L ) 1 8 0 . 1 1 1 0 , 1 9 0  
180 W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 7 6 0 ) IEL 
I E R R O R = 1 
GO T O  160 
190 N D 1 = ( N 1 - N 1 1 ) / N D I F
N D 2 = ( N 2 - N 2 2 ) / N D I F  
1001 N 1 = N 1 1 + N D 1  
N 2 = N 2 2 + N D 2  
1110 W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 1 6 1 0 ) L , N 1 , N 2 . I K O D  
I F ( N P T .E Q .1)TH EN  
N O D P T ( M , 1 ) = N 1  
N 0 D P T ( M , 2 ) = N 2  
NP T= 2 
NADD =1 
ELSE
DO 1 J C N T  = l. NP T
I F ( N 1 .E Q .N O D P T ( M . J C N T ) ) N A D D = C
1 C O N T I N U E
I F ( N A D D .E Q .I ) 7H EN 
NPT = NPT+1 
N O D P T ( M , N P T ) = N l  
ELSE 
NADD=1 
EN DI F
C
DO 2 J C N T  = l. NP T
I F ( N 2 .E Q .N O D P T ( M . J C N T ) ) N A D D = 0
2 C O N T I N U E  
I F ( N A D D . E Q . 1 ) T H E N
NPT = NPT+1 
N O D P T ( M , N P T ) = N 2  
ELSE 
NADD=1 
EN DI F
C
ENDIF
NUMNP(M)=NPT
L M ( L ) = N 1 * 1 0 0 0 0 + N 2 * 1 0 + I K O D
N 11 = N 1
N2 2= N2
L=L+1
I F ( I E L - L U 1 2 0 , 10 01 . 1 0 0 1
C
1120 I F ( N S T 0 P + 1 . G T . L ) G 0  TO 160
C
43 2 C O N T I N U E
nL
DO 467 1 = 1 . NTOT 
U Z E R O ( I ) = 0 .0 
D U Z E R O ( I ) = 0 .0 
DO 467 J = 1 . N T O T P T  
U T E R M ( J ,I ) = 0 .0 
D U T E R M ( J ,I ) = 0 .0 
467 C O N T I N U E
C
RETU RN
= F O RM AT S T A T E M E N T S  =
1000 F Q R M A T ( A 7 2 )
1100 F O R M A T ( 1015)
1119 F O R M A T ( F I O . O )
540 F O R M A T ( 2 I 5 , 3 F 1 0 . 0 )
<
n
610 F O R M A T ( 15 . 2 X . I 4 , 3 X , 3 ( D 1 0 . 4 , 4 X ) )
2150 F 0 R M A T ( / / 7 2 ( ) / / 6 X , 'M A T E R I A L  P R O P E R T Y  A N D  1 
S . ' S U B R E G I O N A L  P A R A M E T E R S '/ 7 2 ( )/./)
1200 F O R M A T ( 3 1 5 , 3 F 1 0 .0/215)
1400 F O R M A T ( 4 F 1 0 .0)
C
1450 F O R M A T (415)
5555 F O R M A T ( 3 F 1 0 .0)
2 0 00 F O RM AT ( I X ,7 5 ( ' * ' ) / / 3 X .A 7 2 / / 1 X .7 5 ( '*')//
S 1 0 X , ' P R O B L E M  T Y P E  ‘ ,14/
S 1 0 X . ' C O N D U C T I V I T Y  T Y P E - - - ',14/
S 1 0 X . ' N U M B E R  O F  N O D A L  P O I N T S--- ',14./
$ 1 0 X . ' N U M B E R  O F  M A T E R I A L S --- 1 .14/
$ 1 0 X . ' P L O T  C O D E - - - ',14/
$ 1 0 X , ' P E R T U R B A T I O N  C O D E - - - ',14/
S 1 0 X , ' P E R T U R B A T I O N  O R D E R --- ',14/
S 1 0 X . ' T R A C E  C O D E  '.14/
$ 1 0 X , ' T R A C E  T Y P E  C O D E --- ',14/
S 1 0 X . ' D O M A I N  T Y P E  C O D E - -- ',14//)
533 F 0 R M A T ( 1 X . ' N O D E ' , 3 X , ' C O D E 1 , 6 X , 1X ',1 3 X ,'Y ' ,1 1 X ,' F I X B N D '/
5 1X 5 2 ( ' 1) / )
24 50 F O R M A T ( / 7 2 ( ’- ' ) / / 1 7 X . ' E L E M E N T  D A T A  FOR R E G I O N  N U M B E R ' , 14/
S 7 2 ( ' - ' ) / / 1 0 X . ' E L E M E N T  NO. NI N
S ' I N T E R F A C E  CO D E  ' / 1 0 X .5 9 ( ' - 1)//)
630 F O R M A T ( I X ,1015)
21 20 F 0 R M A T ( 2 6 H 1 F R E E  S U R F A C E  P R O B L E M — 2-D)
21 10 F 0 R M A T ( 2 7 H 1 T W 0  D I M E N S I O N A L  P L A N E  B O DY )
21 30 F O R M A T ( / I X . ' C O N S T A N T  C O N D U C T I V I T Y 1)
21 40 F O R M A T ( / I X . ' V A R I A B L E  C O N D U C T I V I T Y ' )
760 F O RM AT ( 1 0 H 0 C A R D  NO. .14, 13H O U T  O F  O R D E R  )
770 F O RM AT ( 1 3 H 0 B A D  C A R D  NO. ,14)
22 50 F0 RM AT( /' 10 X.' IN TER NA L P O IN TS O F  M A T E R I A L  N U M B E R ' , 14,' - - - - '/
S 2 3 X .'X ' , 1 4 X , ' Y ' / 1 4 X , 3 5 ( '-')/)
1610 F 0 R M A T ( 8 X , I 1 0 , 3 X , I 1 2 , 2 X , I 1 2 , 2 X , I 1 2 )
1300 F O R M A T ( 2 F 1 0 .0)
2 3 00 F O R M A T ( 1 5 X ,2 D 1 5 .6)
2 2 00 F O R M A T ( / 1 0 X , ' M A T E R I A L  N U M B E R  ',14//
$ 1 5 X , ' N U M B E R  O F  E L E M E N T S  D E F I N I N G  R E G I O N - - - - ',14/
S 1 5 X . ' N U M B E R  O F  I N T E R N A L  P O IN TS IN R E G I O N - - - - ',14/
$ 1 5 X , ' N U M B E R  O F  W E L L S  IN R E G I O N  ',14/
S 1 5 X , ' T H E R M A L  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  A L O N G  U - A X I S - - - - ' , D 1 5 .6/
S 1 5 X . ' T H E R M A L  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  A L O N G  V - A X I S - - - - ' , D 1 5 .6/
S 1 5 X . ‘A N G L E  O F  U - A X I S  W / R  TO G L O B A L  X - A X I S --- ' ,D15.6/
S 1 5 X . ' N U M B E R  O F  T R A C E S  S P E C I F I E D - - - - ',15/
$ 1 5 X . ' N U M B E R  O F  R A N D O M  P O I N T S  S P E C I F I E D - - - - ',15/)
24 00 F O R M A T ( 1 5 X , ' C O N D U C T I V I T Y  C O E F F I C I E N T  1 - - - '.D1 5.6 /
S 1 5 X , ' C O N D U C T I V I T Y  C O E F F I C I E N T  2 - - - \ D 1 5 . 6 /
S 15X, ' C O N D U C T I V I T Y  C O E F F I C I E N T  3 - - - ' ,D 15.6/
S 1 5 X . ' C O N D U C T I V I T Y  C O E F F I C I E N T  4 - - - - '. D1 5 . 6 / / / )
65 55 F 0 R M A T ( / 1 0 X , ' W E L L  S T R E N G T H  A N D  L O C A T I O N  — '//11X,
S ' S T R E N G T H ' , 6 X , ' X - L O C ' , 7 X , ' Y - L 0 C ' / 1 0 X , 3 3 ( '-')/)
6 6 55 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X , F 1 0 . 4 , 2 ( 4 X , F S . 4 ) )
7 3 00 F O R M A T ( F I O . O )
I'
O
7400 F O R M A T (2 F 1 0 .0)
8 2 50 F O R M A T ( / 5 X , ' T H E  P O T E N T I A L S  TO BE T R A C E D  IN R E G I O N ' , 13.' A R E : 1/) 
8 3 00 F O R M A T ( 2 5 X ,F 1 0 .3)
83 5 0  F 0 RM AT( /5 X, 'THE S T A R T I N G  P O I N T S  OF TH E S T R E A M L I N E  T R A C E  I N 7 5 X ,  
S ' R E G I O N ' .13.' A R E : ' / )
8 4 00 F O R M A T ( 2 0 X . F 1 0 . 3 . 5 X . F 1 0 . 3 )
8 4 50 F 0 R M A T ( / 5 X .'A P O T E N T I A L  T R A C E  W I L L  BE C O N D U C T E D  IN R E G I O N ',13/ 
S 5 X ,' S T A R T I N G  P O I N T S  A R E : ' / )
C
END
S U B R O U T I N E  C H E C K ( I C H E C K )
_
= S U B R 0 U T I N E C H E C K
: T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  C H E C K S TH E IN PU T D A T A  A N D  P R O B L E M  SPECS.
=
= FOR C O N S I S T E N C Y .
= C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T  - =
= I C H E C K  - ER RO R FLAG =
= —
IM P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
IM P L I C I T  I N T E G E R M ( I - N )
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  I F L A G ( 3)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 2 0 ) . N U M I N T ( 2 0 ) , N U M N P ( 2 0 ) , N O D P T ( 2 0 . N M X ) . N U M W L ( 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  U C O N D ( 2 0 ) , V C O N D ( 2 0 ) ,U C O S ( 2 0 ) , V C 0 S ( 2 0 ) , N U M R A N ( 2 0 )  
C O M M O N / I O / I N D E V , I O U T D V , I P L O T ,I P E R T ,I T R A C ,I0UT2 
C O M M O N / C N T R L / K T Y P E , I T Y P E , N U M E L , N U M I N T , N U M M A T , N T O T , N U M N P ,
S N O D P T . N U M W L
C O M M O N / M T R L / U C O N D ,V C O N D ,U C O S .V C O S ,N U M R A N  
C O M M O N / P E R T / N C P E R T .N P E R T  
C O M M O N / V A R Y / C O N D C ( 20,4)
D A T A  I F L A G / 3 * 0 /
c
DO 25 M = 1 . N U M M A T
IF(KTYPE. EQ. D T H E N
I F ( N U M R A N ( M ) .N E . 0 ) IF L A G (1)=1 
I F ( N P E R T . N E . O ) I F L A G ( 2 ) = l
I F ( U C O N D ( M ) .N E .1.0.O R .V C O N D ( M ).N E .I . 0 ) I F L A G ( 3 )=1 
E N D I F
I F (I TYP E .E Q .1.A N D .N U M R A N ( M ) .N E .0 )I F L A G ( 1 )=2 
DO 3 1=1 3
I F ( I F L A G ( I ) . N E . 0 ) 1 C H E C K  = I C H E C K  + 1 
3 C O N T I N U E
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
r
^
o
r
^
c
"
)
 
o
o
o
IF( I C H E C K . N E . 0 ) W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 2 0 0 1 ) M , I F L A G  
25 C O N T I N U E
2001 F O R M A T (/ / 4 X . 1 AN E R R O R  HAS O C C U R R E D  IN T H E  D A T A  INPUT FOR M A T E R I A L
S / 4 X , ' N U M B E R 1 , 1 4 , 1 , IF I FL AG NOT E Q U A L  TO  ZERO, C H E C K  D A T A
S / 4 X . ' S P E C I F I C A T I O N S . '
S / 9 X .'I F L A G  FOR N U M R A N  ',14
S /9 X . 11 FLAG FOR N P E R T  - - - ',14
S / 9 X . 1I F LA G FOR O R T H O T R O P I C  --- '.14//)
RETU RN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  F Q R M G H ( X ,Y ,G K E R N ,H K E R N ,F I X B N D ,K O D E , S O L V ,B ,SD)
= T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  FORMS T H E  S Y S T E M  M A T R I C E S  A N D  A R R A N G E S  
= TH E E Q U A T I O N S  TO BE S O L V E D
= C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
X ,Y - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  N O D A L  C O O R D I N A T E S
G K E R N , H K E R N  - A R R A Y S  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  S Y S T E M  C O E F F I C I E N T S  
T O  BE C A L C U L A T E D  IN T H IS R O U T I N E
F I XB ND - V E C T O R  O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S
KODE - V E C T O R  O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  CO DE S
S O LV - V E C T O R  W H I C H  W I L L  C O N T A I N  S O L U T I O N  SET
B - V E C T O R  T O  C O N T A I N  P O I S S O N  TE R M S
N U M R A N  - A R R A Y  C O N T A I N I N G  N U M B E R S  O F  R A N D O M  
P O I N T S  IN O N E - T O - O N E  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  
W I T H  M A T E R I A L  N U M B E R S  - P A S S T H R U  C O M M O N  B L O C K
SD - V E C T O R  TO C O N T A I N  S T A N D A R D  D E V I A T I O N S  O F  B - T E R M S
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
R E A L * 8  K C O N D . K C O N D N  
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  G K E R N ( N D I M G . N D I M G ) , H K E R N ( N D I M G , N D I M H ) . S O L V ( N D I M G ) ,
S X ( 1 ) , Y ( 1 ) , F I X B N D ( l ) .K O D E ( 1 ) ,B (1 ) , S D ( 1),
S G ( N M X ,N M X ),H ( N M X ,N M X ),U ( N M X ) , L O C G ( N M X ) . L O C H ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 2 0 ) , N U M I N T ( 2 0 ) , N U M N P ( 2 0 ) , N 0 D P T ( 2 0 , N M X ) , N U M W L ( 20) 
D I M E N S I O N  LM(NMX)
D I M E N S I O N  X W L ( 2 0 , 1 0 ) . Y W L ( 2 0 , 1 0 ) , Q W L ( 2 0 ,10)
236
D I M E N S I O N  U C O N D ( 2 0 ) , V C O N D ( 2 0 ) .U C O S ( 2 0 ) , V C O S ( 2 0 ) ,NUMRAN(20) 
C O M M O N / M T R L / U C O N D ,V C O N D .U C O S .V C O S ,N U M R A N  
COMMON,/I O / I N D E V .I O U T D V .I P L O T .I P E R T ,I T R A C .IOUT2 
C O M M O N / C N T R L / K T Y P E ,I T Y P E ,N U M E L ,N U M I N T ,N U M M A T ,N T O T ,N U M N P ,
S N O D P T . N U M W L
C O M M O N / L O C A T / L O C G . L O C H  
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M  
C O M M O N / N D I M M / N D I M G , N D I M H  
C O M M O N / W E L L / X W L . Y W L . Q W L  
C O M M O N / ' P E R T / N C P E R T . N P E R T
C O M M O N  •/T E R M S / D U T E R M (  5 , 3 0 0 ) , DUZ E R O ( 3 0 0 ) . U Z E R O ( 3 0 0 ) , U T E R M ( 5 , 
C O M M O N / V A R Y / C O N D C ( 20,4)
E X T E R N A L  G S T . H S T  
E X T E R N A L  W T F N C . D W T F N C
DO 9 1 = 1 , NMX 
L O C G ( I ) = 0  
L O C H ( I)=0
9 C O N T I N U E
DO 12 1 = 1 .NDIMG 
B ( I ) = C .0 
S D ( I ) = 0 .0 
DO 10 J = l . N D I M G  
G K E R N ( I ,J ) = 0 .0
10 C O N T I N U E
DO 11 J = 1 . N D I M H  
H K E R N ( I , J ) = 0 . 0
11 C O N T I N U E
12 C O N T I N U E
DO 13 J = l , N D I M H  
U ( J ) = 0 . C
13 C O N T I N U E
= C O M P U T A T I O N  O F  S Y S T E M  C O E F F I C I E N T  M A T R I C E S  =
N S T A R T = 1  
N S T O P = N U M E L ( 1)
ISTA RT= 1 
I S T O P = N U M N P ( 1)
N C 0 U N T = 0
DO 999 M = l . N U M M A T  
N R A N = N U M R A N ( M )
N E L = N U M E L ( M )
I F ( N R A N .E Q . O ) G O  TO 22
C A LL E X T R E M ( X ,Y ,X M I N ,X M A X ,Y M I N ,Y M A X ,NE L,LM)
22 C O N T I N U E
DO 14 1 = 1 . NTOT
C
O
n 
n 
d
 
o 
o 
n 
n
237
DO 14 J = 1 ,N T OT  
G( I , J ) = 0 .0 
H(I .J)=0.0 
14 C O N T I N U E
DO 89 9 N N = N S T A R T . N S T O P
C
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M ( N N ) , N 1 .N 2 .IKOD)
XL  = X (N 1)
YL = Y (N 1)
C
I F ( N R A N . E Q . O ) G O  TO 66
C A L L  P O I S N ( X l . Y L , X ,Y . S T E R M . N R A N . N E L . B T E R M .
S X M I N . X M A X . Y M I N , Y M A X , I T Y P E , M )
B ( N 1 ) = B ( N 1 ) + B T E R M
S D ( N 1 ) = S D ( N 1 ) + S T E R M
C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c c
C C D E T E R M I N A T I O N  OF  P A R T I C U L A R  S O L U T I O N  IN S O U R C E  P R O B L E M  C
C C A N D  S U B T R A C T I O N  OF  IT FROM B.C. FOR H O M O G E N E O U S  B.C. C
C C C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
66 I F ( N U M W L ( M ) . N E . O ) T H E N
= T R A N S F O R M  C O O R D I N A T E S  TO O R T H O T R O P I C  A X E S  =
U U = U C O S ( M )
V V = V C O S ( M )
U C = U C O N D ( M )
V C = V C O N D ( M l
C
X L L = X L * U U + Y L * V V
Y L L = - X L * V V + Y L * U U
C
I F ( K O D E ( N 1 ) . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
BI = 0.0
DO 212 1 = 1 ,NUMWL(M)
XI =  XWL( M , I )
YI =  Y W L ( M , I )
XII = X I * U U + Y I * V V  
YII = - X I * V V + Y I * U U
BI =  BI + Q W L ( M ,I )* W T F N C ( X I I ,Y 1 1 , X L L , Y L L , M , U C , V C , K T Y P E )  
212 C O N T I N U E
F I X B N D ( N 1 ) = F I X B N D ( N 1 )  - BI 
ELSEIF( K O D E ( N 1 ). E Q . 0 .OR.K O D E ( N l ) .E Q .2 ) T H E N  
BI = 0.0
DO 214 1 = 1 ,NUMWL(M)
XI = X W L ( M . I )
O 
CD
 
CD
 
O 
O 
O 
O
YI = Y W L ( M . I )
XII = X I * U U + Y I * V V  
YII = - X I * V V + Y I * U U
BA D D  = D W T F N C ( N 1 , N 2 . X , Y , X I I , Y I I , M , U U ,V V , U C ,VC ,K T Y P E ) 
BI = BI + B A D D * Q W L ( M , I )
214 C O N T I N U E
F I X B N D ( N 1 ) = F I X B N D ( N 1 )  - BI
E N DI F
EN DI F
DO 899 N = N S T A R T , N S T O P
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M ( N ) , N 3 , N 4 , I K 0 D )
S G N I = 1 .0 
S G N J = 1 .0
I F ( I K O D .E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
I F ( K O D E ( N 3 ) .E Q . - 1 ) S G N I = - 1 .0 
I F ( K Q D E ( N 4 j .E Q .— 1) S G N J = — 1.0 
E N DI F
c c
C PO IN T RL IS IN E L E M E N T  N C
C 0
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
I F ( N I .N E .N 3 ) G O  TO 19
C A LL S E L F I ( X ( N 3 ) . Y ( N 3 ) , X ( N 4 ) , Y ( N 4 ) , G I , I T Y P E . K T Y P E , M ,1,1) 
C A L L  S E L F I ( X ( N 3 ) . Y ( N 3 ) , X ( N 4 ) , Y ( N 4 ) . G J , I T Y P E , K T Y P E . M , 2.1) 
G ( N 1 , N 3 ) = G ( N 1  , N 3 H G I * S G N i  
G ( N 1 , N 4 ) = G ( N 1 , N 4 ) + G J * S G N J  
GO TO 899
C
19 I F ( N 1 .N E .N 4 ) G C  TO 89
C
CA L L  S E L F I ( X ( N 3 ) , Y ( N 3 ) , X ( N 4 ) , Y ( N 4 ) . G I , I T Y P E , K T Y P E . M , 1,2) 
C A L L  S E L F I ( X ( N 3 ) . Y ( N 3 ) , X ( N 4 ) , Y ( N 4 ) , G J . I T Y P E , K T Y P E . M , 2,2) 
G ( N 1 , N 3 ) = G ( N 1 ,N 3 ) + G J * S G N J  
G ( N 1 , N 4 ) = G ( N 1 ,N 4 ) + G I * S G N I  
G O  TO 899
C
89 C O N T I N U E
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c c
C C PO IN T RL IS NO T IN E L E M E N T  N C
C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c
C A L L  I N T E G ( X L , Y L , X ( N 3 ) , Y ( N 3 ) , X ( N 4 ) , Y ( N 4 ) . H I , H J , G I , G J , I T Y P E ,  
S K T Y P E , M , G S T , H S T , 1 )
G ( N 1 . N 3 ) = G ( N 1 . N 3 ) + G I * S G N I  
G ( N 1 , N 4 ) = G ( N 1 , N 4 ) + G J * S G N J
o 
o 
o 
c~>
 o 
o 
o
H ( N 1 . N 3 ) = H ( N 1 ,N3)+ HI 
H ( N 1 . N 4 ) = H ( N 1 , N 4 ) + H J
C
S9S C O N T I N U E
n
DO 90C N N N = 1 . N U M N P ( M )
N = N O D P T ( M . N N N )
H(N. N) = 0.0
DO 900 N N N N = 1 . N U M N P ( M )
NN = N O D P T ( M , N N N N )
I F ( N N . N E . N ) T H E N  
H ( N, N) = H ( N . N )  - H( N . N N )
EN D I F  
900 C O N T I N U E
L u l l u L u L'U'Lv L U v LL'CiLL'LiL v/L'U'U^L'v l I/LL'Lv L v L'L'Uu'v L u O v v v w L'Uw L L L v C v L L ^ v v L L v L
c
C A R R A N G E M E N T  O F  G M A T R I X  A N D  H M A T R I X  FOR S O L U T I O N  
C
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
I F ( M . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
K=I 
L=i 
EN D I F
DO 163 J J = 1 . N U M N P ( M )
J = N O D P T ( M . J J )
I F ( L O C G ( J ) .E Q . 0 ) T H E N  
L O C G ( J ) = K
I F ( K O D E ( J ) . N E . - l ) T H E N
L O C H ( J ) = L
U ( L O C H (J ) ) = F I X B N D ( J )
EN D I F
EN D I F
I F ( K O D E ( J ) .E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
DO 160 I I = I S T A R T , I S T O P  
1 = 1 I - I S T A R T + 1  
I = N O D P T ( M , I )
G K E R N ( I I ,L O C G ( J )) = - G ( I ,J)
H K E R N ( I I ,L O C H ( J ) ) =  H(I, J)
160 C O N T I N U E
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( J ) . E Q .0.O R .K O D E ( J ) .E Q .2 ) T H E N  
DO 161 I I = I S T A R T , I S T O P  
1 = I I - I S T A R T + 1 
I = N O D P T ( M , I )
G K E R N ( I I ,L O C G ( J ) ) =  -H ( I . J )
H K E R N ( I I . L O C H ( J ) )  =  G ( I ,J)
161 C O N T I N U E
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( J ) .E Q . - 1 ) T H E N  
DO 162 I I = I S T A R T , I S T O P  
1 = II — I S T A R T +1 
I = N O D P T ( M , I )
G K E R N ( I I .L O C G ( J ) ) =  -H ( I . J )
c~>
 
c~>
 
o 
c~>
 
o 
o 
o 
c~>
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
n
o
n
o
n
n
n
2-10
G K E R N ( 1 1 ,L 0 C G ( J ) + l ) = - G (I .J)
162 C O N T I N U E  
ENDI-
I F ( K 0 D E ( J ) .E Q . - 1 ) T H E N  
I F ( L 0 C G ( J ) .E Q . K ) K = K + 2  
ELSE
IF( LOCG(J'). E Q . K ) K = K + 1 
I F ( L 0 C H ( J ). E Q .L ) L = L + 1 
EN DI F
163 C O N T I N U E
r
N C O U N T = N C O U N T + N E L
N S T A R T = N S T A R T + N E L
N S T 0 P = N S T 0 P + N U M E L ( M + 1 )
I S T A R T = I S T A R T + N U M N P ( M )
I S T 0 P = I S T 0 P + N U M N P ( M + 1 )
C
999 C O N T I N U E
= I N I T I A L I Z E  T H E  S O L U T I O N  V E CT OR
I F ( N U M R A N ( N U M M A T ) .N E . 0 ) W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,501)
DO 180 1 = 1 . N D I M G
I F ( N U M R A N ( N U M M A T ) .N E .0 ) W R I T E ( I O U T D V . 1 0 1 ) 1 , B ( I ) , S D ( I )  
S O L V ( I ) = B ( I )
DO 180 J = l , N D I M H
SO L V ( I ) = S 0 L V ( I )  + H K E R N ( I ,J ) * U ( J )
180 C O N T I N U E
=  F O RM AT S T A T E M E N T S  =
501 F O R M A T ( / / 1 0 X , 1P O I S S O N  T E R M S 1 , 5 X , ‘N O D E 1 , 5 X , 1P O I S S O N  T E R M 1 , 
S 9 X , 1S T A N D A R D  D E V I A T I O N 1)
101 F O R M A T ( 2 9 X , I 4 . 5 X , E 1 5 . 7 , 5 X , E 1 5 . 7 )
R E TU RN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  A R R A N G ( F I X ,S O L . L O C ,K O D E ,P O T ,FLUX)
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
C C C
o
o
o
 
o 
o 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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C S U B R O U T I N E  A R R A N G  C
r c
C T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  A R R A N G E S  S O L U T I O N  IN FI NA L FORM C
c c
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - C
C C
C FIX - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  AT  N O D E S  C
C C
C S O L  - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  S O L U T I O N  OF U N K N O W N S  A T  N O D E S  C
c c
C LOG - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O S I T I O N  OF U N K N O W N  AT  N O D E  IN C
C V E C T O R  SOL C
C C
C KODE - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  A T  N O D E S  C
c c
C POT - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O T E N T I A L S  A T  NO D E S  C
C C
C FLUX - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  FLUX ES A T  NO D E S  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H . 0 - Z )
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  F I X ( 1 ) , S O L ( I ) ,L O C ( 1 ) , K Q D E ( 1 ) , P O T ( 1 ) , F L U X ( 1)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 2 0 ) . N U M I N T ( 2 0 ) . N U M N P ( 2 0 ) , N O D P T f 2 0 , N M X ) . N U M W L ( 20) 
C O M M O N / C N T R L / K T Y P E . I T Y P E , N U M E L . N U M I N T , N U M M A T , N T O T , N U M N P ,
S N O D P T , N U M W L
DO 10 M = l , N U M M A T  
I F ( M .E Q .1)K=1 
DO 5 J J = 1 , N U M N P ( M )
J = N O D P T ( M . J J )
IF( KODE( J ) . E Q . D T H E N  
PCT( J) = FIX(J)
FL UX(J) = S O L ( L O C ( J ) )
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( J ) .E Q . 0 . O R . K O D E ( J ) .E Q . 2 ) T H E N  
POT( J) = SO L ( LO C(J ))
FLUX(J) = FIX(J)
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( J ) .E Q . - 1 ) T H E N  
POT(J) = S O L ( L O C ( J ) )
FL UX(J) = S O L ( L O C ( J ) + l )
I F ( L O C ( J ) .E Q . K ) K = K + 1  
EN D I F
I F ( L O C (J ). E Q .K - I .A N D . K O D E ( J ) .E Q .- 1 ) K = K + 1  
I F ( L O C ( J ).E Q .K . A N D . K 0 D E ( J ) .N E .- l ) K = K + i  
5 C O N T I N U E  
10 C O N T I N U E
RETU RN
END
n
o
 
o 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
r~>
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o 
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SUBROUTINE SELFI(XI.YI.XJ,YJ.GTERM,ITYPE,KTYPE,MTYPE,K,L)
= TH IS S U B R O U T I N E  C O M P U T E S  T H E  TE R M S  O F  TH E  
= 'GKERN' M A T R I X  T H A T  C O R R E S P O N D  T O  E L E M E N T S  TH A T  
= IN C L U D E  T H E  S O U R C E  NODE.
= C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
XI , Y I ,X J ,YJ - C O O R D I N A T E S  OF  T H E  E N D N O D E S
G T E R M  - T E R M  O F  'GKERN' C O M P U T E D  A N D  R E T U R N E D
ITYPE - C O DE FOR P R O B L E M  T Y P E  
= C FOR P L A N A R  G E O M E T R Y  
= i FOR F R EE S U R F A C E  P R O B L E M
M T Y P E  - M A T E R I A L  I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  N U M B E R
K - C O DE T H A T  I N D I C A T E S  W H E T H E R  N O DE 'I'
OR 'J' IS T H E  N O D E  U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  
= 1 FOR N O DE 'I'
= 2 FOR N O DE 'J'
L - CODE T H AT I N D I C A T E S  W H E T H E R  N O DE 'I'
OR 'J' IS N O D E  'L'
= 1 FOR NO D E  ' 1 1 = N O DE 'L'
= 2 FOR NO D E  'J' = N O D E  'L'
IM P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
IMPLICIT I N T E G E R M  (I-N)
R E A L * 8  K C O N D .K C O N D N .K C O N D X .K C ON DY  
D I M E N S I O N  Z L ( 4 ) , W T L ( 4 ) , G K ( 4 ) ,GW(4)
D I M E N S I O N  U C O ( 2 0 ) , V C O ( 2 0 ) . U C ( 2 0 ) , V C ( 2 0 ) , N U M R A N ( 2 0 )  
C O M M O N / I O / I N D E V ,I O U T ,I P L O T ,I P E R T ,I T R A C ,IOUT2 
C O M M O N / M T R L / U C O ,V C O .U C ,V C ,N U M R A N  
C O M M O N / V A R Y / C O N D C ( 20 ,4 )
E X T E R N A L  K C O N D ,K C O N D N .K C O N D X .K C O N D Y  
DA T A  N C A L L / O /
D A T A  Z L / O . 0 4 1 4 4 8 4 8 . 0 . 2 4 5 2 7 4 9 1 , 0 . 5 5 6 1 6 5 4 5 , 0 . 8 4 8 9 8 2 3 9 /  
D A T A  W T L / - . 3 8 3 4 6 4 0 6 . - . 3 8 6 8 7 5 3 1 , - . 1 9 0 4 3 5 1 2 , - . 0 3 9 2 2 5 4 8 /  
D A T A  G K / 0 . 8 6 1 1 3 6 3 1 , - 0 . 8 6 1 1 3 6 3 1 , 0 . 3 3 9 9 8 1 0 4 , - 0 . 3 3 9 9 8 1 0 4 /  
D A T A  G W / 0 . 3 4 7 8 5 4 8 5 , 0 . 3 4 7 8 5 4 8 5 , 0 . 6 5 2 1 4 5 1 5 , 0 . 6 5 2 1 4 5 1 5 / '
U C O N D = U C O ( M T Y P E )
V C O N D = V C O ( M T Y P E )
U C O S = U C ( M T Y P E )
V C O S = V C ( M T Y P E )
n
o
n
 
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
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T R A N S F O R M  C O O R D I N A T E S  TO M A T E R I A L  A X IS S Y S T E M
X 1 = X I * U C 0 S + Y I * V C 0 S
X 2 = X J W U C 0 S + Y J * V C 0 S
Y 1 = - X I * V C 0 S + Y I * U C Q S
Y 2 = - X J * V C 0 S + Y J * U C 0 S
10 D X = X 2 - X 1 
D Y = Y 2 - Y 1
A L E N T H = D S Q R T ( D X * D X + D Y * D Y )
E L C O S = D X / A L E N T H  
E L S I N = D Y / A L E N T H  
I F ( K T Y P E .N E .1 ) TH EN
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c
C C O N S T A N T  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  CA S E  C
c c
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
C O N S = 0 .5
I F ( K . E Q . 1 ) C 0 N S = 1 .5
A R G = ( E L C Q S * E L C 0 S / U C 0 N D ) + ( E L S I N * E L S I N / V C O N D )  
F A C T = A L E N T H * 0 .5 / D S Q R T ( U C 0 N D * V C 0 N D )  
G T E R M = F A C T * ( C O N S - D L O G ( A L E N T H * D S Q R T ( A R G ) )) 
R E TU RN 
ELSE
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c
C V A R I A B L E  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  C A SE C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
G T E R M  = 0 . 0  
G T E R M 1  = 0 . 0  
G T E R M 2  = 0 . 0  
A N C 0 S  =  ELSIN 
A N S I N  = - E L C 0 S  
I F ( L . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
X L=X 1 
YL=Y1 
ELSE 
XL =X 2 
Y L =Y 2 
E N D I F
L O G A R I T H M I C A L L Y  S I N G U L A R  PA R T
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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DO 250 1=1,4
Z E T A X  = D X * Z L ( I ) + XL 
Z E T A V = D Y * Z L ( I ) + YL 
I F ( K .E Q . 1 )THEN
FCTR = W T L ( I ) * ( 1 . 0 - Z L ( I ))
ELSE
F C TR = W T L ( I ) * Z L ( I )
EN D I F
GZ = 1.0 ''KCOND( ZE T A X  ,ZETAY .MTYPE)
G T ER M1 = G T E R M 1  - FCTR *GZ 
250 C O N T I N U E
FCTR1 = A L E N T H / K C O N D ( X L , Y L . M T Y P E )
G T ER M1 =  G T E R M 1 * F C T R 1
R E G U L A R  PART
DO 350 1=1,4
ETAX = D X * ( G K ( I )  + l .0)72 .0 + XL 
ETAY = D Y * ( G K ( I ) + l .0 ) / 2 .0 + YL 
I F ( K . E Q . 1 ) T H E N
FCTR = G W ( I ) * ( 1 . 0 - G K ( I ) )
ELSE
FCTR = G W ( I ) * ( 1 . 0 + G K ( I ))
EN DI F
GN = 1 . 0 / K C O N D ( E T A X , E T A Y , M T Y P E )
G T E R M 2  = G T E R M 2  - F C TR *GN 
350 C O N T I N U E
FCTR2 =  0 . 2 5 * A L E N T H * D L O G ( A L E N T H ) / ( K C O N D ( X L , Y L , M T Y P E ) )  
G T E R M 2  = G T E R M 2 * F C T R 2
C O M B I N E  PARTS
G T E R M  = G T E R M 1  + G T E R M 2
R E TU RN
E N D I F
END
SUBROUTINE EXTREM(X,Y ,X M I N ,X M A X ,Y M I N ,Y M A X ,N U M E L ,LM)
= THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE EXTREME COORDINATES OF =
= A PLANE CURVE.
= CALLING ARGUMENTS -
X ,Y - ARRAYS OF COORDINATE PAIRS DEFINING CURVE
XMIN.XMAX,
C = Y M I N . Y M A X  - E X T R E M E  V A L U E S  R E T U R N E D  BY P R O G R A Mr =
C = N U M E L  - N U M B E R  O F  E L E M E N T S  D E F I N I N G  C U R V E
C =
C = LM - I N T E G E R  A R R A Y  C O N T A I N I N G  E L E M E N T  D A T A
C =
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c
R E A L * S  X , Y . X M I N . X M A X . Y M I N . Y M A X  
D I M E N S I O N  X ( i ) ,Y ( 1 ) , L M ( 1)
C
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M ( 1), I , J .KOD)
X1 = X ( I )
X2=X1 
Y 1 =Y (I)
Y2=Y1
C
DO 10 K = 2 , N U M E L
C
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M ( K ) .I .J ,KOD)
X I = X ( I )
Y I = Y ( I )
X l = A M I N i ( X I ,X I )
X 2 = A M A X 1C X 2 . X I )
Y 1=A M I N 1(Y 1, Y I )
Y 2 = A M A X 1 ( Y 2 , Y I )
C
10 C O N T I N U E
C
XM I N = X 1
XM A X = X 2
YM I N = Y 1
Y M A X = Y 2
r
RETU RN
END
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c
S U B R O U T I N E  R A N D O M ( Z P ,Z M I N ,Z M A X )
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c =
C = T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  C O M P U T E S  A  P S E U D O - R A N D O M  
C = C O O R D I N A T E  W I T H I N  A  L I N E A R  DOMAIN.
C = TH E S E ED V A L U E . W H I C H  M U S T  B E  AN O D D  INTEGER, =
C = MA Y BE A L T E R E D  BY C H A N G I N G  TH E D A T A
C = S T A T E M E N T  ABOVE.
C =
C = C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S
C =
C = ZP - R A N D O M  C O O R D I N A T E  R E T U R N E D
C = BY P R O G R A M
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
r
'
i
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
r
'
)
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ro
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C =
Z M I N . Z M A X  - D E F I N E  T H E  E X T R E M I T I E S  O F  TH E  
L I NE AR R E G I O N  TO W H I C H  THE 
R A N D O M  P O I N T  IS C O N F I N E D
R E A L * 8  Z P , Z M I N . Z M A X  
DA T A  I X S E E D / 1 3 7 4 6 2 8 7 3 /
I Y S E E D = I X S E E D * 6 5 5 3 9  
IF(IY S E E D )1,1,2
1 I Y S E E D = I Y S E E D + 2 1 4 7 4 8 3 6 4 7 + 1
2 Z P = I Y S E E D  
I X S E E D = I Y S E E D  
Z P = Z P * 0 . 4 6 5 6 6 1 3 E-S
= T R A N S F O R M  N O R M A L I Z E D  C O O R D I N A T E S  TO  = 
L I NE AR R E G I O N  A N D  EXIT
Z P = ( Z M A X - Z M I N ) * Z P + Z M I N
RETU RN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  I N T E G ( X P ,Y P .X I ,Y I ,X J ,Y J ,H I , H J , G I , G J .ITYPE, 
K T Y P E , M T Y P E , G I N G R D , H I N G R D , K N P E R T )
= T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  I N T E G R A T E S  T H E  T E R M S  OF  T H E  A S S E M B L Y
= M A T R I C E S  E X C E P T  FOR T H E  D I A G O N A L  E L E M E N T S
=  C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
X P ,YP = C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  S O U R C E  PO IN T
_ X i y j —
X J Y J  '= C O O R D I N A T E S  OF E N D N O D E S  OF  E L E M E N T  B E I N G  I N T E G R A T E D  = 
IN C C W  O R D E R
HI ,H O = M A T R I X  T E R M S  O F  ' H K E R N 1 C O R R E S P O N D I N G  TO E N DN ODE 
C O O R D I N A T E S
GI .G J = M A T R I X  T E R M S  O F  'GKERN' C O R R E S P O N D I N G  TO E N D N O D E  
C O O R D I N A T E S
n
o
o
o
o
o
o
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C =
ITYPE = 0 FOR 2 - D  P L A N A R  P R O B L E M
= I FOR FREE S U R F A C E  P R O B L E M
K T Y P E  = 0 FOR C O N S T A N T  P E R M E A B I L I T Y
= I FOR V A R I A B L E  P E R M E A B I L I T Y
M T Y P E  = M A T E R I A L  I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  N U M B E R
G I N G R D . H I N G R D  =  F U N C T I O N S  TO BE I N T E G R A T E D  ON B O U N D A R Y
K N P E R T  = P E R T U R B A T I O N  INDEX
IMPLICIT R E A L * 6 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
IMPLICIT I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
RE A L * 8  K C O N D , K C O N D N
D I M E N S I O N  U C O N D ( 2 0 ) ,V C O N D ( 2 0 ) . U C O S ( 2 0 ) , V C O S ( 2 0 ) ,NUM RAN (2 0) 
C O M M O N / M T R L . / U C O N D , V C O N D . U C O S . V C O S . N U MR AN  
C O M M O N / V A R Y / C O N D C ( 20,4)
E X T E R N A L  K C O N D . K C O N D N  
D I M E N S I O N  G K ( 4 ) . G W ( 4 )
D A T A  G K / 0 . 8 6 1 1 3 6 3 1 . - 0 . 8 6 1 1 3 6 3 1 , 0 . 3 3 9 9 8 1 0 4 , - 0 . 3 3 9 9 8 1 0 4 / ,
S GW./0. 3 4 7 8 5 4 8 5 . 0 .  3 4 7 8 5 4 8 5 , 0  . 6 5 2 1 4 5 1 5 . 0 . 6 5 2 1 4 5 1 5 /
= T R A N S F O R M  C O O R D I N A T E S  TO O R T H O T R O P I C  A X E S  =
U = U C O S ( M T Y P E )  
V = V C O S ( M T Y P E )  
U C = U C O N D ( M T Y P E )  
V C = V C O N D ( M T Y P E )  
C O N D = D S Q R T ( U C * V C )
C
X I T = X I * U + Y I * V
X J T = X J * U + Y J * V
Y I T = - X I * V + Y I * U
Y J T = - X J * V + Y J * U
X P T = X P * U + Y P * V
Y P T = - X P * V + Y P *U
C
D X = X J T - X I T  
D Y = Y J T - Y I T  
A X = D X * 0 .5 
A Y = D Y * 0 .5 
B X = ( X J T + X I T ) * 0 .5 
B Y = ( Y J T + Y I T ) * 0 .5
C
A M E T = D S Q R T (D Y * D Y + D X * D X )
r>
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A N C C S = D Y / A M E T
A N S I N = - D X / A M E T
C
G I = 0 .0 
G J = 0 .C 
H 1=0.0 
H J = G .C
nL
D O  25 1=1.4
C
G K I = G K ( I )
X G = A X * G K I + B X
Y G = A V * G K I + B Y
D X R = X G - X P T
DYR=YG-YPT
R 2 = ( D X R * D X R / U C ) + ( D Y R * D Y R / V C )
C
F C T R = - G W ( I ) * A M E T * 0 .2 5 / C O N D
G = F C T R * G I N G R D ( R 2 , D X R , D Y R , X P T , Y P T . X G . Y G . K N P E R T , M T Y P E , K T Y P E )  
GI = G I  — C GKI — 1 . 0 ) * G * 0 .5 
G J = G J + ( G K I + 1 .0 ) * G * 0 .5
C
D R D 0 T N = ( D X R * A N C O S + D Y R * A N S I N )
H = F C T R * H I N G R D ( U C . V C . R 2 . A N C 0 S . A N S I N . D X R . D Y R . X P T , Y P T .
S X G .Y G .D R D O T N .K N P E R T ,M T Y P E ,KTYPE)
H I = H I + ( G K I - 1 . 0 ) * H * 0 . 5  
H J = H J - ( G K I + I . 0 ) * H * 0 . 5
C
25 C O N T I N U E
C
R E T U R N
END
S U B R O U T I N E  0 U T I N ( X , Y , X P , Y P . N U M E L ,FACTR)
= T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  D E T E R M I N E S  W H E T H E R  OR NO T A  PO IN T  
= R E S I D E S  W I T H I N  A  T W O - D I M E N S I O N A L  D O M A I N
= C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
= X ,Y - A R R A Y S  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  
C O O R D I N A T E  PAIRS
= X P .YP - C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  PO I N T  IN Q U E S T I O N
= N U M E L  - N U M B E R  O F  B O U N D A R Y  E L E M E N T S
= FACTR - F A CT OR C O M P U T E D  BY S U B R O U T I N E  
= 0.0 IF PO I N T  IS NO T IN D O M A I N
o 
o 
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o 
o 
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= 1.0 IF PO I N T  IS I N S I D E  D O M A I N
R E A L * 8  X , Y . X P , Y P . F A C T R  
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1), Y ( I )
D I M E N S I O N  LM(NMX)
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M
S U M = 0 .D
DO 10 N = l . N U M E L
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M ( N ) , 1 , 0 , IKOD)
= C O M P U T E  C O M P O N E N T S  O F  T W O  V E C T O R S  F O R M E D  BY = 
= J O I N I N G  PO I N T  IN Q U E S T I O N  W I T H  E N D P O I N T S  O F  = 
= B O U N D A R Y  S E G M E N T S
A X = X ( I )— XP 
B X = X ( J ) - X P  
A Y = Y ( I )-YP 
B Y = Y ( J ) - Y P
= FORM CR O S S  P R O D U C T  O F  T H E  V E C T O R S  TO 
= D E T E R M I N E  S I GN OF  A N G U L A R  S E G M E N T
C P = A X * B Y - A Y * B X  
S G N = S I G N ( 1 . 0 , CP)
I F ( C P .E Q . 0 . 0 ) S G N = 0 . 0
= C O M P U T E  DO T P R O D U C T  O F  T W O  V E C T O R S  FOR = 
= P U R P O S E  O F  O B T A I N I N G  T H E  A C T U A L  A N G L E  = 
= S U B T E N D E D  BY T H E  B O U N D A R Y  I N C R E M E N T
D O T = A X * B X + A Y * B Y
A 2 = A X * A X + A Y * A Y
B 2 = B X * B X + B Y * B Y
P R O D = A 2 * B 2
O
f
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= C O M P U T E  A N G L E  =
A N G = 0 .0
I F ( P R O D .N E .0.0 ) A N G = A C 0 S ( D 0 T / S Q R T ( P R O D ) )
= A D D  A N G L E  TO R U N N I N G  SU M =
S U M = S U M + A N G * S G N  
10 C O N T I N U E
= C L E A N  UP R O U N D O F F  E R R O R S  IN SUM A N D  C O M P U T E  'FACTR' =
F C T R = S U M * 0 . 1 5 9 1 5 4 9 4 3  
IFC A 3 S ( 1 . 0 - F C T R ) .L E . 1 . E - 0 2 ) F A C T R = 1 .0 
I F ( A B S ( F C T R ) .L E .1.E - 0 2 ) F A C T R = 0 .0
R E T U R N
END
S U B R O U T I N E  0 U T I N 1 ( X ,Y ,X P ,Y P ,N S T A R T ,N S T O P ,FACTR)
= T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  D E T E R M I N E S  W H E T H E R  O R  NOT A  PO I N T  
= R E S I D E S  W I T H I N  A T W O - D I M E N S I O N A L  D O M A I N  W I T H  R E G I O N S  =
=  C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
= X,Y - A R R A Y S  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  
C O O R D I N A T E  PA IR S
= X P ,YP - C O O R D I N A T E S  0^  P O I N T  IN Q U E S T I O N
= N S T A R T  - S T A R T  E L E M E N T
= N S T O P  - STOP E L E M E N T
= FA C T R  - F A CT OR C O M P U T E D  BY S U B R O U T I N E
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= 0.0 IF P O I N T  IS NOT IN D O MA IN 
= 1.0 IF P O I N T  IS I N SI DE D O MA IN
R E A L M S  X . Y . X P . Y P . F A C T R  
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1), Y ( 1)
D I M E N S I O N  LM(NMX)
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M
S U M = 0 .0
DO 10 N = N S T A R T , N S T O P
CA LL R E C A L L ( L M ( N ) ,I ,J ,IKOD)
= C O M P U T E  C O M P O N E N T S  OF TW O V E C T O R S  F O R M E D  BY = 
= J O I N I N G  P O I N T  IN Q U E S T I O N  W I T H  E N D P O I N T S  O F  = 
= B O U N D A R Y  S E G M E N T S
A X = X ( I )— XP 
B X = X ( J ) - X P  
A Y = Y ( I ) - Y P  
B Y = Y ( J ) - Y P
= FORM CROSS P R O D U C T  O F  T H E  V E C T O R S  TO 
= D E T E R M I N E  SIGN O F  A N G U L A R  S E G M E N T
C P = A X * B Y - A Y * B X  
S G N = S I G N ( 1 . 0 . CP)
I F ( C P .E Q .0.0 ) S G N = 0 .0
= C O M P U T E  DOT P R O D U C T  O F  T W O  V E C T O R S  FOR = 
= P U R P O S E  OF  O B T A I N I N G  T H E  A C T U A L  A N G L E  = 
= S U B T E N D E D  BY T H E  B O U N D A R Y  I N C R E M E N T
D O T = A X * B X + A Y * B Y
A 2 = A X * A X + A Y * A Y
6 2 = B X * B X + B Y * B Y
P R 0 D = A 2 * B 2
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= C O M P U T E  A N G L E  =
A N G = 0 .0
I F ( P R O D . N E . 0 . 0 ) A N G = A C 0 S ( D 0 T / S Q R T ( P R O D ) )
= A D D  A N G L E  T O  R U N N I N G  SU M =
S U M = S U M + A N G * S G N  
10 C O N T I N U E
= CL EA N UP R O U N D O F F  E R R O R S  IN SU M A N D  C O M P U T E  'FACTR' =
F C T R = S U M * C . 1 5 9 154 94 3
IF(ABS( 1. C--FCTR). L E . 1. E - 0 2 ) F A C T R = 1 .0
IF( A B S ( F C T R ) .L E .1 .E - 0 2 ) F A C T R = 0 .0
R E TU RN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  F I N A L ( P O T ,F L U X ,X,Y) 
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c
C S U B R O U T I N E  F I N A L
C
C T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  A D D S  H O M O G E N E O U S  A N D  P A R T I C U L A R  S O L U T I O N S  
C
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - 
C
C POT - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O T E N T I A L S  A T  NODES 
C
C FLUX - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  FLUX ES A T  NO DE S 
C
C X.Y - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O O R D I N A T E S  
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
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I M P L I C I T  REAL*S( A-H ,C‘-Z)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  P O T ( 1 ) . F L U X ( 1 ) , X ( 1 ) , Y ( 1 )
D I M E N S I O N  LM(NMX)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( Z O ) , N U M I N T ( 2 0 ) , N U M N P ( 2 0 ) , N 0 D P T ( 2 0 , N M X ) , N U M W L ( 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  X W L ( 2 0 .10).Y W L ( 2 0 , 1 0 ) , Q W L ( 2 C .10)
D I M E N S I O N  U C O N D ( 2 0 ) , V C O N D ( 2 Q ) .U C O S ( 2 0 ) . V C O S ( 2 0 ) , N U M R A N ( 2 0 )  
C O M M O N / M T R L / U C O N D .V C O N D ,U C O S ,V C O S ,N U M R A N 
C O M M O N / V A R Y / C O N D C ( 20,4)
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M
C O M M O N / C N T R L / K T Y P E ,I T Y P E , N U M E L , N U M I N T ,N U M M A T ,N T O T ,N U M N P ,
S N O D P T . N U M W L
C O M M O N / W E L L / X W L ,Y W L ,O W L  
E X T E R N A L  W T F N C . D W T F N C
N S T A R T  = I 
NS T O P  = N U ME L(l )
I ST A R T  = 1 
ISTOP = N U MN P(T )
DO 100 M = l , N U M M A T
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
r- L
C D E T E R M I N A T I O N  OF P A R T I C U L A R  S O L U T I O N  IN S O U R C E  P R O B L E M  
o
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
U U = U C O S ( M )
V V = V C O S ( M )
U C = U C O N D ( M )
V C = V C O N D ( M )
I F ( N U M W L ( M ) . N E . 0 ) T H E N
DO 21 5 N = I S T A R T , I S T O P  
BI = 0.0 
BN = 0.0 
NN = N O D P T ( M , N )
N N E L  = -1
DO 213 NNN = N S T A R T , N S T O P  
I F ( N N E L . E Q . - 1 ) T H E N  
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M ( N N N ) , N I , N J ,IKOD)
I F ( N N . E Q . N I ) T H E N  
N N E L  =  NNN 
XL L = X (N I )
Y L L  = Y ( N I )
E N D I F 
E N D I F
213 C O N T I N U E
XL 2 = X L L * U U  + Y L L * V V  
YL 2 = - X L L ^ V V  + Y L L * U U
D 
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CALL RECALL(LM(NNEL),NI,NJ.IKQD)
DO 212 1 = 1 .NUMWL(M)
XI = XWL(M.I)
YI = YWL(M.I)
XII = XI*UU + YI*VV 
YII = -XI*VV + YI*UU
BI = BI - Q W L ( M , n * W T F N C ( X I I , YII.XL2.YL2.M.UC,VC,KTYPE)
BNADD = DWTFNC(NI,NJ.X.Y,XII,YII.M.UU,VV,UC,VC,KTYPE)
BN = BN + B N A D D * Q W L ( M , I )
212 CONTINUE
C
POT(NN) = POT(NN) + BI
C
FLUX(NN) = FLUX(NN) + BN
C
215 CONTINUE 
ENDIF
NSTART = NSTART + NUMEL(M)
NSTOP = NSTOP + MUMEL(M+1)
ISTART = ISTART + NUMNP(M)
ISTOP = ISTOP + NUMNP(M+1)
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
S U B R O U T I N E  O U T P U T ( X .Y .S O L V ,F I X B N D .X C E N T , Y C E N T ,S O L U T ,D P O T X , 
S D P O T Y ,D P O T ,ITITLE)
= T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  W R I T E S  OU T T H E  R E S U L T S  O F  T H E  C O M P U T A T I O N  =
C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
X ,Y - V E C T O R S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O O R D I N A T E S
SO L V  - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  FLUX ES A T  NO DE S
F I X B N D  - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O T E N T I A L S  A T  N O D E S
X C E N T , Y C E N T  - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  I N T E R N A L  C O O R D I N A T E S
S O L U T  - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O T E N T I A L S  A T  I N T E R N A L  N O D E S  =
D P O T X , D P O T Y . D P O T  - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  F L UX ES AT  I N T E R N A L  =
NO D E S
I T I T L E  - C O D E  T O  T E L L  W H I C H  S O L U T I O N  IS B E I N G  O U T P U T  
= 1 FOR H O M O G E N E O U S  S O L U T I O N  
= 2 FOR F I N A L  S O L U T I O N
o 
o 
o 
o 
n 
ci
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o
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I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - h , G ~ Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * 4  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1) , Y ( 1 ) . F I X B N D ( 1 ) . S O L V ( 1 ) , X C E N T ( 1 ) , Y C E N T (1),
S SO L U T ( I ).D P O T X ( 1 ) . D P G T Y ( 1 ) , D P O T ( I ) . K O D E ( 1)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 2 0 ) , N U M I N T ( 2 C ) , N U M N P ( 2 0 ) . N 0 D P T ( 2 0 . N M X ) , N U M W L ( 2 0 )  
C O M M O N / C N T R L / K T Y P E . I T Y P E . N U M E L , N U M I N T , N U M M A T , N T O T , N U M N P ,
S N O D P T . N U M W L
C O M M O N / I O / I N D E V ,I O U T D V .I P L O T ,I P E R T .I T R A C .IOUT2 
C 0 M M 0 N / I 0 2 / K 0 D E  
C O M M O N / T I M E / I T E R A T
I F ( I T I T L E .E Q .1)THEN
I F ( I T Y P E .E Q . 1 ) W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,1 1 1 )ITERAT 
I F ( I T Y P E . E Q . O ) W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 110) 
e l s e
W R I T E ( I O U T D V .100)
EN DI F
DO 5 1 = 1 . N T OT
W R I T E ( I O U T D V . 2 0 0 ) I ,X ( I ),Y ( I ) , F I X B N D ( I ) . S O L V ( I )
5 C O N T I N U E
I F ( I T I T L E . E Q . 1 ) R E TU RN  
IF( ITRAC. E Q . D R E T U R N  
N S T A R T = 1  
N S T O P = N U M I N T ( 1)
DO 10 M = i , N U M M A T
I F ( N U M I N T (M ).N E . O ) T H E N  
W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,3 5 0 ) M
DO 20 I = N S T A R T , N S T O P
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 3 0 0 ) X C E N T ( I ) .Y C E N T ( I ) , S O L U T ( I ) , D P O T X ( I ) ,
S D P O T Y ( I ) ,D P O T ( I )
20 C O N T I N U E
E N D I F
N S T A R T = N S T A R T  + NS TO P  
N S T O P = N S T O P  + N U M I N T ( M + 1 )
10 C O N T I N U E
RETU RN
= FORMAT STATEMENTS =
100 FORMAT(11 1/ / 7 2 ( 1 - 1)//5X,1 FINAL SOLUTION'//5X.
n
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
n 
o 
o
S 'NODE',8X.'X',13X.'Y',
S 1 2 X ,1 P O T ',1 1 X ,1 FLUX1/)
110 FORMAT( 11 ‘ //72( )//5X. 'HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION'//'
S 5 X ,1 N O D E 1,8X,1X 1 ,13X,1V 1 ,
S 12X. ' P 0 T M 1 X . ' F L U X ' / )
111 F0RMAT('1'/5X,'ITERATION # ' . I3//72('-')//
S 5 X ,1 FREE SURFACE SOLUTION'//
S 5 X .1 N O D E 1,8 X ,'X 1 ,13X,1Y ',
S 12X.'POT'.11 X , 'FLUX'/)
200 FORMAT(6X,I3.4(3X.D13.6)I
350 FORMAT(/'5X,1 INTERNAL POTENTIAL COMPUTATION FOR REGION',14// 
S 5 X ,1X 1 ,1 3 X .'Y '.12X.'P O T ' ,1 0 X .'FLUX-X1.
S 8 X ,'FLUX-Y'.9 X ,1 FLUX'//)
300 FORMAT(1X,6(D10.4,4X))
r
END
S U B R O U T I N E  P O I S N ( X P , Y P , X . Y . S D , N R A N . N E L .
S B T E R M , X M I N , X M A X . Y M I N . Y M A X , I T Y P E , M T Y P E )
=  TH I S  S U B R O U T I N E  C O M P U T E S  T H E  P O I S S O N  T E R M S  OF  T H E  A S S E M B L Y
= M A T R I X  A N D  T H E  C O R R E S P O N D I N G  S T A N D A R D  D E V I A T I O N S  -
= C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
X P ,YP = C O O R D I N A T E S  OF  B O U N D A R Y  PO IN T IN Q U E S T I O N
IDEV = IN PU T C H A N N E L  C O N T A I N I N G  E L E M E N T  D A T A
X ,Y = VE C T O R S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O O R D I N A T E  PAIRS
SD = S T A N D A R D  D E V I A T I O N  C O R R E S P O N D I N G  
TO P O I S S O N  I N T E G R A T I O N  T E R M
NR AN = N U M B E R  O F  R A N D O M  I N T E G R A T I O N  P O IN TS
N E L  =  N U M B E R  O F  B O U N D A R Y  E L E M E N T S  S U R R O U N D I N G  R E GI ON
B T E R M  = T E R M  O F  P O I S S O N  M A T R I X  R E T U R N E D  BY P R O G R A M
XM I N . X M A X ,
Y M I N . Y M A X  = E X T R E M I T I E S  OF  P L A N E  R E GI ON
IT YP E = P R O B L E M  T Y P E  CO D E
= 0 FOR P L A N A R  A N A L Y S I S  
= 1 FOR A X I S Y M M E T R I C  A N A L Y S I S
M T Y P E  = M A T E R I A L  I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  N U M B E R
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * S  ( A - H . O - Z )
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION UCO(20).VCO(20),UC(20),VC(20),NUMRAN(20)
D I M E N S I O N  LM(NMX)
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1 ) . Y ( 1 )
D I M E N S I O N  X R A N ( 1 0 0 0 0 ) , Y R A N ( 10000)
COMMON/MTRL/UCO,V C O .U C ,V C .NUMRAN 
COMMON/LMENT/LM 
COMMON/PERT/NCPERT,NPERT
COMMON/TERMS/DUTERM(5.N M X ).DUZERO(NMX).UZERO(NMX).UTERM(5.NMX) 
EXTERNAL G S T ,H S T ,D G S T X ,D G S T Y ,DH S T X ,D H S T Y ,V S T A R ,WSTAR 
DATA NCALL/0/
C
UCOND=UCO(MTYPE)
VCOND=VCO( MTYPE)
U C O S = U C ( M T Y P E )
V C O S = V C ( M T Y P E )
D E N Q M = D S Q R T ( U C O N D * V C O N D )
r
S U M = 0 .0 
S U M V = 0 . 0
= T R A N S F O R M  C O O R D I N A T E S  =
X l = X P * U C O S + Y P * V C O S
Y l = - X P * V C O S + Y P * U C O S
N C A L L = N C A L L + 1  
I F ( N C P E R T . G T . O ) G O  TO  452 
I F ( N C A L L .G T .l )GO T O  452 
N=0 
98 N=N+1
I F ( N . G T . N R A N ) G O  TO 452
= C O M P U T E  R A N D O M  P O I N T  IN = 
= P A R E N T  R E C T A N G L E
18 C A L L  R A N D O M ( X R . X M I N . X M A X )
C A L L  R A N D O M ( Y R . Y M I N .YMAX)
C A L L  O U T I N ( X , Y , X R . Y R , N E L , F A C T R )  
I F ( F A C T R . N E .1.0 ) G0 T O  18
C
o 
o 
o 
n 
( 
'i 
r'
i 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
r>
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= T R A N S F O R M  C O O R D I N A T E S  & = 
= C O M P U T E  M E T R I C
X R A N ( N ) = X R * U C O S + Y R * V C D S  
Y R A N ( N ) = - X R * V C O S + Y R * U C O S  
GO  T O  98
452 DO 56 N = 1 , N R A N  
D X = X 1 - X R A N ( N )
D Y = Y 1 - Y R A N ( N )
A L E N T H = ( D X * D X / U C O N D ) + ( D Y * D Y / V C O N D )
= T W O - D I M E N S I O N A L  P L A N A R  C O M P U T A T I O N  =
I F ( N C P E R T .E Q . Q ) T H E N
U S T A R = - 0 . 5 * D L O G ( A L E N T H ) / D E N O M
ELSE
^ F N P E R T = 1 . 0
P T E R M 1 = ( A L E N T H * * N C P E R T )
P T E R M 2 = Q .0 
DO 1234 K = l . N C P E R T  
R N P E R T = D F L O A T ( K )
F N P E R T = F N P E R T * R N P E R T  
1234 P T E R M 2 = P T E R M 2  + ( l . O / R N P E R T )
F C T R 1=1. 0 / ( 2 . 0 * * ( 2 * N C P E R T )*( F N P E R T * * 2 ) ) 
U S T A R = - F C T R 1 * P T E R M 1 * ( 0 . 5 * D l O G ( A L E N T H ) - P T E R M 2 )  
EN D I F
T E R M = U S T A R * F ( X R A N ( N ) ,Y R A N ( N ) ,X R A N ( N ) ,Y R A N ( N ) . M T Y P E )
S U M = S U M + T E R M
S U M V = S U M V + T E R M * T E R M
66 C O N T I N U E
= C O M P U T A T I O N  O F  A R E A  =
CA L L  R E G I O N ( N E L . A R E A , L M , X R A N ( 1 ) , Y R A N ( 1 ) ,X,Y) 
W R I T E ( 6 ,1 2 3 ) A R E A  
123 F O R M A T ( 5 X . ' A R E A = ' . D 1 5 . 7 )
r
A S U M = A R E A * S U M
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5 T E R M = A S U M / N R A N  
S D T E R M = A R E A * S U M V / N R A N  
V A R 1 = ( A R E A * S D T E R M - B T E R M * B T E R M ) . /NR AN 
S D = D S Q R T ( V A R 1 )
r
I F f N C P E R T . N E . 0 ) T H E N  
A D T E R M = 0 . G  
DC SB K = l , N C P E R T  
P1=0 .C 
I=K— 1
K N = N C P E R T - I  
DO 77 N = 1 . N E L
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M ( N ) , N 1 . N 2 . I K 0 D )
C A L L  I N T E G ( X P ,Y P , X ( N 1 ) , Y ( N 1 ) , X ( N 2 ) , Y ( N 2 ) , H I , H J , G I , G J ,  
&  I T Y P E . K T Y P E , M T Y P E , G S T , W S T A R . K N )
I F ( I .E Q . 0 ) T H E N
P1=PI + ( U Z E R 0 ( N 1 ) * H I  + U Z E R 0 ( N 2 ) * H J )
ELSE
C 0 N S T = ( - 1 .0)**I
P1=P1 + C O N S T * (UT E R M ( I  ,N1)*HI + U T E R M ( I . N 2 ) * H J )  
EN DI F
C A L L  I N T E G ( X P ,Y P , X ( N l ) , Y ( N 1 ) . X ( N 2 ) , Y ( N 2 ) , H I , H J . G I . G J .  
& I T Y P E ,M T Y P E . V S T A R . H S T . K N )
I F ( I .E Q . 0 ) T H E N
P1=P1 + ( D U Z E R 0 ( N 1 ) * G I  + D U Z E R 0 ( N 2 ) * G J )
ELSE
C 0 N S T = ( - 1 .O')**!
P1=P1 + C 0 N S T * ( D U T E R M ( I , N 1 ) * G I  + D U T E R M ( I , N 2 ) * G J )  
ENDIF 
77 C O N T I N U E
A D T E R M = A D T E R M  - PI 
88 C O N T I N U E
B T E R M = B T E R M + A D T E R M
S G N B = ( - I .0 ) * * N C P E R T
B T E R M = S G N B * B T E R M
E N D I F
R E T U R N
END
S U B R O U T I N E  A S S I G N ( F L U X ,K O D E , P O T E N T , S O L V , F I X B N D )
= T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  A S S I G N S  V A L U E S  TO T H E  D U T E R M S  A N D  T H E  U T E R M S  = 
= FOR TH E P E R T U R B A T I O N  P R O B L E M
= C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
FLUX = V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  D E R I V A T I V E S  O F  T H E  
P O T E N T I A L
co 
o 
o 
c-
) 
c~
) 
c~
> 
o 
c~)
 
c~>
 
o 
o 
c>
 
c~>
 
c~>
 
c~)
 
ro 
o 
o 
n 
c'
) 
co 
o 
o 
o 
o 
n 
o 
o 
r~
>
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KODE = V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  T Y P E  OF B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N
P O T E N T  = V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  TH E V A L U E  O F  T H E  UC T E R M
S O LV =  V E CT OR C O N T A I N I N G  TH E D E R I V A T I V E S  O F  TH E 
P O T E N T I A L
F I X3 ND = V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  TH E VA L U E  O F  T H E  U0 T E RM
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  S 0 L V ( 1 ) , K 0 D E ( 1 ) , F I X B N D ( 1 ) , F L U X ( 1 ) , P 0 T E N T ( 1)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 2 0 ) . N U M I N T ( 2 Q ) , N U M N P ( 2 0 ) , N O D P T ( 2 0 , N M X ) , N U M W L ( 2 0 )  
C O M M O N / C N T R L / K T Y P E . I T Y P E , N U M E L . N U M I N T . N U M M A T . N T O T , N U M N P .
S N O D P T . N U M W L
C O M M O N / P E R T / N C P E R T ,NP E R T
C O M M O N  ,/TERMS/DUTERM(5 . N M X ) ,D U Z E R 0 ( N M X ) , U Z E R 0 ( N M X ).U T E R M ( 5 , N M X )
DO 34 1 = 1 . NT OT 
IF(NCP E R T .E Q . 0 ) T H E N  
U Z E R 0 ( I ) = P 0 T E N T ( I )
D U Z E R O C I ) = F L U X ( I ) 
e l s e
U T E R M ( N C P E R T . I ) = P 0 T E N T ( I )
D U T E R M ( N C P E R T . I ) = F L U X ( I )
EN DI F  
34 C O N T I N U E
DO 2345 J = 1 . N T O T  
F I X B N D ( J ) = 0 .0 
23 45 SO L V (J ) = 0 .0
N C P E R T = N C P E R T + 1
R E TU RN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  S O L V E ( A , G . N , I O U T , I S I N G )
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
C C
C S U B R O U T I N E  S O L V E  C
C C
C T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  S O L V E S  A S Y S T E M  O F  L I N E A R  E Q U A T I O N S  BY C
C G A U S S - J O R D A N  E L I M I N A T I O N  U S I N G  FULL P I V O T I N G  C
c c
c C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - Cc c
C A - C O E F F I C I E N T  M A T R I X  C
C C
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
e~>
 
c~>
 
o 
r->
 
n 
o C N - N U M B E R  O F  N O D A L  P O I N T S  + N U M B E R  0 "  I N T E R F A C E  NO DE S C
C C
C S - V E C T O R  OF U N K N O W N S  .TO C O N T A I N  S O L U T I O N  V E C T O R  LATER C
c c
C IOUT - O U T P U T  D E V I C E  N U M B E R  C
C C
C ISING - S I N G U L A R  M A T R I X  C O DE C
C C
:cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc'rrprf
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
IMPLICIT I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  A ( N , N ) , B ( N ) , I  P I V ( N M X ) ,I N D X R ( N M X ) ,I N D X C ( N M X )
DO II 0=1 ,N 
IPIV(J) = 0
11 CONTINUE
DO 22 1 = 1 , N 
BI G = 0.0 
DO 13 0 = 1 . N
I F ( I P I V ( J ) .N E . 1 ) T H E N  
DO 12 K=1 , N
I F C I P I V ( K ) .E Q .0 ) TH EN
I F ( D A B S ( A ( J , K ) ) . G E . B I G ) T H E N  
B I G  = D A B S (A ( J ,K ) )
I ROW = J 
I CO L = K 
E N D I F
ELS E I F ( I P I V ( K ) .G T .1)TH EN
W R I T E ( I O U T , * ) 1 S I N G U L A R  M A T R I X  R0W=',J,' C 0 L = ' , K  
I S I N G  = 1 
R E T U R N  
E N DI F
12 C O N T I N U E  
E N D I F
13 C O N T I N U E
IP I V ( I C O L )  = I P I V ( I C O L )  + 1 
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c
C A T T E M P T  TO I N T E R C H A N G E  R O WS C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I F ( I R O W . N E . I C O L ) T H E N  
DO 14 L=1,N
DUM = A ( I R O W . L )
A(I ROW.L) = A ( I C O L . L )
A ( I C O L . L )  = DU M
14 C O N T I N U E
o
n
o
o
o
o
o
n
 
<->
 
c~>
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
<~>
 
o 
o 
c
) 
o 
o 
c*
>
DU M = 6(1 ROW)
B(I ROW) = B ( IC OL) 
B( I C C L )  = DUM
C
E N D I F
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C A T T E M P T  TO D I V I D E  T H E  P I V O T  RO W BY T H E  P I V O T  EL E M E N T  
C
C
C
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
IN DX R(I ) = IROW 
I N DX C(I ) = ICOL 
I F ( A ( I C O L , I C O L ) .E Q . 0 . )THEN
W R I T E ( I O U T , * ) 1 S I N G U L A R  M A T R I X  I R O W = ' ,ICOL, 1 I C O L = \ I C O L  
ISING = 1 
R E TU RN 
EN D I F
P I V I N V  = l . / A ( I C O L , I C O L )
A ( I C O L , I C O L )  = 1.
DO 16 L = 1. N
A ( I C O L , L )  = A ( I C O L , L ) * P I V I N V  
16 C O N T I N U E
B ( I C O L )  = B ( I C Q L ) * P I V I N V
DO 21 LL=1,N
I F ( L L . N E . I C O L ) T H E N  
D U M  = A ( L L , I C O L )
A ( L L . I C O L )  = C.
DO IS L=1,N
A ( L L , L )  = A ( L L , L )  - A ( I C O L , L ) * D U M  
18 C O N T I N U E
B( LL ) = B( L L )  - B ( I C O L ) * D U M  
E N D I F
21 C O N T I N U E
22 C O N T I N U E
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c
C U N S C R A M B L E  T H E  S O L U T I O N  IN V I E W  O F  TH E C O L U M N  I N T E R C H A N G E S  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
DO 24 L = N ,1,-1
I F (I NDX R ( L ) .N E .IN D X C ( L ) )T HEN
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C R E D U C E  T H E  ROWS, E X C E P T  FOR T H E  P I V O T  ROW
c
c
c
c
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
n
o
c
'
j
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
o 
o
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DO 23 K=1.N
DU M = A ( K . I N D X R ( L ) )
A( K , INDXR( L)) = A( K . I N D X C ( L ) ) 
A ( K , I N  D X C ( L ) ) = D U M
23 C O N T I N U E  
EN D I F
24 C O N T I N U E
RETU RN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  F R E E ( P O T E N T ,F L U X ,K O D E ,Y ,F I X B N D ,N C O R ,ERRS S)
= THIS S U B R O U T I N E  D E T E R M I N E S  IF T H E  FREE S U R F A C E  N E E D S  T O  =
= BE M O V E D  A N D  IF SO DOES.
= P O TE NT - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O T E N T I A L S  A T  B O U N D A R Y
= FLUX - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  F L UX ES A T  B O U N D A R Y
= KODE - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  CO DE S
= Y - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  Y - L O C A T I O N  O F  B O U N D A R Y  P O IN TS
= FIXB ND - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S
= N C O R  - V A R I A B L E  I D E N T I F Y I N G  W H E T H E R  T H E  FREE S U R F A C E  HAS = 
BE EN M O V E D  
= 0 C O N V E R G E N C E  M E T  - FR EE S U R F A C E  O.K.
= I C O N V E R G E N C E  NO T M E T  - F R EE S U R F A C E  R E D E F I N E D
= ERRSS - SU M OF  T H E  S Q U A R E D  E R R O R S  D I V I D E D  BY N F R E E
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R M  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  P O T E N T ( 1 ) . F L U X ( 1 ) , K 0 D E ( 1 ) ,Y (1 ) , F I X B N D ( l )
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 2 0 ) . N U M I N T ( 2 0 ) , N U M N P ( 2 0 ) , N O D P T ( 2 0 , N M X ) , N U M W L ( 2 0 )  
C O M M O N / C N T R L / K T Y P E , I T Y P E , N U M E L , N U M I N T , N U M M A T , N T O T , N U M N P ,
S N O D P T , N U M W L
C
NC OR = 1 
TO L = I.OE-2 
FREES = 0.
SUMI = 0 . 0
C
DO 10 J=l.NTOT
264
IFf K G D E ( J ) .E C . 2 ) T H E N  
FREES = FREES + 1.
SUM 2 = SUM: + ( P O T E N T ( J ) - Y ( J ) ) * * 2  
E N D I F  
10 C O N T I N U E
r
ERRSS = D S O R T ( S U M 1 ) / FREES 
I F ( E R R S S . G T . T O L ) T H E N  
DC 50 M = 1 . N U M M A T  
DO 30 J = 1 . N U M N P ( M )
I = N O D P T ( M , J )
I F ( K O D E ( I ) . E Q . 0 ) T H E N  
F I X B N D ( I )  = FLUX(I)
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( I ) . E Q .1 )THEN 
F I X B N D ( I )  = P O T E N T ( I )
E L S E I F ( K 0 D E ( I ) . E Q . 2 ) T H E N  
Y ( D  = PO T E N T ( I )
F I X B N D ( I )  = FLUX(I)
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( I ) . E Q .-1 ) T H E N 
F I X B N D ( I )  = 0.0 
E N D I F
30 C O N T I N U E
^50 C O N T I N U E  
ELSE
N C OR = 0 
EN DI F 
R E TU RN 
END
C
n   __________________________   _________________---_____--- —U ----------------------------------------------------------------
C
S U B R O U T I N E  T E R N A L ( F I X B N D .S O L V ,K O D E , X C E N T . Y C E N T ,S O L U T , D P O T X ,
S D P O T Y , D P O T , X , Y . B )
C
r ------------------    —---- —------—— -----—— ---------u  ___ _____   ______ -
c =
C = T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  C O M P U T E S  T H E  P O T E N T I A L  V A L U E S  AT 
C = TH E I N T E R N A L  P O I N T S  S P E C I F I E D  BY T H E  USER.
C =
C = C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - 
C =
C = F I XB ND - V E C T O R  OF P O T E N T I A L S
C =
C = S O L V  - V E C T O R  O F  P O T E N T I A L  D E R I V A T I V E S
C =
C = KODE - V E C T O R  O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  CO DE S
C =  = 0 IF FLUX IS S P E C I F I E D
C = = 1 IF T E M P E R A T U R E  IS S P E C I F I E D
C =
C = X C E N T . Y C E N T  - C O O R D I N A T E  V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G
C = I N T E R N A L  POIN TS
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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SOLUT - EVENTUAL SOLUTION VECTOR - POTENTIALS 
DP0TX,DP0TY,DP0T - EVENTUAL SOLUTION VECTOR - FLUXES = 
X,Y - VECTORS OF BOUNDARY COORDINATES 
B - VECTOR OF POISSON TERMS
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGERS (I-N)
PARAMETER (NMX = 300)
REAL*8 KCOND.KCONDN,KCONDX,KCONDY
DIMENSION FIXBND(1),S0LV(1),K0DE(1),XCENT(1),YCENT(1),
$ SOLUT(I),X(I),Y(1),B(1),DPOTX(I),DP0TY(1),DP0T(1)
DIMENSION UCO(20),VC0(20),UC(20),VC(20),NUMRAN(20)
DIMENSION NUMEL(20),NUMINT(20),NUMNP(20),N0DPT(20,NMX),NUMWL(20) 
DIMENSION LM(NMX)
DIMENSION XWL(20,10),YWL(20,10),QWL(20,10)
COMMON/MTRL/UCO,VCO,UC,VC,NUMRAN
COMMON/CNTRL/KTYPE.ITYPE,NUMEL,NUMINT,NUMMAT,NTOT,NUMNP,
$ NODPT,NUMWL
COMMON/IO/INDEV,IOUTDV,IPLOT, IPERT,ITRAC,I0UT2 
COMMON/WELL/XWL,YWL,QWL 
COMMON/LMENT/LM 
COMMON/PERT/NCPERT.NPERT
COMMON/TERMS/DUTERM(5,NMX),DUZERO(NMX),UZERO(NMX),UTERM(5,NMX) 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL GST,HST,DGSTX,DGSTY.DHSTX,DHSTY,VSTAR,WSTAR 
EXTERNAL KCOND,KCONDN,KCONDX,KCONDY 
EXTERNAL WTFNC,DWTFNC,DWTFNX,DWTFNY 
DATA 002PI/0.1591549/
DATA 004PI/0.0795774/
BTERM =0.0
= COMPUTATION AT INTERNAL POINTS
ISTART=1 
ISTOP=NUMINT(1)
NSTART=1 
NSTOP=NUMEL(1)
DO 50 M=l,NUMMAT 
IF(NUMINT(M).NE.O)THEN 
NRAN=NUMRAN(M) 
NEL=NUMEL(M) 
IF(NRAN.NE.O)THEN
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
WRITE(IOUTDV,501)M
CALL EXTREM(X,Y ,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,NEL,LM)
ENDIF
C
DO 40 I=ISTART,ISTOP 
SOLUT(I)=0.0 
DP0TX(I)=0.0 
DP0TY(I)=0.0 
XP=XCENT(I)
YP=YCENT(I)
COMPUTATION OF INTERNAL POINT HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION
IF(NRAN.NE.O)THEN
CALL POISN(XP,YP,X,Y,SD,NRAN,NEL,BTERM,
$ XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,ITYPE.M)
WRITE(IOUTDV,101)1,BTERM,SD 
ENDIF
DO 30 J=NSTART,NSTOP 
CALL RECALL(LM(J),N1,N2,IKOD)
CALL INTEG(XP,YP,X(N1),Y(N1),X(N2),Y(N2),HI,HJ,
$ GI,GJ,ITYPE,KTYPE,M,GST,HST,1)
CALL INTEG(XP,YP,X(N1),Y(N1),X(N2),Y(N2),DHIX,DHJX, 
$ DGIX,DGJX,ITYPE,KTYPE,M,DGSTX,DHSTX,1)
CALL INTEG(XP,YP,X(N1),Y(N1),X(N2),Y(N2),DHIY,DHJY, 
$ DGIY,DGJY,ITYPE,KTYPE,M ,DGSTY,DHSTY,1)
IF(IKOD.EQ.1)THEN 
IF(KODE(N1).EQ.-1)THEN 
GI = -GI 
DGIX = -DGIX 
DGIY = -DGIY 
ENDIF
IF(KODE(N2).EQ.-l)THEN 
GJ = -GJ 
DGJX = -DGJX 
DGJY = -DGJY 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
DPOTX(I)=DPOTX(I)+SOLV(Nl)*DGIX+SOLV(N2)*DGJX 
$ +FIXBND(N1)*DHIX+FIXBND(N2)*DHJX
DPOTY(I)=DPOTY(I)+SOLV(Nl)*DGIY+SOLV(N2)*DGJY 
$ +FIXBND(N1)*DHIY+FIXBND(N2)*DHJY
SOLUT(I)=SOLUT(I)-S0LV(N1)*GI-S0LV(N2)*GJ 
$ -FIXBND(N1)*HI-FIXBND(N2)*HJ
30 CONTINUE
DPOTX(I)=DPOTX(I)*002PI 
DPOTY(I)=DPOTY(I)*002PI 
SOLUT(I)=(SOLUT(I)-BTERM)*002PI
COMPUTATION OF INTERNAL POINT PARTICULAR SOLUTION
IF(NUMWL(M).NE.O)THEN
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
UCOS=UC(M)
VCOS=VC(M)
UCOND=UCO(M)
VCOND=VCO(M)
C
XPP=XP*UCOS+YP*VCOS 
YPP=-XP*VCOS+YP*UCOS 
BI = 0.0 
BX = 0.0 
BY = 0.0
DO 35 NWL = 1,NUMWL(M)
XI = XWL(M,NWL)
YI = YWL(M,NWL)
XII = XI*UCOS+YI*VCOS 
YII = -XI*VCOS+YI*UCOS
BIAD = WTFNC(XII,YII,XPP,YPP,M,UCOND,VCOND,KTYPE) 
BI = BI + QWL(M,NWL)*BIAD
BXAD = DWTFNX(XII,YII,XPP,YPP,M,UCOND,VCOND,KTYPE) 
BX = BX + QWL(M,NWL)*BXAD
BYAD = DWTFNY(XII,YII,XPP,YPP,M,UCOND,VCOND,KTYPE) 
BY = BY + QWL(M,NWL)*BYAD 
35 CONTINUE
SOLUT(I) = SOLUT(I) + BI
DPOTX(I) = DPOTX(I) + BX
DPOTY(I) = DPOTY(I) + BY
ENDIF
SDPX=DPOTX(I)*DPOTX(I)
SDPY=DPOTY(I)*DPOTY(I)
SSDP=SDPX+SDPY 
DPOT(I)=DSQRT(SSDP)
40 CONTINUE
C
ENDIF
C
ISTART=ISTART+NUMINT(M)
ISTOP=ISTOP+NUMINT(M+l)
NSTART=NSTART+NUMEL(M)
NSTOP=NSTOP+NUMEL(M+l)
C
50 CONTINUE
= FORMAT STATEMENTS =
101 FORMAT(29X,14,9X,E15.7,5X,E15.7)
501 F0RMAT(//10X,1POISSON TERMS FOR REGION --- ',I3,//23X,
$ 'INTERNAL NODE',5X,'POISSON TERM',
$ 9X,'STANDARD DEVIATION')
C
RETURN
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
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END
SUBROUTINE RECALL(LM,N1,N2,IK0D)
THIS SUBROUTINE RECOVERS 
THE ELEMENT DATA FROM 
THE ELEMENT CARDS.
CALLING ARGUMENTS -
LM - ENCODED ELEMENT DATA
N1,N2 - ELEMENT ENDNODES
IKOD - INTERFACE CODE
N1=LM/10000
I=LM-N1*10000
N2=I/10
IKOD=I-N2*10
RETURN
END
FUNCTION F(XP,YP,XT,YT,MTYPE)
= THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE N0N-H0M0GENE0US PORTION OF THE 
= POISSON EQUATION AT A POINT AND IS CHANGEABLE BY THE USER.
CALLING ARGUMENTS -
XP,YP - COORDINATES OF POINT IN QUESTION
XT,YT - SAME POINT AS ABOVE EXCEPT TRANSFORMED TO ORTHO- = 
TROPIC AXES
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
PARAMETER (NMX =300)
DIMENSION UC0ND(20) ,VCOND(20),UCOS(20),VCOS(20),NUMRAN(20) 
DIMENSION NUMEL(20),NUMINT(20),NUMNP(20),NODPT(20,NMX),NUMWL(20) 
COMMON/IO/INDEV,IOUTDV,IPLOT,IPERT,ITRAC,IOUT2 
COMMON/CNTRL/KTYPE,ITYPE,NUMEL,NUMINT,NUMMAT,NTOT,NUMNP,
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
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$ NODPT,NUMWL
COMMON/MTRL/UCOND,VCOND,UCOS,VCOS,NUMRAN
F =-1.0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PL0T(X, Y ,XCENT,YCENT,KODE,NNTRAC,NCALL)
= THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE BOUNDARY MESH 
= AND ANY INTERNAL POINTS
= CALLING ARGUMENTS -
X,Y - ARRAYS OF BOUNDARY COORDINATES
XCENT,YCENT - ARRAYS OF INTERNAL POINTS = 
SPECIFIED
KODE - ARRAY OF BOUNDARY CONDITION CODES =
NNTRAC - NUMBER OF CURVES TO PLOT
NCALL - CODE FOR DETERMINING WHEN TO PLOT = 
INTERNAL TRACES
PARAMETER (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION NUMEL(20),NUMINT(20),NUMNP(20),NODPT(20,NMX),NUMWL(20) 
DIMENSION LM(NMX)
DIMENSION X(1),Y(1),XCENT(1),YCENT(1),KODE(l)
REAL*8 X,Y ,XCENT,YCENT,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX
REAL*8 XINT(100),YINT(100),POTI(100),DPDXI(100),DPDYI(100)
REAL*8 DELTM,TIME,NUMDTM,INTER,POR,CAPSUC 
REAL*8 XMNR,XMXR,YMNR,YMXR 
REAL*8 DDPOTI(100),ANGLI(100)
DIMENSION XTR(100),YTR(100),XX(NMX),YY(NMX),
$ XXCENT(100),YYCENT(100)
INTEGERM ATTYPE.ATMOD,COUNT 
INTEGERS COPYP(3)
CHARACTER*72 TITLE 
CHARACTERM KEY( 18) ,TITLEL( 18)
CHARACTER*8 PRTNAM,PTIME
r H A B A r T F R * R  R I A K I K /1 ■ /
COMMON/IO/INDEV,IOUTDV,IPLOT,IPERT,ITRAC,IOUT2 
COMMON/CNTRL/KTYPE,ITYPE,NUMEL,NUMINT,NUMMAT,NTOT,NUMNP,
$ NODPT,NUMWL
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
COMMON/MOVEB/DELTM,TIME,NUMDTM,INTER,POR,CAPSUC 
COMMON/TRAC/NTRAC,KTRAC,NTRY 
COMMON/TITLE/TITLE 
COMMON/LMENT/LM
COMMON/BOUNDS/XMNR,XMXR,YMNR,YMXR
C0PYP(1)=0 (REQUIRED), C0PYP(2)=1 (PRINT HEADER), C0PYP(3)=1 (COPY)
DATA COPYP/0,1,1/
DATA XMN,XMX,YMN,YMX/-5.,5.,-4.,6./
CONVERT NUMBERS TO SINGLE PRECISION
FOR MOVING SURFACE BOUNDS ARE SPECIFIED BY THE USER.
IF(ITYPE .EQ. 2)THEN 
XMN = SNGL(XMNR)
XMX = SNGL(XMXR)
YMN = SNGL(YMNR)
YMX = SNGL(YMXR)
DO 40 MM=1,NUMMAT 
DO 40 1=1,NUMNP(MM)
II = N0DPT(MM,I)
XX(II) = SNGL(X(II))
40 YY(II) = SNGL(Y(II))
ELSE 
XMN = 99999.
YMN = 99999.
XMX = -XMN 
YMX = -YMN 
DO 50 MM=1,NUMMAT 
DO 50 1=1,NUMNP(MM)
II = NODPT(MM,I)
XX(II) = SNGL(X(II))
YY(II) = SNGL(Y(II))
XMN = AMIN1(XMN,XX(II))
XMX = AMAX1(XMX,XX(II))
YMN = AMIN1(YMN,YY(II))
YMX = AMAX1(YMX,YY(II))
50 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITRAC.EQ.O)THEN 
DO 75 K=1,NUMINT(1)
XXCENT(K) = SNGL(XCENT(K)) 
75 YYCENT(K) = SNGL(YCENT(K))
n
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
o 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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ENDIF
STORE BOUDARIES OF THE PICTURE.
XMNP = XMN 
XMXP = XMX 
YMNP = YMN 
YMXP = YMX
DETERMINE DIMENSIONS OF WINDOW
CHANGX= 0.2*(XMX-XMN)
CHANGY= 0.2*(YMX-YMN)
YLM1 = YMX + 0.3* CHANGY 
YLM11 = YMX + (CHANGY/2.5)
YTI = YMN - (CHANGY/2.0)
XMN = XMN - CHANGX 
XMX = XMX + CHANGX 
YMN = YMN - CHANGY 
YMX = YMX + CHANGY
XTI = XMN + 0.01 * CHANGX 
XLM = (XMN + XMX)/2.0 
XLM1 = XLM + 0.02*(XMX-XMN)
YLM2 = YMX - 0.3*CHANGY 
XLM3 = XMNP
XLM3M = XLM3 - 0.02 * (XMX-XMN) 
YLM3 = YLM1 
YLM33 = YLM11
INITIALIZE GDDM
SPECIFY GRAPHICS FIELD (30X80)
SPECIFY GRAPHICS WINDOW (XMN-XMX,YMN-YMX) 
OPEN SEGMENT
CALL FSINIT 
CALL GSFLD(1,1,30,80) 
CALL GSCLR 
CALL GSCLP(l)
IF(ITYPE.EQ.2)THEN
Ill
CALL GSUWIN(XMN,XMX,YMX,YMN)
ELSE
CALL GSUWIN(XMN,XMX,YMN,YMX)
ENDIF
CALL GSSEG(l)
CALL GSC0L(7)
CALL GSCHAR(XTI,YTI,72,TITLE)
C
CALL GSMS(4)
CALL GSMARK(XLM,YLM1)
CALL GSCHAR(XLM1.YLM11,14,'FLUX SPECIFIED')
C
CALL GSMS(8)
CALL GSMARK(XLM,YLM2)
CALL GSCHAR(XLM1,YLM2,1 9 POTENTIAL SPECIFIED')
C
CALL GSMS(6)
CALL GSMARK(XLM3M,YLM3)
CALL GSCHAR(XLM3,YLM33,12,'FREE SURFACE')
C
CALL GSMS(3)
CALL GSMARK(X LM3M,Y LM2)
CALL GSCHAR(XLM3,YLM2,9,'INTERFACE')
C
C ========================
C IF NEEDED WRITE THE JUNK NUMBERS.
C ========================
C
IWRITE = 0
IF( IWRITE .EQ. 1) THEN 
WRITE (6,*)'GSWIN XMN=',XMN,'XMX=',XMX 
WRITE (6,*)'GSWIN YMN=',YMN,'YMX=',YMX 
WRITE (6,*)'TITLE XTI='.XTI,'YTI=',YTI 
WRITE (6,*)'FMARK XLM=1,XLM,'YLM1=',YLM1 
WRITE (6,*)'FSPEC XLM1=',XLM1.'YLM11='.YLMll 
WRITE (6,*)'PMARK XLM=',XLM,'YLM2=',YLM2 
WRITE (6,*)'PSPEC XLMI=',XLM1,'YLM22=',YLM2 
ENDIF
C
C
C WRITE TIME OF THE PROFILEL FOR TRANSIENT CASE
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
IF (ITYPE .EQ. 2) THEN 
BTIME = SNGL(TIME)
CALL RTC(BTIME,1,8,2,PTIME)
YTIME = YTI + (CHANGY/1.0)
CALL GSCHAR (XLM,YMNP,6,'TIME =')
CALL GSCHAP (8.PTIME)
CALL GSCHAP (5,‘ MIN.')
ENDIF
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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DRAW BOUNDARY MESH
IF K0DE= 2 MARK=6 
= 1 MARK=8 
= 0 MARK=4 
=-1 MARK=3
DO 110 M=l,NUMMAT 
I=N0DPT(M,1)
CALL GSM0VE(XX(I),YY(I))
IF(K0DE(I).EQ.2)CALL GSMS(6) 
IF(K0DE(I).EQ.1)CALL GSMS(8)
IF(K0DE(I).EQ.0)CALL GSMS(4)
IF(K0DE(I).EQ.-1)CALL GSMS(3) 
CALL GSMARK(XX(I),YY(I))
DO 100 KK=2,NUMNP(M) 
K=NODPT(M,KK)
CALL GSLINE(XX(K),YY(K)) 
IF(K0DE(K).EQ.2)CALL GSMS(6) 
IF(K0DE(K).EQ.1)CALL GSMS(8) 
IF(K0DE(K).EQ.0)CALL GSMS(4) 
IF(K0DE(K).EQ.-1)CALL GSMS(3) 
CALL GSMARK(XX(K),YY(K))
CALL GSM0VE(XX(K),YY(K))
100 CONTINUE
CALL GSLINE(XX(I),YY(I))
110 CONTINUE
MARK ANY SPCIFIED INTERNAL POINTS
IF(ITRAC.EQ.0)THEN 
DO 200 1=1,NUMINT(1)
CALL GSMS(3)
CALL GSMARK(XXCENT(I),YYCENT(I)) 
CALL GSMOVE(XXCENT(I),YYCENT(I)) 
200 CONTINUE 
ELSE
PLOT TRACES OF EQUIPOTENTIALS AND STREAMLINES
IF(NCALL.EQ.2)THEN
REWIND I0UT2 
C WRITE(IOUTDV,*)NNTRAC
DO 400 K=l,NNTRAC 
READ(I0UT2,1)KEY.TITLEL
1 FQRMAT(18A4/18A4)
C WRITE(IOUTDV.ll)K,KEY,TITLEL
11 FORMAT(I2/18A4/18A4)
MM=1
DO 300 M=1,300
READ(IOUT2,2)N,POTI(N),XINT(N),YINT(N),DPDXI(N),DPDYI(N),
& DDPOTI(N),ANGLI(N)
2 FORMAT(I3,7(F10.0))
C WRITE(IOUTDV.12)N,POTI(N),XINT(N),YINT(N),DPDXI(N),DPDYI(N),
C & DDPOTI(N),ANGLI(N)
12 FORMAT(I3,7(F10.3))
IF(N.EQ.999)GO TO 400 
XTR(M)=SNGL(XINT(N))
YTR(M)=SNGL(YINT(N))
IF(MM.EQ.M)THEN
CALL GSMOVE(XTR(M),YTR(M))
ELSE
CALL GSLINE(XTR(M),YTR(M))
CALL GSMOVE(XTR(M),YTR(M))
ENDIF
300 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
ENDIF 
ENDIF
C
C ===================================================
C
C PLOT BOUNDARIES IF REQUESTED.
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c
IBNDRY = 0
IF (IBNDRY .EQ. 1) THEN 
CALL GSMOVE(XMNP,YMNP)
CALL GSLINE(XMXP,YMNP)
CALL GSLINE(XMXP,YMXP)
CALL GSLINE(XMNP,YMXP)
CALL GSLINE(XMNP,YMNP)
C
CALL GSMOVE(XMN,YMN)
CALL GSLINE(XMX,YMN)
CALL GSLINE(XMX,YMX)
CALL GSLINE(XMN,YMX)
CALL GSLINE(XMN,YMN)
ENDIF
C
C CLOSE THE SEGMENT, AND DISPLAY THE PICTURE.
C CREATE ALPHANUMERIC FIELDS TO OBTAIN THE PRINTER 
C NAME FROM THE TERMINAL USER.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
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PRINT THE PICTURE IF A NON-BLANK NAME IS GIVEN. 
SAVE THE DATA STREAM.
CALL GSSCLS
DEFINE A FIELD TO REQUEST THE PRINTER NAME.
THE FIELD HAS AN ID OF 1. AND IS PLACED AT ROW 24, COLUMN 1. 
THE DEPTH IS 1 AND WIDTH IS 42. ITS TYPE IS 2, MEANING THAT 
IT IS PROTECTED.
THE FIELD IS INITIALIZED WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRINTING.
rAt I ASDFLDd 32 1 1 42 21
CALL ASCPUT(l[42*1 TO'PRINT PICTURE, ENTER PRINT(ER) NAME ==>')
NEXT DEFINE AN UNPROTECTED FIELD TO RECEIVE THE PRINTER NAME 
ALONGSIDE IT. THE FIELD IS INITIALIZED WITH BLANKS AND THE 
CURSOR IS PLACED IN IT.
CALL ASDFLD(2,32,44,1,8,0) 
CALL ASCPUT(2,8,BLANK)
CALL ASFCUR(2,1,1)
READ THE SCREEN (IGNORING THE PARAMETERS RETURNED) 
AND THEN RETRIEVE THE PRINTER NAME.
CALL ASREAD(ATTYPE,ATMOD,COUNT) 
CALL ASCGET(2,8,PRTNAM)
IF(PRTNAM.EQ.BLANK)GO TO 500
PRINT NAME SPECIFIED. ATTEMPT TO PRINT THE PICTURE IN A 22 X 80 
AREA. IF THERE ARE ERRORS IN CREATING A PRINT FILE, ERRORS SUCH 
AS ADM0310 AND ADM0285 WILL BE GENERATED BY THE DEFAULT ERROR EXIT.
________________________    4
CALL GSARCC(O)
CALL FS0PEN(PRTNAM,3,COPYP)
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CALL GSCOPY(55,130)
CALL FSCLS(l)
C
C =====================
C
C SAVE THE DATA STREAM
C
C ======================
C
500 CALL FSSAVE('OUTPLOTA')
C
C
C TERMINATE
C
C =============
c
CALL FSTERM
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE SANPLT(X,Y ,XCENT,YCENT,KODE,NNTRAC,WDIM,NCALL)
C
c =
C = THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE BOUNDARY MESH 
C = AND ANY INTERNAL POINTS OF SANDWAVES 
C =
C = CALLING ARGUMENTS - 
C =
C = X,Y - ARRAYS OF BOUNDARY COORDINATES
C =
C = XCENT,YCENT - ARRAYS OF INTERNAL POINTS =
C = SPECIFIED
C =
C = KODE - ARRAY OF BOUNDARY CONDITION CODES =
C =
C = NNTRAC - NUMBER OF CURVES TO PLOT
C =
C = WDIM - LENGTH OF ONE SANDWAVE
C =
C = NCALL - CODE DETERMINING WHAT TO PLOT
C =
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
PARAMETER (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION NUMEL(20),NUMINT(20),NUMNP(20),NODPT(20,NMX),NUMWL(20) 
DIMENSION LM(NMX)
DIMENSION X(1),Y(1),XCENT(1),YCENT(1),KODE(1)
REAL*8 X ,Y ,XCENT,YCENT,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,WDIM
REAL*8 XINT(100),YINT(100),POTI(100),DPDXI(100),DPDYI(100)
REAL*8 DDPOTI(100),ANGLI(100)
REALM XTR(100),YTR(100),XX(NMX),YY(NMX),XXCENT(100),YYCENT(100) 
INTEGERS ATTYPE.ATMOD,COUNT 
INTEGERS C0PYP(3)
CHARACTER*72 TITLE 
CHARACTERM KEY(18),TITLEL(18)
CHARACTERS PRTNAM
CHARACTERS BLANK/' 7
COMMON/IO/INDEV,IOUTDV,IPLOT,IPERT.ITRAC,I0UT2
COMMON/CNTRL/KTYPE,ITYPE,NUMEL,NUMINT,NUMMAT,NTOT,NUMNP,
$ NODPT,NUMWL
COMMON/TRAC/NTRAC,KTRAC,NTRY 
COMMON/TITLE/TITLE 
COMMON/LMENT/LM
C
C
C COPYP(1)=0 (REQUIRED), COPYP(2)=l (PRINT HEADER), COPYP(3)=l (COPY) 
Cc =================================================================== 
c
DATA COPYP/O,1,1/
C
C ======================================
c
C CONVERT NUMBERS TO SINGLE PRECISION 
C
C =======================================
c
DO 50 1=1,NTOT 
XX(I) = SNGL(X(I))
50 YY(I) = SNGL(Y(I))
IF(ITRAC.EQ.O)THEN 
DO 75 K=1,NUMINT(1)
XXCENT(K) = SNGL(XCENT(K))
75 YYCENT(K) = SNGL(YCENT(K))
ENDIF
Cc ================================== 
c
C DETERMINE DIMENSIONS OF WINDOW 
C
C
WDIM1 = SNGL(WDIM)
CALL EXTREM(X,Y ,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,NTOT,LM)
XMN = SNGL(XMIN)
XMX = SNGL(XMAX)
XMNN = XMN + (WDIM1/2.0)
XMXX = XMX + (WDIM1/2.0)
XLM = (XMN + XMX)/2.0 
XLM1 = XLM + (XMX-XMN)/60.0 
CHANGX= 0.25*(XMX~XMN)
YMN = SNGL(YMIN)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
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YMX = SNGL(YMAX)
CHANGY= 0.50*(YMX-YMN)
YLM1 = YMN - (CHANGY/3.0) 
YLM11 = YMN - (CHANGY/2.5) 
YTI = YMX + (CHANGY/I.5) 
IF(YMX.GT.XMX)THEN 
AX = XMX/YMX 
AY = 1.0 
ELSE 
AX = 1.0 
AY = YMX/XMX 
ENDIF
XMN = XMN - CHANGX
XMX = XMX + CHANGX
YMN = YMN - CHANGY
YMX = YMX + CHANGY
YLM2 = YMN + (CHANGY/3.0)
YLM22 = YMN + (CHANGY/3.5)
INITIALIZE GDDM
SPECIFY GRAPHICS FIELD (22X80)
SPECIFY GRAPHICS WINDOW (XMN-XMX,YMN-YMX) 
OPEN SEGMENT
CALL FSINIT
CALL GSFLD(1,1.22,80)
CALL GSCLR 
CALL GSPS(AX,AY)
CALL GSCLP(l)
CALL GSWIN(XMNN,XMXX,YMN,YMX)
CALL GSSEG(l)
CALL GSCOL(7)
CALL GSCHAR(WDIM1,YTI,72,TITLE)
CALL GSMS(36)
CALL GSMARK(XLM,YLM1)
CALL GSCHAR(XLM1,YLM1,14,1 FLUX SPECIFIED')
CALL GSMS(8)
CALL GSMARK(XLM,YLM2)
CALL GSCHAR(XLM1,YLM2,19,1 POTENTIAL SPECIFIED')
DRAW BOUNDARY MESH 
IF KODE= 1 MARK=8 
IF KODE= 0 MARK=4 
IF KODE=-l MARK=3
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NPST = 0 
DO 100 K=1,NTOT 
XLEFT = WDIM1*0.9 
XRIGHT = 2.1*WDIM1
IF(XX(K).LT.XLEFT.OR.XX(K).GT.XRIGHT)GO TO 100 
NEL = K
IF(NPST.NE.O)THEN
IF((NEL-NOW).GT.1)G0 TO 90 
CALL GSLINE(XX(K),YY(K))
CALL GSMOVE(XX(K),YY(K))
ELSE
90 CALL GSMOVE(XX(K),YY(K))
NPST = 1 
ENDIF
IF(KODE(K).EQ.1)CALL GSMS(8)
IF(KODE(K).EQ.0)CALL GSMS(4)
IF(KODE(K).EQ.-1)CALL GSMS(3)
CALL GSMARK(XX(K),YY(K))
CALL GSMOVE(XX(K),YY(K))
NOW = NEL 
100 CONTINUE
C
C
C MARK ANY SPCIFIED INTERNAL POINTS 
C
C
IF(ITRAC.EQ.O)THEN 
DO 200 1=1,NUMINT(1)
CALL GSMS(3)
CALL GSMARK(XXCENT(I),YYCENT(I))
CALL GSMOVE(XXCENT(I),YYCENT(I))
200 CONTINUE 
ELSE
IF(NCALL.EQ.2)THEN
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
C PLOT TRACES OF EQUIPOTENTIALS AND STREAMLINES 
C
C
REWIND I0UT2 
DO 400 K=l,NNTRAC 
READ(I0UT2,1)KEY,TITLEL
1 FORMAT(18A4/18A4)
MM=1
DO 300 M=l,300 i
READ(I0UT2,3)N,P0TI(N),XINT(N),YINT(N),DPDXI(N),DPDYI(N),
& DDPOTI(N),ANGLI(N)
3 FORMAT(I3,7(F10.0))
IF(N.EQ.999)G0 TO 400
XTR(M)=SNGL(XINT(N))
YTR(M)=SNGL(YINT(N))
IF(MM.EQ.M)THEN
CALL GSMOVE(XTR(M),YTR(M))
ELSE
CALL GSLINE(XTR(M),YTR(M))
CALL GSMOVE(XTR(M),YTR(M))
ENDIF
300 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
ENDIF 
ENDIF
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c
C CLOSE THE SEGMENT, AND DISPLAY THE PICTURE.
C CREATE ALPHANUMERIC FIELDS TO OBTAIN THE PRINTER 
C NAME FROM THE TERMINAL USER.
C PRINT THE PICTURE IF A NON-BLANK NAME IS GIVEN.
C SAVE THE DATA STREAM.
Cc =================================================== 
c
CALL GSSCLS
C
C
C DEFINE A FIELD TO REQUEST THE PRINTER NAME.
C THE FIELD HAS AN ID OF 1, AND IS PLACED AT ROW 24, COLUMN 1.
C THE DEPTH IS 1 AND WIDTH IS 42. ITS TYPE IS 2, MEANING THAT
C IT IS PROTECTED.
C THE FIELD IS INITIALIZED WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRINTING.
C
C ================================================================
c
CALL ASDFLD(1,24,1,1,42,2)
CALL ASCPUT(1,42,1 TO PRINT PICTURE, ENTER PRINT(ER) NAME ==>')
C
C
C NEXT DEFINE AN UNPROTECTED FIELD TO RECEIVE THE PRINTER NAME 
C ALONGSIDE IT. THE FIELD IS INITIALIZED WITH BLANKS AND THE 
C CURSOR IS PLACED IN IT.
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
CALL ASDFLD(2,24,44,1,8,0)
CALL ASCPUT(2,8,BLANK)
CALL ASFCUR(2,1,1)
C
C
C READ THE SCREEN (IGNORING THE PARAMETERS RETURNED)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
o 
o 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
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AND THEN RETRIEVE THE PRINTER NAME.
CALL ASREAD(ATTYPE,ATMOD,COUNT) 
CALL ASCGET(2,8,PRTNAM)
IF(PRTNAM.EQ.BLANK)GO TO 500
PRINT NAME SPECIFIED. ATTEMPT TO PRINT THE PICTURE IN A 22 X 80 
AREA. IF THERE ARE ERRORS IN CREATING A PRINT FILE, ERRORS SUCH 
AS ADM0310 AND ADM0285 WILL BE GENERATED BY THE DEFAULT ERROR EXIT.
CALL GSARCC(O)
CALL FS0PEN(PRTNAM,3,COPYP) 
CALL GSC0PY(55,130)
CALL FSCLS(l)
SAVE THE DATA STREAM
500 CALL FSSAVE('OUTPLOTA')
TERMINATE
CALL FSTERM
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE REGI0N(NEL,AREA,LM,XR,YR,X,Y)
= THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE COMPUTATION =
= OF THE AREA OF THE REGION BOUNDED BY THE =
= BOUNDARY ELEMENTS
= CALLING ARGUMENTS-
NEL - NO. OF ELEMENTS 
ENCLOSING REGION
ccccccccccccc
AREA - AREA OF REGION
LM - ARRAYS OF ENCODED 
ELEMENT DATA
XR,YR - ANY COORDINATE 
PAIR
X,Y - VECTORS OF BOUNDARY 
COORDINATE PAIRS
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) 
DIMENSION LM(1),X(1),Y(1) 
A=0.0
DO 77 J=1,NEL 
CALL RECALL(LM(J),I,K,IKOD) 
RX=XR-X(I)
RY=YR-Y(I)
DX=X(K)-X(I)
DY=Y(K)-Y(I)
A=A+RY*DX-RX*DY
C
77 CONTINUE
C
AREA=0.5*A
C =
C = THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS ARE INTEGRANDS FOR CALCULATION = 
C = OF BOUNDARY TERMS 
C =
C ================== = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
C WEIGHTING FUNCTION (WTFNC)
C
FUNCTION WTFNC(XWL,YWL,XL,YL,MAT,UC,VC,KTYPE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
REAL*8 KCOND 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND 
DATA 004PI/0.0795774/
C
C DETERMINE |R-RWL|**2 
C
DX = XL-XWL 
DY = YL-YWL
R2 = DX*DX/UC + DY*DY/VC 
COND=DSQRT(UC*VC)
C
RETURN
END
C
C
c
C DETERMINE VALUE OF THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION 
C
WTFNC = DLOG(R2)/COND 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
WTFNC = WTFNC/(KCOND(XL,YL,MAT)*KCOND(XWL,YWL,MAT)) 
ENDIF
WTFNC = -004PI*WTFNC
RETURN
END
C
C WEIGHTING FUNCTION (GKERN)
C
FUNCTION GST(R2,DX R,DYR,X P,YP,X ,Y ,K ,MAT,KTYPE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 KCOND 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND 
GST = DL0G(R2)
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
GST = GST/(KCOND(XP,YP,MAT)*KCOND(X,Y ,MAT))
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
C
C DERIVATIVE OF GKERN WRT XL * K(XL,YL)
C
FUNCTION DGSTX(R2,DXR,DYR,XP,YP,X ,Y ,K ,MAT,KTYPE) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 KCOND,KCONDX 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND,KCONDX
C
DGSTX=-2.0*DXR/R2
C
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
DGSTXA = DGSTX*KCOND(XP,YP,MAT)
DGSTXB = -KCONDX(XP,YP,MAT)*DLOG(R2)
DGSTX = (DGSTXA + DGSTXB)/KCOND(X,Y ,MAT)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
C
C DERIVATIVE OF GKERN WRT YL * K(XL,YL)
C
FUNCTION DGSTY(R2,DXR,DYR,XP,YP,X,Y ,K,MAT,KTYPE) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 KCOND,KCONDY 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND,KCONDY
C
DGSTY=-2.0*DYR/R2
C
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
DGSTYA = DGSTY*KCOND(XP,YP,MAT)
DGSTYB = -KCONDY(XP,YP,MAT)*DLOG(R2)
DGSTY = (DGSTYA + DGSTYB)/KCOND(X,Y,MAT)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
Cc = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
c
C DERIVATIVE OF WEIGHTING FUNCTION WRT NORMAL (DWTFNC)
C IF VARIABLE CONDUCTIVITY MULTIPLE BY K 
C
FUNCTION DWTFNC(NI,NJ,X ,Y ,XWL,YWL,MAT,U ,V,UC,VC,KTYPE) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION X(I),Y(1)
REAL*8 KCOND.KCONDN 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND,KCONDN 
DATA 004PI/0.0795774/
C
C DETERMINE |R-RWL|**2 
C
XIT = X(NI)*U+Y(NI)*V 
XJT = X(NJ)*U+Y(NJ)*V 
YIT = -X(NI)*V+Y(NI)*U 
YJT = -X(NJ)*V+Y(NJ)*U 
DX = XJT - XIT 
DY = YJT - YIT 
RR = DSQRT(DX*DX + DY*DY)
ANCOS = DY/RR
ANSIN = -DX/RR
DXR = XIT - XWL
DYR = YIT - YWL
R2 = DXR*DXR/UC + DYR*DYR/VC
DRDOTN = DXR*ANCOS + DYR*ANSIN
C
C DETERMINE VALUE OF WEIGHTING FUNCTION DERIVATIVE 
C
DWTFNC = -2.0*DRD0TN/R2
C
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
HSTA = KCOND(XIT,YIT,MAT)*DWTFNC
HSTB = KCCNDN(XIT,YIT,ANCOS,ANSIN,MAT)*DL0G(R2)
DWTFNC = (HSTA + HSTB)/KCOND(XWL,YWL,MAT)
ENDIF
DWTFNC = -004PI*DWTFNC
RETURN
END
cc ========================================
c
C DERIVATIVE OF WEIGHTING FUNCTION WRT X (DWTFNX)
C IF VARIABLE CONDUCTIVITY MULTIPLE BY K 
C
FUNCTION DWTFNX(XWL,YWL,XL,YL,MAT,UC,VC,KTYPE) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 KCOND,KCONDX 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND,KCONDX 
DATA 004PI/O.0795774/
C
C DETERMINE |R-RWL|**2 
C
DX = XL - XWL 
DY = YL - YWL 
R2 = DX*DX/UC + DY*DY/VC 
COND = DSQRT(UC*VC)
C
C DETERMINE VALUE OF WEIGHTING FUNCTION DERIVATIVE 
C
DWTFNX = -2.0*DX/R2 
DWTFNX = DWTFNX/COND
C
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
HSTA = KCOND(XL,YL,MAT)*DWTFNX 
HSTB = KCONDX(XL,YL,MAT)*DLOG(R2)
DWTFNX = (HSTA + HSTB)/KCOND(XWL,YWL,MAT) 
ENDIF
DWTFNX = -004PI*DWTFNX
RETURN
END
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
C DERIVATIVE OF WEIGHTING FUNCTION WRT Y (DWTFNY)
C IF VARIABLE CONDUCTIVITY MULTIPLE BY K 
C
FUNCTION DWTFNY(XWL,YWL,XL,YL,MAT,UC,VC,KTYPE) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 KCOND,KCONDY 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND,KCONDY 
DATA 004PI/0.0795774/
C
C DETERMINE |R-RWL|**2 AND |R-RWL|*N 
C
DX = XL - XWL 
DY = YL - YWL 
R2 = DX*DX/UC + DY*DY/VC 
COND = DSQRT(UC*VC)
C
C DETERMINE VALUE OF WEIGHTING FUNCTION DERIVATIVE 
C
DWTFNY = -2.0*DY/R2 
DWTFNY = DWTFNY/COND
C
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
HSTA = KCOND(XL.YL,MAT)*DWTFNY 
HSTB = KCONDY(X L,Y L,MAT)*DLOG(R2)
DWTFNY = (HSTA + HSTB)/KCOND(XWL,YWL,MAT)
ENDIF
DWTFNY = -004PI*DWTFNY
RETURN
END
C
c
C DERIVATIVE OF THE NEGATIVE OF THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION WRT NORMAL(HKERN) 
C IF VARIABLE CONDUCTIVITY MULTIPLE BY K 
C
FUNCTION HST(UC,VC,R2,ANCOS,ANSIN,DXR,DYR,XP,YP,
$ X,Y,DRDOTN,K,M,KTYPE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 KCOND.KCONDN 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND,KCONDN
C
HST=-2.0*DRD0TN/R2
C
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
HSTA = KCOND(X,Y,M)*HST
HSTB = KCONDN(X,Y,ANCOS,ANSIN,M)*DLOG(R2)
HST = (HSTA + HSTB)/KCOND(XP,YP,M)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
C
C DERIVATIVE OF HKERN WRT XL * K(XL,YL)
C
FUNCTION DHSTX(UC.VC,R2,ANCOS,ANSIN,DXR,DYR,XP,YP,
S X,Y,DRDOTN,K,M,KTYPE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 KCOND,KCONDN,KCONDX 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND,KCONDN,KCONDX
C
DHSTX=2.0*(UC*R2*ANC0S-2.0*DXR*DRDOTN)/(R2*R2)
C
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
FACT = -KCONDX(XP,YP,M)
DHSTXA = (-2.0*DRDOTN/R2)*FACT*KCOND(X,Y,M)
DHSTXB = (DLOG(R2))*KCONDN(X,Y,ANCOS,ANSIN,M)*FACT
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
n
 
o
o
n
o
n
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FACT1 = KCOND(X,Y,M)*KCOND(XP,YP,M)
DHSTXC = DHSTX*FACT1
FACT2 = KC0NDN(X,Y,ANCOS,ANSIN,M)*KCOND(XP,YP,M) 
DHSTXD = (-2.*DXR/R2)*FACT2 
DHSTX = DHSTXA + DHSTXB + DHSTXC + DHSTXD 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END
DERIVATIVE OF HKERN WRT YL * K(XL,YL)
FUNCTION DHSTY(UC,VC,R2,ANCOS,ANSIN,DXR,DYR,XP,YP,
$ X,Y,DRDOTN,K,M,KTYPE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 KCOND.KCONDN,KCONDY 
C0MM0N/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
EXTERNAL KCOND,KCONDN,KCONDY
DHSTY=2.0*(VC*R2*ANSIN-2.0*DYR*DRD0TN)/(R2*R2)
IF(KTYPE.EQ.1)THEN
FACT = -KCONDY(XP,YP,M)
DHSTYA = (-2.0*DRD0TN/R2)* FACT*KCOND(X,Y ,M)
DHSTYB = (DL0G(R2))*KC0NDN(X,Y,ANCOS,ANSIN,M)*FACT 
FACT1 = KC0ND(X,Y,M)*KCOND(XP,YP,M)
DHSTYC = DHSTY*FACT1
FACT2 = KC0NDN(X,Y,ANCOS,ANSIN,M)*KCOND(XP,YP,M) 
DHSTYD = (-2.*DYR/R2)*FACT2 
DHSTY = DHSTYA + DHSTYB + DHSTYC + DHSTYD 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END
SQUARE ROOT OF THE CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION (KCOND)
REAL FUNCTION KCOND(X,Y,MAT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
T1 = CONDC(MAT,1)*X 
T2 = CONDC(MAT,2)*X*Y 
T3 = C0NDC(MAT,3)*Y 
T4 = CONDC(MAT,4)
KCOND = (Tl+T2+T3+T4)**2 
KCOND = SQRT(KCOND)
RETURN
END
C DERIVATIVE OF THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION WRT X 
C
REAL FUNCTION KCONDX(X,Y,MAT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
T1 = CONDC(MAT,l)
T2 = CONDC(MAT,2)*Y 
KCONDX = T1+T2 
RETURN 
END
Cc = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
c
C DERIVATIVE OF THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION WRT Y 
C
REAL FUNCTION KCONDY(X,Y,MAT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
T1 = CONDC(MAT,2)*X 
T2 = CONDC(MAT,3)
KCONDY = T1+T2
RETURN
END
C
C
C NORMAL DERIVATIVE OF SQUARE ROOT OF THE CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION (KCONDN) 
C
REAL FUNCTION KCONDN(X,Y,ANCOS,ANSIN,MAT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 KCONDX,KCONDY 
EXTERNAL KCONDX,KCONDY
C
T1 = KCONDX(X,Y,MAT)
T2 = KCONDY(X,Y,MAT)
KCONDN = Tl*ANCOS + T2*ANSIN
RETURN
END
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
FUNCTION VSTAR(R2,DXR,DYR,XP,YP,X,Y ,K,M,KTYPE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
FI=1.0
P1=R2**K
PI=0.0
DO 2341 1=1,K 
RI=DFLOAT(I)
FI=FI*RI 
2341 PI=PI+(1.0/RI)
DIV=2.0**(2*K-1)*(FI**2)
VSTAR=P1*(0.5*DLOG(R2)—PI)/DIV 
RETURN
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END
C
C
FUNCTION WSTAR(UC.VC,R2,ANCOS,ANSIN,DXR.DYR,XP,YP,
$ X,Y,DRDOTN,K,M,KTYPE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
FI=1.0
Pl=(R2**K)/DSQRT(R2)
PI=0.0
RK=DFLOAT(K)
DO 3452 1=1,K 
RI=DFLOAT(I)
FI=FI*RI 
3452 PI=PI+(1.0/RI)
DIV=2.0**(2*K-1)*(FI**2)
WSTAR=P1*(2*RK*PI-I.0-RK*DLOG(R2))*DRD0TN/DIV
RETURN
END
C
C ===============================================
c
SUBROUTINE STARTR(X,Y,KODE,FIXBND,SOLV,WDIM)
C
C =
C = THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE EQUIPOTENTIAL =
C = CURVES TO TRACE AND THE STARTING POINT FOR =
C = EACH TRACE.
C =
C = CALLING ARGUMENTS - 
C =
C = X,Y - VECTORS CONTAINING THE
C = NODAL COORDINATES
C =
C = KODE - VECTOR OF BOUNDARY
C = CONDITION CODES
C =
C = FIXBND - VECTOR OF POTENTIAS
C =
C = SOLV - VECTOR OF POTENTIAL DERIVATIVES=
C =
C = WDIM - WIDTH OF ONE SANDWAVE
C =
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION NUMEL(20),NUMINT(20),NUMNP(20),N0DPT(20,NMX),NUMWL(20) /  
DIMENSION LM(NMX)
DIMENSION X(l),Y(1),FIXBND(1),S0LV(1),K0DE(1)
DIMENSION SOLVl(NMX)
COMMON/LMENT/LM
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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COMMON/CNTRL/KTYPE,ITYPE.NUMEL,NUMINT,NUMMAT,NTOT,NUMNP, 
$ NODPT.NUMWL
COMMON/IO/INDEV,IOUTDV,IPLOT,IPERT,ITRAC,IOUT2 
C0MM0N/TRAC/NTRAC(20),KTRAC,NTRY 
COMMON/ISAND/ISAND
COMMON/TRAC2/TRAPOT(20,20),XTRAC(20,20),YTRAC(20,20)
COMMON/NNTRAC/NNTRAC
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
DATA DEG90/1.570796327/
DATA PI02/1.570796327/
BEGIN LOOPING AROUND THE BOUNDARY 
OF EACH REGION TO FIND STARTING POINTS =
NNTRAC=0
DO 550 M=l.NUMMAT 
IF(NTRAC(M).EQ.0)G0 TO 550 
NUMINT(M)=1 
IF(M.EQ.1)THEN 
NSTART=1 
NSTOP=NUMEL(1)
ELSE
NSTART = NSTOP + 1 
NSTOP = NSTOP + NUMEL(M)
ENDIF
NVAR=-I
C
DO 500 ICONT = 1,NTRAC(M)
NTRY = I 
KTIME = 0
IF(KTRAC.EQ.0)THEN
CONT = TRAP0T(M,ICONT)
ELSE
XIJ = XTRAC(M,ICONT)
YIJ = YTRAC(M,ICONT)
ENDIF
C
IF(KTRAC.NE.2)THEN
C
DO 300 N = NSTOP,NSTART,NVAR
C
CALL RECALL(LM(N),N1,N2,IK0D)
IPUPU = 0
IF(KTRAC.EQ.O)THEN 
IF(((CONT.GE.FIXBND(N1)).AND.(CONT.LE.FIXBND(N2))).OR.
& ((CONT.GE.FIXBND(N2)).AND.(CONT.LE.FIXBND(N1))))IPUPU = 1
ELSEIF(KTRAC.EQ.1)THEN
IF((((XIJ.GE.X(N1)).AND.(XIJ.LE.X(N2))).OR.((XIJ.GE.X(N2)) 
& .AND.(XIJ.LE.X(Nl)))).AND.(((YIJ.GE.Y(N1)).AND.(YIJ.LE.Y(N2)))
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
o
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& .OR.((YIJ.GE.Y(N2)).AND.(YIJ.LE.Y(N1)))))IPUPU=1 
ENDIF
IF(IPUPU.EQ.O)GO TO 300
CONTOUR IS IN THIS ELEMENT - LINEARLY INTERPOLATE = 
TO FIND THE COORDINATES OF WHERE IT STARTS FROM
KTIME = KTIME + 1 
S0LV1(N1)=S0LV(N1)
S0LV1(N2)=S0LV(N2)
IF(K0DE(N1).EQ.-1)S0LV1(N1)=S0LV(N1) 
IF(K0DE(N2).EQ.-1)S0LV1(N2)=S0LV(N2)
DX = X(N2) - X(N1)
DY = Y(N2) - Y(N1)
ELEN = DSQRT( DX*DX + DY*DY )
IF(KTRAC.EQ.O)THEN
POTD = FIXBND(N2) - FIXBND(Nl)
RATIO = (CONT-FIXBND(Nl))/POTD 
XIJ = X(N1) + RATIO*DX 
YIJ = Y(N1) + RATIO*DY 
IF(WDIM.NE.O.O)THEN 
XLEFT = 0.9*WDIM 
XRIGHT = 2.1*WDIM
IF(XIJ.LT.XLEFT.OR.XIJ.GT.XRIGHT)THEN 
IPUPU = 0 
GO TO 300 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
ELSE
RATIO = (XIJ-X(N1))/(X(N2)-X(N1))
CONT = RATI0*(FIXBND(N2)-FIXBND(N1)) + FIXBND(Nl) 
ENDIF
FIND DERIVATIVES IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS OF NODES 
I AND J OF ELEMENT AND THEN INTERPOLATE THESE FOR POINT =
FLUXN = RATIO*( S0LV1(N2) - SOLVl(Nl) ) + SOLVl(Nl) 
FLUXT = ( FIXBND(N2) - FIXBND(Nl) )/ELEN 
ANGLE = ATAN2(FLUXN,FLUXT)
ANGLE1 = ANGLE - PI02
DPDX = FLUXN*DC0S(ANGLE1) + FLUXT*DCOS(ANGLE)
DPDY = FLUXN*DSIN(ANGLE1) + FLUXT*DSIN(ANGLE)
ANGLEI = ATAN2(DPDY,DPDX)
DDPOT = DSQRT ( DPDX*DPDX + DPDY*DPDY )
NUM=1
NNTRAC = NNTRAC + 1 
WRITE(I0UT2,2200)NNTRAC
WRITE(IOUT2,2300)NUM,CONT,XIJ,YIJ,DPDX,DPDY,DDPOT,ANGLEI
C
WRITE(IOUTDV,2201)NNTRAC
WRITE(IOUTDV,2300)NUM,CONT,XIJ,YIJ,DPDX,DPDY,DDPOT,ANGLEI
Cc ========================================= 
c =
C = TAKE A SMALL STEP AWAY FROM THE BOUNDARY =
C = AND THEN CALL TRACE TO DRAW CURVES
C =
C
RSTEP = 0.05*ELEN
XP = XIJ + RSTEP*DCOS(ANGLEI)
YP = YIJ + RSTEP*DSIN(ANGLEI)
C
C ==================================
c =
C = SEE IF I'M OUTSIDE OF THE BOUNDARY =
C =
C
CALL 0UTIN1(X,Y ,XP,YP,NSTART,NSTOP,FACTR)
IF(FACTR.EQ.0.0)THEN
ANGLE2 = ANGLEI + 2.*PI02 
XP = XIJ + RSTEP*DCOS(ANGLE2)
YP = YIJ + RSTEP*DSIN(ANGLE2)
ENDIF
C
THETAI=ANGLEI
C
CALL TRACE(SOLV,X,Y,KODE,FIXBND,XP,YP,
$ CONT,DDPOT,THETAI.M,WDIM)
C
300 CONTINUE
C
ELSE
400 IF(NTRY.LE.2)THEN
XP = XIJ 
YP = YIJ
CALL TERNAL(FIXBND,SOLV,KODE,XP,YP,CONT,DPDX,DPDY,
& DDPOT,X,Y,B)
ANGLEI = ATAN2(DPDY,DPDX)
IF(NTRY.EQ.2)ANGLEI = ANGLEI + 2.0*PI02 
NUM=1
NNTRAC = NNTRAC + 1 
WRITE(IOUT2,2200)NNTRAC
WRITE(IOUT2,2300)NUM,CONT,XIJ,YIJ,DPDX,DPDY,DDPOT,ANGLEI
C
WRITE(IOUTDV,2201)NNTRAC
WRITE(IOUTDV,2300)NUM.CONT,XIJ,YIJ,DPDX,DPDY,DDPOT.ANGLEI
C
THETAI=ANGLEI
CALL TRACE(SOLV,X,Y ,KODE,FIXBND,XP,YP,
$ CONT,DDPOT,THETAI.M,WDIM)
NTRY = NTRY + 1 
GO TO 400 
ENDIF
C
ENDIF
C
500 CONTINUE 
NUMINT(M)=0 
550 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
C
C =======================
C =
C = FORMAT STATEMENTS =
C =
C =======================
C
2200 FORMAT(IX,'CONTOUR #',12)
2201 FORMAT(/IX,'CONTOUR #',12)
2300 F0RMAT(2X,1N 1,5X,'POT*,9X,1X ',9X,1Y',7X,'DPDX1,6X,'DPDY',5X,
$'DDPOT1,5X,1 ANGLE'/I3,7(F10.3))
END
C
C =============================================================
c
SUBROUTINE TRACE(SOLV,X ,Y,KODE,FIXBND,XSTART,YSTART,
& P0T1,DP1,THETA1,M1,WDIM)
C
C ============================================================
c =
C = THIS SUBROUTINE TRACE EQUIPOTENTIAL CURVES 
C =
C = CALLING ARGUMENTS - 
C =
C = SOLV - VECTOR WHICH CONTAINS POTENTIAL DERIVATIVES =
C =
C = X,Y - VECTOR CONTAINING THE NODAL COORDINATES
C =
C = KODE - VECTOR OF BOUNDARY CONDITION CODES
C =
C = FIXBND - VECTOR OF POTENTIALS
C =
C = XSTART,YSTART - COORDINATES OF TRACE BEGINNING
C =
C = POT1 - VALUE OF POTENTIAL TO BE TRACED
C =
C = DPI - POTENTIAL GRADIENT AT XSTART,YSTART
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C =
C = THETA1 - ANGLE OF DIRECTION OF DPI
C =
C = Ml - MATERIAL NUMBER
C =
C = WDIM - WIDTH OF ONE SANDWAVE
C =
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (NMX =300)
DIMENSION FIXBND(1),SOLV(1),KODE(1),X(1),Y(1)
DIMENSION NUMEL(20),NUMINT(20),NUMNP(20),NODPT(20,NMX),NUMWL(20) 
DIMENSION LM(NMX)
COMMON/CNTRL/KTYPE,ITYPE,NUMEL,NUMINT,NUMMAT,NTOT,NUMNP,
$ NODPT.NUMWL
COMMON/LMENT/LM
COMMON/IO/INDEV,IOUTDV,IPLOT,IPERT,ITRAC,I0UT2 
COMMON/TRAC/NTRAC(20),KTRAC,NTRY 
COMMON/ISAND/ISAND 
COMMON/VARY/CONDC(20,4)
C
DATA DEG90/1.57079633/
DATA PI02/1.57079633/
DATA TWOPI/6.28318531/
C
INUM = 1 
ICHK = 0 
ICHK2 = 0 
ITIMES = 0
C
NEL = NUMEL(Ml)
DO 333 K=1,NEL —
CALL RECALL(LM(K),N1,N2,IK0D)
C
DMAX = DABS(X(N1) - X(N2))
IF(K.EQ.1)RMAX=DMAX 
DMAX1 = DABS(Y(N1) - Y(N2))
IF(DMAX.GT.RMAX)RMAX = DMAX 
IF(DMAX1.GT.RMAX)RMAX = DMAX1 
333 CONTINUE
C
715 XI = XSTART 
YI = YSTART
IF(ICHK.NE.O.AND.KTRAC.EQ.1)G0 TO 817 
IF(KTRAC.NE.1)THETAJ =0.0 
THETAI = THETA1
C
IF(DABS(DP1).LE.0.001)RETURN
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c =
C = CALCULATE THE TOLERANCE
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
 
I-*
 
o 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
o 
o
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IF(KTRAC.NE.1)T0LER = DABS(2.5E-02*P0T1)
NOW TRY TO DETERMINE THE NEXT POINT =
50 CONTINUE
CALCULATE STEP SIZE
IF(KTRAC.EQ.1)THEN 
RSTEP = 0.5*RMAX 
GO TO 75 
ENDIF
IF(THETAJ.NE.0.0)THEN
RADCRV = DABS(THETAI-THETAJ) 
IF(RADCRV.LT.1.0)RADCRV =1.0 
RSTEP = (RMAX*1.5)/(RADCRV) 
ELSE
RSTEP = 0.75*RMAX 
ENDIF
THETAI = THETAI - DEG90 
75 THETAJ = THETAI 
00 XJ = XI + RSTEP*DCOS(THETAJ)
YJ = YI + RSTEP*DSIN(THETAJ)
NOW CHECK TO SEE IF NEW POINT IS 
INSIDE THE BOUNDARY IF IT IS OUTSIDE = 
GO BACK TO THE BEGINNING AND TRY TO = 
GO THE OTHER WAY.
FACTR =0.0
C
DO 110 MM = 1,NUMMAT 
IF(MM.EQ.1)THEN 
LSTART = 1 
LSTOP = NUMEL(MM) 
ELSE
LSTART = LSTOP + 1
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LSTOP = LSTOP + NUMEL(MM)
ENDIF
CALL OUTINl(X,Y ,XJ,YJ,LSTART,LSTOP,FACTR)
IF(FACTR.EQ.1.0)THEN 
ICHK = 0 
GO TO 115 
ENDIF 
110 CONTINUE 
C
IF(INUM.EQ.1)THEN 
DEG90 = -DEG90 
ICHK = ICHK + 1 
ELSE
ICHK = 2 
ENDIF
IF(ICHK.GE.2)G0 TO 817 
IF(ICHK.EQ.1)G0 TO 715
C
C ==============================================
c =
C = CALCULATE THE POTENTIAL AT THE NEW POINT =
C = (WITH IT'S DERIVATIVES AND ANGLE)
C =
C ==========================================
c
115 CALL TERNAL(FIXBND,SOLV,KODE,XJ,YJ,POTJ,DPDXJ,DPDYJ,DPJ,
& X.Y.B)
C
c ==========================================
c =
C = CHECK TO SEE IF WE'RE AT THE TOP OF =
C = AN EQUIPOTENTIAL HILL
C = =
C =======================================
c
IF(DPDXJ.EQ.0.0)THEN 
ANGLEJ = DABS(DEG90)
IF(DPDYJ.LT.0.0)ANGLEJ = -ANGLEJ 
ELSE
ANGLEJ = ATAN2(DPDYJ,DPDXJ)
IF(NTRY.EQ.2)ANGLEJ = ANGLEJ + 2.*PI02 
ENDIF
C
IF(KTRAC.EQ.1)G0 TO 210
C
C =
C = SEE IF NEW POTENTIAL MEETS THE TOLERANCE =
C
FUNPJ = POTJ - P0T1 
IF(DABS(FUNPJ).LT.TOLER)GO TO 200
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C
C ================================ =========
C =
C = IF NEW POTENTIAL IS NOT GOOD THEN
C = CALCULATE THE NEXT ANGLE OF ATTACK =
C =
C =====================================
C
DFUNPJ = DCOS(THETAJ)*DPDYJ - DSIN(THETAJ)*DPDXJ 
DFUNPJ = DFUNPJ*RSTEP
C
C ===================================
c =
C = BEGIN USING NEWTON'S METHOD
C =
C
THETAJ = THETAJ - FUNPJ/DFUNPJ 
TOV2P = THETAJ/TWOPI 
ITHETA = INT(TOV2P)
THETAJ = THETAJ - ITHETA*TWOPI
C
ITIMES = ITIMES + 1 
IF(ITIMES.GT.6)GO TO 817
C
GO TO 100
C
200 CONTINUE
Cc =========================================== 
c =
C = POINT IS CORRECT - CONTINUE 
C =c =======================================
210 ITIMES = 0
IF(ISAND.NE.0)G0 TO 220 
XLEFT = 0.9*WDIM 
XRIGHT = 2.1*WDIM
IF(XJ.LT.XLEFT.OR.XJ.GT.XRIGHT)GO TO 817 
220 INUM = INUM + 1
WRITE(I0UT2,2300)INUM,POTJ,XJ,YJ,DPDXJ,DPDYJ,DPJ.ANGLEJ 
WRITE(IOUTDV,2300)INUM,POTJ,XJ,YJ,DPDXJ,DPDYJ,DPJ,ANGLEJ 
2300 F0RMAT(I3,7(F10.3))
C
C = CHECK TO SEE IF WE'RE BACK TO THE
C = BEGINNING (TO SEE IF WE HAVE CLOSED =
C = IN ON OURSELVES)
C
XCHECK = DABS(XSTART - XJ)
YCHECK = DABS(YSTART - YJ)
DIFF = .5*RSTEP
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
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IF(XCHECK.LT.DIFF.AND.YCHECK.LT.DIFF)GO TO 817
PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM !
THETAI = ANGLEJ 
XI = XJ 
YI = YJ 
GO TO 50
817 WRITE(I0UT2,819)
819 F0RMAT('999 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
& 0.0 0.0')
RETURN
END
/
*
APPENDIX B
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The original code for the three-dimensional boundary 
element method program used in this research is presented in 
this Appendix. The code (BEM3D) was written to determine the 
solution of L a p l a c e ’s equation in three-dimensional 
geometries. The capabilities of the program include:
• Variable conductivity
• Zoned media (subregions)
• Sources and/or sinks
• Freedom Nodes
In order to aid the user in implementation, the 
necessary f o r m a t t e d  data of the boundary element program are 
given below.
INPUT DATA
I • Heading' card ( A 72 )
columns 1-72 Descriptive information supplied by the 
\iser for output identification (TITLE)
1 1 . Control card (215)
columns 1-5 Total number of nodal points (N T O T ; 300 
m a x i m u m )
6-10 Total number of different zones (NUMMAT; 
10 maximum)
III. B oundary discretization - nodal point data (2I5,4F 10.0)
columns 1- 5 Node number (NODE(I))
10 Boundary condition code (KODE(I))
=-1 for interfacial node (neither flux 
nor potential specified)
= 0 for flux specified at node 
= 1 for potential specified at node 
11-20 x-coordinate of node (X (I ))
21-30 y-coordinate of node (Y (I ))
31-40 z-coordinate of node (Z(I))
41-50 Boundary condition at node (FIXBND(I))
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Nodal point data are inputted in numerical sequence starting 
with one. For any nodal point information omitted, new data 
will be generated. The location of the nodal points will be 
generated in a straight line between the last two nodal 
points specified. The generated nodal points will receive 
the boundary codition code and boundary condition value 
equal to the last nodal point information read. A maximum 
of 300 nodal points are allowed.
For each region the following set of cards must be supplied:
IV. Material property card (315,4D15.5/4D15.5)
columns 1- 5 Number of elements defining zone
{NUMELf M A T ) )
6-10 Number of internal points specified in 
zone (N U M I N T (MAT ) ; 150 maximum)
11-15 Number of point sources and/or sinks in 
zone (N U M V L (MAT ) )
16-30 1st coefficient in conductivity 
function (C O N D (M A T ,1))
31-45 2nd coefficient in conductivity 
function (C O N D (M A T ,2))
46-60 3rd coefficient in conductivity 
function (C O N D ( M A T ,3))
61-75 4th coefficient in conductivity 
function (CONDI M A T ,4))
columns 1-15 5th coefficient in conductivity
function (C O N D ( M A T ,5 ) )
16-30 6th coefficient in conductivity 
function (C O N D ( M A T ,6 ))
31-45 Tty coefficient in conductivity 
function (C O N D ( M A T ,7 ) )
46-60 8th coefficient in conductivity 
function (C O N D ( M A T ,8 ))
Note: the conductivity function is given by
k(x,y,z) = (Cl + C2*x + C3*x*y + C4*y + C5*y*z
+ C 6 • z + C7 ’x • z + C 8 * x * y z ) * * 2
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V . Internal coordinates cards (3F 10.0)
- one card for each coordinate set where the user 
wishes the potential and flux terms calculated 
columns 1-10 x-coordinate (XINT(I))
11-20 y-coordinate (YINT(I))
21-30 z-coordinate (ZINT(I))
Note: if no internal points are specified for this
region (N U M I N T (M A T )=0) omit these cards.
V I . Source/Sink information (4F 10.0) 
columns 1 - 10 Strength of source/sink (QWL(J,,1 );
+ source, - sink; 10 maximum)
11-20 x-coordinate of source/sink location
(XV L (J , I ) )
21-30 y-coordinate of source/sink location
(Y W L (J ,I ))
31- 4 0 z-coordinate of source/sink location
(Z W L (J ,I ))
no sourc-es or sink s are specified in this
gion (N U M V L (M A T ) = 0 ) omit these cards.
V I I I . Element cards (1115)
- the node numbers of an element are ordered counter­
clockwise around if element is an exterior boundary 
(clockwise if element is an interior boundary)
K*
columns 3- 5 Element number (IEL; 300 maximum; 
6-10 Node i defining element (NI)
11-15 Node j defining element (NJ)
16-20 Node k defining element (NK)
21-25 Node 1 defining element (NL)
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26-30 Interface code (IKOD)
= 0 normally
= 1 if element is on an interfacial 
boundary which has occurred 
previously in another region
31-35 Discontinuity code (IDSC(IEL))
= 0 for continuous element
= 1 for one side discontinuous
= 2 for two sides discontinuous
= 3 for three sides discontinuous
= 4 for discontinuous element
36-40 Side di scontinuity code (ISIDE( I E L ,1)
41-45 Side discontinuity code (ISIDE( I E L ,2)
46-50 Side discontinuity code (ISIDEf IEL,3 )
51-55 Side discontinuity code (ISIDE( IEL,4)
= 1 I-J side discontinuous
= 2 J-K side discontinuous
= 3 K-L side discontinuous
= 4 L-I side discontinuous
Omitted element cards are generated; N I , NJ, NK and NL are 
generated; N I , NJ, N K , and NL are generated in evenly spaced 
increments consistent with the first and last cards in the 
generation sequence. The interfacial code is set equal to 
that indicated on the last card in the generation sequence. 
The discontinuity code is set equal to that indicated on the 
last card in the generation sequence with the side 
discontiuitv codes as indicated on this card also.
NOTE: (a) Refer to Chapter 6 for additional information
concerning the side discontinuities.
(b) The input and output device numbers for the
computer used in this research were specified as 
variables at the beginning of the program. If the 
input device number 5* 5 change I N D E V ; likewise, if 
the output device number ^  6 change IOUTDV.
SAMPLE DATA FILE 
3-D problem
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3- D T E S T  P R O B L E M  - 28 NODE S, 18 EL EM E N T S ,  1 REGI ON, CONST. PERM.
28 1 0
1 0 0.5 0.0 0 . 5 0.0
2 0 0.5 0.0 0 . 0 0.0
3 0 0. 75 0.0 0..5 0.0
4 0 0. 75 0.0 0 . 0 0.0
5 0 1.0 0.0 0 . 5 0.0
6 0 1.0 0.0 0 ,.0 0. 0
7 0 1.25 0.0 0 . 5 0.0
8 0 1.25 0.0 0 . 0 0. 0
9 0 1.5 0.0 0 . 5 0.0
10 0 1.5 0.0 0 . 0 0.0
11 1 1.5 0.0 0..5 1.0
12 1 1.5 0.0 0 . 0 1.0
13 0 0.5 0. 5 0..5 0. 0
14 0 0 . 75 0.5 0 . 5 0.0
15 0 1.0 0.5 0 . 5 0.0
16 0 1.25 0.5 0 . 5 0.0
17 0 1.5 0.5 0 . 5 0.0
18 1 1.5 0.5 0 . 5 1.0
19 1 1.5 0.5 0..0 1.0
20 0 1.5 0.5 0 . 0 0. 0
21 0 1.25 0.5 0 . 0 0.0
22 0 1.0 0.5 0 . 0 0.0
23 0 0.75 0.5 0..0 0. 0
24 0 0.5 0.5 0 . 0 0. 0
25 1 0.5 0.5 0 . 5 2. 0
26 1 0.5 0.5 0..0 2. 0
27 1 0.5 0.0 0..5 2. 0
28 1 0.5 0.0 0 . 0 2. 0
18 6 1.0 0 . 0
0.0 0.0 0.0
1 ,.3 0.25 0.25
1 . 2 0.25 0.25
1 . 1 0.25 0 . 25
0 ,.9 0.25 0 . 25
0 . 8 0 . 25 0.25
0 ,.7 0.25 0.25
1 2 1 3 4 0 1 1
2 4 3 5 6 0 0
3 6 5 7 8 0 0
4 8 7 9 10 0 1 3
5 1 13 14 3 0 1 1
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6 3 14 15 5 0 0
7 5 15 16 7 0 0
8 7 16 17 9 0 1 3
9 18 19 12 11 0 4 1
10 21 8 10 20 0 1 3
11 22 6 8 21 0 0
12 23 4 6 22 0 0
13 24 2 4 23 0 1 1
14 16 21 20 17 0 1 3
15 15 22 21 16 0 0
16 14 23 22 15 0 0
17 13 24 23 14 0 1 1
18 27 28 26 25 0 4 1
PROGRAM LISTING
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c ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c
C C  3-D P R O G R A M  Cc c c
C C PURPOSE —  TO DETERMINE THE SOLUTION OF THE LAPLACE C
C C EQUATION FOR 3-D GEOMETRIES WITH SUBREGIONS Cc c c
C C METHOD OF ANALYSIS --  THE BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION C
C C TECHNIQUE Cc c c
C C ORIGIN-- LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY C
C C AUTHOR —  S. ANNE SAVANT-MALHIET C
C C DATE —  SUMMER, 1988 Cc c cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
P R O G R A M  B E M 3 D  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R M ( I - N )
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX =  300)
R E A L * 8  1 0 0 , 1 1 0 , 1 0 1 , 1 1 1  
D I M E N S I O N  L M I J ( N M X ) ,L M KL (NM X)
D I M E N S I O N  I D S C ( N M X ) , I S I D E ( N M X , 4 )
D I M E N S I O N  E T A 0 ( N M X ,4),Z E T A 0 ( N M X ,4)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( I O ) , N U M I N T ( 1 0 ) , N U M N P ( 1 0 ) , N 0 D P T ( 1 0 , N M X ) , N U M W L ( 1 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  C O N D ( 10,8)
D I M E N S I O N  X X I ( N M X ) , X X J ( N M X ) , X X K ( N M X ) , X X L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Y Y I ( N M X ) ,Y Y J ( N M X ) ,Y Y K ( N M X ) , Y Y L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Z Z I (N M X ) , Z Z J (N M X ),Z Z K ( N M X ),Z Z L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  X W L ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , Y W L ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , Z W L ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , Q W L ( 10,10)
D I M E N S I O N  G K E R N ( N M X , N M X ) , H K E R N ( N M X , N M X ) , X ( N M X ) ,Y ( N M X ) , Z ( N M X ) , 
F I X B N D ( N M X ) , X I N T ( 1 5 0 ) , Y I N T ( 1 5 0 ) , Z I N T ( 1 5 0 ) , S O L V ( N M X ) , 
S O L U T ( 1 5 0 ) , K O D E ( N M X ) , D P O T X ( 1 5 0 ) , D P O T Y ( 1 5 0 ) , D P O T Z ( 150), 
D P O T ( 1 5 0 ) , F L U X ( N M X ) ,P O T E N T ( N M X ) ,L O C G ( N M X ) ,L O C H ( N M X ) , 
B ( N M X ) , G ( N M X ,N M X ) , H ( N M X ,N M X ),U ( N M X )
C O M M O N / I O / I N D E V .I O U T D V ,I P L O T
C O M M O N / C N T R L / N U M E L ,N U M I N T ,N T O T ,N U M N P ,N U M M A T ,N O D P T ,N U M W L  
C O M M O N / N D I M M / N D I M G ,N D I M H  
C O M M O N / M T R L / C O N D  
C O M M O N / F O R M / G ,H ,U 
C O M M O N / L O C A T / L O C G , L O C H  
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M I J ,L M K L  
C O M M O N / L L M N T / I D S C ,I S I DE 
C O M M O N / E E L M N T / E T A O ,Z E T A O  
C O M M O N / C O O R D X / X I , X J , X K , X L  
C O M M O N / C O O R D Y / Y I ,Y J ,Y K ,Y L  
C O M M O N / C O O R D Z / Z I , Z J , Z K , Z L  
C O M M O N / E L X / X X I ,X X J ,X X K , X X L  
C O M M O N / E L Y / Y Y I , Y Y J ,Y Y K , Y Y L  
C O M M O N / E L Z / Z Z I , Z Z J , Z Z K , Z Z L  
C O M M O N / W E L L / X W L ,Y W L ,Z W L ,Q W L  
C H A R A C T E R * 7 2  T I T L E
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C D E F I N I T I O N  O F  I/O D E V I C E  N U M B E R S  A N D  L I MI TS O N  P R O B L E M  C
C C S I Z E  Cc c c
C C IN DE V =  IN P U T  D E V I C E  N U M B E R  C
C C I O UT DV = O U T P U T  D E V I C E  N U M B E R  C
C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc
I N DE V=5
I O U T D V = 6
Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C IN P U T  O F  P R O G R A M  D A T A  C
C C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
C A L L  I N P U T ( X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T , X ,Y , Z ,F I X B N D ,KODE)
Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C D E T E R M I N A T I O N  O F  F R E E D O M  N O D E  D A T A  C
C C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
C A L L  E L M N T ( X , Y , Z )
Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C F O R M A T I O N  O F  S Y S T E M  E Q U A T I O N S  C
C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc
C A L L  F O R M G H ( X , Y , Z , X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T , G K E R N , H K E R N , B , F I X B N D , K O D E , S O L V )
Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C S O L V E  S Y S T E M  O F  E Q U A T I O N S  C
C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc
C A L L  S O L V E ( G K E R N ,S O L V ,N D I M G ,I O U T D V ,ISING)
I F ( I S I N G .E Q .l)ST OP
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc c c
C C A R R A N G E  H O M O G E N E O U S  S O L U T I O N  I N TO F I N A L  F O R M  C
C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc
C A L L  A R R A N G ( F I X B N D ,S O L V ,L O C G ,K O D E ,P O T E N T ,F L U X )
o 
o 
o
cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C O U T P U T  O F  C O M P U T A T I O N S  FO R H O M O G E N E O U S  S O L U T I O N  C
C C Cc ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C A L L  O U T P U T ( X ,Y ,Z ,F L U X .P O T E N T ,X I N T ,Y I N T ,Z I N T ,S O L U T ,D P O T X ,D P O T Y , 
$ D P O T Z ,D P O T .K O D E ,1)
Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C C O M P U T A T I O N  O F  I N T E R N A L  P O T E N T I A L S  A N D  P O T E N T I A L  D E R I V A T I V E S  C
C C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
C A L L  T E R N A L ( P O T E N T ,F L U X ,K O D E ,X I N T ,Y I N T ,Z I N T ,S O L U T ,
$ D P O T X , D P O T Y , D P O T Z , D P O T , X , Y , Z )
Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C A R R A N G E  S O L U T I O N  I N TO F I N A L  F O RM C
C C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
C A L L  F I N A L ( P O T E N T , F L U X ,X,Y, Z)cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C O U T P U T  O F  C O M P U T A T I O N S  Cc c cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
C A L L  O U T P U T ( X ,Y ,Z ,F L U X ,P O T E N T ,X I N T ,Y I N T ,Z I N T ,S O L U T ,D P O T X ,D P O T Y , 
$ D P O T Z , D P O T , K O D E , 2)
C
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE INPUT(XINT,YINT,ZINT,X,Y,Z,FIXBND,KODE)
Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C  S U B R O U T I N E  I N P U T  C
C C Cc c c
C C THIS SUBROUTINE READS THE INPUT DATA AND INITIALIZES THE C
C C PLOTTING DEVICES. Cc c c
C C CALLING ARGUMENTS - C
C C C
C C X I N T , Y I N T . Z I N T  - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  I N T E R N A L  C
C C P O I N T S  W H E R E  T H E  U S E R  D E S I R E S  T H E  F U N C T I O N  C
C C T O  BE C A L C U L A T E D  (20 M A X I M U M )  Cc c c
C C X, Y , Z  - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  P O I N T S  Cc c c
C C F I X B N D  - V E C T O R  O F  F I X E D  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  IN O N E - T O - O N E  C
C C C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  W I T H  T H E  X , Y , Z  (100 M A X I M U M )  Cc c c
C C K O DE - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  C O D E S  IN A  C
C C O N E - T O - O N E  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  W I T H  F I X B N D  C
C C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGERS (I-N)
PARAMETER (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION LMIJ(NMX),LMKL(NMX)
DIMENSION IDSC(NMX),ISIDE(NMX,4)
DIMENSION NUMEL(10),NUMINT(10),NUMNP(10),NODPT(10,NMX),NUMWL(10) 
DIMENSION XWL(10,10),YWL(10,10),ZWL(10,10),QWL(10,10)
DIMENSION COND(10,8)
DIMENSION X(1),Y(1),Z(1),FIXBND(1),XINT(1),YINT(1),ZINT(1),KODE(1) 
COMMON/IO/INDEV,IOUTDV,I PLOT
COMMON/CNTRL/NUMEL,NUMINT,NTOT,NUMNP,NUMMAT,NODPT,NUMWL
COMMON/NDIMM/NDIMG,NDIMH
COMMON/MTRL/COND
COMMON/LMENT/LMIJ,LMKL
COMMON/LLMNT/IDSC,ISIDE
COMMON/WELL/XWL.YWL,ZWL,QWL
CHARACTER*72 TITLE
C
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCc c c
C C T I T L E  A N D  C O N T R O L  C A R D S  Cc c c
C C T I T L E ( A 7 2 )  - H E A D I N G  C A R D  C O N T A I N I N G  U S E R ' S  C
C C D E S C R I P T I V E  I N F O R M A T I O N  Cc c c
C C C O N T R O L  C A R D ( 2 I 5 )  - C O N T A I N S  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  P A R A M E T E R S  Cc c c
C C N T O T  =  T O T A L  N U M B E R  O F  N O D A L  P O I N T S  ( 3 00 M A X I M U M )  Cc c c
C C N U M M A T  =  T O T A L  N U M B E R  O F  D I F F E R E N T  R E G I O N S  (10 M A X I M U M )  C
C C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
R E A D ( I N D E V , 5 1 0 0 ) T I T L E  
R E A D ( I N D E V , 5 2 0 0 ) N T O T ,N U M M A T
C
W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,6 0 0 0 ) T I T L E ,N T O T ,N U M M A T
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c
C C INPUT O F  G E O M E T R I C A L  N O D E S
c c
C C IN PU T O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O O R D I N A T E S ( C O R N E R  N O D E S  O F
C C B O U N D A R Y  E L E M E N T S )  A N D  B O U N D A R Y  C 0 N D I T I 0 N S ( 2 I 5 , 4 F 1 0 . 0 )
C C O M I T T E D  NO D E S  A R E  G E N E R A T E D  IN A  S T R A I G H T  LINE
C C
C C - N U M B E R I N G  O F  N O D E S  P R O C E E D S
C C IN A S C E N D I N G  O R D E R
c c
C C N O D E ( I )  =  N O D E  N U M B E R
c c
C C K O DE (I) =  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  C O D E
C C =  0 IF FLUX IS S P E C I F I E D  A T  N O D E
C C =  1 IF P O T E N T I A L  IS S P E C I F I E D  A T  N O D E
C C =- 1 IF N E I T H E R  P O T E N T I A L  NO R FLUX IS S P E C I F I E D
C C A T  N O DE
c c
C C X ( I ) =  G L O B A L  X - C O O R D I N A T E  O F  N O D E
c c
C C Y(I) = G L O B A L  Y - C O O R D I N A T E  O F  N O DE
c c
C C Z(I) =  G L O B A L  Z - C O O R D I N A T E  O F  NO D E
c c
C C FI X B N D ( I )  = B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  A T  N O D E
c c
C C G E N E R A T E D  B O U N D A R Y  A R E  S E T  E Q U A L  T O  IN F O  O N  FI RS T
C C C A R D  IN S E Q U E N C E
C C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  c
N D I M = 0
I E R R O R = 0
W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,6100)
L=1
60 R E A D ( I N D E V , 5 3 0 0 ) N , K O D E ( N ) , X ( N ) , Y ( N ) , Z ( N ) , F I X B N D ( N )
D I F F = D F L O A T ( N+l- L)
I F ( N - L ) 8 0 , 1 1 0 , 9 0  
80 W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 6 2 0 0 ) N  
I E R R 0R= 1
C
G O  TO  60
C
90 D X = ( X ( N ) - X ( L - 1 ) ) / D I F F  
D Y = ( Y ( N ) - Y ( L - 1 ) ) / D I F F  
D Z = ( Z ( N ) - Z ( L - 1 ) ) / D I F F
C
100 K O D E ( L ) = K O D E ( N )
X ( L ) = X ( L - 1 ) + D X  
Y ( L ) = Y ( L - 1 ) + D Y  
Z ( L ) = Z ( L - 1 ) + D Z  
F I X B N D ( L ) = F I X B N D ( N )
110 W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 6 3 0 0 ) L ,K O D E ( L ) ,X ( L ) , Y ( L ) , Z ( L ) , F I X B N D ( L )
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
n
r
-
j
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
o
o
I F ( K O D E ( L ) .E Q .- 1)N D I M  = N D I M  + 1 
L=L+1
I F ( N - L ) 1 2 0 , 1 1 0. 100 
120 I F ( N T O T + l . G T . L ) G O  T O  60 
N D I M G  =  N T O T  + N D I M  
N D I M H  =  N T O T  - N D I M
C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c c c
C C M A T E R I A L  P R O P E R T Y  C A R D ( 3 1 5 , 4 D 1 5 .5 / 4 D 1 5 .5) 2 CA R D S  PE R R E G I O N C
c c c
C C N U M E L ( M A T )  =  N U M B E R  O F  E L E M E N T S  S U R R O U N D I N G  T H E  R E G I O N  C
c c c
C C N U M I N T ( M A T )  =  N U M B E R  O F  I N T E R N A L  P O I N T S  B E L O N G I N G  C
C C E X C L U S I V E L Y  TO T H E  R E G I O N  (1 50 M A X - A L L  R E G . ) C
c c c
C C N U M W L ( M A T )  = N U M B E R  O F  W E L L S  B E L O N G I N G  E X C L U S I V E L Y  TO  T H E  C
C C R E G I O N  C
c c c
C C C O N D ( M A T , I ) =  C O E F F I C I E N T S  O F  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  F U N C T I O N  IN C
C C T H E  R E G I O N  C
C C K=(C1 + C2X + C 3 X Y  + C4 Y + C 5 YZ + C6 Z + C 7 XZ + C 8 X Y Z ) * * 2  C
C C C
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
c
WRITE(IOUTDV,6400)
C
DO 432 M=l,NUMMAT
READ(INDEV,5400)NUMEL(M),NUMINT(M),NUMWL(M),(COND(M,I),1=1,8) 
WRITE(IOUTDV,6 5 0 0 ) M ,NUMEL(M),NUMINT(M),NUMWL(M),
$ (COND(M.I),1=1,8)
IF(M.EQ.1)THEN 
ISTART = 1 
ISTOP = NUMINT(l)
NSTART = 1 
NSTOP = NUMEL(l)
ELSE
ISTART = ISTART + NUMINT(M-l)
ISTOP = ISTOP + NUMINT(M)
NSTART = NSTART + NUMEL(M-l)
NSTOP = NSTOP + NUMEL(M)
ENDIF
C
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
c c c
C C IN PU T O F  I N T E R N A L  C O O R D I N A T E S  W H E R E  F U N C T I O N  IS T O  B E  C
C C C A L C U L A T E D  (150 M A X I M U M )  C
C C O N E  C O O R D I N A T E  SE T PER C A R D  ( 3 F 1 0 . 0 )  C
C C C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c
I F ( N U M I N T ( M ) . N E . Q ) T H E N  
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 6550)
DO 20 I = I S T A R T , I S T O P  
R E A D ( I N D E V . 5 5 0 0 ) X I N T ( I ) , Y I N T ( I ),Z I N T ( I ) 
W R I T E ( I 0 U T D V , 6 6 0 0 ) X I N T ( I ) , Y I N T ( I ) , Z I N T ( I )
20 C O N T I N U E
EN D I F
C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c c c
C C IN PU T O F  L O C A T I O N  A N D  S T R E N G T H  O F  W E L L  IN EA CH R E G I O N  C
C C (10 M A X I M U M  / R E G I O N )  C
C C O N E  C O O R D I N A T E  SE T PE R C A R D  ( 4 F 1 0 . 0 )  C
C C C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c
I F ( N U M W L ( M ) . N E . O ) T H E N  
J S T A R T  =  1 
J S T O P  = N U M W L ( M )
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 6555)
DO 220 J = J S T A R T , J S T O P  
R E A D ( I N D E V , 5 5 5 5 ) Q W L ( M , J ) , X W L ( M , J ) , Y W L ( M , J ) , Z W L ( M , J )  
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 6 6 5 5 ) Q W L ( M , J ) , X W L ( M , J ) , Y W L ( M , J ) , Z W L ( M , J )  
22 0 C O N T I N U E
EN D I F
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c c
C C IN PU T O F  E L E M E N T  C A R D S ( 1115) C
c c c
C C - E L E M E N T S  A R E  N U M B E R E D  IN A S C E N D I N G  O R D E R  C O U N T E R C L O C K W I S E  C
C C A R O U N D  I N T E R I O R  O F  R E G I O N ( C L O C K W I S E  FOR A N  E X T E R I O R  R E G I O N ) C
c c c
C C IE L = E L E M E N T  N U M B E R  (300 M A X I M U M )  C
c c c
C C N I , N J , N K , N L  =  N O D E  N U M B E R S  B O R D E R I N G  T H E  EL EMENT; C
C C C
C C J I C
C C * * C
C C C
C C C
C C C
C C * * C
C C K L C
c c c
C C IKOD =  I FOR E L E M E N T  T H A T  IS O N  AN  I N T E R F A C E  T H A T  HAS C
C C IN A  P R E V I O U S L Y  I N P U T T E D  R E G I O N  C
C C = 0  O T H E R W I S E  C
c c c
C C IDSC =  V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  D I S C O N T I N U I T Y  C O D E  C
c c c
C C IS ID E = A R R A Y  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  D I S C O N T I N U I T Y  S I D E  C O D E  C
C C = 1 I-J S I D E  D I S C O N T I N U O U S  C
C C =  2 J - K  S I D E  D I S C O N T I N U O U S  C
C C =  3 K- L S I D E  D I S C O N T I N U O U S  C
cC = 4 L-I S I DE D I S C O N T I N U O U S
C
C O M I T T E D  E L E M E N T  CA R D S  A R E  G E N E R A T E D ;  N I . N J . N K . N L  A R E
C G E N E R A T E D  IN E V E N L Y  S P A C E D  I N C R E M E N T S  C O N S I S T E N T  W I T H
C TH E FIRST A N D  LA ST CA R D S  IN TH E G E N E R A T I O N  S E Q U E N C E
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
NP T = 1
W R I T E f I O U T D V . 6 6 5 0 ) M  
L = N S T A R T
160 R E A D ( I N D E V . 5 6 0 0 ) IEL.NI.NJ.NK.NL.IKOD,
S IDSC(IEL),(ISIDE(IEL.MM),MM=1,4)
N D I F = I E L + 1 - L  
I F ( I E L - L ) 1 8 C . 1 1 1 0 . 1 9 0  
180 W R I T E ( I O U T D V . 6 2 0 0 jlEL 
IERR OR= l 
G O  TO 160 
190 N D I = ( N I - N I 1 Y/ND IF 
N D J = ( N J - N J 2 j / N D I F  
N D K = ( N K - N K 3 ) / N D I F  
N D L = ( N L - N L 4 ) / N D I F  
1001 N I = N I 1 + N D I  
N J = N J 2 + N D J  
N K = N K 3 + N D K  
N L = N L A + N D L  
I D S C ( L ) = I D S C ( I E L )
I S I D E ( L , 1 ) = I S I D E ( I E L , 1 )
I S I D E ( L . 2 ) = I S I D E ( I E L , 2 )
ISIDE(L,3)=ISIDECIEL.3)
I S I D E ( L , 4 ) = I S I D E ( I E L , 4 )
1110 W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 6 7 0 0 ) L , N I , N J , N K , N L , I D S C ( L ) . ( I S I D E ( L . M M ) , M M = 1 ,4)
I F ( N P T .E Q .1 )THEN 
N O D P T ( M . 1 )=NI 
N 0 D P T ( M , 2 ) = N J  
N 0 D P T ( M , 3 ) = N K  
N 0 D P T ( M , 4 ) = N L  
NP T = 4  
NA DD =1 
ELSE
DO 1 J C N T  = l.NPT
I F ( N I .E Q .N O D P T ( M .J C N T ) ) N A D D = 0  
1 C O N T I N U E
I F ( N A D D . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
NP T =  NP T+ 1 
N O D P T ( M , N P T ) = N I  
ELSE 
NADD =1 
E N D I F
DO 2 J C N T  = l. NP T
I F ( N J .E Q .N O D P T ( M .J C N T ) ) N A D D = 0
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
 
f"
)
316
2 C O N T I N U E  
I F ( N A D D . E Q . 1 ) T H E N
NPT = NPT+1 
N O D P T ( M , N P T ) = N J  
-1 SF
N A DD =1
E N D I F
C
DO 3 JCNT = l. NP T
I F ( N K .E Q . N 0 D P T ( M , J C N T ) ) N A D D = 0
3 C O N T I N U E
I F ( N A D D .E Q .1 )TH EN 
NPT = NPT+1 
N O D P T ( M , N P T ) = N K  
ELSE 
N A DD =1 
E N D I F
rL.
DO A J C N T  = l. NP T
I F ( N L . E Q . N O D P T ( M . J C N T ) ) N A D D = 0
4 C O N T I N U E
I F ( N A D D .E Q . 1 )THEN 
NP T = NPT+1 
N O D P T ( M , N P T ) = N L  
ELSE 
NADD=1 
E N D I F
ENDIF
N U M N P ( M ) = N P T
L M I J ( L ) = N I * 1 0 0 0 0  + NJ *1 0 + IKOD
L M K L ( L ) = N K * 1 0 0 Q 0  + NL*10
NI1=NI
N J 2= NJ
N K 3 = N K
N L 4 = N L
L=L+1
I F ( I E L - L ) 1 1 2 0 , 10 0 1 . 1 0 0 1 
1120 I F ( N S T O P + 1 . G T . L ) G O  TO 160 
432 C O N T I N U E  
RETU RN
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
c
C F O R M A T  S T A T E M E N T S  
C
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
5100 F O R M A T ( A 7 2 )
o 
o 
o
5200 F O R M A T (215)
5300 F O R M A T ( 2 1 5 , 4 F 1 0 .0)
5400 F O R M A T ( 3 I 5 . 4 D 1 5 . 5 / 4 D 1 5 . 5)
5500 F O R M A T ( 3 F 1 0 .0)
5555 F O R M A T ( 4 F 1 0 . 0 )
5600 F O R M A T ( 1115)
C
6000 F O R M A T ( I X ,1 2 0 ( 'x ') / / 2 5 X .A 7 2 / / 1 X . 1 2 0 ( 1 * 1)//
S 1 0 X . ' N U M B E R  OF  N O D A L  P O IN TS - - - '.14/
$ 1 0 X . ‘N U MB ER O F  R E G I O N S  ',14/./)
6100 F O R M A T ( '0'.' N. P. # CODE X Y Z B.C.
6200 F O R M A T ( '0 ', 'C A RD #'.1 4.' O U T  OF  O R D E R ' )
6300 F O R M A T ( I 5 , 7 X . I 2 , 4 X . 3 ( F 7 . 2 , 2 X ) , F 1 0 . 3 )
6400 F 0 R M A T ( / / 8 1 ( ' _ ' ) / / 1 7 X . ' M A T E R I A L  P R O P E R T Y  A N D  PARA MET ER S'
$ / 8 1 ( ’- ’)//)
6500 F C R M A T ( / / 1 0 X , ' R E G I O N  N U M B E R  - - - ',14//
S 1 5 X . ' N U M B E R  O F  E L E M E N T S  D E F I N I N G  R E GI ON - - - ',14/
$ 15X, 'NUMBER OF  I N T E R N A L  P O IN TS S P E C I F I E D  — ',14/
S 1 5 X , ' N U M B E R  OF  W E L L S  S P E C I F I E D  — '.14//
S 1 5 X , ' C O N D U C T I V I T Y  IN R E G I O N  R E P R E S E N T E D  BY S Q U A R E  O F ' / /
S 18X.D12.5,' + ' , D 1 2 .5,'*X + ' , D 1 2 .5.'*X*Y + '/
S 1 8 X . D 1 2 . 5 , ' * Y  + ' . D 1 2 . 5 . ' * Y * Z  + \ D 1 2 . 5 , ' * Z  + '/
S 1 8 X . D 1 2 . 5 , ' * X * Z  + ' . D 1 2 . 5 , ' * X * Y * Z ' / 7 / )
6550 F 0 R M A T ( / 1 0 X . ‘I N T E R N A L  POIN TS S P E C I F I E D  1/ / 2 3 X , ' X ' ,11X ,'Y ',
S 1 1 X .' Z ' /’2 0 X , 32 ( ' - ' ) / )
6555 F O R M A T ( / 1 0 X .'W E L L  S T R E N G T H  A N D  L O C A T I O N  — '//11X,
S ' S T R E N G T H ' , 6 X , ' X - L O C , 7 X , ' Y - L O C ,7 X ,'Z - L O C '/1 0 X ,46('-')/)
6600 F O R M A T ( 1 9 X ,3 (F 7 . 2 , 5 X ))
6650 F O R M A T ( / 8 1 ( ' _ ' ) / / 3 0 X . 'E L E M E N T  D A T A  FOR R E G I O N  N U M B E R ' ,I 4 / 8 1 ( '-') 
S 4 X . ' E L E M E N T  #' . 7 X .'I ' , 7 X ,'J '.7 X .'K 1 , 7 X .'L ' , 7 X ,'I D S C ',17X,
S 'I S I D E ' / I X . 1 0 0 ( '-')//)
6655 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X , F 1 0 . 4 , 3 ( 4 X , F 8 . 4 ) )
6700 F O R M A T ( 7 X , I 3 , 8 X , 4 ( I 3 , 5 X ) , I 4 , 7 X , 4 ( I 3 , 5 X ) )
C
END
C
C ==================================================================
c
S U B R O U T I N E  E L M N T ( X , Y , Z )
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c c
C C  S U B R O U T I N E  E L M N T  C
C C C
c c c
C C TH I S  S U B R O U T I N E  D E T E R M I N E S  TH E L O C A T I O N  O F  T H E  F R E E D O M  N O D E S  C
C C C
C C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - C
c c c
C C X, Y, Z - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  P O I N T S  C
C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
I M P L I C I T  R E A L M S  (A - K . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION LMIJ(NMX), i.MKL(NMX)
D I M E N S I O N  I D S C ( N M X ) ,I S I D E ( N M X ,4)
D I M E N S I O N  E T A 0 ( N M X , 4 ) , Z E T A 0 ( N M X ,4)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L C 1 0 ) , N U M I N T ( 1 0 ) , N U M N P ( 1 0 ) . N O D P T ( 1 0 . N M X ) . N U M W L ( 10) 
D I M E N S I O N  X ( I ) , Y ( i ) , Z ( l )
D I M E N S I O N  X X I ( N M X ) .X X J ( N M X ). X X K ( N M X ) ,X X L ( NMX )
D I M E N S I O N  Y Y I ( N M X ) .Y Y J ( N M X ) , Y Y K ( N M X ) , Y Y L ( N M X )
D I M E N S  ION Z Z I (N M X ).Z Z J (N M X ),Z Z K ( N M X ).ZZ L ( N M X )
C O M M O N / C N T R L / N U M E L . N U M I N T , N T O T . N U M N P . N U M M A T . N O D P T . N U M W L
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M I J . L M K L
C O M M O N / L L M N T / I D S C ,I SIDE
C O M M O N / E E L M N T / E T A O ,ZE TA O
COMMON-'ELX/XXI , X X J . X X K , X X L
C Q M M O N / E L Y / Y v I .Y Y J , Y Y K , Y Y L
C O M M O N / E L Z / Z Z I . Z Z J . Z Z K . Z Z L
C H A R A C T E R * 7 2  TI T L E
N S T A R T  = 1 
NS TO P = N U ME L(l )
DO 30 M = l . N U M M A T
DO 20 N = N S T A R T , N S T O P
C A LL R E C A L L ( L M I J ( N ) ,L M K L ( N ) ,N I . N J , N K , N L . I K O D )
XXI( N) = X (N I ) 
YYI( N) = Y (N I ) 
ZZI(N) = Z (N I ) 
XXJ(N) = X(NJ) 
YYJ( N) = Y(NJ) 
Z Z J( N) = Z(NJ) 
XXK(N) = X(NK) 
YYK( N) = Y(NK) 
Z Z K( N) = Z(NK) 
XXL(N) = X(NL) 
YYL( N) = Y(NL) 
ZZL( N) = Z(NL)
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  O F  F R E E D O M  NO DE S ( F R E E D O M = G E O M E T R I C A L )
C NOTE: FR E E D O M  NODE D A TA E Q U A L  TO G E O M E T R I C A L  N O DE DATA 
C
c
c
c
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c c 
c c
c c
n I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  Z E T A . E T A  L O C A T I O N  O F  F R E E D O M  NO D E S  
NOTE: I N I T I A L  L O C A T I O N  IS AS IF C O N T I N U O U S  E L E M E N T
C
C
c
c
c
Z E T A O ( N , i )  = 1 . 0  
Z E T A 0 ( N ,2) = 1 . 0  
Z E T A 0 ( N , 3 )  = -1.0 
Z E T A 0 ( N , 4 )  = -1.0
r
E T A O ( N . l )  = 1.0 
ET A0 ( N . 2 )  = -1.0 
E T A O ( N .3) = -1.0 
E T A0 ( N , 4 )  = 1.0
C
NT M = 1
10 IFC N T M .L E . I D S C ( N ) ) T H E N
IF( I S I D E ( N . N T M ) .E Q . 1 ) T H E N
XXI(N) = X X L( N) + 0 . 7 5 * ( X ( N I ) - X ( N L ) )
YYI( N) = Y Y L ( N )  + 0 . 7 5 * ( Y ( N I ) - Y ( N L ) )
ZZI( N) = Z Z L( N) + 0 . 7 5 * ( Z ( N I ) - Z ( N L ) )
Z E T A O ( N . l )  = 0.5
L
XXJ(N) = XXK( N) + 0 . 7 5 * ( X ( N J ) - X ( N K ) )
YYJ( N) = Y Y K ( N )  + 0 . 7 5 * ( Y ( N J ) - Y ( N K ) )
ZZJ( N) =  Z Z K ( N )  + 0 . 7 5 * ( Z ( N J ) - Z ( N K ) )
Z E T A 0 ( N , 2 )  = 0.5
C
E L S E I F ( I S I D E ( N . N T M ) .E Q . 2 ) T H E N
X X J (N ) = XXI( N) - 0 . 7 5 * ( X ( N J ) - X ( N I ) )
YYJ(N) = Y Y I( N) + 0 . 7 5 * ( Y ( N J )-Y ( N I ))
ZZJ( N) = Z Z I ( N )  + 0 . 7 5 * ( Z f N J ) - Z ( N I ) )
E T A 0 ( N , 2 )  = -C.5
C
XXK( N) =  X X L( N) + 0 . 7 5 * ( X ( N K ) - X ( N L ) )
YYK( N) = Y Y L( N) + 0 . 7 5 * ( Y ( N K ) - Y ( N L ) )
Z Z K( N) = Z Z L ( N )  + 0 . 7 5 * ( Z ( N K ) - Z ( N L ) )
E T A 0 ( N , 3 )  = -0.5
C
E L S E I F ( I S I D E ( N , N T M ) .E Q. 3)T HE N
XXK(N) = XXK( N) + 0 . 2 5 * ( X ( N J ) - X ( N K ) )
YYK( N) =  Y Y K ( N )  + 0 . 2 5 * ( Y ( N J ) - Y ( N K ) )
ZZK( N) = Z Z K ( N )  + 0 . 2 5 * ( Z ( N J ) - Z ( N K ) )
Z E T A 0 ( N , 3 )  = -0.5
C
XXL(N) = XXL( N) + 0 . 2 5 * ( X ( N I ) - X ( N L ) )
YYL( N) = Y Y L ( N )  + 0 . 2 5 * ( Y ( N I ) - Y ( N L ) )
Z Z L( N) = Z Z L ( N )  + 0 . 2 5 * ( Z ( N I ) - Z ( N L ) )
Z E T A O ( N ,4) = -0.5
C
ELSE
XXL(N) =  X X L( N) + 0 . 2 5 * ( X ( N K ) - X ( N L ) )
YYL( N) = Y Y L ( N )  + 0 . 2 5 * ( Y ( N K ) - Y ( N L ) )
ZZL( N) = Z Z L ( N )  + 0 . 2 5 * ( Z ( N K ) - Z ( N L ) )
E T A 0 ( N . 4 )  = 0.5
C
XXI( N) = X X I( N) + 0 . 2 5 * ( X ( N J ) - X ( N I ) )
Y Y I( N) = Y Y I ( N )  + Q . 2 5 * ( Y ( N J ) - Y ( N I ) )
n
o
n
 
o 
o 
c~>
 o 
o 
m 
o 
m 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
o 
cn 
o 
o 
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cn 
o 
m 
cn 
rn 
o
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ZZI( N) = Z Z I( N) + C . 2 5 * ( Z ( N J ) - Z ( N I ) )
E T A O ( N . l )  = 0 . 5
C
E N D I F
NTM = NTM + 1 
GO TO 10 
EN DI F  
20 C O N T I N U E
N S TA RT = N S T A R T  + N U M E L ( M )
NS T O P  = NS TO P -r N U M E L ( M + l )
30 C O N T I N U E  
RETU RN 
END
S U B R O U T I N E  R E C 4 L L ( L M I J ,L M K L . N l . N 2 . N 3 , N 4 , I K O D )
ccc C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C CC C C C C C
c rr S U B R O U T I N E  R E C A L L L
c r*C
c T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  R E C O V E R S  T H E  E L E M E N T  D A T A  FROM r
c THE E L E M E N T  CARDS. r
c r
cr C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
r
o
c LM - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  E N C O D E D  E L E M E N T  DA T A
L/
c
c c
r N 1 . N 2 . N 3 , N 4  - E L E M E N T  N O D A L  P O IN TS cr*rIKOD = 1 FOR E L E M E N T  T H A T  IS ON AN I N T E R F A C E  T H A T  HAS C
C IN A P R E V I O U S L Y  I N P U T T E D  R E GI ON c
C = 0 O T H E R W I S E ru
C c
CCC C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I N T E G E R S  LMIJ , L M K L , N 1 , J ,N2 , N 3 , L , N 4 , IKOD
N1 = L M I J / 10000
J = LMIJ - N i n o o o o
N2 = J / 1 0
IKOD = J- N2 *1 0
N3 = L M K L / 1 0 0 0 C
L = LMKl - N 3 * 1 0 0 0 0
N4 = l / 1 0
RETU RN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  F 0 R M 3 H ( X , Y , Z , X I N T , Y I N T . Z I N T , G K E R N , H K E R N , B ,
r*>
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S F I X B N D , K O D E , S O L V )
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c
C S U B R O U T I N E  F O R M G H  C
C C
C THIS S U B R O U T I N E  FORMS T H E  S Y S T E M  M A T R I C E S  A N D  A R R A N G E S  THE C
C E Q U A T I O N S  TO BE S O L V E D  C
C C
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - C
c c
C X. Y. Z - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  N O D A L  C O O R D I N A T E S  C
C C
C X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T  - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  TH E I N T E R N A L  P O I N T  C
C C O O R D I N A T E S  C
C C
C G K E R N . H K E R N  - A R R A Y S  C O N T A I N I N G  TH E S Y ST EM C O E F F I C I E N T S  C
C TO BE C A L C U L A T E D  IN T H IS R O U T I N E  C
C C
C F I XB ND - V E C T O R  O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  C
C C
r
C KO DE - V E C T O R  OF  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  CODES C
C C
SO L V  - V E C T O R  W H I C H  W I L L  C O N T A I N  T H E  S O L U T I O N  SET C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I M P L I C I T  R E AL *8 ( A - H . O - Z )
IM P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * *  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  C 0 N D ( 10,8)
D I M E N S I O N  L M I J ( N M X ) , L M K L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  X X I ( N M X ) ,X X J ( N M X ),X X K ( N M X ),X X L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Y Y I ( N M X ) . Y Y J ( N M X ) , Y Y K ( N M X ) , Y Y L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Z Z I ( N M X )  . Z Z J ( N M X ) , Z Z K ( N M X ) , Z Z L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 1 0 ) , N U M I N T ( 1 0 ) , N U M N P ( 1 0 ) , N 0 D P T ( 1 0 , N M X ) , N U M W L ( 10) 
D I M E N S I O N  G K E R N ( N D I M G , N D I M G ) , H K E R N ( N D I M G , N D I M H ) , S 0 L V ( N D I M G ) ,
S X ( 1 ) . Y ( 1 ) , Z ( 1 ) , F I X B N D ( 1 ) , K 0 D E ( 1 ) , X I N T ( 1 ) , Y I N T ( 1 ) , Z I N T ( 1 )
S .G ( N M X ,N M X ),H ( N M X ,N M X ),U ( N M X ) , L 0 C G ( N M X ) . L 0 C H ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  B ( N D I M G )
D I M E N S I O N  X W L ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , Y W L ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , Z W L ( 1 0 . 1 0 ) , Q W L ( 10,10)
C O M M O N / M T R L / C O N D
C O M M O N / F O R M / G . H . U
C O M M O N / C N T R L / N U M E L .N U M I N T ,N T O T .N U M N P ,N U M M A T ,N O D P T ,N U M W L
C O M M O N / N D I M M / N D I M G . N D I M H
C 0 M M 0 N / I 0 / I N D E V , I O U T D V , I P L O T
C 0 M M 0 N / L 0 C A T / L 0 C G ,LOCH
C 0 M M 0 N / L M E N T / L M I J ,LMKL
C O M M O N / W E L L / X W L , Y W L , Z W L ,Q W L
C 0 M M 0 N / E L X / X X I , X X J , X X K , X X L
C O M M O N / E L Y / Y Y I ,Y Y J ,Y Y K , Y Y L
C O M M O N / E L Z / Z Z I . Z Z J . Z Z K . Z Z L
E X T E R N A L  G F U N C , H F U N C
cj 
u 
u 
u 
u 
o 
u 
cj 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
a 
tj
EXTERNAL WTFNC.DWTFNC
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c c
C C I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  OF  S Y S T E M  C O E F F I C I E N T  M A T R I C E S  A N D  N E C E S S A R Y  C
C C P A R A M E T E R S  C
c c c
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
r*
DO 9 1 = 1 , NMX 
LOCG(I) = 0 
LOCH(I) = 0 
9 C O N T I N U E
DO 10 1 = 1 ,NDIMG 
DO 11 J = 1 ,N D I M G  
G K E R N ( I . J )  = 0.0
11 C O N T I N U E
DO 12 J = 1 ,ND IM F 
H K E R N ( I . J )  = 0 . 0  
U ( J ) = 0 . 0
12 C O N T I N U E  
10 C O N T I N U E
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c
c C O M P U T A T I O N  OF  S Y S T E M  C O E F F I C I E N T  M A T R I C E S  C
C C
frpAr'rr>''rrr.''i,'f,'''rrrro''T'',’,'’''f'r'T'ppf'rr,r'/'r'r'^ rrf'r‘r,Prrrrr'f'^r^rrrrrrr,T'pprrp
N S T A R T  = 1 
NS TO P = N U M E L ( l )
I S TA RT = 1 
ISTOP = N U M N P(l )
DO 999 M = l , N U M M A T  
KT Y P E  = 0 
DC 1 J J = 2  S
I F ( C O N D ( M , J J ) . N E . 0 . 0 ) K T Y P E  =  1 
IF K T Y P E  E Q UA LS 1 T H E N  W O R K I N G  V A R I A B L E  P E R M E A B I L I T Y  C A S E  
1 C O N T I N U E
DO 13 1 = 1 . NT O T  
DO 13 J = 1 . N T O T  
G(I ,J)=0.0 
H f I . J ) = 0 . 0
13 C O N T I N U E
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
C C
C D E T E R M I N A T I O N  OF  P A R T I C U L A R  S O L U T I O N  IN S O U R C E  P R O B L E M  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I F ( N U M W L ( M ) . N E . O ) T H E N
215 N = I S T A R 7 . I S T O P  
NN = N O D P T ( M . N )
BI = 0.0 
N N E L  = -1
DO 211 NNN = N S T A R T . N S T O P  
I F ( N N E L .E Q .- 1 ) T H E N  
CA L L  R E C A L L ( L M I J ( N N N ) . L M K L ( N N N ) , N I . N J . N K . N L . I K O D )
IF(NN.EQ. NI ) T H E N
XLL = XXI( NNN )
Y L l = YY I ( N N N )
Z L l = ZZ I ( N N N )
NN EL =: NNN
NLOC =: 1
E L S E I F ( N N .E Q . N J ) T H E N
XL L = X X J ( NNN )
YLL = Y Y J ( NNN )
ZL L = Z Z J ( N N N )
NN E L  =  ^ NNN
NLOC = 0L.
E L S E I F ( N N . E Q . N K ) T H E N
XLL = XX K( NNN )
YL L = YY K( NNN )
ZL L = ZZ K( NNN )
N N E L  =: NNN
NLOC = 3
E L S E I F ( N N . EQ. N D T H E N
XLL = XX L(NNN)
YL L = YY L( NNN )
Z L L  = ZZ L( NNN )
N N E L  =: NNN
NLOC = 4
EN DI F
E N D I F
C O N T I N U E
I F ( K O D E ( N N ) .E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
DO 212 1 = 1 .NUMWL(M)
XI = X W L ( M . I )
YI = Y W L ( M . I )
ZI = Z W L ( M . I )
BA D = - Q W L ( M , I ) * W T F N C ( X I , Y I , Z I , X L L , Y L L . Z L L , M )  
BI = BI + BAD 
C O N T I N U E
FI X B N D ( N N )  = FI X B N D ( N N )  - BI
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( N N ) . E Q . 0 ) T H E N
DO 214 1 = 1 .NUMWL(M)
XI = X W L ( M , I )
YI = Y W L ( M ,I )
ZI = Z W L ( M . I )
BA D = D W T F N C ( N N E L , N N , X ,Y , Z ,X I ,Y I , Z I , N L O C , M , 4 )  
BI = BI + B A D * Q W L ( M , I )
C O N T I N U E
o 
cr>
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
c~>
 
o 
c'i
 
o 
o 
ro
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F I X B N D ( N N )  = FI X B N D ( N N )  - BI
E N D I F
215 C O N T I N U E  
EN DI F
DO 89S N N N = i , N U M N P ( M )
NN = N O D P T ( M . N N N )
DO 899 N = N S T A R T . N S T O P
CA L L  R E C A L L ( L M I J ( N ) , L M K L ( N ) . N I . N J . N K , N L . I K O D )
I F ( I K O D . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
i F( K O D E ( N I ). E Q . - D S G N I  = -1.0 
I F ( K O D E ( N J ) .E Q . - 1 ) S G N J  = -1.0 
I F ( K O D E ( N K ) .E Q . - 1 ) S G N K  = -1.0 
I F ( K O D E ( N L ) .E Q .— 1) SON L = -1.0 
ELSE 
SGNI =  1.0
SGNJ = 1.0 
S G N K  =  1.0 
SG N L  = 1.0
EN DI F 
NO W = 0
I F ( N N .E Q .N I ) N 0 W = 1  
I F ( N N .E Q .N J ) N 0 W = 2  
I F ( N N .E Q . N K ) N 0 W = 3  
I F ( N N . E Q . N L ) N 0 W = 4  
I F ( N O W .N E . 0 )THEN
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c
C P O I N T  RL IS IN E L E M E N T  N C
c c
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
HI = 0.0 
HJ = 0.0 
H K  = 0.0 
H L  = 0.0
I F ( K T Y P E . E Q .0 ) TH EN 
C A L L  S E L F I ( G I ,N O W . N , 1 , X ,Y , Z. M)
C A L L  S E L F I ( G J , N 0 W , N , 2 , X , Y , Z , M )
C A L L  S E L F I ( G K , N 0 W , N , 3 , X . Y , Z , M )
C A L L  S E L F I ( G L , N 0 W , N , 4 , X , Y , Z , M )
ELSE
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 15 ,G I , G F U N C , N , N N , X , Y , Z , X I N T , Y I N T . Z I N T , 1 , 0 , O.M) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 16 .G J , G F U N C , N , N N , X , Y , Z , X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T , 2 , 0 , O.M) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 1 6 . G K . G F U N C , N . N N , X ,Y . Z . X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T , 3 , 0 , 0 ,M) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 16 ,G L , G F U N C , N , N N , X , Y , Z , X I N T . Y I N T , Z I N T , 4 . 0 , O.M)
EN D I F
ELSE
n325
= H( N N . N I ) + HI
= H ( N N . N J ) + HJ
= H ( N N , N K ) -r HR
= H ( N N . N L ) + HL
= G ( N N . N I ) + SGNI *GI
-- G ( N N . N J ) 4- S G N J * G J
= G ( N N , N K ) + S G N K * G K
= G ( N N , N L ) 4* S G N L * G L
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C l c u c l o  
c c c
C C PO I N T  RL IS N O T  IN E L E M E N T  N C
c c c
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . H I . H F U N C , N , N N . X . Y , Z , X I N T , Y I N T . Z I N T . 1 . 0 , O.M) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , H J . H F U N C . N . N N . X . Y . Z , X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T , 2 . 0 , O.M) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , H K . H F U N C . N , N N . X , Y . Z , X I N T , Y I N T . Z I N T . 3 . 0 . 0 , M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , H L , H F U N C . N . N N , X , Y , Z , X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T , 4 , 0,0,M)
C
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . G I . G F U N C . N . N N . X . Y . Z . X I N T . Y I N T . Z I N T . 1 . 0 . O.M) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . G J . G F U N C . N . N N . X . Y . Z , X I N T . Y I N T , Z I N T , 2 . 0 , O.M) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , G K , G F U N C , N , N N , X , Y , Z , X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T , 3 , 0 , O.M) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , G L . G F U N C , N , N N , X , Y , Z , X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T , 4 , 0 , 0 , M) 
E N D I P
H ( N N .NJ )
H ( N N . N K )
H ( NN ,NL )
G ( N N . N I )
G ( N N , N J )
89 9 C O N T I N U E
DO 900 N N N = 1 , N U M N P ( M )
N = N O D P T ( M , N N N )
H K E R N ( N , N )  = 0.0 
DO 900 N N N N = 1 . N U M N P ( M )
NN =  N O D P T ( M , N N N N )
I F ( N N . N E . N ) T H E N
H ( N, N) = H ( N, N) - H( N . N N )
E N DI F
900 C O N T I N U E
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c c
C c A R R A N G E M E N T  O F  G M A T R I X  A N D  H M A T R I X  FOR S O L U T I O N  C
C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c
I F ( M . E Q . 1 )THEN 
K=1 
L=1
EN DI F
DO 163 J J = 1 . N U M N P ( M )
J = N 0 D P T ( M , J J )
I F ( L 0 C G ( J ) .E Q .0 ) T H E N  
L O C G ( J ) = K
I F ( K O D E ( J ) . N E . - l ) T H E N
O 
C)
 
f)
 
O 
(~)
 
o 
o
L O C H ( J ) = L
U ( L O C H (J ) ) = F I X B N D ( J )
EN DI F
EN DI F
I F ( K O D E ( J ) .E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
DC 160 I I = I S T A R T . I S T O P  
I = I I - I S T A R T + I  
I = N O D P T ( M . n
G K E R N ( I I .LO CG (J) ) = G(I, J)
H K E R N f I I ,LO CH (J) ) = H(I.J)
160 C O N T I N U E
ELSEIFC KODE(J'). EO. 0 ) TH EN 
DO 161 1 1 = 1 S T A R T ,ISTOP 
1 = 1 I- I S T A R T + 1  
I= N O D P T ( M , I )
G K E R N ( 1 1 .L O C G ( J ) ) = -H (I,J)
H K E R N ( I I .L O CH (J) ) = - G ( I .J)
161 C O N T I N U E
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( J ) .E Q . - 1 ) T H E N  
DO 162 I I = I S T A R T ,ISTOP 
1 = 1 I- I S T A R T + 1  
I = N O D DT ( M ,I )
G K E R N ( I I .LOCG (J) ) = -H (I,J)
G K E R N ( I I .LO C G ( J ) + l )  = G(I.J)
162 C O N T I N U E  
ENDIF
I F ( K O D E (J ) . E Q .“ 1 )THEN 
I F ( L O C G ( J ) .E C . K ) K = K + 2  
ELSE
I F ( L O C G ( J ) . E Q .K)K=K+1 
I F ( L O C H ( J ) .E Q . L ) L = L + 1  
ENDIF
163 C O N T I N U E
N S T A R T  = N S T A R T  + N U ME L(M )
NS TO P = NS TO P + NUNIEL(M+1)
I S T A R T  = I S TA RT + NU MN P(M )
ISTOP = ISTOP + N U M N P ( M + 1 )
999 C O N T I N U E
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
r
c I N I T I A L I Z E  S O L U T I O N  V E C T O R
c
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
DO 180 1 = 1 .NDIMG 
SO LV(I) = 0 . 0  
DO 180 J = 1 . N D I M H
S O LV (I) = S O LV (I) + H K E R N ( I , J ) * U ( J )
180 C O N T I N U E
C
R E TU RN
C
c~)
 
c~>
 
o 
c
d
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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327
S U B R O U T I N E  T E R N A L ( F I X B N D , S O L V . K O D E . X I N T . Y I N T . Z I N T . S O L U T ,
S D P O T X , D P O T Y . D P O T Z , D P O T , X , Y , Z )
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c
C S U B R O U T I N E  T E R N A L  C
C C
C THIS S U B R O U T I N E  FORMS T H E  S Y S T E M  M A T R I C E S  A N D  A R R A N G E S  TH E C
C E Q U A T I O N S  TO BE S O L V E D  FOR I N T E R N A L  PO IN T C A L C U L A T I O N S  C
c c
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - C
C C
C FIXB ND - V E C T O R  O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  C
C C
C SOLV - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  THE S O L U T I O N  C
C C
C KODE - V E C T O R  OF B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  CODES C
C C
C X I N T . Y I N T . Z I N T  - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  I N T E R N A L  PO IN T C
C C O O R D I N A T E S  C
C C
C SO LU T - V E C T O R  W H I C H  W I L L  C O N T A I N  P O T E N T I A L  AT I N T E R N A L  PT. C
C C
C D P O T X . D P O T Y . D P O T Z  - V E C T O R S  W H I C H  W I L L  C O N T A I N T  TH E C
C F L UX ES AT  TH E I N T E R A N L  P O IN TS C
c c
C DP OT - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  TH E M A G N I T U D E  OF  T H E  FLUX IN T H E  C
C N O R M A L  D I R E C T I O N  C
c c
C X. Y. Z - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  NO D A L  C O O R D I N A T E S  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I M P L I C I T  R E AL *8 ( A - H . O - Z )
IM P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * *  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  L M I J ( N M X ) . L M K L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  X W L ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , Y W L ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) . Z W L ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , Q W L ( 10,10)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 1 0 ) , N U M I N T ( 1 0 ) , N U M N P ( 1 0 ) , N O D P T ( 1 0 . N M X ) , N U M W L ( 10) 
D I M E N S I O N  F I X B N D ( 1 ) . S O L V ( 1 ) . K O D E ( 1 ) , X I N T ( 1 ) , Y I N T ( 1 ) , Z I N T ( 1 ) ,
$ SOLUT( 1).,D P O T X (1), DPOTY( 1), DPOTZ( 1), DPOT( 1),
$ X ( 1) ,Y ( 1) , Z ( 1)
C O M M O N / C N T R L / N U M E L .N U M I N T ,N T O T ,N U M N P ,N U M M A T ,N O D P T ,N U M W L
C O M M O N / 1 0 / I N D E V . I O U T D V . I  PLOT
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M I J ,LM KL
C O M M O N / W E L L / X W L .Y W L . Z W L . Q W L
E X T E R N A L  H F U N C . D H F N C
E X T E R N A L  G F U N C . D G F N C
E X T E R N A L  W T F N C . D W T F N C
o 
o 
m 
o 
o 
c~>
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o 
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n
xcccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
r r r'
C C C O M P U T A T I O N  AT  I N T E R N A L  P O IN TS C
C C C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
I S T A R '  = 1 
ISTOP = N U M I N T (1)
N S T A R T  = 1 
N S T O P  = NU ME L(l )
DO 50 M M = 1 , N U M M A T
I F ( N U M I N T ( M M ) .N E . O ) T H E N  
DO 40 I = I S T A R T , I S T O P  
S O L U T ( I ) = 0 . 0  
DP O T X ( I )  = 0 . 0  
DP O T Y ( I )  = 0 . 0  
D P O T Z ( I )  = 0 . 0  
XP = X I N T ( I)
YP = Y I NT (I)
ZP = Z I NT (l)
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c
C C O M P U T A T I O N  OF  I N T E R N A L  P O I N T  H O M O G E N E O U S  P O T E N T I A L  S O L U T I O N  C 
C C
DO 30 J = N S T A R T . N S T O P
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M I J ( J ) . L M K L ( J ) , N I . N J . N K . N L . I K O D )
CA L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , H I , H F U N C , J , I , X . Y . Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 1 . 1 , 0 . M M  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , H J , H F U N C , J , I , X , Y , Z . X P , Y P . Z P , 2 . 1 . 0 . MM 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , H K , H F U N C . J , I , X , Y , Z . X P , Y P , Z P , 3 . 1 , 0 , M M  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , H L , H F U N C ,J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 4 , 1 , 0 , M M
C A LL G A U S S 2 ( 4 , G I . G F U N C ,J , I , X , Y , Z , X P . Y P , Z P , 1 . 1 . 0 , M M  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , G J . G F U N C , J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P . Z P , 2 , I . 0 , M M  
C A LL G A U S S 2 ( 4 , G K , G F U N C ,J ,I . X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 3 , I , 0 , M M  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . G L . G F U N C .J , I , X , Y . Z . X P , Y P , Z P , 4 , 1 , 0 , M M  
I F ( I K 0 D . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
I F ( K O D E ( N I ). E Q .-1)GI = -GI 
I F ( K 0 D E ( N J ) . E Q . - 1 ) G J  = -GJ 
I F ( K 0 D E ( N K ) . E Q . - 1 ) G K  = -G K 
I F ( K O D E ( N  L ) .E Q . - 1 ) G L  = - G L  
E N D I F
S O L U T ( I ) = S O L U T ( I )  + S O L V ( N I ) * G I  + S 0 L V ( N J ) * G J  
L V ( N K ) * G K  + S O L V ( N L ) * G L  + F I X B N D ( N I )*HI 
X B N D ( N J ) * H J  + F I X B N D ( N K ) * H K  + F I X B N D ( N L ) * H L  
30 C O N T I N U E
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c
(_J 
CJ 
CJ 
C-) 
C_J 
o 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
C
J
C D E T E R M I N E  P A R T I C U L A R  P O T E N T I A L  S O L U T I O N  A N D  A D D  IT TO TH E C
C H O M O G E N E O U S  P O T E N T I A L  S O L U T I O N  T O  G E T  FI N A L  P O T E N T I A L  C
C C
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
BI = 0.0
DO 31 N W L = 1 , N U M W L ( M M )
XI = X W L ( M M . N W L )
YI = Y W L ( M M . N W L )
ZI = Z W L ( M M . N W L )
BI = BI - Q W L ( M M , N W L ) * W T F N C ( X I , Y I , Z I , X P , Y P , Z P , M M )  
31 C O N T I N U E
S O L U T(I ) = S O L U T ( I )  + BI
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c
C C O M P U T A T I O N  OF I N T E R N A L  PO IN T H O M O G E N E O U S  POT. DER. S O L U T I O N  C 
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
DC 35 J = N S T A R T , N S T O P
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M I J ( J ) ,L M K L ( J ) , N I , N J ,N K . N L , I K O D )
r*L
C A LL G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D H I X . D H F N C , J , I , X , Y . Z , X P , Y P . Z P , 1 , 1 . 1 , M  
C A LL G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D H J X . D H F N C ,J , I . X . Y , Z , X P , Y P . Z P , 2 , 1 , 1 , M  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D H K X . D H F N C ,J ,I ,X ,Y ,Z , X P ,Y P , Z P  ,3 ,1,1 ,M 
C A LL G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D H L X . D H F N C . J . I . X . Y . Z , X P . Y F , Z P , 4 . 1 , 1 , M
C
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D G I X , D G F N C . J , I . X . Y . Z , X P , Y P . Z P . 1 , 1 . 1 . M  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D G J X . D G F N C ,J , I , X , Y . Z . X P . Y P . Z P , 2 , 1 , 1 . M  
CA L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D G K X , D G F N C , J , I , X , Y , Z , X P . Y P , Z P , 3 , 1 . 1 - , M  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D G L X , D G F N C , J . I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P . Z P , 4 , 1 , l.M 
I F ( I K O D . E Q . l ) T H E N  
I F ( K O D E ( N I ) . E Q . - l ) D G I X  = -D GI X  
I F ( K O D E ( N J ) .E Q . - 1 ) D G J X  = -D G J X  
I F ( K O D E ( N K ) .E Q .- 1 ) D G K X  = -D G K X  
I F ( K O D E ( N L ) .E Q . - 1 )DGLX = -D GL X  
E N D I F
C
D P O T X ( I )  = D P O T X ( I )  + S O L V ( N I ) * D G I X  + S O L V ( N J ) * D G J X  
S O L V ( N K ) * D G K X  + S O L V ( N L ) * D G L X  - F I X B N D C N I )*D HI X
S - F I X B N D ( N J ) * D H J X  - F I X B N D ( N K ) * D H K X  - F I X B ND( NL )
S *D HL X
C
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D H I Y . D H F N C , J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 1 , 1 , 2 , M M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D H J Y . D H F N C ,J .I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P . Z P , 2 , 1 , 2 . M M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D H K Y . D H F N C ,J , I , X , Y . Z , X P . Y P , Z P , 3 , 1 , 2 , M M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D H L Y , D H F N C , J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 4 , 1 , 2 , M M )
C
C A LL G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D G I Y . D G F N C , J .I . X , Y . Z . X P , Y P . Z P , 1 , 1 , 2 . M M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D G J Y , D G F N C ,J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 2 , 1 , 2 . M M )
C A L L  GAL!SS2(4 , D 3 K Y .D G F N C ,J ,I ,X .Y ,Z ,X P ,Y P ,Z P ,3 . 1 , 2 , MM) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D G L Y , D G F N C , J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 4 . 1 . 2 , M M )  
I F ( I K O D . E Q . 1 )THEN 
I F ( K O D E ( N I ) .E Q . - 1 ) D G I Y  =  -DGIY 
I F ( K O D E ( N J ) . E Q . - 1 ) D G J Y  = -D GJ Y 
I F ( K O D E ( N K ) .E Q . - I ) D G K Y  = -DGKY 
IF( K O D E ( N L ) . EQ. - D D G L Y  = -D GL Y 
EN D I F
D P O T Y ( I )  = D P O T Y ( I )  + S O L V ( N I ) * D G I Y  + S O L V ( N J ) * D G J Y  
S O L V ( N K ) * D G K Y  - S O L V ( N L ) * D G L Y  - F I X B N D ( N I ) * D H I Y
S - F I X B N D ( N J ) * D H J Y  - F I X B N D ( N K ) * D H K Y  - F I X B ND( NL )
S * D H L Y
C
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D H I Z , D H F N C ,J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 1 , I , 3 , M M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D H J Z . D H F N C ,J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 2 , 1 , 3 , M M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4. DrlKZ. D H F N C . J , I , X . Y .Z . X P , Y P , Z P ,3.1.3 .MM) 
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D H L Z . D H F N C , J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 4 , i , 3 , M M )
C
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D G I Z . D G F N C , J , I , X , Y , Z . X P , Y P . Z P . 1 . 1 . 3 . M M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D G J Z . D G F N C , J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 2 . 1 . 3 . M M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 , D G K Z , D G F N C , J , I , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P , 3 , i . 3 , M M )  
C A L L  G A U S S 2 ( 4 . D G L Z . D G F N C .J ,I ,X .Y , Z , X P ,Y P , Z P , 4 . 1 . 3 .MM) 
IF( IKOD.EQ. D T H E N  
IF( K O DE (NI ').E Q . - 1 )DGIZ = -D GI Z 
I F ( K O D E ( N J ) . E Q .-1)DG JZ = -DGJZ 
I F ( K O D E ( N K ) .E Q . - 1 )DGKZ = -DGKZ 
I F ( K O D E ( N L ) .E Q . - 1 )DGLZ = -D GL Z 
E N DI F
r
D P O T Z ( I ) = D P O T Z ( I ) + S O L V ( N I ) * D G I Z  + S O L V ( N J ) * D G J Z  
S O L V ( N K ) * D G K Z  - S O L V ( N L ) * D G L Z  - F I X B N D ( N I )*DHIZ
F I X B N D ( N J ) * D H J Z  - F I X B N D ( N K ) * D H K Z  - F I X B N D ( N L )
S *D HL Z
C
35 C O N T I N U E  ' *
DBX = 0.0
DBY = 0 . 0  
D3Z = 0.0
DO 36 NW L = l . N U M W L ( M M )
XI = X W L ( M M . N W L )
YI = Y W L ( M M . N W L )
ZI = Z W L ( M M . N W L )
DBX = DBX + Q W L ( M M , N W L ) * D W T F N C ( - 1 . I , X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T .  
S X I ,Y I , Z I , - 1 , M M , 1)
DBY = DBY + Q W L ( M M , N W L ) * D W T F N C ( - 1 , I , X I N T . Y I N T , Z I N T ,  
S X I , Y I , Z I , - 1 ,MM,2)
DBZ = DBZ + Q W L C M M . N W L ^ D W T F N C C - l ,  I. XINT. YINT, ZINT, 
S X I , Y I ,Z I . - 1 , M M , 3 )
36 C O N T I N U E
C
DP O T X ( I )  =  D P O T X ( I ) - DBX 
D P O T Y ( I) =  D P O T Y ( I ) + DBY
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331
D P O T Z ( I ) = D P O T Z ( I )  ♦ DBZ
SPDX = D P O T X ( I ) * D P Q T X ( I ) 
SPDY = D P O T Y ( I )* D P 0 T Y ( I ) 
SPDZ = DP 0 T Z ( I  ) * D P 0 T Z ( I ) 
S S PD = S P DX + SP D Y  + SPDZ 
D P O T ( I) = D S Q R T ( S S P D )
40 C O N T I N U E
ENDIF
ISTART = ISTA RT + N U M I N T ( M M )  
ISTOP = ISTOP * N U M I N T ( M M + 1 )  
N S T A R T  = N S T A R T  + N U M E L ( M M )  
NS TO P = NS TO P + N U M E L ( M M + 1 )
50 C O N T I N U E
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SELFI(VAL,M,NEL,N,X,Y,Z,MAT)
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccr
S U B R O U T I N E  S E L F I
C THIS SUBROUTINE GIVES THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION TO THE
C INTEGRAL CONTAINING A SINGULARITY
C
C CALLING ARGUMENTS-
r
C VAL - RESULT OF INTEGRATION 
C
C M - ELEMENT NODE WHICH IS RL 
C = 1 FOR NODE I
C = 2 FOR NODE J
C = 3 FOR NODE K
C = 4 FOR NODE L
C
C NEL - ELEMENT CONTAINING RL 
C
C N - ELEMENT NODE WHICH IS BEING CONSIDERED 
C = 1 FOR NODE I
C = 2 FOR NODE J
C = 3 FOR NODE K
C = 4 FOR NODE L
C
C X ,Y,Z - VECTORS CONTAINING COORDINATES OF BOUNDARY NODES 
C
C MAT - REGION NUMBER
r
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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o
o
o
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o
o
o
o
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j
o
r
"
)
LJ 
U 
(J 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
( 
J 
CJ 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H.C-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)
PARAMETER (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION LMIJ(NMX),LMKL(NMX)
DIMENSION ETA0(NMX ,4).ZETA0(NMX.4)
REAL*S 100.110.101,111,100ADD.I10ADD.I01ADD.111ADD 
DIMENSION X(1).Y(1).Z(I)
COMMON/LMENT/LMIJ.LMKL 
COMMON/EELMNT/ETAO.ZETAO 
COMMON/COORDX/XI.XJ.XK.XL 
COMMON/’COORDY/YI. YJ ,YK, YL 
COMMON/COORDZ/ZI.Z J .ZK.ZL 
PARAMETER(004PI = 0.07957747)
EXTERNAL R1,RNORM,COEFF1,COEFF2,COEFF3,C0EFF4 
EXTERNAL RCORDE,RCORDZ 
EXTERNAL CONPNC
100 = 0 . 0  
110 = 0.0 
101 = 0.0 
i n  = o.o
CALL RECALL(LMIJ(NEL),LMKL(NEL),NI,NJ,NK,NL) 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
c c
C DETERMINE THE COORDINATES OF THE NODAL POINTS IN ELEMENT NEL C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
XI = X(NI)
YI = Y(NI)
ZI = Z(NI)
XJ = X (N J )
YJ = Y (N J )
ZJ = Z(NJ)
XK = X(NK)
YK = Y(NK)
ZK = Z(NK)
XL = X (N L)
YL = Y(NL)
ZL = Z(NL)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
c c
C DETERMINE THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION TO THE SINGULAR INTEGRAL C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
ETAO = ETAO(NEL,M)
ZETAO = ZETAO(NEL.M)
ALPHA = RCORDZ(ETAO)
BETA = RCORDE(ZETAO)
333
DO 10 ETA = - 1 . 0 , l . C . 2.0 
DO 10 Z E T A  = - 1 . 0 , l . C . 2.0 
DE = ETA - ETAO 
DZ = Z E T A  - Z E T A O  
R = R 1 ( Z E T A . E T A . M . N E L . X ,Y.Z)
S = A L P H A * D Z  + R 
"r = S E T A * D E  + R 
I F ( E T A .N E .E T A O I T H E N  
S = D L O G ( D A B S ( S ) )
EN D I F
I F ( Z E T A . N E . Z E T A O ) T H E N  
T = D L O G ( D A B S ( T ) )
EN D I F
PROD = E T A * Z E T A
SGN = D S I G N ( 1 . 0 D 0 ,PROD)
IOOADD = ( ( D E / A L P H A ) * S  + ( D Z / B E T A ) * T )
101 AD D = ( ( D Z / ( 2. * B E T A * B E T A ) ) * R  + ( D E * D E / ( 2 .* A L P H A ) ) * S )
I10A DD = ( ( D E / ( 2 . * A L P H A * A L P H A ) ) * R  + ( D Z * D Z / ( 2 . * B E T A ) ) * T )
I 11A D D  = ( R * R * R / ( 3 . * ( A L P H A * B E T A ) * * 2 ) )
100 = IOC + S G N * I 0 0 A D D
101 = 101 + S G N * I 0 1 A D D  
I1C = 110 + S G N * I 1 0 A D D  
111 = 111 + S G N * I 1 1 A D D
10 C O N T I N U E
T1 = C O E F F K Z E T A O . E T A O . N E L , N ) * I 0 0  
T2 = C O E F F 2 ( Z E T A O , E T A O . N E L , N ) * I 0 1  
T3 = C O E F F 3 f Z E T A O . E T A O . N E L , N ) * I 10 
TA = C 0 E F F 4 ( Z E T A 0 . E T A 0 , N E L , N ) * I 1 1  
VA L = 0 0 4 P I * R N O R M ( Z E T A O .E T A O ) * ( T i  + T2 + T3 + T4)
VAL = V A L / ( C O N F N C ( Z E T A O , E T A O . M A T ) **2)
C
RETU RN
END
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = : = = = = = = = = =
c
S U B R O U T I N E  G A U S S 2 ( N P T ,V A L , F N C .I E L . L N D , X ,Y , Z , X I N T ,Y I N T , Z I N T ,
S M , I C A L L , I C , M A T )
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C C c
C C  S U B R O U T I N E  G A U S S 2  C
c c c
C C THIS S U B R O U T I N E  P E R F O R M S  A 1-D G A U S S I A N  Q U A D R A T U R E  O F  A N  C
C C A R B I T R A R Y  F U N C T I O N  O F  T W O  I N D E P E N D E N T  V A R I A B L E S  C
C C c
C C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  C
C C C
C C NPT - N U M B E R  O F  I N T E G R A T I O N  P O IN TS D E S I R E D  - FROM 1 TO  7 C
C C C
C C VAL - R E S U L T  O F  I N T E G R A T I O N  C
C C C
C C FNC - F U N C T I O N  TO BE I N T E G R A T E D  C
334
c po rc
c
r*
r
w
r
IEL - E L E M E N T  TO BE I N T E G R A T E D  O V ER c
p
c C LND - N O DE N U M B E R  O F  PO IN T RL c
r
V C r
r> n
0 X ,Y ,Z - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  OF  B O U N D A R Y  NODES c
r
u c
0 L X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T  - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O D I N A T E S  O F  THE r
r r
C- I N T E R N A L  POIN TS rw
c c C
c r M - E L E M E N T  N O DE U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N c
c c = 1 FOR N O D E  I c
c c = 2 FOR N O D E  J c
c c = 3 FOR N O D E  K c
c r = 4 FOR N O D E  L c
c C c
r r*
L ICALL - I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  C O DE O F  C A L L I N G  RO U T I N E c
L.
p
v. = 0 FOR FORM GH pL
c rL, = 1 FOR T E R N A L rw
c c C
c r IC - I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  C O DE FOR P O T E N T I A L  D E R I V A T I V E  D I R E C T I O N rw
p
L>
p
C = 1 FOR X D I R E C T I O N c
0
r = 2 FOR Y D I R E C T I O N c
r r
L, = 3 FOR Z D I R E C T I O N c
p
L c
c p MA T - R E G I O N  N U M B E R pL-
r
L
r pw
c
r
ccc r ^ r rrrrr%fm'rrrKr' r r r r'^^^n^f>rsrkrs^ ^ r 'rrrn r r r'fK'rrr‘r r n ^rrrrrr^'rrr^'^,r r'/^ r%r%r'r'r
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * S  (A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * 4  (I-N)
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1 ) , Y ( 1 ) , Z ( 1 )
D I M E N S I O N  Z E E ( 2 8 ) , W T ( 2 8 ) .LO CA T E ( 7 )
D I M E N S I O N  Z E ( 1 6 ) , W ( 16)
D A T A  Z E E / 0 . 0 , 0 . 5 7 7 3 5 0 3 , - 0 . 5 7 7 3 5 0 5 , 0 . 0 . 0 . 7 7 4 5 9 6 7 , - 0 . 7 7 4 5 9 6 7 ,
S O . 8 6 1 1 3 6 3 , - 0 . 8 6 1 1 3 6 3 , 0 . 3 3 9 9 8 1 0 , - 0 . 3 3 9 9 8 1 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 5 3 8 4 6 9 3 ,
S - 0 . 5 3 8 4 6 9 3 , 0 . 9 0 6 1 7 9 8 , - 0 . 9 0 6 1 7 9 8 , 0 . 2 3 8 6 1 9 2 , - 0 . 2 3 8 6 1 9 2 , 0 . 6 6 1 2 0 9 4 ,  
S - 0 . 6 6 1 2 0 9 4 , 0 . 9 3 2 4 6 9 5 , - 0 . 9 3 2 4 6 9 5 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 4 0 5 8 4 5 1 , - 0 . 4 0 5 8 4 5 1 , 0 . 7 4 1 5 3 1 2  
S , - 0 . 7 4 1 5 3 1 2 , 0 . 9 4 9 1 0 7 9 , - 0 . 9 4 9 1 0 7 9 /
C
D A T A  W T / 2 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 , 0 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 , 0 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 , 0 . 3 4 7 8 5 4 8 ,
5 0 . 3 4 7 8 5 4 8 . 0 . 6 5 2 1 4 5 1 . 0 . 6 5 2 1 4 5 1 . 0 . 5 6 8 8 8 8 9 . 0 . 4 7 8 6 2 8 7 . 0 . 4 7 8 6 2 8 7 ,
5 0 . 2 3 6 9 2 6 9 . 0 . 2 3 6 9 2 6 9 . 0 . 4 6 7 9 1 3 9 . 0 . 4 6 7 9 1 3 9 . 0 . 3 6 0 7 6 1 6 . 0 . 3 6 0 7 6 1 6 ,
5 0 . 1 7 1 3 2 4 5 . 0 . 1 7 1 3 2 4 5 . 0 . 4 1 7 9 5 9 2 . 0 . 3 8 1 8 3 0 1 . 0 . 3 8 1 8 3 0 1 . 0 . 2 7 9 7 0 5 4 ,
5 0 . 2 7 9 7 0 5 4 . 0 . 1 2 9 4 8 5 0 . 0 . 1 2 9 4 8 5 0 ,
r
D A T A  Z E / O . 0 9 5 0 1 2 5 0 9 8 . 0 . 2 8 1 6 0 3 5 5 0 7 , 0 . 4 5 8 0 1 6 7 7 7 6 , 0 . 6 1 7 8 7 6 2 4 4 4 ,
5 0 . 7 5 5 4 0 4 4 0 8 3 . 0 . 8 6 5 6 3 1 2 0 2 3 . 0 . 9 4 4 5 7 5 0 2 3 0 . 0 . 9 8 9 4 0 0 9 3 4 9 ,
S - C . 0 9 5 0 1 2 5 0 9 8 , - 0 . 2 8 1 6 0 3 5 5 0 7 , - 0 . 4 5 8 0 1 6 7 7 7 6 , - 0 . 6 1 7 8 7 6 2 4 4 4 ,
S - 0 . 7 5 5 4 0 4 4 0 8 3 , - 0 . 8 6 5 6 3 1 2 0 2 3 , - 0 . 9 4 4 5 7 5 0 2 3 0 , - 0 . 9 8 9 4 0 0 9 3 4 9 /
r
D A T A  W / C . 1 8 9 4 5 0 6 1 0 4 . 0 . 1 8 2 6 0 3 4 1 5 0 . 0 . 1 6 9 1 5 6 5 1 9 3 , 0 . 1 4 9 5 9 5 9 8 8 8 ,
5 0 . 1 2 4 6 2 8 9 7 1 2 . 0 . 0 9 5 1 5 8 5 1 1 6 . 0 . 0 6 2 2 5 3 5 2 3 9 . 0 . 0 2 7 1 5 2 4 5 9 4 ,
o
r
~
>
o
o
c
~
)
o
o
o
o
o
 
o 
r->
 o
S u . 1 8 9 4 5 0 5 1 0 4 . 0 . 1 3 2 5 0 3 4 1 5 0 . 0 . 1 6 9 1 5 6 5 1 9 3 , 0 . 1 4 9 5 9 5 9 8 8 8 ,
S O . 1 2 4 6 2 8 9 7 1 2 . 0 . 0 9 5 1 5 8 5 1 1 6 , 0 . 0 6 2 2 5 3 5 2 3 9 . 0 . 0 2 7 1 5 2 4 5 9 4 /
r
DA T A  L O C A T E / 1 , 2 , 4 , 7 , 1 1 , 1 6 , 2 2 /
C
D A T A  X M N ,Y M N .X M X .Y M X / 2 * - 1 . 0 . 2 * 1 . 0 /
nL
V A L = 0 .0
XI = (XMX + X M N ) * 0 .5
Y1 = (YMX + Y M N ) * 0 .5
X2 = (XMX - X M N ) * 0 .5
Y2 = (YMX - Y M N ) * 0 .5
I F ( N P T .L E . T I T H E N
C
DO 100 1 = 1 . NPT 
K = L O C A T E ( N P T )  + 1 - 1  
ZE T A  = XI - X 2 * Z E E ( K )
DO 100 0 = 1 . NPT 
L = L O C A T E ( N P T )  + J -1 
ETA = Y1 + Y 2 * Z E E ( L )
V L A D = P N C ( I E L , L N D .X .Y , Z ,X I N T ,Y I N T . Z I N T ,Z E T A , E T A , M . I C A L L . I C . M A T )  
VA L = V A l + W T ( K ) * W T ( L ) * V L A D  
100 C O N T I N U E
r
ELSE
C
DO 200 1 = 1 , N P T 
ZETA. = XI + X2*ZE( I )
DO 200 0 = 1 , NPT
ETA = Y1 + Y 2 * Z E ( J )
V L A D = F N C ( I E L . L N D , X , Y . Z , X I N T , Y I N T . Z I N T . Z E T A . E T A , M . I C A L L . I C , M A T )  
VA L = V A L  + W ( I ) * W ( J ) * V L A D  
200 C O N T I N U E
C
E N D I F
V A L  = V A L * X 2 * Y 2
C
RETU RN
END
F U N C T I O N  C O N F N C ( Z E T A , E T A , M A T )  
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C C
C F U N C T I O N  C O N F N C  C
C C
C TH IS F U N C T I O N  D E F I N E S  T H E  S Q U A R E  RO OT O F  T H E  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  C
C F U N C T I O N  FOR T H E  S U B R O U T I N E  SELFI C
C C
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  C
C C
C C Z E T A . E T A  - V A L U E S  OF  TH E I N T E G R A L  E N D P O I N T S  C
c c c
C C MAT - R E GI ON N U M B E R  C
C C C
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c
I M P L I C I T  R E A L M S  ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
C O M M O N / C O O R D X / X I . X J . X K . X L  
C O M M O N / C O O R D Y / Y I ,Y J ,Y K , Y L  
C O M M O N / C O O R D Z / Z I , Z J , Z K , Z L
E X T E R N A L  R C O O R D .C O N F U N
XX = R C O O R D ( Z E T A . E T A . X I ,X J .X K ,X L) 
YY = R C O O R D ( Z E T A , E T A . Y I .Y J , Y K , Y L )  
ZZ = R C O O R D ( Z E T A . E T A . Z I . Z J . Z K . Z L )
C O N F N C  = C O N F U N (M A T ,X X , YY ,ZZ)
RETU RN
END
:U N O T I O N  C O N F U N ( M A T ,X X ,Y Y , Z Z )
c c c
C C  F U N C T I O N  C O N F U N  C
c c c
C C T H IS F U N C T I O N  D E F I N E S  TH E S Q U A R E  ROOT OF  T H E  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  C
C C F U N C T I O N  C
C C C
C C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  C
c c c
C C MA T - R E GI ON N U M B E R  C
C C C
C C X X . Y Y . Z Z  - C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  E L E M E N T  C
C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
D I M E N S I O N  C O N D ( 10.8)
C O M M O N / M T R L / C O N D
C
C O N F U N  = C O N D ( M A T . l )  + C 0 N D ( M A T , 2 ) * X X  + C O N D ( M A T , 3 ) * X X * Y Y  
C 0 N D ( M A T , 4 ) * Y Y  + C O N D ( M A T .5 ) * Y Y * Z Z  + C 0 N D ( M A T , 6 ) * Z Z  
C 0 N D ( M A T , 7 ) * X X * Z Z  + C O N D ( M A T , 8 ) * X X * Y Y * Z Z  
C O N F U N  = C O N F U N * C O M F U N  
C O N F U N  = D S Q R T ( C O N F U N )
C
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
("
> 
o 
c 
) 
c'
) 
o 
o 
o 
r*)
 
r~>
 
o 
o 
r"
) 
o 
o 
t~
>
RETU RN
END
FU N C T I O N  D C O N (M A T . X X , Y Y , Z Z . I D I R )
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
c
F U N C T I O N  D C O N C
C THIS F U N C T I O N  D E F I N E S  T H E  D E R I V A T I V E  O P  T H E  S Q U A R E  ROOT OF C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A -H .O- Z)
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * 4  (I-N)
D I M E N S I O N  C O N D ( I C . S )
C O M M O N / M T R L / C O N D
I F ( I D I R . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
DCON = C O N D ( M A T . Z )  + C O N D ( M A T , 3 ) * Y Y  + C O N D ( M A T , 7 ) * Z Z
S + C O N D ( M A T .8)*YY* ZZ
E L S E I F ( I D I R . E Q . 2 )THEN 
D CON = C O N D ( M A T , 4 )  + C O N D ( M A T , 3 ) * X X  + C O N D ( M A T ,5)*ZZ
S + C 0 N D ( M A T . 8 ) * X X * Z Z
E L S E I F ( I D I R . E Q . 3 ) T H E N  
D CON = C O N D ( M A T . b )  + C 0 N D ( M A T , 7 ) * X X  + C O N D ( M A T , 5 ) * Y Y
S + C O N D ( M A T , 8 ) * X X * Y Y
EN DI F
RETU RN
END
F U N C T I O N  R 1 (Z E T A , E T A , M , N E L , X , Y , Z )  
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c
C F U N C T I O N  R 1  C
C MA T - REGI ON N U M B E R
C TH E C O N D U C T I V I T Y  F U N C T I O N 
C
C C A L L I N G  ARG'JMENTS-
L
c
c
c
c
c
DI R - D I R E C T I O N  D E R I V A T I V E  IS T A K E N  IN
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C THIS F U N C T I O N  D E F I N E S  T H E  D I S T A N C E  B E T W E E N  R A N D  RL IN
C T E R M S  O F  Z E T A  A N D  E T A  FOR S U B R O U T I N E  SELFI
C
C
C
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
r-j
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  
C
C Z E T A , E T A  - V A L U E S  O F  T H E  I N T E G R A L  E N D P O I N T S
r
C M ~ E L E M E N T  N O DE W H I C H  IS RL 
C = 1 FOR N O DE I
C = 2  FOR N O DE J
C = 3 FOR NODE k
C = 4 FOR N O D E  L
r
C NE L - E L E M E N T  C O N T A I N I N G  RL 
C
C X ,Y, Z - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  NO D E S
r
n r r r r ‘r‘^ nrsr>fsr>r>'>rr'rrr'nr/m'r'rsr'^rrrr'rrr ^ ^ n c r r r r r r r r r r r r rsr rKr r ^ r r r ^ r r'rr rrV i V ' o V i L w u ' L ' W ' L u U o L u L L o L ' L ' L U ' u b U u L w v L ' w w U L i L i U L L L i w L L i L L i v v v v w U L ' V / v v U L ' w L ' L / v U v U L i L '
I M P L I C I T  REAL MS ( A -H .O- Z)
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  X ( I ) ,Y ( 1) , Z ( I )
D I M E N S I O N  X X I ( N M X ) , X X J ( N M X ) , X X K ( N M X ) ,X X L ( N M X )
D I M E N S  ION Y Y I ( N M X ), Y Y J (N M X ).Y Y K ( N M X ), Y Y L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Z Z I ( N M X ) , Z Z J ( N M X ) . Z Z K ( N M X ) . Z Z L ( N M X )
C O M M O N / E L X / X X I ,X X J .X X K ,XXL 
C O M M O N / E L Y / Y Y I .Y Y J .Y Y K ,YY L 
C O M M O N / E L Z / Z Z I . Z Z J , Z Z K , Z Z L  
C O M M O N / C O O R D X / X I , X J ,X K , X L 
C O M M O N / C O O R D Y / Y I . Y J ,Y K ,YL 
C O M M O N / C O O R D Z / Z I ,Z J ,Z K ,Z L
E X T E R N A L  R C OO RD
XX = R C O O R D ( Z E T A . E T A , X I ,X J ,XK.XL)
YY = R C O O R D ( Z E T A , E T A , Y I ,Y J ,YK,YL)
11 = R C O O R D ( Z E T A , E T A , Z I , Z J , Z K , Z L )
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C
C D E T E R M I N E  |R-RL|
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I F ( M . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
X M IN = XXI( NEL )
YM I N  = Y Y I ( NEL )
Z M I N  = Z Z I ( N E L )
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 2 ) T H E N  
XMIN = X X J ( NEL )
Y M I N  = Y Y J ( N E L )
Z M I N  = Z Z J ( N E L )
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 3 ) T H E N  
X M IN = X X K ( NEL )
c> 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
c 
) 
o 
c*>
 
o 
o 
o 
o
YMIN = Y Y K ( NEL )
Z M IN = Z Z K ( NEL )
ELSE
XMIN = XX L(NEL)
Y M IN = Y Y L ( NEL )
Z M IN = Z Z L ( N E L )
ENDIF
DX = XX - XMIN
DY = YY - YMIN
DZ = ZZ - ZMIN
R2 = DX*DX + DY*DY + DZ *D Z
R1 = DS Q R T ( R 2 )
RETURN
END
F U N C TIO N C 0 E F F 1 ( Z C . E O .IEL.M)
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc  
c c
C F U N C T I O N  C C E F F 1  C
c c
C THIS F U N C T I O N  D E F I N E S  T H E  I N T E R P O L A T I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T  FOR C
C S I N G U L A R  I N T E G R A L  I N D E P E N D E N T  OF DZETA, DETA. C
C C
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  C
r
C Z O ,EG - V A L U E S  O F  T H E  E T A , Z E T A  L O C A T I O N  O F  RL
C IEL - E L E M E N T  W H I C H  IS B E I N G  I N T E G R A T E D  O V E R  C
C C
C M - E L E M E N T  NODE U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  C
C = 1 FOR NO D E  I C
C = 2 FOR NO D E  J C
C = 3 FOR NO DE K C
C = 4 FOR NO D E  L C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
IM P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * 4  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  E T A 0 ( N M X , 4 ) , Z E T A 0 ( N M X , 4 )
C O M M O N / E E L M N T / E T A O , Z E T A O
I F ( M . E Q . 1 ) T H E N
BOT = ( Z E T A O ( I E L . l )  - Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 3 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , I )  - E T A 0 ( I E L , 3 ) )  
C0EF F1 = (ZO - Z E T A 0 ( I E L . 3 ) j*(EO - E T A 0 ( I E L , 3 ) ) / B 0 T  
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 2 ) T H E N  
BOT = ( Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 2) - Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 4 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L . 2) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 4 ) )  
C0EF F1 = (ZO - Z E T A 0 ( I E L . 4 ) ) * ( EO - E T A 0 ( I E L , 4 ) ) / B 0 T
o 
c~> 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
r> 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
340
E LS E I F (M .E Q . 3 ) T H E N  
BOT = (IETAO( I E L , 3) - Z E T A O ( I E L , 1 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , 3) - E T A O ( I E L . i ) )  
COEF Fi = (ZG - Z E T A O ( I E L , 1 ) ) * ( EO - E T A O ( I E L , i ) ) / B O T  
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 4 ) T H E N  
BOT = ( Z E T A O ( I E L ,4) - Z E T A O ( I E L , 2 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , 4) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 2 ) )  
C O EF FI = (ZO - Z E T A O ( I E L , 2 ) )*(E0 - E T A O ( I E L , 2 ) )/BOT 
EN DI F
RETU RN
END
F U N C T I O N  C 0 E F F 2 ( Z 0 ,EO ,I E L , M )
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c  
c c
C F U N C T I O N  C 0 E F F 2  C
c c
C THIS F U N C T I O N  D E F I N E S  TH E I N T E R P O L A T I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T  FOR C
S I N G U L A R  I N T E G R A L  I N D E P E N D E N T  OF  D Z E T A  C
C C
C
r
r
C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  C
C C
C Z O ,EO - V A L U E S  O F  T H E  E T A . Z E T A  L O C A T I O N  O F  RL C
c c
C IEL - E L E M E N T  W H I C H  IS B E I N G  I N T E G R A T E D  O V E R  C
C C
M - E L E M E N T  N O DE U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  C
C = 1 FOR N O D E  I C
C = 2 FOR N O D E  J C
C = 3 FOR N O D E  K C
C = 4 FOR N O D E  L C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L M S  ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  E T A O ( N M X , 4 ) , Z E T A O ( N M X ,4)
C O M M O N / E E L M N T / E T A O ,ZETAO
I F ( M . E Q . 1 ) T H E N
BOT = ( Z E T A O ( I E L . l )  - Z E T A O ( I E L , 3 ) ) * ( E T A O ( I E L , 1) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 3 ) )  
C 0 E F F 2  = (ZO - Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 3 ) ) / B 0 T  
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 2 ) T H E N  
BOT = (Z E T A O ( I  E L .2) - Z E T A O ( I E L , 4 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , 2) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 4 ) )  
C 0 E F F 2  = (ZO - Z E T A O ( I E L , 4 ) ) / B O T  
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 3 ) T H E N  
BOT = ( Z E T A O ( I E L , 3) - Z E T A O ( I E L , 1 ) ) * ( E T A O ( I EL - 3) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 1 ) )  
C 0 E F F 2  = (ZO - Z E T A O ( I E L , 1 ) )/BOT 
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 4 ) T H E N  
BO T = ( Z E T A O ( I E L , 4) - Z E T A O ( I  E L , 2 ) ) * ( E T A O ( I E L , 4) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 2 ) )
C'
i 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
n 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
n 
r 
•> 
<~>
 
n
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COEFFI = (20 - ZETAO(IEL.2))/BOX 
ENDIF
RETURN
END
FUNCTION C0EFF3(Z0.E0.IEL,M)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C c
C F U N C T I O N  C 0 E F F 3  C
C C
C THIS FUNCTION DEFINES THE INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENT FOR C
C SINGULAR INTEGRAL INDEPENDENT OF DETA C
C C
C CALLING ARGUMENTS- C
r
C Z O .EO - V A L U E S  O F  T H E  E T A , Z E T A  L O C A T I O N  O F  RL C
C C
C IEL - E L E M E N T  W H I C H  IS B E I N G  I N T E G R A T E D  O V E R  C
C C
C M - E L E M E N T  NO DE U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  C
C = 1 FOR NO D E  I C
C = 2 FOR NO DE J C
C = 3 FOR N O D E  K C
C = 4 FOR N O DE L C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L M S  (A-H.O-Z')
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R M  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  E T A O ( N M X . 4 ) . Z E T A O ( N M X , 4)
C O M M O N / EE L M N T / E T A O .Z ETAO
I F ( M . E Q . I ) T H E N
B O T  = ( Z E T A O ( I E L ,1) - Z E T A O ( I E L . 3 ) ) * ( E T A O ( I E L , 1) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 3 ) )  
C 0 EF F3 = (EO - E T A O ( I E L , 3 ) ) / B 0 T  
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 2 ) T H E N  
BO T = ( Z E T A O ( I E L . 2) - Z E T A O ( I E L , 4 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , 2 )  - E T A 0 ( I E L , 4 ) )  
C 0 E F F 3  = (EO - E T A O ( I E L , 4 ) ) / B O T  
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 3 ) T H E N  
BO T - ( Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 3 )  - Z E T A O ( I E L , 1 ) ) * ( E T A O ( I E L , 3) - E T A O ( I E L . l ) )  
C 0 E F F 3  = (EO - E T A 0 ( I E L , 1 ) ) / B 0 T  
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 4 ) T H E N  
B O T  = ( Z E T A O ( I E L , 4) - Z E T A O ( I E L , 2 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , 4 )  - E T A 0 ( I E L , 2 ) )  
C 0 E F F 3  = (EO - E T A O ( I E L . 2 ) ) / B O T  
E N D I F
R E TU RN
END
U 
O 
CJ 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
I
K
J
 
U 
U 
U 
U 
C.J 
<_} 
(_) 
(_> 
CJ 
(_J 
<_> 
CJ> 
tj 
U
U
 
U 
U 
U
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FUNCTION C0EFF4(Z0,E O ,IEL,M)
'rrrrrrrrrccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
r
C F U N C T I O N  C 0 E F F 4  C
r*L
C THIS FUNCTION DEFINES THE INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENT FOR C
C SINGULAR INTEGRAL DEPENDENT ON DZETA AND DETA. C
C C
C CALLING ARGUMENTS- Cc c
C Z0,E0 - VALUES OF THE ETA,ZETA LOCATION OF RL Cc c
C IEL - ELEMENT WHICH IS BEING INTEGRATED OVER Cc c
C M - ELEMENT NODE UNDER CONSIDERATION C
C = 1 FOR NODE I C
C = 2 FOR NODE J C
C = 3 FOR NODE K C
C = 4 FOR NODE L C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)
PARAMETER (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION ETAO(NMX,4).ZETAO(NMX,4)
COMMON/EELMNT/ETAO,ZETAO
IF(M.EQ.1)THEN
BOT = ( Z E T A O ( I E L . l )  - Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 3 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , 1) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 3 ) ) 
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 2 ) T H E N  
BO T = ( Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 2) - Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 4 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , 2) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 4 ) )  
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 3 ) T H E N  
BO T = ( Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 3) - Z E T A O ( I E L , 1 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , 3) - E T A O ( I E L . l ) )  
E L S E I F ( M . E Q . 4 ) T H E N  
BOT = ( Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 4) - Z E T A 0 ( I E L , 2 ) ) * ( E T A 0 ( I E L , 4) - E T A 0 ( I E L , 2 ) )  
E N DI F
C0EFF4 = BOT
RETURN
END
FUNCTION HFUNC(IEL,NN,X,Y.Z.XINT,YINT.ZINT,ZETA,ETA,M,
S ICALL.IC.MAT)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
r  r
*■% /> •"»
c r*U F U N C T I O N  H F U N C cc c cc c THIS FUNCTION IS THE INTEGRAND FOR THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX wc c WHICH MULTIPLIES THE POTENTIAL cc c cc r CALLING ARGUMENTS- 0c r-L rLc C IEL - NUMBER OF ELEMENT INTEGRATION IS BEING PERFORMED ON cc c cc c NN - POINT UNDER CONSIDERATION c
r
V
r*
u c
C C X ,Y ,Z - VECTORS CONTAINING COORDINATES OF BOUNDARY NODES cc C cc c XINT.YINT,ZINT - LOCATION OF INTERNAL POINT cc r*L cr
C
r ZETA,ETA - VALUES OF THE GAUSS POINTS ru
C c c
rL r M - ELEMENT NODE UNDER CONSIDERATION cc C = 1 FOR NODE I rr C = 2 FOR NODE J C
r c = 3 FOR NODE K c
r'
C = 4 FOR NODE L c
r-
0 c c
C c ICALL - IDENTIFICATION CODE OF CALLING ROUTINE r
nL c = 0 FOR FORMGH rL-
r c = 1 FOR TERNAL r*
r
Su
rL- r*
nU c IC - DUMMY VARIABLE cc c cc c MAT - REGION NUMBER ruc c ccc cccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCICCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ccc
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  L M I J ( N M X ) ,L M KL (NM X)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 1 0 ) , N U M I N T ( 1 0 ) , N U M N P ( 1 0 ) , N O D P T ( 1 0 , N M X ) , N U M W L ( 10) 
D I M E N S I O N  X( 1), Y( 1) ,Z( 1)
D I M E N S I O N  X X I (N M X ) ,X X J ( N M X ) , X X K ( N M X ) ,X X L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Y Y I ( N M X ) .Y Y J ( N M X ) , Y Y K ( N M X ) , Y Y L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Z Z I ( N M X ) , Z Z J ( N M X ) , Z Z K ( N M X ) . Z Z L ( N M X )
C O M M O N / C N T R L / N U M E L ,N U M I N T ,N T O T ,N U M N P ,N U M M A T ,N O D P T ,N U M W L
C O M M O N / L M E N T / ' L M I J . LMKL
C O M M O N / C O O R D X / X I , X J , X K , X L
C O M M O N / C O O R D Y / Y I ,Y J , Y K , Y L
C O M M O N / C O O R D Z / Z I , Z J , Z K , Z L
C O M M O N / E L X / X X I , X X J . X X K , X X L
C O M M O N / E L Y / Y Y I ,Y Y J ,Y Y K .YY L
C O M M O N / E L Z / Z Z I .Z Z J .Z Z K .ZZ L
P A R A M E T E R ( 0 0 4 P I  = 0 . 0 7 9 5 7 7 4 7 )
C
E X T E R N A L  R C O O R D .R N Q R M U .C O E F F I .C O N F U N .DC ON
o 
o 
o 
o 
r~>
 
o 
o
CALL RECALL(LMIJ(I EL).LMKL(IEL),NI,NJ,NK,Nl ,IKOD)
tc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C DETERMINE THE COORDINATES OF R IN ELEMENT IEL WITH ZETA,ETA C
C C C
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
r
XI = X(NI)
YI = YfNI)
ZI = Z(NT)
XJ = X(NJ)
YJ = Y (N J )
ZJ = Z (N J )
Xk = X(NK)
YK = YfNK)
ZK = Z(NK)
XL = X (N L)
YL = Y(NL)
ZL = Z(NL)
C
XX = RCOORDiZETA,ETA.XI.XJ,XK.XL)
Y> = RCOORD(ZETA,ETA.YI,YJ,YK,YL)
ZZ = RCOORD(ZETA.ETA.ZI.ZJ.ZK.ZL)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCc c
C DETERMINE IR-RL|**3 C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
IF(I CALL.EQ.0)THEN 
LL = 1 
LLSTOP = 0 
DO 10 MM=1.NUMMAT
LLSTOP = LLSTOP + NUMEL(MM)
10 CONTINUE
ISTOP = 0
1 CALL RECALL(LMIJ(LL),LMKL(LL),N1,N2,N3,N4,IKOD)
IF(NN.EQ.N1)THEN 
XMIN = XXI(LL)
YMIN = YYI(LL)
ZMIN = ZZI(LL)
IST0P=1 
ELSEIF(NN.EQ.N2)THEN 
XMIN = XXJ(LL)
YMIN = YYJ(LL)
ZMIN = ZZJ(LL)
IST0P=1 
ELSEIF(NN.EQ.N3)THEN 
XMIN = XXK(LL)
YMIN = YYK(LL)
U 
CJ 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
L) 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u
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ZMIN = ZZK(LL)
ISTOP=I 
ELSEIF(NN.EQ.N4)THEN 
XMIN = XXL(LL)
YMIN = YYL(LL)
ZMIN = ZZL(LL)
IST0P=1
ENDIF
IF(ISTOD .N E .1.A N D .Ll .LE.LLSTOP)THEN 
LL = LL+I 
GC TO I
ENDIF
DX = XX - XMIN
DY = YY - YMIN
DZ = 77 _ i-L. ZMIN
XP - XMIN
YP = YMIN
ZP
ELSE
ZMIN
DX = XX - XINT
DY = YY - YINT
DZ = 7 "7 _L i - ZINT
XP = XINT
YP = YINT
ZP
ENDIF
= ZINT
R2 = DX*DX - DY*DY + DZ*DZ 
R = D S Q R K R 2 )
R3 = R**3
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c
C DETERMINE (R-RL)*N C
C Ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
RNX = R N O R M U ( Z E T A . E T A , Y I , Y J , Y K , Y L . Z I . Z J . Z K , Z L )
RNY = RNORMU(ZETA.ETA.ZI,ZJ,ZK,ZL,XI,XJ,XK,XL)
RNZ = R N O R M U ( Z E T A . E T A , X I . X J , X K , X L , Y I , Y J , Y K , Y L )
DXDOTN = DX*RNX 
DYDOTN = DY*RNY 
DZDOTN = DZ*RNZ
DRDOTN = DXDOTN + DYDOTN + DZDOTN
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c
C DETERMINE DEL(K)*N C
C Ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
DKX =DCON(MAT,XX.Y Y , Z Z ,1)*RNX 
DKY =DCON(MAT,XX,YY,ZZ.2)*RNY 
DKZ =DCON(MAT,XX,YY,ZZ.3)*RNZ
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
 
O 
f D 
O 
O 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
DELKN - DKX J- DKY + DKI
;ccccccccc c
C D E T E R M I N E  TH E I N T E G R A N D  
C
Cpppr»pppp/-<p<-«,»«f»ppppp(r>./-kpppp
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc- ^ ^ c c c c c c c c:cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
PERM = C O N F U N ( M A T .X X .YY.Z Z)
PE RM L = C O N F U N ( M A T . X P .YP.Z P)
HFUNC = D R D O T N / R 3  * D E L K N / ( P E R M * R )
HF UN C = - 0 0 4 P I * C 0 E F F 1 ( Z E T A . E T A , I E L . M ) * H F U N C  
HF UN C = H F U N C * P E R M / P E R M L
RETU RN
END
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FU N C TIO N G F U N C ( I E L . N N . X . Y . Z , X I N T , Y I N T . Z I N T . Z E T A . E T A , M ,
S I C A L L , I C . M A T )
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
F U N C T I O N F U N C
THIS F U N C T I O N  IS T H E  I N T E G R A N D  FOR TH E C O E F F I C I E N T  M A T R I X  
W H I C H  M U L T I P L I E S  T H E  P O T E N T I A L  D E R I V A T I V E
C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -
IEL - N U M B E R  OF  E L E M E N T  I N T E G R A T I O N  IS B E I N G  P E R F O R M E D  ON 
NN - PO I N T  U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N
X. Y. Z - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  NO D E S
X I N T , Y I N T , Z I N T  - L O C A T I O N  O F  I N T E R N A L  POINT
Z E T A , E T A  - V A L U E S  O F  T H E  GA U S S  POIN TS
M - E L E M E N T  N O D E  U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  
= 1 FOR N O D E  I 
= 2 FOR N O D E  J 
= 3 FOR N O D E  K 
= 4 FOR N O D E  L
ICALL - I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  C O DE O F  C A L L I N G  R O U T I N E  
= 0 FOR FORM GH 
= 1 FOR T E R N A L
IC - DU M M Y  V A R I A B L E
c">
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
t“
> 
o 
r*>
 
o 
c~>
 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
r>
 
o 
r>
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M A T - R E GI ON N U M B E R  C
C
opnf'r'^r'nr(,'rp/'p;''prr'rpr'f'r'pfppprrr'n1''rr'rrpf'pf'(,'^''r
1 L/s/l> o u l< U L> o w ^  L> ^ L/u L< w o L> L/U L> U w w w u U Li L« L< C L> w U o c
I M P L I C I T  R E AL *8 (A -H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * 4  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  L M I J I N M X ) .LMKL (NM X)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( I O ) . N U M I N T ( 1 0 ) . N U M N P ( 1 0 ) . N 0 D P T ( 1 0 . N M X ) . N U M W L ( 10) 
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1) . Y ( 1 ) ,Z(I)
D I M E N S I O N  X X I ( N M X ) . X X J ( N M X ) ,X X K ( N M X ) . X X L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Y Y I ( N M X ) . Y Y J ( N M X ) ,Y Y K ( N M X ) ,Y Y L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Z Z I ( N M X ) . Z Z J ( N M X ) . Z Z K ( N M X ) . Z Z L ( N M X )
C O M M O N / C N T R L / N U M E L ,N U M I N T ,N T O T ,N U M N P ,N U M M A T ,N O D P T ,N U M W L
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M I J . L M K L
C O M M O N / C O O R D X / X I ,X J .X K .X L
C O M M O N / C O O R D Y / Y I . Y J . Y K . Y L
C O M M O N / C O O R D Z / Z I , Z J . Z K . Z L
C O M M O N / E L X / X X I .X X J .X X K . X X L
C O M M O N / E L Y / Y Y I .Y Y J .Y Y K ,YY L
C O M M O N / E L Z / Z Z I . Z Z J . Z Z K . Z Z L
P A R A M E T E R ( 0 0 4 P I  = 0 . 0 7 9 5 7 7 4 7 )
E X T E R N A L  R C O O R D ,R N O R M ,C O E F F I ,C O NF UN
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M I J ( I E L ) . L M K L ( I E L ) . N I , N J , N K , N L , I K O D )  
rrrcr^rr^r>r'rrrrn(>rr^^rr^rrr'^^rr'rrrrrs^ rrrrrr^r'^^^rrf>rrrrr'r^rrrrrK^ rrL u L L L w u u u v t i J L ^ L o L i L ' L l / ^ U O W U v O u U L i w i L i l i l i L i L O w w V / v L L w i U L / ^ i L v l i ^ / w l i L ' v U v b v i w w v w k i L w
r r
L  L
C D E T E R M I N E  TH E C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  R IN E L E M E N T  IEL W I T H  Z E T A , E T A  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
XI = X ( N I )
YI = Y ( N I )
ZI = Z (N I )
XJ = X (N J )
YJ = Y(NJ)
ZJ = Z(NJ)
XK = X(NK)
YK = Y(NK)
ZK = Z(NK)
XL = X(NL)
YL = Y(NL)
ZL = Z(NL)
XX = R C O O R D ( Z E T A , E T A . X I ,XJ ,X K , X L )
YY = R C O O R D ( Z E T A . E T A . Y I , Y J , Y K . Y L )
ZZ = R C O O R D ( Z E T A , E T A . Z I . Z J , Z K . Z L )
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c cc D E T E R M I N E  IR-RLI C
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C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
IF(I C A L L .E Q .0 )THEN 
LL = 1 
LLST OP = 0 
DO 10 M M = 1 . N U M M A T
LLSTOP = LLST OP + NU ME L ( M M )
10 C O N T I N U E
ISTOP = 0
1 C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M I J ( L L ) . L M K L ( L L ) , N 1 . N 2 . N 3 . N 4 . I K 0 D )
I F ( N N . E Q . N 1 ) T H E N  
XMIN = XX I(LL)
YM IN = Y Y I ( LL)
Z M I N  = Z Z I ( LL)
ISTOP-i 
E L S E I F ( N N . E Q . N 2 ) T H E N  
XMIN = X X J ( LL)
YMIN = Y Y J ( L L )
ZMIN = ZZ J ( L L )
I S T O P - 1 
E L S E I F ( N N .E Q . N 3 ) T H E N  
XMIN = X X K( LL)
YMIN = Y Y K ( L L )
ZMIN = Z Z K( LL)
I S T O P = 1 
E L S E I F ( N N .E Q .N 4 ) T H E N  
XMIN = X X L( LL)
Y M IN = YY L ( L L )
ZM IN = ZZ L ( L L )
IST0P=1
E N D I F
I F ( I S T O P . N E . 1.A N D . L L . L E . L L S T O P J T H E N
LL = LL+1 
GO TO 1
EN D I F
DX = XX - XMIN
DY = YY - YMIN
DZ =  ZZ - ZMIN
XP = XMIN
YP = YMIN
ZP = ZMIN
ELSE
DX = XX - XINT
DY = YY - Y I NT
DZ = ZZ - ZINT
XP = XINT
YP = YI NT
ZP = ZI NT
E N D I F
R2 - DX *D X + D Y * D Y  + DZ*DZ
R = D S Q R T ( R 2 )
L^>UwL/w^ uuoL<L>uOWwo^ LL(Ov^ L>L/v>^ WUvUt'OL'L>L/L>UvLvuC'Uv/^ <C'L^ <L>c c
C C D E T E R M I N E  TH E I N T E G R A N D  
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C G C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
r
G F U N C  = 0 0 4 P I * C 0 E F F 1 ( Z E T A . E T A . I E L . M ) * R N 0 R M ( Z E T A , E T A ) / R  
G F U N C  = G F U N C / ( C O N F U N ( M A T . X X , Y Y , Z Z ) * C O N F U N ( M A T , X P , Y P , Z P ) )
C
RETU RN
END
C
FU N C T I O N  D G F N C ( I E L , N N , X , Y , Z , X P , Y P , Z P ,Z E T A , E T A , M , I C A L L , I C , M A
c ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c cc c  F U N C T I O N  D G F N Cc c
C C T H IS F U N C T I O N  IS T H E  I N T E G R A N D  FOR THE C O E F F I C I E N T  M A T R I X
C C W H I C H  M U L T I P L I E S  T H E  P O T E N T I A L  D E R I V A T I V E  ON T H E  B O U N D A R Y
C C IN TH E C A L C U L A T I O N  OF TH E P O T E N T I A L  D E R I V A T I V E  IN TH E IC
C C D I R E C T I O N  O c AN I N T E R N A L  PO IN T - ( K ( R L ) * D G / D X L )
C C
C C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  
C C
C C IEL - N U M B E R  O F  E L E M E N T  I N T E G R A T I O N  IS B E I N G  P E R F O R M E D  ON 
C C
C C NN - N O DE U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  
C C
C C X.Y.Z - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  OF  B O U N D A R Y  NO DE Sc c
C C X P , Y P , Z P  - L O C A T I O N  O F  I N T E R N A L  POINTc c
C C Z E T A , E T A  - V A L U E S  O F  T H E  G A U S S  POINTS
C C
C C M - E L E M E N T  N O DE U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N
C C = 1 FOR NO D E  I
C C = 2 FOR N O D E  J
C C = 3  FOR NO D E  K
C C = 4 FOR NO D E  Lc c
C C IC AL L - I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  C O DE OF  C A L L I N G  R O U T I N E
C C = 0 FOR FORM GH
C C = 1 FOR T E R N A Lc c
C C IC - I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  C O DE OF  C O O R D I N A T E  D I R E C T I O N
C C = 1  FOR X D I R E C T I O N
C C = 2 FOR Y D I R E C T I O N
C C = 3 FOR Z D I R E C T I O Nc cc C MA T - R E GI ON N U M B E R
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o ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
IM P L I C I T  R E A L M S  ( A - H . G - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * 4  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  L M I J ( N M X ) .L M KL (NM X)
D I M E N S I O N  X ( i ) , Y ( l ) . Z ( l )
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M I J . L M K L  
C O M M O N / C O O R D X / X I ,X J ,XK .X L 
C O M M O N / C O O R D Y / Y I . Y J . Y K . Y L  
C O M M O N / C O O R D Z / Z I . Z J . Z K . Z L  
P A R A M E T E R ( 0 0 4 P I  = 0 . 0 7 9 5 7 7 4 7 )
E X T E R N A L  R C O O R D ,R N O R M ,C O E F F I ,C O N F U N ,DCON
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M I J ( I E L ) ,L M K L ( I E L ) , N I . N J , N K . N L , I K O D )
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
r
C D E T E R M I N E  THE C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  R IN E L E M E N T  IEL W I T H  Z E T A , E T A  
C
r>nrr^r‘r r r r r ‘r'r^rsr'^rf^r^^r' r ^ r' r r r r r'r'rrr'^rrrsr f ^ r ^ r r ^ rkr r r r f >rrf>r>r r r r r r r'rr
XI = X(NI)
YI = Y ( N I )
ZI = Z ( N I )
XJ = X(NJ)
YJ = Y(NJ)
ZJ = Z(NJ)
XK = X(NK)
YK = Y(NK)
ZK = Z(NK)
XL = X(NL)
YL = Y(NL)
ZL  = Z(NL)
C
XX = R C O O R D ( Z E T A . E T A . X I , X J ,XK,XL)
YY = R C O O R D ( Z E T A . E T A , Y I , Y J , Y K , Y L )
ZZ = R C 0 0 R D ( Z E T A , E T A , Z I . Z J , Z K . Z L )
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc c
C C D E T E R M I N E  |R-R LI* *3 
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
rI*
DX = XX - XP 
DY = YY - YP 
DZ = ZZ - ZP
R2 = DX *D X + D Y * D Y  + DZ *D Z 
R = D S Q R T ( R 2 )
R3 = R**3
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ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
C D E T E R M I N E  TH E I N T E G R A N Dc
rnr'rrrrr'rrr'r^rsn^rrrrrrr'rrr^rrrr^rrrrrrrr^r'rrrrrrrrrcr^r^rrr^rnrrcU t D L / L u u l i w v L / t l ' O l ' ^ l ' O ^ D V / i i ' V u L ' L u l / L i l ' v u l / u D b U O v v W s / v v v u W v l ' v v U v ^ ^ ^ l / l i D o v ^ / W v l i
P E RM = C O N F U N ( M A T . X X , Y Y . Z Z )
P E R M L =  C O N F U N ( M A T ,X P , YP ,ZP)
T2 = D C O N ( M A T , X P , Y P , Z P . I C )
IF(IC. EO. D T H E N
DG FN C = ( D X/ R3 - T 2 / ( R * P E R M L ) ) * R N 0 R M ( Z E T A . E T A )
E L S E I F ( I C .E O .2 ) T H E N
D G F N C  = ( D Y/ R3 - T 2 / ( R * P E R M L ) ) * R N O R M ( Z E T A , E T A )
ELSE
DG FN C = ( D Z/ R3 - T2 ./ ( R * P E R M L ) ) * R N O R M ( Z E T A , E T A )
EN DI F
DG FN C = 00 4 PI''COEFFI (ZETA, ETA, I E L . M ) * D G F N C  
DGFNC = D G F N C * P E R M L / P E R M
RETU RN
END
F U N C T I O N  D H F N C ( I E L , N N ,X . Y , Z ,X P , Y P , Z P . Z E T A , E T A , M , I C A L L . I C , M A T )  
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc
C F U N C T I O N  D H F N Cc
C T H IS F U N C T I O N  IS T H E  I N T E G R A N D  FOR TH E C O E F F I C I E N T  M A T R I X
C W H I C H  M U L T I P L I E S  T H E  P O T E N T I A L  ON T H E  B O U N D A R Y  IN T H E
C C A L C U L A T I O N  OF  T H E  P O T E N T I A L  D E R I V A T I V E  IN T H E  IC 
C D I R E C T I O N  O F  AN I N T E R N A L  PO I N T  - ( K ( R L ) * D H / D X L )
C
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  
C
C IEL - N U M B E R  OF E L E M E N T  I N T E G R A T I O N  IS B E I N G  P E R F O R M E D  ON 
C
C NN - N O D E  U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  
C
C X.Y.Z - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  NO D E S 
C
C X P ,YP , Z P  - L O C A T I O N  O F  I N T E R N A L  PO IN T
r
C Z E T A . E T A  - V A L U E S  O F  TH E G A U S S  POIN TS 
C
C M - E L E M E N T  N O DE U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N
C = 1 FOR NO D E  I
C = 2 FOR N O D E  J
C = 3 FOR NO D E  K 0
0
0
0
0
0
C
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0
0
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0
0
0
0
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C = 4 FOR NODE L C
C C
C ICALL - I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  C O DE O F  C A L L I N G  R O U T I N E  C
C = C FOR F O RM GH C
C = 1 FOR T E R N A L  Cc c
C IC - I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  CO DE O F  C O O R D I N A T E  D I R E C T I O N  C
C = 1 FOR X D I R E C T I O N  C
C = 2 FOR Y D I R E C T I O N  C
C = 3 FOR Z D I R E C T I O N  C
C C
C MA T - R E GI ON N U M B E R  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
IM P L ICI T I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  L M I J ( N M X ) . L M K L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1 ) , Y ( 1 ) , Z ( 1 )
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M I J . L M K L  
C 0 M M 0 N / C 0 0 R D X / X I , X J ,XK . X L 
C 0 M M 0 N / C 0 0 R D Y / Y I ,Y J ,Y K ,YL 
C 0 M M 0 N / C 0 0 R D Z / Z I ,Z J .Z K .ZL 
P A R A M E T E R ( 0 0 4 P I  = 0 . 0 7 9 5 7 7 4 7 )
E X T E R N A L  R C O O R D ,R N O R M U ,C O E F F I ,C O N F U N .DCON
C A L l R E C A L L ( L M I J ( I E L ) , L M K L ( I E L ) , N I , N J , N K , N L , I K O D )
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c
C D E T E R M I N E  T H E  C O O R D I N A T E S  OF  R IN E L E M E N T  IEL W I TH Z E T A , E T A  C 
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
XI = X ( N I )
YI = Y(NI)
ZI = Z ( N I )
XJ = X(NJ)
YJ = Y ( N J )
ZJ = Z(NJ)
XK = X(NK)
YK = Y(NK)
ZK = Z(NK)
XL = X ( N L )
YL = Y(NL)
Z L  = Z(NL)
XX = R C O O R D ( Z E T A . E T A . X I . X J . X K . X L )
YY = R C O O R D ( Z E T A , E T A . Y I . Y J . Y K . Y L )
ZZ = R C 0 0 R D ( Z E T A , E T A , Z I . Z J , Z K . Z L )
RNX = R N O R M U ( Z E T A . E T A . Y I . Y J . Y K . Y L , Z I . Z J , Z K . Z L )
RNV = R N Q R M U ( Z E T A , E T A . Z I , Z J .Z K . Z L , X I .X J ,XK, XL)
RNZ = R N O R M U ( Z E T A , E T A , X I , X J . X K . X L , Y I . Y J , Y K . Y L )
r*iw
c c c
C C D E T E R M I N E  i R - R l i , [R-RL|**2, |R-RL!**3. A N D  |R-R L!* *5 C
C C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
DX = XX - XP
DY = y v  -  yc
DZ = ZZ - ZP
R2 = DX *D X + DY * D Y  + DZ*DZ 
R = D S Q R T ( R2)
R3 = R**3 
R5 = R**5
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c
C D E T E R M I N E  ( R- R L ) * N  C
C Ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
D X D O T N  = DX*R NX 
D Y DO TN = DY*R NY 
D Z D O T N  = DZ*R NZ
D R DO TN = D X D O T N  - D Y D O T N  - D Z D O T N
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
r c
C D E T E R M I N E  D E L ( K ) * N  Cc ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
DKX = D C O N ( M A T ,X X ,Y Y , Z Z ,1)*RNX 
DKY = D C O N ( M A T , X X ,Y Y , Z Z , 2 ) * R N Y  
DKZ = D C O N ( M A T ,X X ,Y Y , Z Z ,3 ) *R NZ 
DE LK N = DKX + DKY * DKZ
Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C D E T E R M I N E  TH E I N T E G R A N D  C
C C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
PERM = C O N F U N ( M A T , X X , Y Y , Z Z )
PE R M L  = C O N F U N ( M A T , X P , Y P , Z P )
D E RK = D C O N ( M A T , X P , Y P , Z P , I C )
T3 A =  D R D O T N * P E R M / R 3  
T 3 B =  D E L K N / R
T3 = D E R K * ( T 3 A  + T3B)./PERML 
IF( IC . EQ. D T H E N
T1 = ( RNX* R2 - 3 . * D X * D R D O T N ) * P E R M / R 5
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ELSE
Ti = ( R N Z* R2 - 3 . * D Z * D R D 0 T N ) * P E R M / R 5  
T£ = - D Z * D E L K N / R 3  
EN DI F
DH FN C = 0 0 4 P I * C O E F F I ( Z E T A , E T A . I E L , M ) * ( T 1  + T2 + T3) 
DH FN C = D H F N C * P E R M L
RETU RN
END
F U N C T I O N  W T F N C ( X I .V I , Z I ,X L , Y L , Z L , M A T )  
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c
c F U N C T I O N  W T F N C  C
p. f'
C T H IS F U N C T I O N  IS T H E  W E I G H T I N G  F U N C T I O N  IN TH E D O M A I N  C
C I N T E G R A L  FOR P O I S S O N  E Q U A T I O N S  C
c c
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  C
X I ,YI,ZI - C O O R D I N A T E S  OF  T H E  S O U R C E  P O S I T I O N
C X L , Y L . Z L  - C O O R D I N A T E S  OF  PO IN T RL C
C C
C MA T - R E G I O N  N U M B E R  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * 4  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R ( 0 0 4 P I  = 0 . 0 7 9 5 7 7 4 7 )
E X T E R N A L  C O N F U N
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc c
C D E T E R M I N E  |R - RI| C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
DX = XL - XI
DY = YL - YI
DZ = ZL  - ZI
R2 = DX *D X + D Y * D Y  + DZ *D Z
R = D S Q R T ( R 2 )
L.c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C D E T E R M I N E  T H E  V A L U E  OF  T H E  W E I G H T I N G  F U N C T I O N  C
C C Cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c
PE RM = C O N F U N ! M A T . X L , Y L . Z L )
PERM! = C O N F U N ( M A T . X I . Y I , Z n  
W T F N C  = - 0 0 4 P I / ( P E R M * P E R M I * R )
r
C
L
RE TU RN
END
F U N C T I O N  D W T F N C (N N E L , N N , X ,Y , Z .X W L , Y W L . Z W L . N L O C . M A T ,IC)
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C  
C C c
C O  F U N C T I O N  D W T F N C  C
C C T H IS F U N C T I O N  IS T H E  D E R I V A T I V E  O F  T H E  W E I G H T I N G  F U N C T I O N  C
C C FOR T H E  S O U R C E  P R O B L E M  * KL C
C C C
C C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S -  C
c c c
C C N N E l. - N U M B E R  OF E L E M E N T  C O N T A I N I N G  PO I N T  XL C
C C C
C C NN - PO IN T UN D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  C
c c c
C C X . Y . Z  - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  NO D E S  C
C C C
C C X W L . Y W L . Z W L  - L O C A T I O N  O F  S O U R C E  C
C C , C
C C NL OC - E L E M E N T  N O D E  U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  C
C C = 1 FOR N O DE I C
C C = 2 FOR N O D E  J C
C C = 3 FOR N O D E  K C
C C = 4 FOR N O D E  L C
C C C
C C M A T  - R E G I O N  N U M B E R  C
C C C
C C IC - D I R E C T I O N  O F  D E R I V A T I V E  C
C C = 1 FOR X D I R E C T I O N  C
C C = 2 FOR Y D I R E C T I O N  C
C C = 3 FOR Z D I R E C T I O N  C
C C = 4 FOR N D I R E C T I O N  C
C C C
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
I M P L I C I T  R E AL *8 ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R S  (I-N)
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
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P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  XXI ( N M X ) , XX-J(NMX) .XXK(NMX) ,X X L ( N M X )
D I M E N S  ION Y Y I (N M X ) , Y Y J (N M X ),Y Y K ( N M X ). YY L ( N M X ) 
D I M E N S I O N  Z Z I ( N M X )  , Z Z J ( N M X ) , Z Z K ( N M X ) , Z Z L ( N M X )  
D I M E N S I O N  X ( l ) , Y ( i ) , Z ( l )
D I M E N S I O N  L M I J ( N M X ) . L M K L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  E T A O ( N M X , 4 ) . Z E T A O ( N M X ,4)
C O M M O N / L M E N T / ' L M I J . LMKL 
C O M M O N / C O O R D X / X I . X J . X K . X L  
COMMON/'COORDY/YI .YJ , YK, YL 
C O M M O N / C O O R D Z / Z I . Z J . Z K . Z L  
C O M M ON, /E LX /XX I. XXJ . X X K .XX L 
C O M M O N / E L Y / Y Y I ,Y Y J ,Y Y K .Y Y L  
C O M M O N / E L Z / Z Z I . Z Z J . Z Z K . Z Z L  
P A R A M E T E R ( 0 0 4 P I  = 0 . 0 7 9 5 7 7 4 7 )
E X T E R N A L  C O N F U N .D C O N ,R C O O R D .R N O R M U .RN O R M
I F ( I C .E Q .4 ) TH EN
C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M I J ( N N E L ) . L M K L ( N N E L ) , N I , N J , N K . N L , I K O D )
C
C D E T E R M I N E  TH E C O O R D I N A T E S  O F  R IN E L E M E N T  IEL W I T H  Z E T A , E T A
r
XI = X(N'I)
YI = Y ( N I )
ZI = Z ( N I )
XJ = X (N J )
YJ =  Y(NJ)
ZJ = Z (N J )
XK = X(NK)
YK = Y(NK)
Z K  = Z(NK)
XL =  X(NL)
Y L  = Y(NL)
ZL = Z(NL)
Z E T A  = Z E T A O ( N N E L , N L O C )
ET A = E T A O ( N N E L . N L O C )
I F ( N N .E Q . N I ) T H E N  
XX = X X I ( NNEL)
YY = Y Y I ( N N E L )
ZZ = Z Z I ( N N E L )
E L S E I F ( N N . E Q . N J ) T H E N  
XX = X X J ( N N E L )
YY = Y Y J ( N N E L )
ZZ = Z Z J ( N N E L )
E L S E I F ( N N . E Q . N K ) T H E N
d
 
o
n
 
o
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o 
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o 
o 
n 
c ~> 
o 
o 
c~)
 o
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XX = X X K( NNE L)
YY = Y Y K ( N N E L )
ZZ = Z Z K ( N N E L )
E L S t I F ( N N .E Q .N L ) T H E N  
XX = X X L ( N N E L )
YY = Y Y L ( N N E L )
ZZ = Z Z L ( N N E L )
ENDI- 
ELSE 
XX = X(NN)
YY = Y(NN)
ZZ = Z(NN)
EN D I F
r r r r r ' r r r r r r ^ n r r r r ' r r r r r r r r r r n r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r < ' r r r r r r r r ^ ' r r r r r' r r r r r
c c
C D E T E R M I N E  |R - RIj A N D  |R - R I |* *3 C
C Ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
DX = XX - XWL 
DY = YY - YW L 
DZ = ZZ - ZW L
RZ = DX *D X * D Y * D V + DZ *D Z 
R = D S 0 R T C R 2 )
R3 = R* R* R
I F ( I C .E Q .4 ) TH EN
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c
C D E T E R M I N E  ( R - R I ) * N  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
RN =  R N O R M ( Z E T A . E T A )
RNX =  R N O R M U ( Z E T A , E T A , Y I ,Y J , Y K , Y L , Z I . Z J . Z K , Z L ) / R N  
RNY = R N O R M U ( Z E T A . E T A , Z I , Z J , Z K , Z L , X I , X J . X K , X L ) / R N  
RNZ = R N O R M U ( Z E T A , E T A , X I , X J , X K , X L , Y I , Y J , Y K , Y L ) / R N  
D X D O T N  = D X * R N X 
D Y D O T N  = D Y * R N Y  
D Z D O T N  = D Z *R NZ
D R D O T N  = D X D O T N  + D Y D O T N  + D Z D O T N
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c
C D E T E R M I N E  D E L ( K ) * N  C
C Ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
DKX = D C O N ( M A T ,X X ,Y Y .Z Z , 1 )*RNX 
DKY = D C O N ( M A T , X X , Y Y . Z Z , 2 ) * R N Y  
DKZ = D C O N ( M A T , X X . Y Y . Z Z , 3 ) * R N Z
o 
o 
o 
o 
c 
■> 
o 
o 
n 
n 
o 
n
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EN DI F
LKN = DKX + DKV -r DKZ
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C D E T E R M I N E  TH E V A L U E  O F  TH E W E I G H T I N G  F U N C T I O N  D E R I V A T I V E
cc
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
PERM = C O N F U N (MA T .X X ,YY.Z Z)
PERMI = C ON FU N (M A T .X W L ,YW L .ZW  L ) 
I F ( I C . E Q . 4 ) T H E N  
TI = D R D O T N / R 3  
T2 = D E L K N / ( P E R M * R )  
E L S E I F ( I C . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
DKX = D C O N ( M A T , X X , Y Y . Z Z , I )
Tl = DX-'R3
T2 = D K X / ( P E R M * R )
E L S E I F ( I C .E Q .2)T H E N  
DKY = D C O N ( M A T ,X X ,Y Y . Z Z ,2)
Tl = DY /R 3
T2 = D K Y / ( P E R M * R )
ELSE I F( I C . EG- 3)THEIN 
DKZ = D C O N ( M A T .X X ,Y Y . Z Z ,3)
Tl = DZ/R3
T2 = D K Z / ( P E R M * R )
ENDIF
DW TF NC = 0 0 4 P I * ( T 1  + T2)*PERM/'PERMI
RETU RN
END
F U N C T I O N  R C O O R D ( Z E T A , E T A , U I , U J , U K , U L )
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c 
C c 
C C 
C C 
C c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
T H IS F U N C T I O N  D E T E R M I N E S  TH E C O O R D I N A T E S  OF  T H E  E L E M E N T  
AS A  F U N C T I O N  OF  Z E T A  A N D  ETA
UK - C O O R D I N A T E  O F  N O D E  K IN U - D I R E C T I O N
UI - C O O R D I N A T E  O F  N O D E  I IN U - D I R E C T I O N
UJ - C O O R D I N A T E  O F  N O D E  J IN U - D I R E C T I O N
Z E T A , E T A  - V A LU ES O F  G A U S S I A N  P O IN TS
C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S
F U N C T I O N  R C O O R D
C
C
C
C
C
Ccccccccccc
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
n 
o 
o 
o
n
 
o
n
 
o 
n 
o
i 59
C LL - C O O R D I N A T E  OF N O DE L IN U - D I R E C T I O N  Cc c
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H . O - Z )
Tl = UI + UJ + UK + UL
T2 = UI + UJ - UK - UL
T3 = UI - UJ - UK + UL
T4 = UI - UJ UK - UL
R C O O R D  = 0 . 25*(T1 + T 2 * Z E T A  + T 3 * E T A  + T 4 * Z E T A * E T A )
RETU RN
END
FUNCTION RCORDZ(ETA) 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCc
F U N C T I O N  R C O R D Z  C
C
THIS FUNCTION DETERMINES THE LENGTH OF THE PARTIAL OF R C
C WITH RESPECT TO ZETA ' ‘ C
C C
C CALLING ARGUMENT Cc c
C ETA - VALUE OF RL IN THE ETA DIRECTION OF THE PLANAR C
C QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
COMMON/COORDX/XI.XJ,XK,XL 
COMMON/COORDY/YI,YJ.YK,YL 
COMMON/COORDZ/ZI,ZJ,ZK,ZL
T2X = XI + XJ - XK - XL
T4X = XI - XJ + XK - XL
RCX = 0.25*(T2X + T4X*ETA)
T2Y = YI + yj - YK - YL
T4Y = YI - YJ + YK - YL
RCY = 0.25*(T2Y + T4Y*ETA)
T2Z = ZI + ZJ - ZK - ZL
T4Z = ZI - ZJ + ZK - ZL
RCZ = 0.25*(T2Z + T4Z*ETA)
RCORDZ = RCX + RCY + RCZ
o 
o 
o 
<-> 
o 
o 
c->
 
c~>
 n 
c~>
 
o 
o 
n 
c~>
 
n 
<~> 
r-> 
n 
n 
o 
n 
n 
o 
o 
o 
n 
r~> 
o 
c~> 
o 
r~> 
n 
o
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RETU RN
END
FU N C T I O N  R C O R D E ( Z E T A )
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
r
cc
cc
rc
TH IS F U N C T I O N  D E T E R M I N E S  T H E  L E NG TH O F  TH E P A R T I A L  O F  R 
W I T H  R E S P E C T  TO ETA
Z E T A  - V A L U E  O F  RL IN TH E Z E T A  D I R E C T I O N  O F  T H E  P L AN AR  
Q U A D R I L A T E R A L  E L E M E N T
C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S
F U N C T I O N  R C O R D E
C
Cccccccc
r
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
I M P L I C I T  R E A L M S  ( A - H . C - Z )  
C O M M O N / C O O R D X / X I .X J .XK . X L  
C O M M O N / C O O R D Y / Y I , Y J ,Y K . Y L  
C O M M O N / C O O R D Z / Z I , Z J . Z K . Z L
T3X = XI - XJ - XK * XL
TAX = XI - XJ - XK - XL
RCX = C .2 5 * ( T 3 X  + T 4 X * Z E T A )
T 3 Y  = YI - YJ - YK  + YL
T4 Y = YI - YJ + YK  - YL
RCY = C .2 5 * ( T 3 Y  + T 4 Y * Z E T A )
T3 Z = ZI - ZJ - ZK + ZL
T4Z = ZI - ZJ + ZK - ZL
RCZ = 0 . 2 5 * ( T 3 Z  + T 4 Z * Z E T A )
R C O R D E  = RCX + RCY + RCZ
R E TU RN
END
F U N C T I O N  R N O R M ( Z E T A . E T A )  
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc r
C F U N C T I O N  R N O R M  Cc c
C T H IS F U N C T I O N  D E T E R M I N E S  T H E  M A G N I T U D E  OF T H E  N O R M A L  V E C T O R  C
C O V E R  AN E L E M E N T  C
(..) 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
U 
U 
O 
<J 
CD 
CJ 
U
U
U
 
U 
CJ 
U 
tJ 
U 
U 
CJ 
U 
U 
U 
U 
O 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
O 
CJ 
u
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L
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - C
C C
C Z E T A , E T A  - V A LU ES O F  G A U S S I A N  P O IN TS C
r r
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
I M P L I C I T  REAL MS ( A - H . O - Z )
C 0 M M 0 N / C 0 0 R D X / X I .X J .X K ,XL 
C O M M O N / C O O R D Y / Y I . Y J , Y K , Y L  
COMMON/COORDZ/'ZI .ZJ ,ZK,ZL 
E X T E R N A L  R N OR MU
R N OR MX = R N O R M U ( Z E T A , E T A , Y I , Y J , Y K , Y L , Z I , Z J , Z K , Z L )
R N OR MY = R N O R M U ( Z E T A , E T A , Z I , Z J , Z K , Z L , X I , X J , X K , X L )
R N O R M Z  = R N O R M U ( Z E T A , E T A , X I ,X J ,X K , X L , Y I ,Y J ,Y K ,Y L)
R N 0 R M 2  = R N 0 R M X * R N 0 R M X  + R N 0 R M Y * R N 0 R M Y  + R N 0 R M Z * R N 0 R M Z
R N O R M  = D S Q R T ( R N 0 R M 2 )
RE TU RN
END
F U N C T I O N  R N O R M U ( Z E T A , E T A , V I ,V J ,V K , V L . W I , W J , W K , W L )
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c  
c c
F U N C T I O N  R N O R M U  C
C C
C T H I S  F U N C T I O N  D E T E R M I N E S  T H E  N O R M A L  V E C T O R  IN T H E  U D I R E C T I O N C
C C
C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - C
C C
C Z E T A . E T A  - V A LU ES O F  TH E GA U S S  P O I N T S  C
C C
C V I . V J . V K . V L  - V - C O O R D I N A T E  V A L U E  O F  E L E M E N T  NO D E S  C
C C
W I . W J . W K . W L  - W - C O O R D I N A T E  V A L U E  O F  E L E M E N T  N O D E S  C
c c
C IF U=X T H E N  V=Y A N D  W=Z C
C U= Y V=Z W= X C
C U=Z V=X W = Y  C
C C
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
r
r
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
Tl = (1.0 - Z E T A ) * (VL - VK) + (1.0 + Z E T A ) * ( V I  - VJ)
T2 = (l.C - E T A ) * ( W J  - WK) + (1.0 + E T A ) * ( W I  - WL)
T3 = (1.0 - E T A ) * ( V J  - VK) + (1.0 + E T A) *(V I - VL)
U 
O 
U 
U 
U 
U 
t) 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
C
J
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T4 = ( 1 . G - Z E T A ) * ( W l - WK) + (1.0 - Z E T A ) * ( W I  - WJ)
c
RNOR MU = 0 . 0 6 2 5 * ( T 1 * T 2  - 13*1 4)
C
RETURN
END
C
c  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
c
S U B R O U T I N E  S 0 L V E ( A , B .N .I O U T ,ISING)
C ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c
r*
c c c c c c
r*uc c
r
c
W, 
r
c c ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H . O - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * 4  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  A ( N . N ) , B ( N ) ,I P I V ( N M X ) .I N D X R ( N M X ) .I N D X C ( N M X )
ISING = 0
ru
DO 11 J= 1 , N  
IPIV(J) = 0 
11 C O N T I N U E  
DO 22 1 = 1 , N 
B I G  = 0.0 
DO 13 0=1. N
I F ( I P I V ( J ) . N E . 1 ) T H E N  
DO 12 K = 1 ,N
I F ( I P I V ( K ) . E Q . 0 ) T H E N
I F ( D A B S ( A ( J . K ) ) . G E . B I G ) T H E N  
BI G = D A B S (A ( J ,K ) )
I RO W = J 
IC0L = K 
EN D I F
E L S E I F ( I P I V ( K ) . G T . l ) T H E N
S U B R O U T I N E  S O L V E
T H IS S U B R O U T I N E  S O L V E S  A S Y S T E M  0^  LINE AR E Q U A T I O N S  BY 
G A U S S - J O R D A N  E L I M I N A T I O N  U S I N G  FULL P I V O T I N G
C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  -
A - C O E F F I C I E N T  M A T R I X
N - N U M B E R  OF  N O D A L  P O IN TS IN P R O B L E M
S - V E C T O R  OF  U N K N O W N S  ,TO C O N T A I N  S O L U T I O N  V E C T O R  LATER
IOUT - O U T P U T  D E V I C E  N U M B E R
ISING - S I N G U L A R  M A T R I X  CO DE
WRITECIOUT,*)'SINGULAR MATRIX: ROW = ’.J,' C C l=',K 
ISING = 1 
RETURN 
ENDIF
12 CONTINUE 
ENDIF
13 CONTINUE
C
IPIV(ICOL) = IPIV(ICOL) + 1
C
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCc c c
C C ATTEMPT TO INTERCHANGE ROWS C
C C C
n rf^ r%^ ^rrfmKnfm'(^tm>fmTf^rr‘rsrrrr^rrrrrrrrcrrrr'rr‘r^^r,rrr^nrrrrkrr^rr^%rrrr^^^r%r'r^cr
nU
IF(I R O W .N E .ICOL)THEN 
DO ^4 ■ — 1 N 
" DUm V a (IROW.L)
A(I ROW,L) = A(ICOL,L)
A(ICOL.L) = DUM
14 CONTINUE
C
DUM = B(I ROW)
B(I ROW) = B(ICOL)
BCICOL) = DUM
c
C
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCc c c
C C ATTEMPT TO DIVIDE THE PIVOT ROW BY THE PIVOT ELEMENT C
C C C
PCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
INDXR(I) = IROW 
INDXC(I) = ICOL 
IF(A(ICOL.ICOL).E Q .0.)THEN
WRITE(IOUT, * ) 1 SINGULAR MATRIX: ROW = ‘ .ICOL,' COL=',ICOL 
ISING = 1 
RETURN 
ENDIF
PIVINV = I ./A(ICOL.ICOL)
A(ICOL,ICOL) = 1.
DO 16 L=1.N
A(ICOL,L) = A(ICOL,L)*PIVINV 
16 CONTINUE
B(ICOL) = B( ICOL)*PIVINV
C
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCc c c
C C REDUCE THE ROWS, EXCEPT FOR THE PIVOT ROW C
C C C
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
r-
)
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wvOwuL^wvwV^^v^ULLwoLo^uwLtvWl/U^LLo^wt0LuL>^uiliLbUvUObvLL0w0Lrbv/oLwLvWwOv
DO 21 LL=1.N
I F ( L L . N E . I C O l ) T H E N  
DUN* = A( LL, ICOL)
A(LL.ICOL) = 0.
Du 18 L=1,N
A(LL,L) = A(LL.L) - A(ICOL,L)*DUM
18 CONTINUE
B ( LL) = B C LL) - B ( ICOL)*DUM 
ENDIF
21 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE
L'U^ <C'UjL<L-^ oL<L/^ L^/UL<L'C^ L'L»L/L/L/L/L'L.L-L/L<L<L<^ L*L»^ L'L/L/L/L>l»/L-L-L^ uL/UL<L'L'L/L'L/\rfV»/L/L<oUL/L'^ /L<u^ /OL»^ L'
c c
C UNSCRAMBLE THE SOLUTION IN VIOW OF THE COLUMN INTERCHANGES C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
DC 24 L=N,1,-1
IFfINDXR(L).NE.INDXC(L))THEN 
DO 23 K=1,N
DUM = A(K.INDXRCL))
A(K.INDXR(L)) = A(K,INDXC(L))
A (K,INDX C(L)) = DUM
23 CONTINUE 
ENDIF
24 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  A R R A N G ( F I X ,S O L . L O C .K O D E ,P O T ,F L U X )
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
c c c
C C  S U B R O U T I N E  A R R A N G  C
C C C
C C THIS S U B R O U T I N E  A R R A N G E S  S O L U T I O N  IN F I N A L  FORM C
C C C
C C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - C
C C C
C C FIX - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  AT  N O D E S  C
C C C
C C SOL - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  S O L U T I O N  OF  U N K N O W N S  A T  N O D E S  C
c c c
C C LOC - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O S I T I O N  OF  U N K N O W N  A T  N O D E  IN C
C C V E C T O R  SOL C
C C C
365
C C KCDE - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  A T  N O D E S  C
r r q
C C POT - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O T E N T I A L S  A T  NO D E S  Cc c c
C c FLUX - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  FLUXES A T  N O D E S  Cc c cc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
r'L
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H . 0 - Z )
P A R A M E T E R  ( NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  F I X ( 1 ) . S 0 L ( 1 ) , L 0 C ( I ) , K G D E ( 1 ) . P O T ( 1 ) . F L U X (1)
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 1 0 ) . N U M I N T ( 1 0 ) , N U M N P ( 1 0 ) , N O D P T ( 1 0 , N M X ) . N U M W L ( 10) 
C O M M O N / C N T R L / N U M E L ,N U M I N T .N T O T .N U M N P .N U M M A T ,N O D P T .N U M W L
C
DC 10 M = l , N U M M A T  
I F ( M . E O . l ) K = i  
DO 5 J J = 1 .N U M N D (M)
J = N O D P T ( M , J J )
I F ( K O D E ( J ).E Q . I ) T H E N  
P O T (J ) = FIX(J)
FLUX(J) = SO L ( LO C(J ))
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( J ) .E Q . 0 ) T H E N  
POT( J) = SO L C LQ C(J ))
FL UX(J) = FIX(J)
E L S E I F ( K O D E ( J ) . E C . - l ) T H E N  
POT(J) = S O L ( L O C ( J ) T 
F L U X (J ) = S O L ( L O C ( J ) + l )
I F ( L 0 C ( J ) . E Q . K ) K = K + 1  
EN DI F
I F ( L O C ( J ). E Q .K - 1.A N D .K Q D E ( J ) .E Q .- 1 ) K=K+1 
I F ( L O C ( J ) . E C . K . A N D . K O D E ( J ) . N E . - l ) K = K + l  
5 C O N T I N U E  
10 C O N T I N U E
r
RE TU RN
ENDr
r --------------------------—--- — --------------------------- ---- ---- -c --------------------------------------------------------------------c
S U B R O U T I N E  F I N A L ( P O T , F L U X , X , Y , Z )
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C C C
C C  S U B R O U T I N E  A R R A N G  C
c c c
C C T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  A R R A N G E S  S O L U T I O N  IN F I N A L  FORM C
c c c
C C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - C
C C c
C C POT - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O T E N T I A L S  A T  NO D E S  C
c c c
C C FLUX - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  FLUX ES AT  NO D E S  C
C C C
C“
) 
O 
O 
O 
O
3bb
C X.Y.: - VECTOR CONTAINING BOUNDARY COORDINATES Cc ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.0-Z)
PARAMETER (NMX = 300)
DIMENSION COND(IO.S)
DIMENSION POT(l).FLUX(l).X(l).Y(l),Z(i)
DIMENSION LMIJ(NMX).LMKL(NMX)
DIMENSION XXI(NMX).XXJ(NMX),XXK(NMX).XXL(NMX)
DIMENS ION YYI(NMX),YYJ(NMX),YYK(NMX).YY L(NMX)
DIMENSION ZZI(NMX),ZZJ(NMX),ZZKfNMXY,ZZL(NMX)
DIMENSION NUMEL(10).NUMINT(10),NUMNP(10),NODPT(10.NMX).NUMWL(10) 
DIMENSION XWL(10,10),YWL(10,10),ZWL(10,10),QWL(10,10) 
COMMON/MTRL/COND 
COMMON/'LMENT-'LMIJ,LMKL
COMMON/CNTRL/NUMEL.NUMINT.NTOT,NUMNP.NUMMAT,NODPT,NUMWL
COMMON/WELL/XWL.YWL.ZWL,QWL
COMMQN/ELX/XXI.XXJ.XXK.XXL
COMMON/ELY/YY1.YYJ.YYK.YYL
COMMON/ELZ/ZZI.ZZJ.ZZK.ZZL
EX iERNAl WTFNC,DWifnc
NSTART = 1 
NSTOP = NUMEL(l)
I START = i 
I STOP = NUMNP(l)
DO 100 M=l.NUMMAT
nL
c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c c c
C C DETERMINATION OF PARTICULAR SOLUTION IN SOURCE PROBLEM C
C C C
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCc
IF(NUMWL(M).NE.O)THEN 
DO 215 N=ISTART,ISTOP 
BI = 0.0 
BN = 0.0 
NN = NODPT(M,N)
NNEL = -1
DO 213 NNN = NSTART.NSTOP 
IF(NNEL.EQ.-1)THEN 
CALL RECALL(LMIJ(NNN),LMKL(NNN),NI,NJ,NK,NL,IKOD) 
IF(NN.EQ.NI)THEN 
NNEL = NNN 
NLOC = 1 
XLL = XXI(NNN)
YLL = YYI(NNN)
Z LL = ZZI(NNN)
ELSEIF(NN.EQ.NJ)THEN 
NNEL = NNN 
NLOC = 2
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XLL = X X J( NNN )
YL L = Y Y J ( N N N )
Z L L  =  Z Z J (NNN j 
E L S E I F ( N N .E Q .N K ) T H E N  
N NEL = NNN 
NLOC = 3 
XL L = X X K( NNN )
Y L L  = Y Y K ( N N N )
Z L L  = Z Z K ( N N N )
EL SE IF( NN . E Q . N D T H E N  
N N EL = NNN 
NLOC = 4 
XL L = X X L( NNN )
Y L L  =  Y Y L ( N N N )
Z L L  = Z Z L ( N N N )
EN DI F
E N DI F
213 C O N T I N U E
C
DO 212 1 = 1 . N U M W L ( M )
XI = X W L ( M,I )
YI = Y W L ( M , I )
ZI = Z W L ( M . n
ESI = BI - QWL( M, I )* WT FNC(XI , Y I , Z I , X L L , Y L L . Z L L , M )
BN = BN + 0 W l ( M , I ) * D W T F N C ( N N E L , N N . X . Y , Z , X I , Y I . Z I . N L 0 C , M . 4 )
212 C O N T I N U E
P O T (NN) = P O T( NN) - BI
C
F L U X (NN ) = FLUX (NN ) * BN
r
215 C O N T I N U E  
EN D I F
C
N S T A R T  = N S T A R T  + N U M E L ( M )
N S T O P  = NS TO P + N U M E L ( M + 1 )
I S TA RT = ISTA RT + N U MN P(M )
ISTOP = ISTOP + N U M N P ( M + 1 )
100 C O N T I N U E  
RETU RN 
END
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
S U B R O U T I N E  O U T P U T (X ,Y ,Z ,S O L V ,F I X B N D ,X I N T ,Y I N T ,Z I N T ,S O L U T ,D P O T X .
S D P O T Y ,D P O T Z ,D P O T .K O D E . I T I T L E )
C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
C 
C
c  
c  
c
c  c
c c  S U B R O U T I N E  O U T P U T
c  c
c  C T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  W R I T E S  OUT THE R E S U L T S  OF THE COMPUTATION  
C C
o 
o 
o 
o 
ci
 o 
o 
ci
 
ci
 
ci
 
ci
 
ci
 
ci
 o 
r-> 
o 
o 
ci
 
a 
o 
o 
o 
o
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C C A L L I N G  A R G U M E N T S  - C
C C
C X.Y.Z - V E C T O R S  O F  B O U N D A R Y  C O O R D I N A T E S  C
C C
C FIXB ND - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O T E N T I A L S  AT NO DE S Cc c
C SOLV - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  FLUX ES AT NO DE S C
C C
C XI NT,YI NT.ZI NT - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  I N T E R N A L  C O O R D I N A T E S  C
C C
C SO LU T - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  P O T E N T I A L S  AT  I N T E R N A L  NO D E S  Cc c
C D P O T X .D P O T Y ,D P O T Z ,D P OT - V E C T O R S  C O N T A I N I N G  FLUX ES AT C
C I N T E R N A L  NO DE S Cc c
C KODE - V E C T O R  C O N T A I N I N G  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  AT NO DE S Cc c
C I T IT LE - C O DE TO T E L L  W H I C H  S O L U T I O N  IS B E I N G  O U T P U T  C
C = 1 FOR I N I T I A L  S O U L U T I O N  C
C = 2 FOR F I N A L  S O L U T I O N  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * ^  (I-N)
P A R A M E T E R  (NMX = 300)
D I M E N S I O N  L M I J ( N M X ) .l M K L ( NMX )
D I M E N S I O N  N U M E L ( 1 0 ) , N U M I N T C 1 0 ) , N U M N P ( 1 0 ) , N U M W L ( 1 0 ) ,NODPT( 1 0 , NMX) 
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1 ) , Y ( 1 ) , Z ( 1 ) , F I X B N D ( 1 ) . S O L V ( 1 ) , X I N T ( 1 ) , Y I N T ( 1 ) , Z I N T (1) 
S .SO L U T(1 ),D P O T X (1),D P O T Y ( 1).D P O T Z ( 1 ).D P O T ( 1 ),K O D E ( 1 )
D I M E N S I O N  X X I ( N M X ) .X X J ( N M X ) ,X X K ( N M X ) ,XX L( NMX )
D I M E N S I O N  Y Y I ( N M X ) ,Y Y J ( N M X ) , Y Y K ( N M X ) , Y Y L ( N M X )
D I M E N S I O N  Z Z I ( N M X ) ,Z Z J ( N M X ) . Z Z K ( N M X ) , Z Z L ( N M X )
C O M M O N / L M E N T / L M I J ,LMKL 
C O M M O N / E L X / X X I ,X X J ,X X K . X X L  
C O M M O N / E L Y / Y Y I , Y Y J .Y Y K . Y Y L  
C O M M O N / E L Z / Z Z I . Z Z J . Z Z K . Z Z L
C O M M O N / C N T R L / N U M E L . N U M I N T . N T O T . N U M N P , N U M M A T , N O D P T . N U M W L
C O M M O N / IO /' IND EV, I O U T D V , IPLOT
I F ( I T I T L E . E Q . 1 ) T H E N  
W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,110)
ELSE
W R I T E ( I O U T D V ,100)
EN DI F
DO 5 1 = 1 , NT OT
J  =  J.
4 C A L L  R E C A L L ( L M I J ( J ) ,L M K L ( J ) , N I , N J , N K , N L , I K O D )
I F ( I .E Q . N I ) T H E N  
XX = XXI( J)
YY = Y Y I( J)
ZZ = Z Z I( J)
E L S E I F ( I .E Q .N J ) T H E N
ft
o
o
o
r
~
>
c
~
>
o
c
"
>
o
 
ci 
ci
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XX = XXJ(J)
YY = Y Y J( J)
ZZ = Z Z J( J)
E L S E I F ( I .E Q . N K ) T H E N  
XX = XXK(J)
YY = Y Y K( J)
ZZ = ZZK( J)
ELSEIF( I . EQ. N D T H E N  
XX = XXL(J)
YY =  Y Y L( J)
ZZ = ZZL( J)
ELSE 
J= J+ 1 
GO TO 4 
E N D I F
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 2 0 0 ) I . X X , Y Y , Z Z , F I X B N D ( I ) , S 0 L V ( I )
5 C O N T I N U E
I F ( I T I T L E . E Q . 2 ) T H E N  
N S T A R T = 1  
N S T O P = N U M I N T ( 1)
DO 10 M = i , N U M M A T
I F ( N U M I N T ( M ) . N E . O ) T H E N  
W R I T E C I O U T D V . 3 5 0 ) M
DO 20 I = N S T A R T , N S T O P
W R I T E ( I O U T D V , 3 0 0 ) X I N T ( I ) , Y I N T ( I ) . Z I N T ( I ) .S O L U T ( I ),
S D P O T X ( I ).D P O T Y ( I ).D P O T Z ( I ).D P O T ( I )
20 C O N T I N U E
E N D I F
N S T A R T  = N S T A R T  + NS TO P 
N S T O c = NS TO P + N U M I N T ( M + 1 )
10 C O N T I N U E  
EN DI F
RETU RN
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C Cc c
C F O RM AT S T A T E M E N T S  C
C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
100 F O R M A T ( 11 1/ 1 0 X / / 1 0 0 ( ) / / 5 X , 'F I N A L  S O L U T I O N ' / /
S 5 X . ' B O U N D A R Y  NODE' , 8 X ,' X 1 ,1 1 X ,' Y' , U X ,' Z ' ,
S 1 0 X . ' P O T E N T I A L ' , 1 2 X , ' F L U X ' / )
110 F O R M A T ( 11 ' / 1 0 X / / 1 0 0 ( 1 - ' ) / / 5 X , 1 I N I T I A L  S O L U T I O N ' / /
S 5X. 'B OU N D A R Y  NODE' . 8 X ,' X M I X ,'Y ' , 1 1 X ,'Z ' ,
S 1 0 X ,'P O T E N T I A L ' .1 2 X ,'F L U X '/)
200 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X . I 3 , 8 X , 3 ( F 9 . 5 , 3 X ) . 3 X . 2 ( D 1 4 . 7 , 3 X ) )
350 F O R M A T ( ' 1 V 1 3 X , ' I N T E R N A L  P O T E N T I A L  C O M P U T A T I O N  FOR R E G I O N ',14// 
S 5 X ,'X '.1 1 X ,'Y ',1 1 X ,'Z ',9 X ,'P O T E N T I A L " ,1 0 X ,'F L U X - X ',
S 1 1 X , 1F L U X - Y ' . 11X ,'F L U X - Z ' , 1 1 X ,'FLUX'//)
c370
300 F O RM A T (1X ,3( F S .4, 3X ) .5( D 13. 6. 4X ) )
END
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